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NOW.. 
0111. N'' SELLING FOR Y 

BEAT SALESME 
your Sylvania tube dis- 

Sylvania 

G 
r available from you Y 

selling power! Stock up on 

at this parade 
will make an aver- tributor. See him today. 

picture tubes and 
advertising Silver Screen ß5 p tubes. a d 

age of over 9 million sales 
ur area 

each 
52 Sylvania quality receiving 

profits in 

week - 

it 

thousands in your 
stars of now for a fast start to more p 

weeks of the year. The top 1961. 

radio, the largest- selling weekly 

zine in the country ... all selling for 

you in 1961. 

Yes, Sylvania is going all out to help 

you build profits. All new streamers, 

in -store display and direct mail are 

Electronic Tubes Division, 
Sylvania Electric Pr 

uc S 
Inc., 

1740 Broadway, 
New York 19, New York. 

DON McNEILL'S 
"BREAKFAST CLUB" 

Don McNeill, M.C. of the long- est- running weekday program in radio, selling his millions of loyal listeners on the advan- tages of Sylvania Silver Screen 85 picture tubes. 

MONITOR 

WITH NICNOLS & 
May 

talent like Nichols 
8, 

and 
Star Silver Screen 

85 

sell the 
local independent I 

service 

biggest 
youic dealer -p° radio 

network 
weekend show 

in 

TV 
G 

U 
1 

D 
E 

FAVORITE OF 7,250,000 
TV OWNERS 

TV GUIDE selling 
you and the 

Silver Screen 
85 picture wherever 

TV sets are in use! 
Hard-hitting 

ad 
tube 

owner s telling set s 
how to make their old 

TV's work better than 
With 

a Silver Screen 
85. 

Sell the 

profit leader 

SYLVANIA! 

SYLVA\TIA 
Subsidiary of GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS "^) 
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SAVE OVER $3 ON THIS BRAND -NEW EDITION 

Every Essential 
Term in Physics 
and Electronics- 
15,000 of Them 
-NOW IN ONE GIANT 

DICTIONARY! 

$RAND -NEW 2nd EDITION - Bigger, 
More Useful than Ever! Famous ONE- 
SOURCE reference book expanded to 
1,400 pages - covers major new fields; 
presents latest ideas, discoveries in 17 
basic areas! New multi -lingual indexes. 

NOW completely revised and expanded, 
The International Dictionary of 

Physics and Electronics is the only book 
available that defines and explains every 
important term in 16 basic and many 
new fields of modern physics and 
electronics. 

More than 15,000 laws, relationships, 
equations, basic principles, instruments, 
and techniques are described in over half 
a million words. It takes the place of a 
whole library of reference books on: Elec- 
tronics Meteorology Mechanics Gases 

Liquids Solids Acoustics Optics 
Units and Dimensions General Princi- 
ples Heat and Thermodynamics Atomic 
and Nuclear Physics Mathematical 
Physics Quantum Mechanics Elec- 
tricity Relativity. 

Coverage of all of these fields has been 
brought completely up -to -date. In addi- 
tion, there is NEW MATERIAL on new 
developments in thermonuclear research 
and magnetohydrodynamics ... space 
physics ... astrophysics. IRE definitions 

¡, in networks, computers, etc. New review 
'4- of physics : great developments from 

Newton to non -conservation of parity and 
strange particles. 

Arranged to Give You 
Any Information in Seconds 

No mare hunting from book to book - no 
more guesswork, wasted time or effort. Here's 
everything you need in one 1,400 -page easy -to- 
use reference volume. Articles are arranged 
progressively - begin with concise definition 
and add details in later paragraphs. Unique 
cross- reference system lets you find any fact 
fast: bold -face "word signals" refer you to re- 
lated articles. And newly -added 4- language 
index - Russian, German, French, Spanish - 
lists all terms with English equivalents. 

Special Money- Saving Offer 
This authoritative book is a monumental 

publishing achievement - 1,400 pages, 15,000 
terms; bound and manufactured for a lifetime 
of use. After May 30 it will be priced at $27.85. 

."'°"'z' 

DICTIONARY 

PHYSICS ' 

ELJJCT/1Øjqs 
,n all these important stank[! *rem UNITS AND DIMENSIONS 

GENERAI PRI' THE GASEOUS STATE THE LIQUID STAT HEAT 
ELECTRONICS 

AND 

HERMODYNAMICS ACOUSTICS 
MATHEMATICALANYSI(SROIOGY ATOMI( 

QUANTUM MECH si QUANTUM 
AND THERMOA. 

with Essential Mull GERMAN RUSSIAN FRENCH 
ISH 

MARCH, 961 

Until that time, however, the publishers are 
making a direct -to- reader offer of only $24.75 
(payable in installments) a saving of $3.10. 
To take advantage of this $3.10 saving you 
need send no money now - only certificate 
below. Book will be sent to you for FREE 10- 
DAY EXAMINATION. 

Use this enormous Dictionary to recheck 
work, clarify data, catch up with new ideas, 
developments. See how it can repay its cost 
many times over in just one avoided error. If 
not convinced that it will be one of your most 
valuable books return it and pay nothing. 
(Cost of book is tax deductible if used in 
your work.) Mail no -risk certificate now to: 
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Dept. 183. 120 
Alexander St., Princeton, N.J. (Estab. 1848.) 

t- 

Acclaimed by Major Journals 
In Every Field of Science 

"Unique. Useful. Presents a wide 
variety of terms." 

-SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 

"Remarkably complete. Highly use- 
ful. Provides definite and concise 
answers to a myriad of questions." 

-PHYSICS TODAY 

"Will undoubtedly make a well - 
deserved place for itself." -SCIENCE 
"There has been a real need for 
such a work." -ELECTRONICS 
"Recommended for all that do any 
reference work in physics." 

-LIBRARY JOURNAL 
"Unique in its field and exception- 
ally clear in its typography. It 
should prove a most useful refer- 
ence." -NUCLEONICS 
"The best book of definitions avail- 
able on the market today. Highly 
recommended." -TELE -TECH 

SEND NOW - SAVE OVER $3 

D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc. 
Dept. 183, 120 Alexander St., 
Princeton, N.J. 

Please send me the brand -new 
2nd Edition of The International 
Dictionary of Physics and Elec- 
tronics. If not delighted, I'll re- 
turn it within 10 days and owe 
nothing. Otherwise, I'll remit 
$9.75 plus small shipping cost 
then and $5 a month for 3 months. 

Name 
(please print) 

Address 

City Zone. ...State 

Cheek Here and SAVE! Enclose full payment 
($24.75) with this certificate and all shipping costs 

will be prepaid. Money -back guaaantee. (In Canada: 
25 Hollinger Rd., Toronto 16. Price slightly higher.) 
Foreign and A.P.O. -please enclose $24.75 with certificate. 
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Radio -Electronics MARCH, 1961 

Formerly RADIO -CRAFT - Incorporating SHORT WAVE CRAFT - TELEVISION NEWS - RADIO 8 TELEVISION :k 

OVER FIFTY YEARS OF ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING 

Hugo Gernsback 
Editor and Publisher 

M. Harvey Gernsback 
......Editorial Director 

Fred Shunaman 
Managing Editor 

Robert F. Scott, W2PWG 
Technical Editor 

Larry Steckler 
Associate Editor 

I. Queen 
Editorial Associate 

Jack Darr 
Service Editor 

Fernando Martinez 
Art Director 

Wm. Lyon McLaughlin 
Tech. Illustration Director 

Fred Neinast 
Art Associate 

Elizabeth Stalcup 
___ . .Production Manager 

Lee Robinson 
.._Director, Advertising Sales 

John J. Lamson 
Eastern Sales Manager 

G. Aliquo 
Circulation Manager 

Adam J. Smith 
Director, Newsstand Sales 

Robert Fallath 
Promotion Manager 

Average Paid Circulation 
Over 163,000 

ON THE COVER 

(Story on page 50) 

Aligning amplifiers with 

a 50 -mc passband is not 

simple. All the equipment 

on this section of a Jerrold 

test bench is really useful. 

Color original by 
Jerrold Electronics 

Radio -Electronics is indexed in 
Applied Science & Technology Index 

(Formerly Industrial Arts Index) 

editorial 
33 Anti -Plane- Collision Radar -Hugo Gernsback 

radio 
34 Home -Made Tunnel -Diode CW Transmitter - 

Lester A. Earnshaw, ZLIAAX 
54 Consolan, What Is It ?- Elbert Robberson 

electronics 
36 Inside the Electronic Photoflash -C. L. Henry 
49 Communication by Light Wave 
58 Heat to Electricity -E. Aisberg 
80 Watch Demagnetizer 
82 Emergency Alarm in Your Home 

television 
42 Vhf Translator TV for Your Town -Philip Freen 
44 BBB Raps Set Manufacturers 
50 Aligning Wide -Band Vhf Amplifiers (Cover Feature) -Jack Beever 
53 Translator Authorization Fact Sheet 
60 TV Service Clinic (Signal Generators in TV Alignment) - 

Conducted by Jack Darr 
89 Sync Separators and Clippers, Part 

what's new 
45 Pictorial Reports of New Developments 

audio high fidelity 
46 Custom Hi -Fi Preamp Design -Mannie Horowitz 
59 Convert Your Speaker System to Stereo for $20- 

Gordon R. Lichtenwalter 
96 Remote Amplifier Has Four -Transistor Circuit - 

Il -Jack Darr 

George Was /o, WKRC -TV 

test instruments 
40 Easy -to -Build Wide -Band Vtvm 

Kenneth E. Walters 
73 Two -Terminal Oscillator -I. Queen 
74 Wobbulating Sweep Generator Worth Building -Gerald Wilner 
92 Case of the Missing Spot -Paul W. Karrol 

industrial electronics 
68 About These Super- Scopes -Tom Jaski 
86 Radio -Controlled Die Protection -Dellroye D. Darling 

Doubles as Audio Analyzer- 

the departments 
119 Business and People 115 New Patents '100 Technicians' News 

81 Correction 106 New Products 98 Technotes 
18 Correspondence 113 New Tubes and Semiconductors 123 Try This One 

122 New Books 6 News Briefs 116 50 Years Ago 
29 New Literature 117 Noteworthy Circuits 

Radio -Electronics March, 1961, Vol. XXXII, No. 3. Published monthly at Mt. Morris. ill., by Gernshack Publications, Inc. Second -class postage paid at Mt. Morris, III. Copyright 1961 by Gernsback Publications, Inc. All rights reserved under Universal, International and Pan -American Copyright Conventions. 

Subscription Rates: U.S., U.S. possessions and Canada, $5.00 for one year; $9.00 for two years; $12.00 for three years. Pan -American countries $6.00 for one year $11.00 for two years; $15.00 for three years. All other countries $6.50 a year; $12.00 for two 
Years; $16.50 for three years. 
Subscriptions: Address correspondence to Radio -Electronics, Subscriber Service, 154 West 14111 St., New York 11, N.Y. When requesting a change of address, please fur- nish an address label from a recent issue. Allow one month for change of address. 

Comeback Publications. Inc, Executive, Editorial and Advertising Onces, 154 West 
14th St., New York 11, N.Y. Telephone Algonquin 5 -7755. Hugo Gernsback, Chairman 
of the Board: M. Harvey Gernsback, President; G. Aliquo, Secretary. 
Advertising Representatives: Los Angeles: Harker- Gust ed -Coughlin. 400 Sottth Alvarado St. Tel. Dunkirk 7 -2323. San Francisco: Harker -Hosted- Coughlin, 444 
Market St., Tel. GArriield 1 -0151. Chicago: 8611 East Prairie Road, Skokie, Ili. Tel. 
ORohard 5 -1740. United Kingdom: Publishing & Distributing Co., Ltd., Mitre House, 
177 Regent St., London, W. 1, England. 
Foreign Agents: Great Britain: Atlas Publishing and Distributing Co., Ltd., 1S Bride 
Lane, London E.C. 4. 
Postmaster: If undeliverable, send Form 3179 to: RADIO -ELECTRONICS, 154 West 
14th St., New York 11, N.Y. 'Trademark registered U. S. Pat. Office. 
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START NOW! Break through the Earning Barrier that stops 
half- trained men. N.T.S. "All- Phase" training prepares you - 
at home in spare time - for a high -paying CAREER in Elec- 
tronics - TV - Rodio as a MASTER TECHNICIAN. One Master 
Course at One Low Tuition trains you for unlimited opportuni- 
ties in All 13-lases: Servicing, Communications, Preparation 
F.C.C. License, Broadcasting, Manufacturing, Automation, 
Radar and Micro- Waves, Missile and Rocket Projects. 

A more rewardinç job ... a secure 
future ... a richer, fuller life can 

be yours! As cn N. T. S. MASTER 
TECHNICIAN you car go straight to 
the top in industry ... or in your 
own profitable bL 5 less. 

SUCCEED IN MANY HIGH -PAYING 
JOBS LIKE THESE... 

TV -Radio Sales, Service and Repair 

Profitable Busir ess of Your Own 

Communication; Technician - F.C.C. License 
Hi- Fi,Stereo & Sound Recording Specialist 
TV -Radio Eroadcasting Operator 
Technician in Computers & Missiles 
Electronics Fieli Engineer 
Specialist in Mi;rowaves & Servomechanisms 
Expert Trouble Shooter 
All -Phase Master Technician 

19 BIG KITS 
YOURS TO KEEP 

You ?' work on 

actual job 
\ projects 

NATIONAL friga SCHOOLS 
WORLDWIDE TRAINING SINGE 1905 

4000 S0. FIGUEROA ST., LOS ARMES 07, CALIF., N. S. A. 

Write Dept. RG -31 

RESIDENT TRAINING MT LOS ANGELES 

If You wish to take your training in our 

Resident School at Los Angeles, start 

NOW in our big, modero Shops and Labs. 

Work with the latest Auto and Diesel 

engines - all types - duel injection, au. 

tomatic transmissions, all power equip- 

ment most complete facilities offered 
friendly 

by any school. Wert, 
tars Graduate Emploi ent Services Help 

in finding home near school - and part 

time iob while you learn. 

WRITE FOR SPECIAL RESIDENT SCHOOL 

CATALOG AND INFORMATION 

N.T.S. HOME TRAINING is 

Classroom Developed 
Lab -Studio Planned 

Shop- Fested 
Industry Approved a 

Specifical y Designed 
for Home Study t 

ACCREDITED MENDER 

..the only nationally 
recognised accrediting 

agency for private 
home study schools. 

N.T.S. Shop -Tested HOME TRAIN- 
ING is Better, More Complete, 
Lower Cost .. and it is your key 
to the most fascinating, opportu- 
nity- filled industry today! 

YOU LEARN QUICKLY AND EASILY 
THE N.T.S. SHOP- TESTED WAY 

You get lessons, manuals, job proj- 
ects, unlimited corsultation, gradu- 
ate advisory service. 
You build a Short Wave -Long Wave 
Superhet Receiver, plus a large - 
screen TV set from the ground up, 
with parts we send you at no addi- 

Free book 

gives you all the facts 

tional cost. You also get a Profes- 
sional Multitester for your practical, 
job projects. 

EARN AS YOU LEARN... 
WE SHOW YOU HOW! 

Many students pay for entire tuition 
-and earn much more -with 
spare time work they perform while 
training. You can do the same ... 
we show you how. 

SEND FOR INFORMATION NOW... 
TODAY! IT COSTS YOU NOTHING 

TO INVESTIGATE. 

MAIL NATIONAL TIM!. SCHOOLS (, 
COUPONWORLD -WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

NOW 
for 

FREE BOOK. 
and 

ACTUAL 
LESSON 

NO OBLIGATION! 
NO SALESMAN WILL CALL 

Mail Now To 
National Technical Schools, Dept. RG -31 

4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 37, Calif. 
Please rush FREE Electronics - 

TV -Radio "Opportunity" Book and Actual 
Lesson. No Salesman will call. 

Age - Name 
Address 
City Zone State 

I Check here if interested ONLY in Resident Training at Los Angeles. 

VETERANS: Give date of discharge 
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New Color TV System 
May Help Small Stations 

A new system of photographing 
and transmitting color TV signals 
worked out by Prof. William T. 
Hughes of Iowa State University 
offers many advantages of simplicity 
and low cost, according to its de- 
veloper. A two -camera pickup, with 
one camera picking up the luminance 
signal and the other an alternately 
blue and red signal, as controlled by 
a color wheel, replaces the conven- 
tional three -camera setup. . A delay 
line in parallel with the red blue line 
supplies an extra delayed -chroma 
signal, and both chroma and lumi- 
nance are fed to an NTSC encoder 
which puts out an NTSC signal. 

The signal, it is claimed, can be 
sent over wire or microwave circuits 
of lower quality than would be nec- 
essary for conventional color trans- 
mission, can be monitored en route 
with simple equipment, and can be 
recorded on a black- and -white video 
recorder. Present TV stations can 
modify their equipment to use the 
Iowa State system at a much lower 
cost than would be necessary to in- 
stall conventional color TV equip- 
ment. 

Ultraviolet Now Used 
For Communications 

An experimental system designed 
for long- distance communication in 
free space has been demonstrated by 
Westinghouse. Signals picked up by 
a standard TV camera are used to 
modulate the beam of a 5ZP16 
cathode -ray tube, which radiates 1 
watt of ultraviolet from a .011 -inch 
spot. This is focused into a .033° 

6 

t 

riefs 
conical beam by an optical reflector. 
This beam is intense enough, says 
Dr. Paul Pan of Westinghouse, to 
permit communication over a 10 -kc 
band at distances up to about 15; 
000,000 miles. For shorter ranges, 
such as the distance to the moon, 
video bandwidths could be trans- 
mitted. 

The receiver is a phototube -an 
ultraviolet- sensitive photomultiplier. 
The output image is displayed on the 
screen of a regular TV receiver, as 
shown in the photo. 

Electricity Replaces Ether 
An abdominal operation per- 

formed on a woman patient at the 
Medical Center of the University of 
Michigan depended on electricity as 
the anesthetic. A 700 -cycle signal 
from a signal generator was fed 
through an amplifier to 1 -inch diam- 
eter electrodes connected to the pa- 
tient's temples. In less than a minute 
after the unit was turned on, the 
patient was unconscious. The patient 
remained asleep as long as current 
was fed to the electrodes. After the 
operation, the current was turned 
off and the patient regained con- 
sciousness in less than 60 seconds. 
The patient said she felt no dis- 
comfort or nausea upon awakening. 
The entire system costs about $150. 

This anesthetic system is highly 
desirable, since it works directly on 
the nervous system and does not 
seem to affect blood circulation or 
any body organs. 

The use of the electrical anesthesia 
was developed after 4 years of re- 
search by the university's Medical 
Center under an Army grant. The 
Army was interested because quick 
recovery from anesthesia is advan- 
tageous when operating under com- 
bat conditions. 

New Computers 
Speak English 

Announcements by three companies 
in the computer field indicate that 
computers may be programmed with 
plain English instead of coded com- 
mands in the language of binary 
numbers. IBM first described a new 
computer called Suitcase, which rec- 
ognizes the digits from 1 to 9, spoken 
by a person who has been given an 
hour's training in enunciation. 

More recently RCA and Remington 
Rand reported on an experiment in 
exchanging computer programs 
using plain English between data 
processing systems of different manu- 
facturers. Using conventionalized 
English, called Common Business 

Oriented Language (COBOL) two 
problems were programmed and 
first fed to the equipment of the 
manufacturer who prepared the pro- 
gram. Then, with minor changes, 
they were fed into the other manu- 
facturer's equipment. The machines 
worked equally well and gave the 
same answers in both cases. 

When using COBOL, the machine 
is programmed to understand nouns 
used in the business in which it 
works, such as "payroll file" or 
"employee number." It also knows 
some 20 verbs, including the arith- 
metic commands "add, divide," etc., 
and such words as "read, display," 
or "stop." A computer order in 
COBOL, for instance, might be writ- 
ten "SUBTRACT DEDUCTIONS 
FROM GROSS GIVING NET." The 
same command in the older numer- 
ical code would be, for the RCA 501, 
72- 010237 --00- 600000. The UNIVAC 
II translation would be B00549 
S00623 C00942. 

Low -Power Optical Maser 
Announced by IBM 

A new optical maser (RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS, December, 1960, page 
8) that is expected to permit con- 
tinuous generation of coherent light 
waves is reported by Drs. Peter P. 
Sorokin and Mirek J. Stevenson of 
International Business Machines. 
Earlier masers, as developed by 
Hughes and Bell Laboratories, re- 
quire so much power that they can 
be operated only in short pulses. 

Secret of the new maser is the 
crystal in which the light is gen- 
erated. It is calcium fluoride, a 
common optical material, and the 
ions that are stimulated into coherent 
light emission are of trivalent ura- 
nium or divalent samarium. The rods 
with trivalent (three electrons miss- 
ing from the outer shell) uranium 
impurities emit infrared light at a 
wavelength of 2.5 microns; the 
divalent samarium (two electrons 
missing from the outer shell) pro- 
duces light at 0.708 micron, in the 
deep red portion of the spectrum. 
The power required to stimulate the 
crystal is less than 1/500 that nec- 
essary for a ruby crystal with 
chromium atoms as the impurity. 

NAA Transmits Again 
The new super -power low -fre- 

quency Navy radio station at Cutler, 
Me., has been allotted the traditional 
call letters NAA. The call was made 
famous by the Navy's original high - 
power station at Arlington, Va., 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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PRACTICAL 
EXPERIENCE 

NOW.. . at home.. .get DeVry Tech's 

i i4ssk 

A MILLION DOLLARS IN EQUIPMZNTI 
In..--ruments tools, 

supplies are available for DeVry T3ch stuc ents in our Chi, 
cago and Toronto Laboratories. AFove is !Flown a Closed 
Circuit TV station in our Chicago 

L iborato.ies. 

Build and keep 
This DeVry 
Tech VACU U M 

TUBE 
VOLTMETER 
-.one of the 
most useful of 
al test instru- 
ments. 

amazing effective training in 

LL-LV LI:0Z 
RADIO-TELEVISION! Nothing else like it for providing mil LABORATORY-TYPE 

training at home. Get the kind of thorough, practical experience YOU NEED for 

the kind of progress YOL WANT in today's tremendous fiel I of Television, Radio 

and Electronics. Qualify Yourself for real money ... interesting w Drk ... a won- 

derfully promising future. And when you finish, DeVry Technical l.stitute's active 

Employment Service HELPS YOU GET STARTED! Or open your D w n profitable 

Television-Radio Service Business. 

THOUSANDS OF SUCCESSFUL GRADUATES 

INCH 
COLOR 

"SCOPE" 
SZCIMlicie 

HOME 
MOVIES 

help you grasp 
important points 
FASTER ... 
EASIER ... 

BETTER. A 
tremendous 
advantage! bula msc ,A- 

ovi.' Ahls Qv 

ttA ksee9 os coP a 
o... oscoI, tor 

WI t a '' t'us 1,61.1g. 

tAvu°s 'woe" /ewv.tst 
4 Now Prepare For 

4' SPACE AND MISSILE 

4 Electronics At Home 
DeVry Tech now also makes available their highly 
effective SFACE and MISSILE ELECTRONICS Pro- 

gram. Now a man can train at home for a job in 
"outer space"-and no- only "keep his feet on the 
ground": he can keep his present job while he is 

training. DeVry opens a wider range of job opportu- 
nities to a wic er range of men 17-55. 

NEW! ALL NEW! 

DeVRYTECHNICAL 
INSTITUTE 

CHICAGO TORONTO 

MARCH, 1961 

by has DeVry Technical Institute become one of the largest train- 

organizations of its kind? Because it provic 3s EVERY MAJOR 

HDME TRAINING AID to help make the sbject EASIER to learn . 

EASIER to remember-the kind of training so helpful for REAL 

PROGRESS. Students get thorough, up-to-date, pre :tical training that 

TAKES ADVANTAGE of new and improved train ng developments. 

Study the ADVANTAGES shown on this page. Think what they can 

neon to YOU .. to YOUR FUTURE! Or come to DeVry Tech's modern 

Tiaining Laboratories in Chicago or Toron o. MAIL COUPON TODAY 

for complete facts-including 2 valuable free book ets, "Pocket Guide 

t. Real Earnings" and "Electronics in Space Travel". Also, valuable 

information for men subject to MILITARY SERVICE. 

Accredited member of 
National Home Study Council r- - - - - - - 
SEND FOR 2 FREE BOOKLETS 
MAIL COUPON TODAY! 
DeVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
4141 Belmont Avenue, Chicago 41, Ill., Dept. F E3- R 

Please give me your two free booklets, "Pociet Guide to Real Earnings" 
and "Electronics in Space Travel"; also incLide deta.ls on how to pre- 
pare for a career in Electronics. I am interested in tte following oppor- 
tunity fields (check one or more): 

11 Space & Missile Electronics 0 Communication 
O Television and Radio 0 Computers 

O Microwaves D Broalcasting 

O Radar 0 Indu itrial Electronics 
Automation Electronics O Special "Short Courses" 

Th1;;E... 
f, 

Real ' 

Earnings 

I Name 

I Address 
r,EAse PRINT 

Apt 

Age 

I 
City Zone State 

Check here if you face military se vice. 
Canadian residents: Write DeVry Teich of Carcada, Ltd., 

I 1001 970 Lawrence Avenue West, Tonnto 19, :ntario 
Le OM +NM. Imam ammo. MINIM 
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MATCH LIVE SOUND WITH THO EN TD -124 

The turntable that adjusts for perfect pitch! 

Thorens compensates for variations in house 
current and recording systems; gives the truest 
reproduction with all your records, old or new. 
Adjustment is so fine that records can be used to 
accompany live vocal and instrumental performances. 
Swiss precision engineering ensures longer record 
life, performance to match the finest components 
you will ever own. See your Thorens dealer soon 
for expert attention and high fidelity service. 

THOS 

4 speeds adjust while 
record plays 

Illuminated strobe and 
circular level built in 

Easy installation of 12" 
and 16" arms 

Only $99.95 net. Other 
models from $47.50 

r1 

FAMOUS SWISS HI -FI COMPONENTS 

MUSIC BOXES SPRING - POWERED SHAVERS LIGHTERS 

A Division of ELPA Marketing Industries, Inc. New Hyde Park, New York >< 
Guaranteed for one full year. Sold only through carefully selected franchised dealers. 

which was the foremost of the US 
coast stations and whose time signals 
were received not only by mariners 
but by watchmakers, who used spe- 
cial "Arlington" receivers fixed - 
tuned to that station. 

The new NAA is now being tested 
at frequencies as low as 14 kc and 
will operate on some frequency in 
that region. It will not send time 
signals since NBA, at Balboa, has a 
complete schedule of time signals 
on 18 kc. 

Electronic Refrigerator 
Announced by Hitachi 

The Consumer Goods Div. of 
Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, has released 
specifications on an electronic refrig- 
erator, including a freezer compart- 
ment. The capacity of the refrig- 
erator is approximately 3% cubic 

feet and the outside dimensions 
20 x 46 x 23 inches. It uses 36 
thermo- elements. The power con- 
sumption is given as 30 volts, 10 
amps for the cooling space and 20 
volts, 10 amps for the freezer. Box 
temperature is 40 °F, freezer temper- 
ature 9°F at an ambient tempera- 
ture of 86 °F. 

Radio Pioneer Passes 
John V. L. Hogan, early pioneer in 

radio and high fidelity, died Dec. 29, 
1960, in New York City. He was 71. 

His career started while a school- 
boy, when, as he said, he was the 
chief (and only) laboratory assistant 
to Dr. Lee de Forest in the winter 
of 1906 -07. In that capacity, he was 
one of the three or four people who 
were present at the birth of the 
Audion. Shortly afterward, as a 
student in the Sheffield Scientific 
School at Yale (where de Forest 
had received his training) , he in- 
vented the gang capacitor, the patent 
on which fortunately had a few years 
to run when ganged tuning devices 
came into general use. Later he was 
associated with Fessenden in some 
of his work at Brant Rock. 

Mr. Hogan became a consulting 
engineer in 1921 and worked with 
TV, facsimile and communications 
radio among other projects. He 
founded the country's first high - 
fidelity broadcast station in 1928. 
Using the experimental call W2XR, 
it broadcast high -quality musical 
programs and signals intended to 
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LL /ED value- packed 1961 
444 -PAGE ELECTRONICS CATALOG 

including special products 
available only from Allied 
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SAVE MOST ON 

EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS 

New Stereo Hi -Fi Systems - 
Everything in Hi -Fi Components 
Money -Saving, Build- Your -Own 
KNIGHT -KITS for Every Need 

Best Buys in Recorders & Supplies 
Newest Public Address Systems, 
Paging and Intercom Equipment 
Amateur Receivers, Transmitters 
and Station Gear 
Citizen's Band 2 -Way Radio 
Test and Laboratory Instruments 
TV Tubes, Antennas, Accessories 
Huge Listings of Parts, Tubes, 
Transistors, Tools, Books 

ALL /ELI exclusives: 

BUY ON EASIEST TERMS 

only $2 down on orders up to $50; 

only $5 down on orders up to $200; 
only $10 down over $200. 

Up to 24 months to pay. MONE'(- SAVING KNIGHT -KITS® -truly the very best 
in buid -your -own electronic equipment -lowest 
in cost, easiest to assemble, best for performance. 
Select from a complete line of Stereo hi -fi kits, 
Hobbyist kits, Test Instrument and Amateur kits. 
KNIGHT -KITS are an , Bxclusive ALLIED product. 

KNIGHT® STEREO HI -FI- Comparable to the best in 
quality, styling and performance, yet priced far 
lower.. Select super -value KNIGHT components or 
complete systems and save most. Also see the 
largest selections of famous -name hi -fi compo- 
nents and money- saving ALLIED- recommended 
complete high - fidelity music systems. 

Exclusive Allied products save you more 

ALLIED RADIO 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 

World's Largest Electronic Supply House 

MARCH, 1961 

- our 40th year 

Il. 
ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 2 -C1 
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 

Send FREE 1961 Allied Catalog No. 200 

You get every buying advantage at ALLIED: 

Lowest, money- saving prices, fastest shipment, 
expert personal help, easiest -pay terms, sat- 
isfaction guaranteed or your money back. 

send coupon today 
for 444 -page catalog 

Naine 
P_EASE PRINT 

Address 

City Zone State 
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It's the ) z et E 

Sonotone Ceramic "Velocitone" 
No stereo cartridge -not even the finest 
magnetic in the world- outperforms it! 

Listen!.. 

Listen!. 

Listen ! . . 

Listen !. . 

Listen!.. 

Listen!. . 

10 

with your own magnetic ... or with any magnetic you can buy 
today -at any price. Then replace it directly in your component 
system with Sonotone's new "VELOCITONE" STEREO CERAMIC 

CARTRIDGE ASSEMBLY. Listen again! We challenge you to tell 
the difference. Experts have tried...in dozens of A -B listening 
tests. And, in every single one, Sonotone's "VELOCITONE" per- 
formed as well as or better than the world's best magnetic. 

perfectly flat response in the extreme highs and lows (better 
than many of the largest -selling magnetics). 

excellent channel separation- sharp, crisp definition. 

highest compliance - considerably superior tracking ability. 

absolutely no magnetic hum - quick, easy, direct attachment 
to any magnetic inputs. 

remarkable performance characteristics unexcelled anywhere. 
(Write Sonotone Corporation for specifications.) 

Now listen to the price. Only $23.50...about one -half the price 
of a good stereo magnetic cartridge. Yet Sonotone's 
"VELOCITONE" stereo ceramic car- 
tridge system cannot be outper- 
formed by any magnetic -regardless 
of price. 

Sonotone® P. 

ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS DIVISION, ELMSFORD, N. Y., DEPT. C2 -31 

IN CANADA, CONTACT ATLAS RADIO CORP., LTD., TORONTO 

LEADING MAKERS OF CARTRIDGES SPEAKERS TAPE HEADS MIKES ELECTRONIC TUBES BATTERIES 

test the response of home broadcast 
receivers. In 1936 it became a com- 
mercial station, WQXR, under which 
call it is still being operated as a 
broadcast station by The New York 
Times. 

He developed a facsimile system 
(described in this magazine July, 
1946) that reproduced text at the 
rate of 500 words per minute. Trans- 
mission at this speed, he pointed out, 
made a home radiofacsimile news- 
paper possible. 

As secretary of the Society of 
Wireless Telegraph Engineers when 
it merged with the Wireless Insti- 
tute to form the present organiza- 
tion, he was one of the founders and 
an active member of the Institute of 
Radio Engineers. 

FCC Will Construct 
Experimental UHF TV 

New York's Empire State Build- 
ing Corp. recently announced the 
signing of a contract for housing a 
uhf TV transmitter for the FCC 
and for' an antenna on the Empire 
State Building tower. The new sta- 
tion will be used by the FCC to study 
uhf coverage and other problems as. 
a guide to allocations policy. The 
new station will become the eighth 
to transmit from the Empire State 
Building. 

Erwin Schrodinger Dies 
Prof. Erwin Schrodinger died in 

his native Vienna, Jan. 4, at the age 
of 74. His work, in combination with 
that of de Broglie and Dirac, formed 
the foundation for the modern con- 
cept of wave mechanics. He shared 
with P. A. M. Dirac the Nobel prize 
for physics in 1933. 

Professor Schrodinger conducted 
a seminar at the Institute for Ad- 
vanced Studies in Princeton, N. J., 
in 1934. He left Austria at the corn- 
ing of the Hitler regime in 1938 and 
taught at the Dublin Institute for 
Advanced Studies in Ireland till 
1956, when he returned to Austria. 

Earth, Too, Has Hum 
That the earth itself gives off a 

subsonic radio hum at 7.8 cycles per 
second has been discovered by sci- 
entists of the Lincoln Laboratory, 
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How to Get a 
Commercial FCC License 

do you know what an FCC license 
really can do for you in Electronics? 

Automation 

Microwave and Mobile Radio 

Guided Missiles 

Radio & TV Broadcasting 

Aeronautical Electronics 

O More income for you every week 

O A more interesting job in electronics 

Chances are if you are 
reading this magazine, you 
can qualify for the really 
good jobs in electronics, 
like those shown at left. 
Your past training and ex- 
perience in radio & TV 
repair, armed forces elec- 
tronics, ham operator, etc. 
can be your foundation for 
a profitable career as an 
electronics technician. Send 
for the Career Information 
Material shown below 
today. 

CLEVELAND 
INSTITUTE 

OF 
ELECTRONICS 

Desk RE -51 -A 
1776 E. 17th St. 

Cleveland 14, Ohio 

1. Raytheon Manufacturing Com- 

pany 

2. Radio Corporation of America 

3. Jupiter IRBM, Army Ordnance 
Missile Command 

4. Collins Radio Company 

5. Radio Corporation of America 

Investigate Our NEW 

Training Program 
in Computers, 

Servo Mechanisms, 

Magnetic Amplifiers 

and Others 
Accredited by Notional Home Study Council 

FIND OUT HOW: 
The new electronic devi:es 
can be handled by you. 

'Pi To solve the problems that 

will stump your fellow 
teshnicicns. 

3 Training is Job Insurance 

when employment is to Igh to 

find . . . and more mor ey for 
you when times are good 

Suc cessful 
Electronics 
Training 

Get All 3 Valuable Booklets 

Free .. 
a successful plan for ... 
Electronics Training 

Just Mail 
The Coupon 

Below Today 

Opportunities 
in Electronics 

for You 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS 
Desk RE -51 -A, 1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland 14, Ohio 

Please send FREE Career Information Material prepared to 

help me get ahead in Electronics. I have had training or ex- 

perience in Electronics as indicated below: 

Military Broadcasting 

Radio -TV Servicing Home Experimenting 

Manufacturing Telephone Company 

Amateur Radio Other 

In what kind of work are you now In what branch of Electronics 

engaged'? are you interested', 

Name Age 

Addr-ss 

City Zone State 

E£ IBA L!' 

RE-51 A 
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Latest issue of 

TUNG -SOL TIPS 
tells you what you should know about 

SINGLE SIDE BAND 

The two -tube balance modulator circuit is an important element in single 
side band transmission. It's discussed in the latest issue of Tung -Sol Tips. 

MONTH after month Tung -Sol has 
been delivering to the industrial 

serviceman one important issue of 
Tung -Sol Tips after another. Spe- 
cially written for the service dealer 
who wants to devote his talents to 
servicing industrial equipment, every 
issue of Tips is crammed full of vital 
information to help him in his work. 
This latest issue is no exception. 
Issue #14 offers in down -to- earth, on- 
the -job terms a full -scale treatment 
of single side band transmission. It 
discusses its advantages over conven- 
tional AM signals - and these ad- 
vantages are considerable. You'll 
discover how the elimination of the 
carrier signal and one -side band are 
accomplished without any reduction 
of signal quality and intelligence. 
You'll be introduced to a whole series 

of typical modulator circuits which 
are used to suppress the carrier. In 
addition, there's a thorough explana- 
tion of the filtering and phasing 
methods for eliminating sidebands. 
Tips also delivers a highly detailed 
description of SSB reception with an 
excellent discussion of important re- 
ceiving devices as "product detectors ". 
So, if you're a serviceman who still 
hasn't signed up to get his issues of 
Tung -Sol Tips free every month, now 
is the time to do it. You won't want 
to miss this issue and the important 
issues planned for the future. All you 
have to do is drop in to see your local 
Tung -Sol distributor and ask him to 
put you on the Tung -Sol Tips mailing 
list. Or write directly to: Tung -Sol 
Electric Inc., Newark 4, N. J. 

TUNG-SOL 
SALES OFFICES: ATLANTA, GA.; COLUMBUS, OHIO; CULVER CITY, CALIF.; DALLAS, TEXAS; 
DENVER, COLO.; DETROIT, MICH.; IRVINGTON, N. J.; MELROSE PARK, ILL.; NEWARK, N. J.; 
PHILADELPHIA, PA.; SEATTLE, WASH. IN CANADA: ABBEY ELECTRONICS, TORONTO, ONT- 

Massachusetts Institute of Technol- 
ogy. The low- frequency waves, they 
say, are excited by lightning dis- 
charges in the area between the 
earth's surface and the ionosphere. 
This space forms a resonant cavity, 
with waves reflected from the iono- 
sphere at one boundary and from the 
earth at the other. 

Calendar of Events 
Pacific Electronics Trade Show (PETS), Feb. 
26 -Mar. I, Great Western Exhibit Center, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 
EIA Spring Conference, Mar. 15 -17, Statler 
Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C. 
Magnetic Recording Industry Assoc., San 
Francisco High Fidelity Show, Mar. 15 -19, Cow 
Palace, San Francisco, Calif. 
1961 IRE International Convention, Mar. 20-23, 
Waldorf- Astoria Hotel and New York Coliseum, 
New York, N. Y. 

IHFM High Fidelity Music Show, April 4-9, 
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif. 
American Society for Testing Materials Sym- 
posium on Materials and Electron Device 
Processing, April 5 -7, Benjamin Franklin Hotel, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Southwestern IRE Conference & Electronics 
Show, April 19 -21, Baker Hotel and Dallas 
Memorial Coliseum, Dallas, Tex. 
IRE 7th Region Technical Conference and 
Trade Show, April 26-28, Westward Ho Hotel, 
Phoenix, Ariz. 

Television Classroom 
Takes to the Air 

A flying TV school 23,000 feet 
above Indiana was ready to start 
telecasting instruction over Indiana 
and portions of Michigan, Illinois, 
Ohio, Wisconsin and Kentucky early 
in 'the year, Westinghouse Electric 
reports. 

The Stratovision system was tested 
by Westinghouse some years ago. 
Two planes are allotted to the work, 
one being on the air at a time. 
Transmission is on uhf channels 72 
and 76. Each plane is equipped with 
two 1 -kw transmitters. The signal 
is a special narrow -band type -3 me 
wide, and will be transmitted from 
video tapes. 

WWV Sets Its Clock Back 
The time signals from WWV, 

Washington, D. C., and from WWVH 
in Hawaii were retarded by 5 milli- 
seconds early in January. The 
adjustment brought the signals of 
the US stations into closer agree- 
ment with the standard- frequency 
broadcast stations of other countries 
throughout the world. At the same 
time, the two stations resumed 
broadcasting a special timing code 
that gives the day, hour, minute and 
second for 1- minute intervals ten 
times per hour. 

World -Wide Color Television 
At 1964 Fair, Says Sarnoff 

The 1964 World's Fair at New 
York may well be ushered in by a 
world -wide color television broad- 
cast, reported David Sarnoff, RCA 
chairman and chief executive officer. 

"From a technical standpoint," he 
stated, "I am certain that it will be 
possible to televise the fair opening 
in natural color, over remote parts 
of the world, by a satellite commu- 
nications system." END 
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After two years of research and development a speaker system we 

can unconditionally guarantee to be the finest bookshelf unit ever built 

for home use that you have heard, REGARDLESS OF PRICE, or your 

money back. 
Thousands of these gigolos are now in use all over the country. The 

acceptance has been unbelievable. Never before a sound so realistic 

to so many people in so many different homes! These are the facts that 

enable A.E.S. to make this bold offer. 

PNEUMATIC LOADING 

TERMINAL STRIP TO AMPLIFIER 

ANTI INTER -MODULATION DISTORTION CONE REINFORCEMENTS 

3" HARDENED TWEETER DIFFUSION CONE 

ORLON ACOUSTIC DAMPENING MATERIAL 

DOUBLE WOUND VOICE COIL - 12,000 GAUSS 

1/4' WOOD CONSTRUCTION 

IVl REINFORCED ENCLOSURE 

PRODUCT RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 

CONSUMER PRODUCT REPORT* 

A new product recently introduced is the sublect of much controversy. It has been this con- 

troversy that prompted the Product Research á Development Company to make the following 
tests and report. 

REPORT SUBJECT: A. E. S. GIGOLO 

Description: Bookshelf type speaker system. Size, 
24" wide, 12" high, and 91 /s" deep. Which 
places the Gigolo among the few true bookshelf 
speakers. Cabinet construction Is unusually heavy 
and well reinforced. Its weight Is 25 lbs. Viusal 
inspection showed care In assembly, with tightly 
sealed front and back. Cabinet woe expertly 
anded nd ready for finishing. The grill material 

Is of the plastic, acoustically transparent type, 
neutral in color and acceptable In style. Our first 
impression was that the manufacturer's efforts 
were directed to sound reproduction only, with 
little regard for furniture finish or style. But. 
some of the do -it- yourself finishing kits on the 
market will help rectify this situation. The wood 
product used throughout the cabinet is of a new 
type an i differs from the usual plywood construc- 
tion. The completely sealed enclosure is filled 
with spun orlon. which In our opinion will not 
only do a better job of dampening than fiberglass 
but also will eliminate the possibility of glass 
particles finding their way to the speaker voice 
coil. A real first -Good thinking A.E.S. The repro- 
ducing unit is an eight inch high compliance 
silicone treated woofer, with an exceptionally 
long- throw double wound voice coil. This speaker 
Is also equipped with a hardened high frequency 
reproducing cone 

Listening Test. This was the most enlightening 
part of our test. To exploit the manufacturer's 
claim of efficiency and power handling capacity, 
we went to the extreme of using a six transistor 

radio as a sound source. We found it had sufficient 
power to drive the A.E.S. Gigolo to a good listen- 
ing level. What makes this simple experiment so 
remarkable is that the balance of this test w s 

completed by using a Scott model 272.88 watt 
stereo amplifier . . . 

The manufacturer's claim of frequency response 
from 19 cps to 21 KC cannot be disputed from 
the standpoint of response nly. But the test in- 

dicated that this was not a Sat reproduction. How- 
ever. would Ilke to point out that in group 
listening tests the Gigolo was repeatedly picked 
out from other bookshelf speakers ranging from 
$49.00 to over $200.00, to have the liveliest and 
a most realistic performance. These unusual reac- 
tions (considering price) may be somewhat ex- 
plained by the fact that the Gigolo seemed to be 
the more efficient and to have the most midrange 
presence of the units tested. 

Summary: Without a doubt there are available 
speaker systems with specifications better than 
the A.E.S. igolo. But, at a selling price of 
fifteen dollars ($15.00) this unit offered by 
A.E.S. Inc., 3338 Payne Avenue, Cleveland 14, 
Ohio, is, in our opinion, the best value ever 
offered to the audio market. 

In conclusion It is the opinion of our marketing 
analyst that the manufacturer's cost of the Gigolo 
exceeds the present selling price of fifteen dollars 
($15.00). Look for a price increase in the very 
near future. PRO. 

*Reprinted with permission of Product Research & Development Co., subsidiary of A.E.S 

MARCH, 1961 

SILICONE TREATED EDGE 

ACOUSTICALLY TRANSPARENT GRILL CLOTH 

8" HIGH COMPLIANCE WOOFER, 

ALMOST 1 /i" CONE DISPLACEMENT 

SIZE: 24" wide, 12" high, 91/2" deep. 

Response: 19- 21,000 CPS 

This unit will operate at maximum efficiency with 
amplifiers from 8 to 75 watts. 

In limited quantity. and for a limited time only, 
$15.00 complete. plus shipping. 

r 
ORDER BLANK 

A.E.S., Inc. 
3338 Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 

Gentlemen: please ship GIGOLOS. 

I understand these units are guaranteed and if I am not 
satisfied I may return for a full refund of sales price, $15.00 
each. 

Name_._...._...._..- __.___ _____ - 

Address ..._ ..... _._..... - _ __ - -.- 
City and State ...... _____._....__.._._...r- ..__.__- ...__._ 

Enclosed find check -.- ____..__.-..._money 
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DIPPED AND MOLDED MYLAR" CAPACITORS 
AND SUBMINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS 

ALL 
PYRAMID 
REPLACEMENT 
CAPACITORS 
ARE SPACE 
QUALITY 
AT DOWN 
TO EARTH 
PRICES 

Pyramid makes the capacitors you want for replacement. Every type 
of Pyramid capacitor is manufactured under the most rigid standards 
to insure their high reliability and long life. You can depend on theme. 

MOLDED MYLAR 
Type 111 ''Gold Standard" Molded Mylar Capaci- 
tors are now available iin greatly reduced sizes. 
They have a noninductive polyester film extended 
foil section, and are molded in a noninflammable 
thermosetting plastic case. These capacitors have 
very high insulation resistance, are impervious to 
moisture and are extremely rugged. 
Operating temperature range: -55 °C to +100 °C. 

SUBMINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS 
MLV Miniature Electrolytic Capacitors are ideally 
suited for transistorized radio receivers, hearing 
aids, portable TV sets, and miniaturized circuit re- 
quirements. These capacitors are noted for low 
leakage and a long shelf and operating life. They 
are designed for 85 °C operation. 

14 

DIPPED MYLAR 
Type 151 Gold -Dip Mylar capacitors are designed 
to be used for printed board circuitry as well as 
conventional applications. They are engineered 
for the highest reliability, are moisture resistant 
and have high insulation resistance. 
Operating temperature range: -55 °C to +110 °C. 
Look for them on Pyramid's new Whid-o-mat, five 
to a package, in Clear -Vu oaks. 

PYRAMID 
ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

DARLINGTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
Canada: Wm. Cohen, Limited, 8900 Tanguay Street, Montreal 
Export: Mort-an Exporting Co., 485 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y: 
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What Does F.C.C. Mean To You? 
What is the F. C. C.? 

F. C. C. stands for Federal Communications 
Commission. This is an agency of the Federal 
Government, created by Congress to regulate 
all wire and radio communication and radio and 
television broadcasting in the United States. 

What is an F. C.C. Operator License? 
The F. C. C. requires that only qualified per- 

sons be allowed to install, maintain, and operate 
electronic communications equipment, including 
radio and television broadcast transmitters. To 
determine who is qualified to take on such re- 
sponsibility, the F. C. C. gives technical exami- 
nations. Operator licenses are awarded to those 
who pass these examinations. There are different 
types and classes of operator licenses, based on 
the type and difficulty of the examination passed. 

What are the Different Types 
of Operator Licenses? 

The F. C. C. grants three different types (or 
groups) of operator licenses - commercial radio- 
telePHONE, commercial radioteleGRAPH, and 
amateur. 

COMMERCIAL RADIOTELEPHONE oper- 
ator licenses are those required of technicians 
and engineers responsible for the proper opera- 
tion of electronic equipment involved in the 
transmission of voice, music, or pictures. For 
example, a person who installs or maintains two - 
way mobile radio systems or radio and television 
broadcast equipment must hold a radiotele- 
PHONE license. (A knowledge of Morse code is 
NOT required to obtain such a license.) 

COMMERCIAL RADIOTELEGRAPH opera- 
tor licenses are those required of the operators 
and maintenance men working with communica- 
tions equipment which involves the use of Morse 
code. For example, a radio operator on board a 
merchant ship must hold a radioteleGRAPH 
license. (The ability to send and receive Morse 
is required to obtain such a license.) 

AMATEUR operator licenses are those re- 
quired of radio hams " - people who are radio 
hobbyists and experimenters. (A knowledge of 
Morse code is necessary to be a "ham ".) 

What are the Different Classes of 
RadiotelePHONE licenses? 

Each type (or group) of license is divided into 
different classes. There are three classes,of radio- 
telephone licenses, as follows: 

(1) Third Class Radiotelephone License. No 
previous license or on- the -job experience is re- 
quired to qualify for the examination for this 
license. The examination consists of F.C.C. Ele- 
ments I and II covering radio laws, F.C.C. 
regulations, and basic operating practices. 

(2) Second Class Radiotelephone License. No 
on -the -job experience is required for this exami- 
nation. However, the applicant must have 
already passed examination Elements I and H. 
The second class radiotelephone examination 
consists of F. C. C. Element III. It is mostly 
technical and covers basic radiotelephone theory 
(including electrical calculations), vacuum tubes, 
transistors, amplifiers, oscillators, power supplies, 
amplitude modulation, frequency modulation, 
measuring instruments, transmitters, receivers, 
antennas and transmission lines, etc. 

(3) First Class Radiotelephone License. No 
on- the -job experience is required to qualify for 
this examination. However, the applicant must 
have already passed examination Elements I, II, 
and III. (If the applicant wishes, he may take 
all four elements at the same sitting, but this is 

not the general practice.) The first class radio- 
telephone examination consists of F. C. C. Ele- 
ment IV. It is mostly technical covering ad- 
vanced radiotelephone theory and basic tele- 
vision theory. This examination covers generally 
the same subject matter as the second class ex- 
amination, but the questions are more difficult 
and involve more mathematics. 

Which License Qualifies for Which Jobs? 
The THIRD CLASS radiotelephone license is 

of value primarily in that it qualifies you to take 
the second class examination. The scope of 
authority Covered by a third class license is 
extremely limited. 

The SECOND CLASS radiotelephone license 
qualifies you to install, maintain, and operate 
most all radiotelephone equipment except com- 
mercial broadcast station equipment. 

The FIRST CLASS radiotelephone license 
qualifies you to install, maintain, and operate 
every type of radiotelephone equipment (except 
amateur, of course) including all radio and tele- 
vision stations in the United States, and in its 
Territories and Possessions. This is the highest 
class of radiotelephone license available. 

How Long Does it Take to Prepare 
for F.C. C. Exams? 

The time required to prepare for FCC exami- 
nations naturally varies with the individual, de- 
pending on his background and aptitude. Grant- 
ham training prepares the student to pass FCC 
exams in a minimum of time. 

In the Grantham correspondence course, the 
average beginner should prepare for his second 
class radiotelephone license after from 200 to 
250 hours of study. This same student should 
then prepare for his first class license in approxi- 
mately 75 additional hours of study. 

In the Grantham resident course, the time 
normally required to complete the course and 
get your license is as follows: 

In the DAY course (5 days a week) you should 
get 
first 9 weeks ofcclassess,,nand your fist class 
license at the end of 3 additional weeks of 
classes. This makes a total of 12 weeks (just a 
little less than 3 months) required to cover the 
whole course, from "scratch" through first class. 

In the EVENING course (3 nights a week) 
you should get your second class license at the 
end of the 15th week of classes and your first 
class license at the end of 5 additional weeks of 
classes. This makes a total of less than 5 months 
required to cover the whole course, from "scratch" 
through first class, in the evening course. 

The Grantham course is designed specifically 
to prepare you to pass FCC examinations. All 
the instruction is presented with the FCC exami- 
nations in mind. In every lesson test and pre - 
examination you are given constant practice in 
answering FCC -type questions, presented in the 
same manner as the questions you will have to 
answer on your FCC examinations. 

Why Choose Grantham Training? 
The Grantham Communications Electronics 

Course is planned primarily to lead to an F.C.C. 
license, but it does this by TEACHING elec- 
tronics. This course can prepare you quickly to 
pass F. C. C. examinations because it presents 
the necessary principles of electronics in a 
simple "easy to grasp' manner. Each new idea 
is tied in with familiar ideas. Each new principle 
is presented first in simple, everyday language. 
Then after you understand the "what and why" 
of a certain principle, you are taught the tech- 
nical language associated with that principle. 
You learn more electronics in less time, because 
we make the subject easy and interesting. 

Is the Grantham Course a "Memory Course "? 
No doubt you've heard rumors about "mem- 

ory courses" or "cram courses" offering "all the 
exact FCC questions ". Ask anyone who has an 
FCC license if the necessary material can be 
memorized. Even if you had the exact exam 
questions and answers, it would be much more 
difficult to memorize this "meaningless" mate- 
rial than to learn to understand the subject. 
Choose the school that teaches you to thoroughly 
understand- choose Grantham School of Elec- 
tronics. 

Is the Grantham Course Merely a 

"Coaching Service "? 
Some schools and individuals offer a "coach- 

ing service" in FCC license preparation. The 
weakness of the "coaching service" method is 
that it presumes the student already has a know- 
ledge of technical radio and approaches the 
subject on a "question and answer" basis. On 
the other hand, the Grantham course "begins at 
the beginning" and progresses in logical order 
from one point to another. Every subject is 
covered simply and in detail. The emphasis is on 
making the subject easy to understand. With 
each lesson, you receive an FCC -type test so you 
can discover daily just which points you do not 
understand and clear them up as you go along. 

HERE'S PROOF that Grantham Students prepare for F.C.C. examinations in a minimum of time. Here 
is a list of a few of our recent graduates, the class of license they got, and how long it took them: 

License Weeks 
Hugh J. Stock, Box 446, Lander, Wyo. 1st 11 
Orlie W. McCool, 414 W. South St., Neosho, Mo. 1st 12 
Eugene R. Kraus, Moore Drive, Peru, N. Y. 1st 12 
Robert E. Sullivan, 2475 E. Douglas, Des Moines, Iowa 1st 12 
Jack Hughes, 101 4th Street, Sebring, Fla. 1st 22 
Dennis K. Bingaman, R.D. #1, Dalmatia, Penna. 1st 14 
Earl Howard Tolley, RR #3, Eaton, Ohio 1st 11 
Victor B. Arroyo, 3833 Gangel Ave., Pico Rivera, Calif. 1st 20 
Henry N. Wright, 160 Cedar Street, Springfield, Mass. 1st 12 

Resident Classes Offered at Four Locations 
To better serve our many students throughout the nation, Grantham School of Electronics maintains 
four separate schools- located in Hollywood, Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington, D.C. -all offering 
the same resident courses in F.C.C. license preparation. (Correspondence courses are conducted 
from Hollywood.) 

For further details concerning F.C.C. licenses and our training, send for our FREE booklet, 
"Careers in Electronics ". Clip the coupon below and mail it to the School nearest you. 

MAIL COUPON TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU 
Get your First Class Commercial F.C.C. License Quickly r- 

(Maíl in envelope or poste on postal card) 
by training at 

GRANTHAM 
SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS 
1505 N. Western Ave. 
Hollywood 27, Calif. 

(Phone: HO 7 -7727) 

408 Marion Street 
Seattle 4, Wash. 

(Phone: MA 2 -7227) 

3123 Gillham Road 
Kansas City 9, Mo. 

821 - 19th Street, N.W. 

Washington 6, D.C. 

(Phone: JE 1-6320) (Phone: ST 3-3614) 

MAIL COUPON NOW -NO SALESMAN WILL CALL 
MARCH, 1961 

To: GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS 
1505 N. Western 408 Marion 3123 Gillham Rd. 821 -19th, NW 

Hollywood Seattle Kansas City Washington 

Please send me your free booklet telling how I can get my com- 
mercial F.C.C. license quickly. I understand there is no obligation 
and no salesman will call. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State 
I 

11 am interested i n: Home Study, D Seattle classes I 

Hollywood classes, Kansas City classes, ['Washington classes 

L 
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Two outstanding products by the HIDDEN 5 
T 

00* who plan for your future: 

DIÇILM 
BLACK BE buTá® 

CAPACITORS 

ORANGE DROP® 

dipped tubular CAPACITORS 

TWO GREAT TUBULARS . . . TAKE YOUR CHOICE! 
(± 10% Capacitance Tolerance is standard at no extra cost) 

Sprague Difilm Capacitors can't be beat! Dual- dielectric construction 
combines the best features of both Mylar polyester film and special 
capacitor tissue. And for additional reliability, Difilm capacitors are 
impregnated with Sprague's HCX , a solid impregnant which produces a = rock -hard capacitor section -there's no wax to drip, no oil to leak! 

BLACK BEAUTY Molded Tubulars are actually low -cost versions of the 
famous Sprague high -reliability capacitors used in modern military 
missiles. They're engineered to withstand 105 °C (221 °F) temperatures ... even in the most humid climates! And their tough, molded phenolic 
cases can't be damaged in handling or soldering. 

ORANGE DROP Dipped Tubulars are the perfect replacement for radial - 
lead capacitors now used by leading manufacturers of TV sets. Leads 
are crimped for neat mounting on printed wiring boards. Extremely 
small in size, they'll fit anywhere, work anywhere. And they're double - 
dipped in epoxy resin for extra protection against moisture. 

cv h 
v 
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The "Hidden 500" are Sprague's 500 experienced researchers who staff the 
largest research organization in the electronic component industry 
and who back up the efforts of some 7,000 Sprague employees working in 14 
manufacturing operations -four at North Adams, Mass.; Bennington and Barre, 
Vt.; Concord and Nashua, N. H.; Lansing, N. C.; Grafton, Wis.; Visalia, Calif.; two 
at Ponce, Puerto Rico; and Milan, Italy. 

WORLD'S LARGEST CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER 

SPRAGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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LAFAYETTE'S 
1961 CATALOG 
324 GIANT SIZED PAGES 

The Complete Catalog Featuring 
"The Best Buys In The Business" 

Stereophonic Hi -Fi Equipment 
Public Address Systems 

4/1 Tape Recorders 
î+/-1 Radio and TV Tubes and Parts 

Citizen Band Equipment 
1 Amateur Equipment 

Industrial Supplies 

[ l 

1 
1 vl 

VIP1TIE.q18 ELE CTRONICS OUR p.OTN Yd'AR 
`rr nce E- FächmoJogy, 

giffFAY VAC TE Zì. A ID Z +O swum, «w mom a 11111 111.1 

07 :_wa c a V. s 

Send for Lafayette's FREE Catalog -the most complete, up- 
to- the -minute electronic supply catalog crammed full of every- 
thing in electronics at our customary down -to -earth money- 
saving prices. 
CONTAINS HUNDREDS OF EXCLUSIVE LAFAYETTE ITEMS NOT AVAILABLE 

IN ANY OTHER CATALOG OR FROM ANY OTHER SOURCE -SEND FOR 

YOUR COPY NOW! 
A must" for the economy- minded hi -fi enthusiast, experi- 
menter, hobbyist, engineer, technician, student, serviceman and 
dealer. 

Our 40th Year 

EASY PAY PLAN -the simplest, and quickest way to get what 

you want when you want it. As little as $2 down.... up to 24 

months to pay. 

TE -15 

Tube 

Checker 

RK -125 Transistorized Portable 
Tape Recorder with Built n Speaker 

4 HE -20 Deluxe Citizens 
Band Transceiver 

Communications Receiver 
,RW- 6020,oß0 ohms Per VI) t Multitexter 

Mail the coupon today fo- your FF EE :opy of 
Lafayette Radio's 1961 'atalog. 

TAF'AYI;TE 
165-08 LIBERTY AVENUE, JAMAICF. 33, N. Y. 

OTHER LOCATIONS 

NEW YORK/3,N.Y. I BRONX 58, N.Y. NEWARK 2, N.J. 

PLAINFIELD, N.J. PARAMUS, N.J. BOSTON 10, MASS 

MARCH, 1961 

1111M WIN DM IMO 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Two for 

96.50 

5.00 Dow 

-F'. HE -29 

"Walkie-Talkie" 
9- Transistor Portable Citizens Band 

LAFAYETTE RADIO 
Dept. JC -1 , P.O. Box 190 

Jamaica 31, N. Y, 

i 
1 

1 

Send me the FREE Lafayette 324 page 
1961 catalog 610 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Name 

. Address___. -__ y 

I - City -__---_--______ -Zone_ State_ 

Nommoslownw011mimmaiwoomommuomissi 
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SILVER SEALED 
(switch -type) 

HOT ROD HI FI 

(turret -type) (FM) Tuner 

Throughout the industry, the trouble -free TARZIAN 

TUNERS are winning praise for meritorious achievement. 

No other commercial unit possesses so many of the 
desirable features found in the TARZIAN TUNER which is 
recognized as "the world's finest tuner for the 
world's finest sets." 

Today, TARZIAN is the only commercial manufacturer 
offering the HOT ROD (turret -type) and SILVER 

SEALED (switch -type) ... as well as the Hi Fi FM Tuner. 
All with built -in HIGH QUALITY ... DEPENDABILITY .. 
and EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE at Low COST. 

For more information, write to: Sales Department, Tuner Division 

\/SARKES TARZIAN INC 
east hillside drive bloomington, indiana 

Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners Closed Circuit TV Systems 
Broadcast Equipment Air Trimmers Magnetic Tape Semiconductors 

Correspondence 

LOW- VOLTAGE CAPACITORS 
Dear Editor: 

I note the article on Centralab's 
Ultra -Kap ceramic capacitors which 
appears on pages 60 and 61 of your 
January issue. These are reduced bar- 
ium titanate ceramics. They are made 
and sold by Sprague under the trade- 
mark Hypercon. 

Although your article states that such 
capacitors are not made at voltages 
above 10 volts, we regularly produce 
12 -volt capacitors for the original equip- 
ment manufacturer market. Further, 
we are furnishing 20 -volt capacitors 

115 

110 
w 
Z 105 

t'1100 
U 
á 95 
a 
U 

90 

85 

80 
55 50 25 -0 + 25 50 75 85 

TEMPERATURE - DEGREES CENTIGRADE 

TYPICAL 

consisting of two 10 -volt discs stacked 
in series to some set manufacturers. 

Our Engineering Bulletin No. 6141A 
lists our current catalog designs for the 
single -disc 3- and 12 -volt units. The 
curve of capacitance with temperature 
might be of particular interest to your 
readers. The one for the 3 -volt units 
is shown. 

The new Sprague Transfarad Capac- 
itor Analyzer, which is intended specif- 
ically for transistorized electronic 
equipment, does make it possible to 
measure quickly leakage currents in 
reduced barium titanate capacitors such 
as our Hypercon series or the Centralab 
Ultra -Kap series. 

SIDNEY L. CHERTOK 
Sprague Electric Co. 
North Adams, Mass. 

IT ISN'T 
Dear Editor: 

I would like to take 
Darr's statement that 

SO! 

issue with Jack 
the eight types 

of balun coils shown in the December, 
1960, article on tuner input coils would 
replace 95% of the coils in modern 
tuners. Although the illustrated coils 
are fairly popular ones, I doubt that 
they would even replace one -third of 
the coils in currently used tuners. As 

(Continued on page 22) 
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The Businessman in the Serviceman suit knows 1,400,000 new 

houses" mean unlimited opportunities in new antenna installations. 

He intends to get his share of this profitable business. His antenna 

brand? . . . JFD, of course-for performance that delights his 

customers and confirms their confidence in his technical ability. 

IN COMMAND OF THE MARKET 

HI-FI HELIX 

THE ERANO 1-- AT PUTS YOU 

FD 
HI-FI BANSHEE HI-FI FIREBALL 

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
BROOKLYN 4. NEW YORK 

*Source- American Builder 
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M A GA Z I N E 

SURVEY on TELEVISION 
in MOTELS reports... 

FACT: More 
TV Master Antenna Systems 

Have Been Installed Than 
The Next 4 Makes Combined! 

JE RIO LII 

While the survey shows a tremendous acceptance of Master Antenna 
Systems -56% of the Motel operators report having one -there is 
still an overwhelming segment of the market yet to be sold ! And 
construction of new Motels -new markets -is progressing at a 
faster -than -ever pace! 
Look to Jerrold -the leader in Master TV Antenna Systems -to help 
you get your share of this profitable business. The top portion of this 
advertisement is now appearing in AMERICAN MOTEL MAGAZINE 
... doing a strong "pre- selling" job on your Motel prospects! 
And remember -your trained Jerrold distributor is always ready to 
show you how to plan and install Master Antenna Systems quickly, 
easily, profitably. 
Yes, look to Jerrold -the world's largest manufacturer of TV 
distribution systems and equipment. It's the profitable thing to do! 

FREE! Valuable Installation Handbook ... 
A complete "How- to- do -it" manual -normally selling for $1- 
that covers almost every conceivable type of installation. 
Included are 150 typical system layouts in detail. 

JEßNOID 

Jerrold Electronics Corporation 
Distributor Sales Division 
Dept. Ids -124, Philadelphia 32, Pa. 
Gentlemen: 
Please send me the "TV Distribution Handbook." I am enclos- 
ing 25c to cover handling costs and postage. 

Name 
Firm 

Address 
City Zone State 

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, Phila. 32, Pa. 
Jerrold Electronics (Canada) Ltd., Toronto 

Export Representative: CBS International, New York 22, N.Y. 

there be any trouble within 24 hours 
after delivery, there is no charge for 
labor or parts, if it was the part we 
replaced. For the next 10 days, if the 
customer calls us for service, we make 
the minimum service charge plus parts 
(no parts charge if any of the parts 
installed by us break down). Up to 90 
days, should any part we install go bad, 
we make a minimum service charge. 
After 90 days, full rates go into effect. 

All this is explained to the customer. 
Furthermore, we tell the customer, 
whenever we pull the chassis, that we 
have a flat rate shop charge. We do 
not give an estimate, only our labor 
charges. 

After all of this, we ask the party 
to sign an Authorization Sheet so we 
may proceed with the repair of his set. 
This Authorization Sheet contains two 
pertinent facts according to law in 
this state. (1) The party shall pay cash 
for all work done upon delivery. (2) 
The party allows the technician to re- 
tain the right to all parts entered in 
the set, according to the invoice, and 
that, the repairman may enter his 
premises at any time during the day 
to retain possession of said parts if 
the bill is not paid. 

When the customer calls, he is told 
that all services are for cash only. 

We have had many instances of in- 
voices reading: Parts $00.35, Labor 
$16.00, Total $16.35 plus State Tax. 

Our customers do not complain about 
this for they appreciate our honesty. 

HENRY NAKAZATO 
Kailua, Oahu, Hawaii 

[Sounds like an interesting approach. 
Offers the customer a little more than 
just a warranty on the work done. 
Assures him of some protection (cost - 
wise) if his set should fail again within 
a short period of time. Any other cus- 
tomer relation ideas ? -Editor] 

TOPLESS JARS 
Dear Editor: 

I would like to offer a delayed com- 
ment on an article by Henry J. Miller 
in the May, 1960, issue, page 88. Mr. 
Miller uses a large number of screw - 
cap jars to store small parts. It would 
save him and possibly some RADIO- 

ELECTRONICS readers a considerable 
amount of time and patience if the 
shelves were spaced a little closer to the 
jar tops (see diagram). Such a close 
fit would let the user keep the jar open 
and still dust -free, and make it a lot 
easier to get parts in and out when 
desired. 

L. H. BROWN 
Abingdon., Berks, England END 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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by Practicing at Home 
in Your Spare Time 
At No Extra Cost you get specially 
developed Electronic Training Kits for 
practical experience. Shop and labora- 
tory practice at home make learning 
easier, interesting, faster. You do not 
need a high school diploma or previous 
experience. 

Increasing Demand 
for Trained Men 

This is the Electronics age. Men with 
Electronic know -how are in demand. 
They enjoy high pay and growing oppor- 
tunities for advancement. Satellites, Ra- 
dar, Automation in Industry, Missiles, 
Rockets, Planes, Stereo, TV, Radio, Two 

Way Communications 
for transportation are 
a few of the fantastic developments 
in the fast growing Electronics in- 
dustry. If you are not completely 
satisfied with your work; if you are 
doubtful about your future, investi- 
gate Electronics. 

High Pay, Prestige, Bright Future 
What branch of Electronics interests 
you? Thousands of successful NRI 
graduates prove that NRI'slearn -by- 
practice method is the way to success. 
You start in your chosen career 'way 
ahead of the man who only learns 
from books. You do not need to give 
up your job. You do not need to go 
away to school. You learn at home, -'` 

get practical knowledge from training kits NRI provides. 

NRI Has Trained Thousands for Success 

"I get over twice the 
salary I made before en- 
rolling. NRI training 
gave me a thorough un- 
derstanding." H. ATKIN- 
SON, Austin, Tex. 

"I started with station 
CJIC, now in charge of 
sound effects for CBC. NRI 
opened doors to greater 
opportunity for me." F. 
TUDOR, Toronto, Ontario 

"Averaged $150 a month 
spare time before I grad- 
uated. Now have ma own 
full time business and 
employ 2 men." F. w,. 
cox, Hollywood, Cal. 

Train With the Leader 
NRI is the world's oldest and largest home study Elec- 
tronics school. You benefit from the experience NRI has 
gained from training men for 45 years. NRI offers you 
proven courses of home study in Electronics; Principles, 
Practices and Maintenance -Radio Television Commu- 
nications -Radio Television Servicing. 

Start Soon to Earn More 
Soon after enrolling NRI shows you how to apply your 
knowledge to earn extra money doing Electronics re- 
pairs or servicing Radio and Television sets for friends 
and neighbors. Take the first step toward success now. 
Find out what NRI offers you. Mail the postage -free 
card. No obligation. Cost of NRI training is low. 
Monthly payment plan available. NATIONAL RADIO 
INSTITUTE, Washington 16, D.C. 

Cut Out and Mail-No Stam p Needed 

.Í 

r- 

The 
, 

ama_il' Ao.1 `r91 
No Salesman will call. (Please PRINT) Z 

Name_ Age 

Address 

City Zone State 

N 
OLDEST E LARGEST HOME STUDY RADIO TV SCHOOL 

ational Radio'nstitute 
WASHINGTON 16, D. C. 

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL 

How to 

loi its 

. . 

Ire& tier- 
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JOB COUNSELORS ADVISE 

LEARN ELECTRONICS 

PRACTICE WITH 
17" TV RECEIVER 

PRACTICE WITH 
LOW POWER TRANSMITTER 

PRACTICE WITH ULTRA 
HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR SPECIAL 

TRAINING KITS 
NO EXTRA COST 

PRACTICE WITH 
D'ARSONVAL TYPE VOLTMETER PRACTICE WITH 

AC-DC RECEIVER 

al SEE OTHER SIDE 
FIRST CLASS 

Permit No. 20 -R 

(Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.) 

Washington, D.C. 

BUSINESS REPLY CARD 
No Postage Stamp Necessary if Mailed in the United States 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY 

National Radio Institute 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue 

Washington 16. D.C. 

NEW Home Study Course 
in ELECTRONICS 

Principles- Practices -Maintenance 

NOW READY 
This is the Electronic Age. Electronic equipment is 
already being used to count and control flow of liquids, 
solids, gases. Electronics is employed to search for oil, 
make surveys, control traffic, machine complex parts 
and in atomic installations. Military uses of Elec- 
tronics are great and expanding rapidly. In business, 
Automation with Electronics plays an important part, 
prepares payrolls, calculates engineering formulas. 

Learn More to Earn More 
Now, to meet the growing demand for trained 
Electronic Technicians NRI has developed a com- 
prehensive, complete course in Electronics Principles, 
Practices, Maintenance. This training stresses funda- 
mentals. It is a course specially prepared for beginners 
and for Technicians. You get both theory and 
practical experience in an interesting, exciting way. 

Ten Special Training Kits 
Give Practical Experience 
You get practical experience with Thyratron Tube 
circuits, Multivibrators, build a D'Arsonval type 
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter (Kit 2); work and 
experiment with pentode tubes, selenium resistors, 
oscillators, transistors, magnetic amplifiers; and get 
practical experience in telemetry circuits as used in 
earth satellites, digital and analog computers (Kit 9). 

NRI- Oldest and Largest School 
Wishing for success won't bring success. You must 
act. Get FREE 64 -page Catalog from America's 
oldest and largest home 
study Electronic- Radio- 
Television school. It gives 
facts, opportunities in In- 
dustrial and Military Elec- 
tronics careers, also shows 
what you learn, tells about 
NRI's other courses in 
Radio Television Servic- 
ing and Radio Television 
Communications. Month- 
ly payments plan. Mail 
Postage Free Card for 64- 
page Catalog. 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTI- 
TUTE, Washingtonl6,D.C. 

POSTAGE FREE CARD 

MAIL Now 
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Any or all of these catalogs, bulletins, or 
periodicals are available to you on request 
direct to the manufacturers, whose addresses are 
listed at the end of each item. Use your letter - 
head-do not use postcards. To facilitate identi- 
fication, mention the issue and page of RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS on which the item appears. 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ALL ITEMS ARE 
GRATIS. ALL LITERATURE OFFERS ARE VOID 
AFTER SIX MONTHS. 

SPEAKER SYSTEM CATALOG describes 
systems in detail and includes specifica- 
tions, enclosures and photos for each. 
Full page of components. -R. T. Bozak 
Sales Co., Box 1166, Darien, Conn. 

:iPEAKERS, KITS AND ACCESSORIES 
in 8 -page catalog graphically illustrat- 
inq manufacturer's line with accom- 
pa1 tying detailed specifications for each 
unit. -Oxford Components, 556 W. Mon- 
roe St., Chicago 6, Ill. 

COMPONENTS Catalog S600 supple- 
ments previously issued W600. Lists 
manufacturer's new product additions 
in complete detail. -Cambridge Therm - 
ionic Corp., 445 Concord Ave., Cam - 
bric ge 38, Mass. 

STANDOFF FASTENERS for supporting 
tubing, wire bundles, conduit, equip- 
ment and instruments are covered in 
new illustrated 20 -page booklet, What 
You Should Know About Standoff Fas- 
teners.- Western Sky Industries, 21301 
Cloud Way, Hayward, Calif. 

RADIO ELECTRONIC MASTER, 25th 
edition, silver anniversary number. 
More than 175,000 items, their specifica- 
tions and prices featured in its 1,600 
pages. Over 12,000 illustrations. Pin- 

* point index. -United Catalog Publish- 
ers, Inc., 60 Madison Ave., Hempstead, 
N. Y. See your distributor for price. 

POTENTIOMETER FOLDER, Buyers and 
IF Engineers Guide to Squaretrim Poten- 

tiometers. Outlines complete details of 
the functions, specifications and ratings 
of these subminiature units in quick -ref- 
erence, tabular form. 4 illustrated pages. 
-Schweber Electronics, 60 Herricks 
Rd., Mineola, N. Y. 

SEMICONDUCTOR CHART lists more 
than 4,000 types and their 38 manufac- 
turers. 12 new companies included. 68 
pages. Write for descriptive literature. 
-United File -O- Matic, 60 Madison Ave., 
Hempstead, N. Y. 

STEREO CARTRIDGE BROCHURE, on 
model ADC -1, gives background infor- 
mation, description and specifications of 
manufacturer's newest magnetic cart- 
ridge, and chart that traces its typical 

MARCH, 1961 

BREAKTHROUGH 

IN KIT 
DESIGN. 

LK72 72 -Watt stereo complete amplifier kit (left), $149.95. LT -10 Wide -Band FM Tuner kit $89.95.* 

H. H. Scott takes totally new approach . . . 

makes kits easier -to- build, better performing! 

BREAKTHROUGH! Here, for the first time, 
are kits with the performance, features and 
handsome good looks of H. H. Scott factory - 
assembled components . . . kits that are a 
real pleasure to build and so expertly de- 
signed that you can achieve professional re- 
sults in just a few hours. 
H. H. Scott assures you the performance of 
factory -built units with these innovations: 

1. All mechanical parts such as terminal 
strips and tube sockets are firmly pre - 
riveted to the chassis thus assuring sturdy 
professional construction and eliminating 
the bother of this time -consuming 
operation. 

2. Every wire and cable is already cut to 
exact length and pre- stripped. This saves 
you time and assures professional per- 
formance because exact lead length is 
automatic. 

3. To take the guesswork out of assembly, 
electronic parts are mounted on special 
cards in the order in which they are used. 
No loose bags of parts to confuse you. 

4. Full color diagrams in easy -to- follow in- 
struction book simplify assembly and re- 
duce errors because you match the part 
to the color diagram. 

HERE'S WHAT ENTHUSIASTIC OWNERS 

SAY: 

. designed to professional standards; 
sound absolutely clean; very sensitive; in- 

struction book of outstanding clarity." - 
Major B. W. Cotton, Jacksonville, Ark. 
"Looked long for the best kit- and found 
it . best instructions I ever saw, un- 

believably simple to build." - M. Green- 

field, White Plains, N. Y. 

I would run out of superlatives if I 

tried to adequately state how I feel about 
this tuner . . - Samuel R. Harover, 
Jacksonville, Ark. 

. without a doubt the easiest kit I 

have ever built (out of 11) ... - B. P. 

Loman, Jr., Rochester, N. Y. 

. finest kit I have ever built. And one 

of the finest tuners I have heard, kit or 
otherwise." - A. J. Zilker, Houston, Texas. 

fN HH-SCOTT 
H. H. Scott Inc., 111 Powdermill Road 
Maynard, Mass. Dept. 570.03 

Rush me complete technical specifica- 
tions on H. H. Scott kits. Include your 
new "1961 Guide to Custom Stereo." 

Name 

Address 

City Zone -State 
*Prices slightly higher West of Rockies. 

Export: Talaxo International Corp., 171 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. 
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UNMATCHED FOR CONVENIENCE... 

H 
D L 

SOLDERING GUN 

FOR ONLY 

... and best of all, it's a 

Here from Weller, long time leader . in the 
soldering field, is the most practical conveni- 
ence feature ever offered in a soldering tool. 

WELLER DUAL HEAT FEATURE saves time, 
gives greater convenience and greatly increases 
tip life. A touch of your finger on the Triggermatic con- 
trol switches heat to high (125 watts) or low (90 watts) 
as your job requires. It adapts instantly to varying needs, 
and you use high heat only when necessary. 

HIGH EFFICIENCY WELLERTIP utilizes copper for superior heat 
transfer and soldering efficiency, plus iron plating for durability. 
Flat cross- section design gives added strength and rigidity. 
MODERN DESIGN with sturdy plastic housing that resists hard 
knocks. Compact "feel" and comfortable balance aid precision 
soldering. Like all other Weller guns, this new model features instant 
heat, and a spotlight illuminates your work. 

KIT 
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KIT INCLUDED 
In addition to the Dual Heat 
Soldering Gun you get: 

Nylon Flux Brush 

Soldering Aid for opening old 
joints, twisting wires 

All- purpose Solder 

Other dual heal models 
available -$12.95 and $16.25 
--up to 275 watts. 

WELLER ELECTRIC CORP. 601 Stone's Crossing Rd., Easton, Pa. 

response curve. -Audio Dynamics Corp., 
1677 Cody Ave., Ridgewood, N. Y. 

TAPE RECORDING HEAD REFERENCE 
GUIDE. revised, contains information 
for technician and tape recordist on 
repair, upgrading or conversion to 
stereo. Features cross -reference data, 
specification and illustrations on re- 
cord /playback and erase heads, 2- and 
4 -track stereo, 2 -track monophonic and 
1/4 -track record /playback units. 16 
pages. -Robins Industries Corp., 36 -27 
Prince St., Flushing 54, N. Y. 500. 

DEPOSITED -CARBON RESISTORS. their 
performance and reliability, are the sub- 
ject of a study that includes data based 
on testing of more than 37,000 separate 
units. Over 20 charts and diagrams. 
Special section deals with resistor selec- 
tion in equipment design. -International 
Resistance Co., PO Box 502, Burlington, 
Iowa. 

PHOTOSENSITIVE DEVICES and Cath- 
ode -Ray Tubes, CRPD -105B. Sets re- 
lated technical information up for quick 
reference. Contents include data for 151 
special -purpose industrial tubes. -RCA, 
Commercial Engineering, Electron Tube 
Div., Harrison, N. J. 

OPTICAL MASER describes theory, 
design and applications of the recently 
announced solid -state optical maser. 
8 -page booklet is reprint of article by 
Dr. A. L. Schawlow, an inventor of the 
maser, that appeared in his company's 
publication. -H. W. Mattson, Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J. 

REPLACEMENT PARTS for radio, tele- 
vision and electronics indexed by prod- 
uct, type and page for easy reference. 
48 pages of descriptions, specifications 
and illustrations. -International Resist- 
ance Co., Distributor Div., 414 N. 13th 
St., Philadelphia 8, Pa. 

MINIATURE IF TRANSFORMER Cata- 
log IF -60 presents more than a hundred 
1- inch -square if transformers covering 
a range from 100 kc to 44.35 mc. Over 
40 schematics. -Wells Electronic Co., 
1701 S. Main St., South Bend 23, Ind. 

TRANSISTOR Application Guides. RCA 
Silicon Power Transistors, ICE -215, 
deals with the special features and uses 
of 16 medium -power, intermediate -power 
and high -power silicon transistors. RCA 
Silicon Vhf Transistors, ICE -228, de- 
scribes capabilities of 3 silicon vhf 
transistors intended for industrial and 
military applications at frequencies up 
to 300 megacycles. -RCA Semiconduc- 
tor & Material Div., Commercial Engi- 
neering, Somerville, N. J. 500 each. 

VIDEO AMPLIFIER Application Note, 
Video Amplifiers Using the 2N741 Mesa 
Transistor, makes use of circuit sche- 
matics, performance curves and photo- 
graphs of a completed 10 -mc amplifier 
to describe high -quality video amplifier 
circuits using low -cost 2N741 mesa 
transistors. - Motorola Semiconductor 
Products Inc., 5005 E. McDowell Rd., 
Phoenix, Ariz. 

WIRELESS MICROPHONE SYSTEM de- 
scribed in brochure that also carries 
specifications of complete line of acces- 
sories and illustrates a number of sug- 
gested applications. -Vega Electronics 
Corp., Cupertino, Calif. END 
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dedicated 
to 

perfection 

4 -TRACK STEREO TAPE DECK 

MODEL RP -100W 
Completely assembled, wired and tested. 

5395.00 

MODEL RP -100K 
Semi -kit includes a completely assembled 
and tested transport, electronics in kit 
form. $289.95 

Perfected 4 -track stereo /mono recording, 4 
& 2 track playback. True high fidelity tran- 
sistor electronics, individual for record & 
playback, plus separate record & playback 
heads permitting off- the -tape monitor. 2 
recording level meters. mixing, mic & level 
controls, switched sound -on -sound record- 
ing. Electrodynamically braked supply & 
take -up reel motors; hysteresis synchro- 
nous capstan motor. Individual solenoids 
for pinch -roller & tape lifters. All- electric, 
interlocked push -button transport control & 
interlocked safety "record" pushbutton. 
Precision tape guidance & sweep loading - no pressure pads. No slurring or tape 
bounce problems. Digital turns counter. 
Vertical or horizontal mounting. Modular 
plug-in construction. An original. exclu- 
sive EICO product designed & manufac- 
tured in U. S. A. (patents pending) 

NEW LINE...... Ill ll.. 

aa c9 94 99 99 

,, 
,oa 

. . 
l 

, 

I) 
s 7 80 9,e , 9 ó ,.a 

. 

FM TUNfNG FM LEVEL SELECIOB AM LEVEL AM,VNitN; 

FM -AM STEREO TUNER ST96 
Kit $89.95 Includes Metal Cover and FET Wired $129.95 

FM and AM stereo tuners on one corn. 
pact chassis. Easy -to- assemble: prewired, 
prealigned RF and IF stages for AM and 
FM. Exclusive precision prewired EYE - 
TRONIC tuning on both AM and FM. 

FM TUNER 
Switched AFC (Automatic Frequency Con 
trol). Sensitivity: 1.5uv for 20db quieting. 
Frequency Response: 20 15,000 cps ±ldb. 

AM TUNER 
Switched "wide" and "narrow" bandpass. 
High Q filter eliminates 10 kc whistle. 
Sensitivity: 3uv for 1.0V output at 20db 
S/N ratio. Frequency Response: 20 -9.000 
cps ( "wide "); 20 -4,500 cps ("narrow "). 

OF EICO STEREO.......... 
etee sied 

wt t, 
t 

lr''_.- 

SEI FCÏL$E MODE BALANCE VEL 
o OFF 

BASS g' °b' TBEBLE 

70 -WATT INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER ST70 
Kit $94.95 Includes Metal Cover Wired $144.95 

40 -WATT INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER ST40 
Kit $79.95 Includes Metal Cover Wired $124.95 

BOTH AMPLIFIERS: Complete stereo cen 
ters plus two excellent power amplifiers. 
Accept, control, and amplify signals from 
any stereo or mono source. 

ST70: Cathode -coupled phase inverter cir- 
cuitry preceded by a direct -coupled voltage 
amplifier. Harmonic Distortion: less than 

% from 25. 20.000 cps within 1db of 70 
watts. Frequency Response: -_-r;jdb 10- 
50,000 cps. 

ST40: Highly stable Williamson.type power 
amplifiers. Harmonic Distortion: less than 
1% from 40. 20.000 cps within 1 db of 40 
watts. Frequency Response: -!-1 /,db 12 
25,000 cps. 

Over 2 MILLION EICO instruments in use. 

Most EICO Dealers offer budget terms. 

(( ,- 
EICO, 3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N. Y. C -3 

Send free 32 -page catalog & dealer's name 
Send new 36 -page Guidebook to HI -FI for 
which I enclose 25¢ for postage & handling. 

Name .- 

Address 
City Zone ... State 

There's an EICO for your every stereo /mono need. Send for FREE catalog. 

Add 5% in West. Turn Page For More EICO Values. 

Listen to the EICO Hour, WABC -FM, N. Y. 95.5 MC, Mon. -Fri., 7:15.8 P.M. © 1961 by EICO, 33-00 N. Blvd., L. I. C. 1, N. Y. 

MARCH, 1961 

EXPORT: Roburn Agencies, Inc.. 431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N.Y. 
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SIGNED 

PEAK-TO-PEAK 
VTVM #2:32 &tUNI -PROBE® 
KIT $29.15 WIRED $49.95 
t U. S. Pat- No. 2,790,051 

AS YOU WOULD DESIGN IF YOU 
WERE AN ELECTRONICS ENGINEER... 
Praised by the experts as Best Buys... 

AA By far the best professional VTVM value 
in electronics; nobody but EICO brings 

you such outstanding instrument perform- 
ance for so low a price! Calibration without 
removing from cabinet. Measure directly pp 
voltage of complex & sine waves: 0-4, 14, 
42, 140, 420, 1400 4200. DC /RMS sine 
volts: 0 -1.5, 5, 15, 50. 150, 500, 1500 (up 
to 30,000 volts with HVP probe, & 250 mc 
with PRF probe). Ohms: 0.2 ohms to 1000 
megs. 4rfz" meter, can't -burn -out circuit. 7 
non -skip ranges on every function. Zero 

center. Features EICO's exclusive UNI-PROBE: 
your terrific time -saver, performs all func- 
tions: a half turn of probe -tip selects DC 
or AC -Ohms! 

©An engineering achievement unmatched 
in the industry! EICO -designed for labo- 

ratory precision and EICO- priced for lowest 
cost. Features DC amplifiers. Flat from DC to 
4.5 mc, usable to 10 mc. Vert. Sens.: 25 mv/ 
In.; input Z 3 melts; direct -coupled S push - 
pull throughout. 4 -step frequency- compen- 
sated attenuator up to 1000:1. Sweep: per- 
fectly linear 10 cps 100 kc (ext. cap. for 
range to 1 cps). Pre -set TV V á H positions. 
Auto sync limiter & amplifier Direct or C 
coupling; balanced or unbalanced inputs; 
edge -lit engraved lucite screen with dimmer 
control. 
© More features and versatility, more 

range and accuracy than in generators 
costing three to four times as much. 150 kc 
to 435 mc with ONE generator in 6 fun- 
damental bands and 1 harmonic band! 
±1.5% frequency accuracy. Colpitts RF 
oscillator directly plate -modulated by K. 
follower for improved modulation. Variable 

ao _ 

COLOR & MONOCHROME 
DC TO 'S MC LAB & TV 
5" OSCILLOSCOPE #460 
KIT $73.95 WIRED $129.50 

Also available: 
5" Push -Pull 
Oscillcscope #425 
Kit $44.95 Wired $79.95 

© 
RF SIGNAL 
GENERATOR #324 
KIT $26.95 WIRED $39.95 

Turn Page For More EICO Values 
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Most EICO distributors 
offer budget terms. 

O 
TV -FM SWEEP GENERATOR 
& MARKER #368 
KIT $69.95 WIRED $119.95 

EicvL, 
depth of internal modulation 0-50% by 400 
cps Colpitts oscillator. Variable gain external 
modulation amplifier: only 3 volts needed for 
30% mod. Turret -mounted, slug -tuned coils 
for max. accuracy. Fine & Coarse (3 -step) RF 
attenuators. RF output 100,000 uv, AF output 
to 10 v. 

© Provides more ranges, greater ease and 
accuracy, and better performance than 

any competitive unit. Entirely electronic 
sweep circuit with accurately -biased incre- 
ductor for excellent linearity. Extremely flat 
RF output. Exceptional tuning accuracy. Hum 
& leakage eliminated. 5 fundamental sweep 
ranges: 3 -216 mc. Variable marker range: 
2-75 mc in 3 fund. bands, 60-225 mc on har- 
monic band. 4.5 mc crystal marker osc., 
crystal supplied. Ext. marker provision. At- 
tenuators: Marker Size, RF Fine, RF Coarse 
(4 -step decade). Narrow range phasing con- 
trol for accurate alignment. 

O Speedy, simple operation, unexcelled 
sensitivity and accuracy; superb elec- 

trical and mechanical design. Tests all 
receiving tubes (picture tubes with adapter), 
n -p -n and p -n -p transistors. Composite indi- 
cation of Gm, Gp & peak emission. Simul- 
taneous selection of any one of 4 combina- 
tions of 3 plate voltages, 3 screen voltages, 
3 ranges of continuously variable grid volt- 
age (with 5% accurate pot.). Sensitive 200 ° 
ua meter. 10 six -position lever switches: ; 
freepoint connection of each tube pin. 10 
push- buttons: rapid insert of any tube ele- 
ment in leakage test circuit. Direct reading - 
of inter -element leakage in ohms. New gear- ae 
driven rollchart. CRA Adapter $4.50. 

°v 

`J DYNAMIC CONDUCTANCE 
TUBE & TRANSISTOR 
TESTER #666 
KIT $69 95 WIRED $109.95 
Compte e with steel cover and handle 

®r i 

All Transistor 
Portable RA -6 
Kit $29.95 
Wired $49.95 
less battery 

Power & Bias 
Supply for 
Transistorized 
Eqpt. #1020 
Kit $19.95 
Wired $27.95 

V -0 -M #565 
Kit $24.95 
Wired $29.95 
V -0 -M #536 
Kit $12.90 
Wired $14.90 

R -C Bridge & R -C -L 
Comparator #9506 
Kit $19.95 

DeLuxe 
Multi -Signal 
Tracer #147 
Kit $24.95 
Wired $39.95 

Tube Tester #625 
Kit $34.95 
Wired $49.95 
Pix Tube Test 
Adapter $4.50 

6 & 12V Battery 
Eliminator 
& Charger #1050 
Kit $29.95 
Wired $38.95 
#1060 Kit $38.95 
Wired $47.95 

Wired $29.95 

EICO 33 -00 Northern Blvd_L.I.C. 1, N.Y. C -3 
Show me HOW TO SAVE 50% on Test Instruments 
Q Hi -Fi Ham Gear. Send me FREE Catalog, name 
of neighborhood dealer. Send free Short Course 
for Novice License. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

EXPORT: Roburn Agencies, Inc., 431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N.Y. 
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Radio -Electronics 
Hugo Gernsback, Editor 

ANTI -PLANE- COLLISION RADAR 
... Up -to -Date Aircraft Safety Measures Are Needed Urgently . . . 

THE tragic airplane disaster of Dec. 16, last, in which 
134 persons were killed as a result of the collision 
of two airliners over New York, points up anew that 
present -day safety measures are fundamentally in- 

adequate, particularly near our large metropolitan air 
centers. 

More than 175 planes are often in the air together 
within a radius of 50 miles over New York City. By 
1975, there will be over 350, according to a Federal study 
recently made. 

Modern jets today fly at the rate of 550 miles an hour 
when cruising at full speed. Two jets on a collision 
course can thus approach each other at rates up to 1,100 
miles per hour, or over 3 miles in 10 seconds. Even if the 
pilots see an oncoming plane, it is doubtful that they 
can prevent a full head -on or partial collision. 

In a few years, jets now on the drawing boards will 
fly at 1,300 miles cruising speed. How will they be 
handled? 

Today, jets approaching our airports must fly at a re- 
duced speed of about 230 miles an hour, and are guided 
to the proper runway by the technicians of Federal 
Aviation Agency. The guiding is customarily by radio- 
phone from ground to plane. The tower operator liter- 
ally talks the plane down. In an overcast and thick 
weather, the incoming plane also uses its electronic In- 
strument Landing System (ILS) . 

But last Dec. 16, when the two doomed planes were 
on a collision course and were fully alerted to their 
danger by ground personnel, one of the planes was some 
11 miles off course and completely "blind" in the thick 
cloud overcast. Hence, even if the pilot did take evasive 
measures, he could not possibly have known whether he 
was heading out-or into -the danger course in the 
thick murk. 

The obvious answer to this and similar situations is 
radar. We have commented on this over the years since 
1951.* 

After the 1956 two -plane collision over the Grand 
Canyon that took 128 lives, we said editorially, in our 
May 1956 issue "Airplane Collision Control" : 

But a plane flies in a three- dimensional medium. 
Pilots have only a comparatively small angle within 
which to make visual observations. They cannot look 
behind them, far sideways or above, or below them at 
a steep angle in a heavy overcast. Hence the "visual 
control" is wholly academic and -under certain 
adverse weather conditions- absurd. 
We also quote from our 1951 editorial (before the 

practical advent of the transistor) : 

It should be possible in the meanwhile, however, to 
use a six -way modified -or sweep -radar installation, 
which need not weigh too much if miniature tubes 
and other miniature components are used. In this 
case, too, there would be several miniature screens 
which pilot or copilot could watch and see if another 
plane was approaching from any direction. When 
finally engineered, such a device will prevent many 
collisions. Such radar installations will be particularly 
advantageous during night flying and while flying in 
overcast weather when the visibility is extremely poor 
or nil. 

* "Needed Electronic Inventions," RADIO- ELECTRONICS, May 1951. 

MARCH, 1961 

What was meant here was two specialized steep 
angle sweep radars, one on top of the plane, one in the 
belly. Using two such radars, the pilots are enabled to 
see in six directions at once : east, west, north, south, 
below and above. 

Weight and space requirements, once a serious handi- 
cap for commercial airplane radar, are no longer an 
insurmountable problem today, thanks to transistors 
and microminiaturization. 

It is quite inexcusable to postpone the adoption of 
collision radars any longer- neither the cost nor tech- 
nical difficulty can be given as valid reasons for delay. 
While radar installation on aircraft may not be a 100% 
solution and insurance against all collisions, it will cer- 
tainly do away with a large proportion of midair crashes. 

When we speak of radar, we should also mention the 
fact that not all radars function on radio waves. There 
is, for instance, the infrared or heat radar developed 
during the past several years by Aerojet- General Corp. 
It uses a rapidly rotating mirror which scans the sky for 
other planes. The mirror is sensitive to infrared heat 
rays from a distant airplane engine. It kas an auto- 
matic warning instrument in the cockpit to alert the 
pilot that he is on a collision course. It also gives the 
range and bearing of the oncoming plane. Total weight 
of the new infrared radar is but 30 lb. 

How serious the density of our aircraft in the sky is 
becoming was pointed out recently in a study made by 
scientists at the University of Michigan's Institute of 
Science and Technology. One of the scientists, Dr. Gus- 
tave Rabson said : "Today more than 109,000 planes use 
the same air space and many are flying more than 100 
miles per hour. By 1975 we can expect aircraft to more 
than double their present air mileage.... We must de- 
velop a control system to handle incredibly complicated 
situations rapidly and safely." 

Just what does this mean for the future? It means to 
us that, by 1975, there probably will be over 200,000 air- 
craft, a goodly percentage flying at more than 1,000 
miles per hour. Midair collisions are bound to get worse 
unless we take heroic electronic measures on the ground 
and in the air. 

As we see it, radar warnings originating in tke plane 
and from the ground can only be a temporary makeshift 
-they cannot prevail for long. Man's perception and his 
reactions are hopelessly slow and far too sluggish for 
the air and space age. 

The collision radar in the future must be wholly 
automatic -it must steer the plane out of its colli- 
sion course without benefit of pilot. A warning 
bell or signal will sound, notifying the pilot that 
the plane is now under radar control. Likewise, 
large airliners will no longer be "talked down" by 
the tower during overcasts or at night. The tower 
operator -not the pilot -will have total electronic 
control over the plane during its airport approach 
and its touchdown. The operation will be watched 
by a bank of special TV cameras near the runway, 
via closed- circuit automated television receivers in 
the tower. The rest of the routine landing opera- 
tion will be by the pilot. -H.G. 
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home -made 

TUNNEL - 

DIODE CW 
transmitter 

pREVIOUS articles in RADIO -ELEC- 
TRONICS have shown that the tunnel 
diode makes an excellent oscillator 

(September 1960, page 40; October 
1960, page 58, and November 1960, page 
42). The device will "take off when- 
ever the correct operating voltage and 
a suitable tuned circuit are connected 
to its leads. The only important consid- 
eration is the power supply. Although 
this is usually an unlikely source of 
trouble, the tunnel diode supply must 
have a very low output impedance. If 
the power source impedance is not low, 
the diode is likely to slide from one end 
of its negative resistance slope to the 
other, and behave much the same as a 
flip -flop transistor circuit. 

It is a very simple matter indeed to 
make the tunnel diode oscillate. It is 
not so easy to make the device oscillate 
at the correct frequency, however. Each 
piece of wire connecting the components 
together will form a tuned circuit and 
each of these may oscillate simultane- 
ously. Even the rf choke may form part 
of the oscillatory circuit! It is essential 
that the undesired oscillations be sup- 
pressed. 

In Fig. 1, the diode, crystal and ca- 
pacitor are all in series. This configura- 
tion constitutes an oscillator circuit. 
However, to bias the diode with do volt- 
age, we need a dc path across the 
crystal. An rf choke will provide the 
necessary path but will also form an 
oscillatory circuit of its own. A coil and 
capacitor tuned to the frequency of the 
crystal will lock in with the crystal. The 

34 

oscillator will not take off on a spurious 
frequency unless the coil is badly de- 
tuned. 

Part of the wirewound potentiometer 
(Rl) is shunted across the .005 -µf ce- 
ramic capacitor. This effectively damps 
any tendency toward oscillation in the 
capacitor. The components must be con- 
nected with the shortest possible leads 
to keep unwanted inductance in the cir- 
cuit to a minimum. The result is an 
oscillator circuit which will operate 
over a wide portion of the potentiom- 
eter range without any tendency to- 
ward parasitic operation. Parasitics are 
possible only when the potentiometer or 
coil is grossly misadjusted. 

A 1.5 -volt flashlight battery will 
power the transmitter and provide ap- 
proximately 50 ma. Most of this is con- 

1.5 V 
BATT 

NOTE - 
RFC-50T N °34 ENAM ON I/4' FORM SCRAMBLE WOUND 

BATT -1.5 volts, flashlight cell 
CI -.005 µf, ceramic 
C2 -50 µµf, ceramic 
C3 -500 µµf, mica 
D-I N2939 (General Electric) tunnel diode 
R -pot, 50 ohms, wirewound 
RFC-50 turns No. 34 enameled wire scramble -wound 

on a Miller No. 4300 1/4-inch diameter coil form 
XTAL- 3.5 -3.8 mc 
Chassis, to suit 
Miscellaneous hardware 

Fig. 1- Tunnel -diode transmitter's cir- 
cuit. 

RI 
5011 

RFC 

5Óµµf 

1N2939 
TUNNEL 
DIODE Ct TQANT 

40D 500µµf 
3.5-3.8 MC 

GND 

By 

LESTER A. EARNSHAW, 

ZL1AAX 

Crystal - controlled transmitter 
operates on 3.5 mc, has verified 

160 -mile range 

sumed by the 50 -ohm potentiometer. 
This apparent waste of power is neces- 
sary to hold the voltage to the tunnel 
diode constant, and provides the low 
impedance mentioned earlier. 

An excellent source of power is a 
silicon solar cell. In many ways, the 
solar cell is ideal for this application 
for it is in itself a low- impedance sup- 
ply. Connect the cell directly across the 
50 -ohm potentiometer, in place of the 
battery (Fig. 2) . Naturally, sunlight or 
a bright lamp is essential. 

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER 
SOLAR CELL 

Fig. 2- International Rectifier solar cell 
will make an excellent substitute for the 
battery. 

Another "stiff" supply suitable for 
consistent transmitter operation is the 
voltage developed across a silicon- recti- 
fier junction. The rectifier is connected 
in series with a resistor and this corn- 
bination is connected across a do source. 
The dc may be a 12 -volt transistor 
power supply, a battery charger or even 
an automobile battery. The resistor size 
is computed by Ohm's law. First deter- 
mine the current to flow through the 
silicon rectifier and then divide the sup- 
ply voltage by the current figure. The 
voltage drop across an average silicon 
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DC 
PWR 
SOURCE 

R 

RI 50ß-WW 

Fig. 3- Voltage drop across a silicon 
diode rectifier makes a good regulated 
power supply for the transmitter. Adjust 
R for 100 -ma through the diode. 

diode (such as the Sarkes Tarzian 
M500 or International Rectifier SD -94) 
is approximately 0.6 volt. If a battery 
charger is used, a filter capacitor may 
be required across the diode or charger 
output to reduce the ripple. A suitable 
circuit for the silicon -diode regulated 
power supply is shown in Fig. 3. 

Adjustment and operation 
Connect a few feet of wire to the an- 

tenna terminal and place this lead near 
the receiver. Tune the receiver to the 
crystal frequency and advance the po- 
tentiometer until you hear the signal 
beat with the receiver bfo. Just as oscil- 
lation starts, or (as the potentiometer 
is advanced) ceases, the note will be 
ragged and rough. Between these two 
points it will be clean and pleasant - 
sounding and remarkably free from 
chirp. If the solar cell is used to power 
the oscillator, a slight change in fre- 
quency will be noted as the strength of 
the sunlight varies, but this effect is 
not objectionable. Of course, if the sun 
goes behind a cloud (or is otherwise 
obscured), oscillation may cease. At 
these times the potentiometer may have 
to be readjusted. 

Excessive current through the tunnel 
diode may ruin it and readers are 
warned against connecting the trans- 
mitter to a higher voltage source than 
that recommended unless a silicon rec- 
tifier is used to hold the voltage con- 
stant. Always turn the potentiometer 
to the voltage -off position before apply- 
ing power to the diode. Then, depress 
the key and advance the potentiometer 
slowly until the oscillator starts. (The 
key is inserted in the line between Cl 
and the arm of Rl.) 

It is an excellent idea to check diode 
current with a 0 -to -10 ma meter con- 
nected between the arm of the poten- 
tiometer and the .005 -µf capacitor 
(C1). As the potentiometer is turned 
up you will see the meter pop up to a 
reading of less than 1 ma. If the po- 
tentiometer is increased further, the 
meter will jump another step. If the 
voltage is increased beyond this point, 
the diode may be damaged! If the po- 
tentiometer is reduced, the meter will 
suddenly drop to the intermediate point 
and then to the starting current. The 
middle step is the correct operating 
point for the diode. By observing the 
meter and listening to the receiver, you 
should have no trouble getting the 
transmitter to work. 

It was interesting to note that, with 
only a 3 -foot length of wire connected 
to the antenna terminal, the oscillator 
was heard on a communications re- 
ceiver more than 300 yards away. The 
strength of the signal indicated that 
much greater distances were possible. 

To see if the tunnel diode was ac- 
tually a useful communication device, 

MARCH, 1961 

rather than a laboratory curiosity, I 
arranged to have a fellow New Zealand 
ham (ZL1AOF, some 160 airline miles 
distant) listen for the signals. Initial 
tests were very discouraging -not a 
peep could be heard. Next the transmit- 
ter was used to drive a 6BQ5 amplifier. 
Amateur radio ZLIAOF discovered he 
had been listening on the wrong fre- 
quency as soon as he picked up the 
"high- power" CW transmitter excited 
by the tunnel. diode oscillator. Once 
again the tunnel diode transmitter was 
connected directly to the antenna. This 
time the signals were received with 
amazing clarity. A tape recording of 
Jack's reception, along with a card con- 

firming the contact, attest to the per- 
formance of the transmitter. 

If actual contacts are desired, rather 
than experiments, an 80 -meter antenna 
must be connected to the tunnel diode, 
as shown in Fig. 1. A good earth 
ground is also absolutely essential to 
duplicate the author's successful con- 
tact. [Apparently ZL1AAX has never 
tried a good counterpoise ?-Editor] 
Some antennas may pull the diode out 
of oscillation and, if this happens, the 
value of C3 (nominally 500 µµf) should 
be reduced until oscillation starts. For 
best results adjust the potentiometer 
with the antenna connected to the 
transmitter. END 

With . on 

--. 
Tune -'..;.`.?... 

NZ.T.. 

UR Sigs. R. .. r S. . T. 

.c :. ; ', . wilï 

Fig. 4- Original QSL confirming 160- 
mile contact using tunnel -diode trans- 
mitter. 

Completed transmitter requires only 
antenna, ground and power source. 
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The Braun Hobby Automatic EF -3. 
E. Lcitz, Inc. American Speedlight Co. 

The Ascorlight A423. 

INSIDE 
THE 
ELECTRONIC 
PHOTOFLASH 

Photoflash repairs can be business builders. Don't 
pass up work on these simple electronic circuits. 

By C. L. HENRY 

36 

THE electronic service technician who 
limits his servicing to TV and radio 
sets is passing up a substantial 

amount of business. Electronics is in- 
vading new fields rapidly, and more 
equipment requires servicing than ever 
before. A good example of this is in 
the field of amateur and professional 
photography. 

More than one -fifth of the amateurs 
and almost all professional photogra- 
phers have electronic photoflash equip- 
ment. The latest photography directory 
lists 31 manufacturers of such equip- 
ment, each having from 2 to 16 models. 
All photoflash units contain at least one 
large electrolytic energy -storage capac- 
itor, batteries, several resistors, a flash 
tube, switches, several cords and con- 
nectors. Many units are more elaborate, 
using dc-to-dc converters consisting of 
transistor oscillators, silicon rectifiers, 
power monitoring circuits, battery re- 
charging and thyratron triggering cir- 
cuits. As you can see, this is a fertile 

field for electronic servicing. Though 
modern photoflash units are complex, 
the circuitry is usually easy to under- 
stand. Fig. 1 shows the basic circuit 
used in all photoflash units. Cl is 
charged to its rated voltage through Rl. 
The time it takes to charge Cl to 63% 
of capacity is T =RC, the old familiar 
time constant formula. This is what 
photographers refer to when they speak 
of recycle time, although a slightly 
longer interval is usually allowed to 
permit the capacitor to charge to more 
than 80% of its rated voltage. Most 
photoflash units recycle in 5 to 20 sec- 
onds, depending on their power sup- 
plies. 

One formula that may be unfamiliar 
to you is E (energy) equals 2C (mi- 
crofarads) times V (kilovolts) squared 
(E = 1 /2CV2). This tells us that the en- 
ergy in the capacitor depends on the 
capacitance and the square of the volt- 
age. For instance, in Fig. 1, with 450 
volts applied to a 1,000 -µf capacitor 
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TRIGGER 
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Fig. 1 -Basic electronic flash circuit. 

2N277(2) 

PWR TRANS 

N E-2 

(Cl), a total of 100 watt -seconds will 
be available when the capacitor is dis- 
charged. If this discharge takes place 
in .001 second through the gas tube, 
the circuit, in that instant, is carrying 
100,000 watts. Incidentally, 100,000 
watts developed in your screwdriver 
blade will probably melt it and will 
surely ruin the electrolytic capacitor. 
Always discharge these large capaci- 
tors through a resistor of 500 to 1,000 
ohms. 

Capacitor Cl is a special electrolytic, 
not only because of its high capaci- 
tance, but also because of its very low 
leakage current. Typical leakage re- 
sistance on a good capacitor will aver- 
age 10 megohms. This type capacitor 
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Fig. 2 -Two- transistor one -tube 
circuit of the Ascorlight. 
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Fig. 3- Circuit of the Synctron Sixte. 
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i 

VIBRATOR 
1.5MEG I 

2.5 MEG 
R12 

2 

must be carefully re- formed after any 
idle period of 2 months or more. The 
voltage applied should be raised slowly 
over a period of minutes until the rated 
voltage is reached. It must never be 
exceeded. These capacitors are also ex- 
pensive ($13.50 is typical) so be care- 
ful. 

The balance of the circuit is composed 
of three parts: the flash tube, the ready 
light and the triggering circuit. 

Flash tube 
This is a xenon -filled tube made of 

either fused quartz or high -grade Py- 
rex. It presents a dynamic resistance, 
when triggered, of from 0.1 to 5 ohms 
depending on the type tube, and may 
draw an instantaneous current of 1,000 
amperes. The circuit of the flash tube 
should be of very low resistance to pre- 
vent limiting this current. This means 
that all connectors must be clean and 
tight, and the wiring must be adequate. 
The spectra of these flash tubes ap- 
proaches daylight, with much infrared 
and ultraviolet included. 

The triggering circuit is composed of 
a trigger transformer which fires the 
tube by developing about 10,000 volts 
on its secondary, which is applied to 
the flash -tube trigger electrode. It 
should be as close to the flash tube as 
possible, preferably inside the envelope. 
C3 supplies the power for this trigger- 
ing circuit by being charged to 200 volts 
and discharging through the primary 
of the trigger transformer when the 
shutter contacts on the camera close. 
An oscilloscope with a triggered sweep 
is very useful in checking the various 
instantaneous currents and voltages de- 
veloped in these circuits. 

Ready light 
The last part of the typical flash unit 

is the ready light. This is an indicator 
that tells the photographer when the 
capacitor is charged to at least 80% 
and ready to fire. After the flash tube 
is fired, the neon lamp will glow stead- 
ily until the capacitor is recharged, 
Then it will start blinking at a rate de- 
termined by R3 and C2. 
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Fig. 4 -The Braun Hobby EF -3. 
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Fig. 5 -Braun Hobby EF -1 electronic flash circuit. 
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There are many variations of this 
basic circuit. Fig. 2 is the circuit of a 
professional photoflash unit, the Ascor- 
light A423, made by American Speed - 
light Co. A 200 -watt -second unit, it will 
recycle in 7 seconds and has a power - 
conserving circuit for its nickel cad- 
mium battery. Drain on the battery 
during charging is 5 amperes, and drops 
to 350 ma when idling. The transistor 
oscillator, using two type 2N277 tran- 
sistors, operates at 1,500 cycles. Wave- 
forms from collector to collector and 
base to base are square, with little or 
no overshoot. 

The transformer output is doubled by 
the rectifiers and supplied to the flash - 
tube balanced to ground, to prevent 
insulation troubles. The flash tube is 
triggered by the thyratron, a 6483. Fir- 
ing the flash tube in this manner pre- 
vents excessive shutter -contact current. 

Photoflash circuits 
Fig. 3 is another transistor photo- 

flash unit -the Synctron Sixty, made 
by Dormitzer Electric Co. Notice that 
ac operation is provided by T2 and 
RECT 2. This circuit also recharges the 
built -in battery through RECT 1. Sl 
provides a fast recycle in cases where 
this is desirable. As you can see, this 
switch raises the biasing voltage on the 
bases of V1 and V2, increasing the out- 
put of the circuit and also increasing 
the battery drain. Recycling takes 12 
seconds normally and 6 seconds with Si 
closed. 

Figs. 4, 5 and 6 illustrate three flash 
units made by E. Leitz, Inc. Fig. 4 is 
the Braun Hobby Automatic EF -3; 
Fig. 5, the EF -1, and Fig. 6, the EF -2. 
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Multiblitz, Luc. 
The Multiblitz Color CL. 
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READY 
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.0027 

HAND RELEASE 

SHUTTER CONTACTE 
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Fig. 6- Circuit of the Braun Hobby EF -2. 

These flash units are transistorized 
(transistor power- monitor circuit) and 
have vibrator power supplies powered 
by built -in nickel cadmium batteries. A 
self -charger is included in each unit. 
The EF -3 flash head 'has an adjustable 
reflector, to vary the beam width. 

The EF -3 (see photo) has three 
pushbutton type multi- circuit spst and 
spdt switches as function selectors. 
When all are up, the unit operates from 
batteries and is controlled by a switch 
on the gun. The button on the left 

+N 

PWR TRANS SRECTS 

4Q9, .fr 

THERMISTOR 

5K 

NTC 

(marked with a sine wave) is the ac 
onoff switch; the center button 
(marked with a half- shaded circle as on 
the diagram) is pressed for half -power 
operation on batteries or ac. The button 
marked with the rectifier symbol is 
pressed to charge the battery from the 
power line. 

The transistorized power monitor 
cuts off the vibrator when the storage 
capacitors are charged to 510 volts 
-±10 volts on full power or 350 volts ± 10 on half power. R8 and R12 set the 
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Fig. 7 -F -60 power supply for the Braun flash units. 
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turnoff points for full power and half 
power, respectively. The vibrator comes 
on when the output voltage drops 10 to 
30 on full power or 10 to 40 on half 
power. 

E. Leitz advises me that they supply 
parts only to authorized Braun Hobby 
repair stations. Fig. '7 is the power sup- 
ply made by E. Leitz for various flash 
heads, and is similar to the three just 
described. 

The Ultrablitz Press in Fig. 8 is a 
versatile professional type electronic 
flash. It operates from an internal 8- 
volt storage battery, a combination ac 
power pack and charger or flashlight 
batteries. Accessories include a photo- 
electric slave tripper, focusing lamps, 
an extension flash head that can be used 
simultaneously with the standard head 
on the camera, a booster (plug -in 600- 
µf capacitor) to double light output and 
a circular or ringlight for shadowless 
lighting when making closeups of small 
objects. 

Fig. 9 is another Multiblitz flash, the 
Color SL. A vibrator converter is also 
used in this unit, together with a 
unique transistor power- monitor circuit 
that allows the battery to idle between 
flashes. This lengthens the usable bat- 
tery life before recharging is necessary. 

Many electronic photoflash manufac- 

VIBRATOR 

4V/1..22 AH 
RAT 

t+ 

VIB. TRANS 

+ 4 

350V 

T 

RINGLAMP] 

turers discourage local service of their 
flash units, even though photographers 
may be caused considerable inconven- 
ience (and loss to professionals) in 
sending the equipment to an authorized 
service station in the next state, or 
even back to the manufacturer, for 
service. However, a reputable service 
shop should be able to obtain parts if 
necessary from the manufacturer, or 
even obtain the local service franchise! 
A pleasant letter here will help! In 
many cases substitution may be pos- 
sible, even if exact replacement parts 
are not available. Kemlite Laboratories 
supply many different types of flash 
tubes, Sprague supplies several types 
of photoflash capacitors, and alternate 
transistors, transformers, rectifiers and 
vibrators are also available. All current 
manufacturers of photoflash units are 
listed in the Popular Photography Di- 
rectory, 1960 issue. 

After repairing a flash unit, test it 
by shooting a roll of film, following the 
manufacturer's guide number. 

Troubleshooting 
An electronic flash is easier to serv- 

ice than an acdc radio. A vom is the 
only piece of test equipment you must 
have. A scope is an additional aid. 

The best place to begin is at the flash 
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Fig. 9- Multiblitz Color SL has an ac 
supply. 

Fig. 8- Circuit of Multiblitz Press. 

tube. Measure the voltage here. If it 
is normal and the flash does not fire, 
the trouble is in the triggering circuit. 
If a thyratron is used to fire the flash 
tube, check to see that it is biased prop- 
erly. The firing bias should appear on 
the firing or trigger grid when the sync 
contacts are shorted. Also be sure to 
check the voltage on the keep -alive 
grid. Since cold- cathode tubes are al- 
most always used in this application, 
this voltage is vital to the operation. 
Low voltage here or a bad tube can 
cause the flash tube to fire too late, al- 
though this defect will be noticed only 
on the faster shutter speeds of the 
camera. 

After the tube part of the trigger 
circuit is eliminated, check the trigger 
coil for proper operation. If an oscillo- 
scope with triggered sweep is not avail- 
able, replace the trigger transformer 
if you suspect it. A triggered scope will 
tell you whether the trigger transform- 
er is functioning properly. A milliam- 
meter in series with the trigger coil 
will kick slightly when the trigger ca- 
pacitor is discharged through it, but 
experience is necessary here to judge 
whether the components are good. 

In the event of low or no high volt- 
age, trace the circuit further toward 
the battery. Also, don't forget the nec- 
essary low leakage factor of the elec- 
trolytic flash capacitor. If the capaci- 
tor's leakage current increases, a long 
recycle time will result. If this current 
is too high, the power supply may not 
be able to charge the capacitor to its 
rated voltage. The capacitor can be dis- 
connected temporarily (Be careful!) 
and the output of the rectifier measured 
unloaded. In the event of high -voltage 
battery operation, this is, of course, 
unnecessary. If with the capacitor dis- 
connected, the voltage is still low, check 
the rectifiers, transistors or vibrator. 
Remember that normal voltage with the 
capacitor disconnected will be only 0.7 
times the voltage with it in circuit. 

Some units use a power monitoring 
circuit. It is supposed to cut down the 
activity of the vibrator or transistor 
oscillator when the flash capacitor 
reaches full charge. A wrong bias here 
will cause the input circuits to idle all 
the time and will cut down the output 
voltage. It is best to disconnect this 
circuit if there is any doubt of its oper- 
ation. Then if the output voltage as- 
sumes its normal value, you know 
where to find the trouble. END 
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The completed unit in a neat crinkle -finish case. 
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Fig. 1- Circuit of the handy analyzer. 
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By KENNETH E. WALTERS 

WOULD you appreciate a wide -band 
voltmeter which could also be used 
as a preamplifier, signal tracer 

and, with a special probe, as a 1,000 - 
cycle test oscillator? If so, this article 
was written expressly for you. 

The circuit (Fig. 1) uses two dual 
triodes, a 12AT7 and a 12AU7, in a 
highly stable amplifier circuit. Response 
is essentially flat from 20 cycles to 
about 250 kc. The instrument is usable 
to about 1.6 me for comparative pur- 
poses. A low- capacitance switch for S1 
would improve high- frequency response. 

V1 -a is a cathode -follower input 
stage, direct -coupled to the grid of 
V1 -b. This second section of the 12AT7 
is an ordinary voltage amplifier that 
has high- frequency compensation due 
to the low- reactance path offered by C3. 
The 1,000 -ohm potentiometer in the 

Ac vtvm covers 0 to 150 volts in 6 ranges - 
lowest range, 0 .05. Audio oscillator produces 
square -wave output with peak -to -peak amplitude 
of about 12 volts. Signal- tracer function useful 
in all audio stages. Can be used with demodulator 
probe in radio if stages. 

Tested by a member of RADIO- ELECTRONICS' 
staff, the instrument operated quite satisfactorily. 
Readings on low- voltage outputs from Heath, Eico, 
and Knight audio generators were compared to 
scope readings. Author's frequency range of 20- 
250 kc is correct within total variation of 5-10% - 
error increases with frequency. Unit will make measurements at 
higher frequencies but accuracy is impaired. However, a correction 
chart could be drawn up. 

BENCH 

TESTED 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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cathode circuit of this stage is the 
calibration control. Its setting deter- 
mines the amount of degenerative feed- 
back voltage from V2 -b through the 
metering circuit. This feedback path is 
broken when S2 is open and the am- 
plifier gain increases. This is highly 
desirable when using the instrument as 
a signal tracer. 

V2 -a is a voltage amplifier with R -C 
coupling to the cathode -follower output 
stage. We have degenerative feedback 
in V2 -a because of the unbypassed 
cathode resistor R12. 

A close look at the schematic reveals 
that there are two phase inversions, 
one at the plate of Vl -b and the other 
at the plate of V2 -a. Thus the output 
voltage will be in phase with the input. 
This is one of the requirements of 
an oscillator, and the feedback path 
through Cl and the switch in the probe 
(Fig. 2) is the other. The circuit oscil- 
lates at about 1,000 cycles. The output 
is a square wave with an amplitude of 
about 12 volts peak -to -peak at the probe 
tip. 

The circuit is built into a 3 x 5 x 7- 
inch case. The small chassis is only 4% 
x 2% x 1% inches. The 1%-inch right - 
angle portion is cut to fit snugly around 
the meter case. 

r_, 
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ICI 33µf C2 .002 
1 MICA 
1 o SLIDE 

PI __I OSOS -_ SW 

SHIELDED 
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- CABLE SHIELD 

IPROBE 
c ITIP ---- 

Fig. 2 -Probe circuit enables operation 
as 1,000 -cycle oscillator. 

A common bus made of No. 18 copper 
wire is used for all B -minus connections. 
All leads are kept short and direct. 

The combination direct and oscillator 
probe was built in the aluminum hous- 
ing of an old can type electrolytic 
capacitor. The probe housing measures 
1% inches in diameter and 3% inches 
in length. The probe tip consists of a 
small nail soldered into a phono plug. 

Power requirements are slight. The 
power transformer I used had a 150 - 
volt secondary so I added R17, a 750 - 
ohm 1 -watt resistor, to protect the 130 - 
volt selenium rectifier. If a 125 -volt 
transformer is used (as described in 
the parts list) , R17 can be omitted. 

Coupling capacitor C5 should be 
checked for leakage before closing S2. 
If this capacitor is leaky, excessive cur- 
rent may damage the meter movement. 
After completing the instrument, open 
S2 and apply power to the circuit. 
Check for voltage between J2 and J3 
with a do voltmeter. If voltage is found 
after initial warmup, it indicates leak- 
age. An unformed, new capacitor may 
show leakage by the above test. Do not 
discard the unit -try forming it by 
leaving the instrument on for about an 
hour with a jumper across J2 and J3. 
This applies about 7.3 volts do to the 
unit. Then make another voltage check. 

To calibrate, set the range switch to 
the 5 -volt position and touch the test 
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leads to a 5 -volt source, preferably at 
1,000 cycles, and adjust R10 for a full - 
scale reading. 

To use the instrument as an oscilla- 
tor, open the meter -circuit switch and 
set the range switch for .05 volt. Plug 
P2 (Fig. 2) into J2 and then throw the 
probe switch to the oscillator position. 
The 1,000 -cycle square -wave test volt- 
age is now available at the probe tip. 
After using the instrument as an oscil- 
lator meter, switch 82 should not be 
thrown to the meter position for about 
8 seconds. This lets capacitor C5 charge 
through the 47,000- and 18,000 -ohm re- 
sistors in the probe assembly. This pre- 
vents damage to the meter movement 
as the charging current of 05 is much 
greater than that required for full -scale 
deflection of the meter. 

When signal- tracing, place the probe 
switch in the direct position and open 
the meter switch to increase the am- 
plifier gain. Phones are used to monitor 
the output. 

With a detector probe the instrument 
can be used to signal -trace in rf and if 
circuits. My vtvm detector probe works 
nicely with the instruments so I did not 
need a special detector probe. 

The 1,000 -cycle square wave can be 
used for amplifier response testing. An 
amplifier with good response to 10,000 
cycles or more should pass the signal 

RECT 

Ftl8 
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V2 

C4 

C2 

C5 

R t0 

S3 

C6 

R17 

C7 

without changing the shape of the 
waveform. 

Use the voltmeter with an audio 
oscillator and you have a good capac- 
itance meter. It measures capacitance 
from 1 to 2,000 µµf. 

Set the oscillator to 1,000 cycles and 
adjust its output until the voltmeter 
reads full scale on the 0.5 -volt range. 
Leave the ground leads of the signal 
generator and voltmeter connected and 
place the capacitor to be tested between 
the oscillator hot lead and the volt- 
meter input. The 1,000 -cycle voltage 
divides between the reactance of the 
capacitor and the input impedance of 
the voltmeter according to the ratio of 
reactance to resistance. 

On the 0.5 -volt range, the meter reads 
capacitance from 20 to 2,000 µµf. For 
capacitance below 20 µµf, switch to the 
.05 -volt range. This range reads from 
1 to 11.6 µif. 

I would like to point out one more 
possible use for the instrument. That 
is as a code -practice oscillator. Insert 
a key between P1 and J2. Then set up 
the circuit for oscillator operation as 
previously described. The code signals 
appearing at the output (the probe tip) 
may be fed to phones or to a small 
amplifier and speaker system. 

An instrument as versatile as this 
should find many uses. END 
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Are you ready to install a translator? 
By PHILIP FREEN* 

TELEVISION coverage in North 
America has been steadily extended 
in populated areas, but there are 

many places where a full- fledged TV 
station is an economic impossibility. 
However, with translators, the same 
television programming can be brought 
to villages of as few as 100 families. 

Until recently the Federal Communi- 
cations Commission allowed the use 
of translators on uhf only. This often 
required uhf converters for each home 
TV set. FCC docket No. 12116, Sep- 
tember 16, 1960, legalized vhf trans- 
lators. Operators of vhf translator 
equipment must now file applications 
for temporary use until October, 1961, 
at which time all equipment in use must 
be approved by the FCC. 

A translator is basically an automatic 
television transmitter, which picks up 
the signal from an originating station 
and rebroadcasts it to an isolated com- 
munity that cannot normally receive 
the signal from the originating station. 

Vhf translators can usually be com- 
pletely installed for less than $3,000, if 
a suitable site with a source of 117- 

*President, Benco Television Associates Ltd., Rexdale, Ont., Canada. 
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volt ac is available. A typical translator 
can be maintained for about $500 
$1,000 per year. The local radio tech- 
nician can usually maintain the equip- 
ment, providing himself with an addi- 
tional source of income while perform- 
ing a service for his community. 

How translators work 
The photo shows the front view of 

the Benco T -1 translator. The callouts 
identify the various units contained in 
the transmitter housing. 

The signal is received and fed 
through an antenna matching trans- 
former to a preamplifier. This low -noise 
unit is tuned to the frequency of the 
distant television station. It has a gain 
of 65 db. The noise figure is 4 db on 
low -band channels and 6 db on high - 
band vhf channels. The circuit includes 
agc to maintain satisfactory picture 
quality with input signals as low as 50 
mv. 

The preamplifier raises the level of 
the input signal so that any man -made 
noise in the vicinity of the translator 
will have little effect. In addition, any 
traps or filters that may be necessary 
to clean up the received signal can be 
inserted at the preamp output, where 
the signal is at a relatively high level. 

Next comes a crystal- controlled con- 
verter which changes the frequency of 
the incoming wanted TV channel to that 
of the chosen output channel. 

The converted signal is further am- 
plified by a low -distortion channel am- 
plifier. This unit uses age to assure that 
maximum permissible drive is supplied 
to the output power amplifier tube even 
when the input signal fades severely. 
This low- distortion channel amplifier 
also prevents any possibility of spurious 
signals (harmonics of the crystal oscil- 
lator, etc.) from reaching the power 
amplifier. 

Finally, the signal from the channel 
amplifier is fed to the power amplifier. 
This unit feeds 8.7 volts with good lin- 
earity to the 75 -ohm transmitting an- 
tenna, providing 1 watt of rf power 
plus, of course, the antenna gain. 

By using a Yagi type transmitting 
antenna -it can be a heavy -duty ver- 
sion of a standard receiving antenna - 
it is possible to get 10 watts of effective 
radiated power. 

Automatic operation 
The second output of the channel am- 

plifier is fed to the identification unit. 
This is a programmer designed to oper- 
ate the translator. It switches the trans- 
mitter off when a very weak signal, or 
no signal at all, is being received. It 
provides facilities for remote -control 
operation, and superimposes station 
identification every Mi hour. The unit 
also provides a delayed switch -off action 
to avoid cutoff due to momentary signal 
fading. 
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The identification unit discriminates 
between the TV signal and an equal 
amount of noise, assuring a positive 
action when operating with weak sig- 
nals. 

A power indicator is connected to the 
final rf output. It is factory -set to indi- 
cate maximum permissible power level 
with a translator output of 1 watt. 

The last unit shown is the voltage - 
regulating transformer. It is important 
for constant power output since most 
translators are operated at the end of 
poor- quality power lines, and the ac 
input often varies between 95 to 130 
volts. Tube life can be doubled by using 
a voltage -regulating transformer. 

Site location 
Site location is a task that should 

be undertaken very carefully. These 
factors must be considered: 

A signal of at least 100 µv should be 
available from the remote master TV 
station more than 98% of the time. To 
find a suitable receiving site, erect a 
temporary antenna, usually a Yagi 
type, and monitor the received signal 
for about 100 hours. Bear in mind that 
during the summer months extremely 
erratic conditions prevail, and it is pos- 
sible to get signal -strength readings 
10 times higher than those which are 
normal for a particular TV station. 

In mountainous country, the best re- 
ceiving site is often on the slope of a 
mountain facing the distant TV station 
rather than on the top of the mountain 
as might be expected. Try to find a 
fairly gentle slope rather than a pre- 
cipitous one. By searching with the test 
antenna, both vertically (5 -20 feet) 
and horizontally, it is usually possible 
to find a signal if the desired TV sta- 
tion is less than 150 miles away and 
there is no abnormally high mountain 
between. 

In flat country, the dominating fac- 
tor is usually the height of the receiving 
antenna which, obviously, must be as 
great as possible. 

A good translator receiving antenna 
becomes especially important in low - 
signal areas -stacked Yagis are gen- 
erally recommended. Rhombic antennas 
are more difficult to construct, but, 
judging by our experience, have supe- 
rior signal- capture characteristics. 

Having located one or more possible 
receiving sites, pick out a suitable 
transmitting site. It should be as close 
to the receiving site as possible. The 
most desirable would place the trans- 
lator transmitting antenna overlooking 
the town or village to be serviced and 
not more than 5 miles away. 

The translator transmitting antenna 
should not have high horizontal direc- 
tivity. As a general rule, when maxi- 
mum radiated power is required, ver- 
tical stacking is advisable. Here again 
good -quality heavy - duty antennas 
should be used. 

The polar diagram of the selected 
antenna should, as far as possible, cover 
only the populated area of the village 
and have a minimum of back radiation 
and spurious side lobes. This puts all 
the available power where it will do 
the most good and decreases the possi- 
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bility of interference with other trans- 
lators in the vicinity. 

If the best transmitting site happens 
to be some distance away from the best 
receiving site, a coaxial cable system 
will have to be used to bring the re- 
ceived signal to the translator. 

Whatever site is finally chosen for 
the transmitting antenna, there must 
be 117 -volt power available. The source 
of power should be capable of delivering 
at least 1.5 kw with reasonably good 
regulation. The 1 kw over and above 
the electronic equipment's appetite is 
for soldering irons, lights and, most 
important of all, a 1 -kw heater or hot 
plate. (Hot coffee and some warmth 
can be a life -saver after trekking up a 
mountain on a cold winter's day to 
replace a tube.) 

If the receiving site is not at the same 
location as the transmitting site and 
amplification through a coaxial cable 
is required, it is possible to use re- 
motely powered transistor amplifiers to 
eliminate the need for ac power at the 
receiving site. 

The availability of ac power at a par- 
ticular site in many cases overrides 
other considerations, since the cost of 
running ac power lines of even moder- 
ate length is rather high. 

After all the three factors outlined 
above have been considered and a site 
chosen, the next problem is the choice 
of a suitable enclosure for the equip- 
ment. While the Benco T -1 translator 
is completely weatherproofed and may 
be mounted outdoors on the antenna 
support, it is highly desirable, if pos- 
sible, to have a small building avail- 
able for tools, spares and human com- 
fort. The translator will work quite 

happily in a temperature of 20 below, 
but you will not be at peak efficiency if 
you have to change a tube in this tem- 
perature. 

The nomogram shows the signal 
strength available across the input 
terminals of the home television re- 
ceiver in a village served by a trans- 
lator when the TV channel and distance 
from translator transmitting antenna 
to home receiver are known. The nomo- 
gram assumes a home receiving antenna 
gain of 9 db and a translator transmit- 
ting antenna gain of 6 db (with refer- 
ence to an isotropic antenna) and a 
2 -db feeder loss on both the receiving 
and transmitting antennas. 

For example, the dotted line indicates 
that a signal from a channel -2 trans- 
lator will arrive with 500 µv across the 
home TV set's 300 -ohm terminals via a 
line -of -sight path of 30 miles provided 
that the first Fresnel zone is cleared. 

In simplified terms, the Fresnel zone 
is a criterion to determine whether the 
earth is sufficiently far removed from 
the line -of -sight ray to allow free -space 
propagation conditions. 

For those interested, the first Fres- 
nel -zone clearance is given by 

+I d 
1,140 \ F 

where d is the distance in miles between 
the transmitting and receiving anten- 
nas and F is the operating frequency 
in megacycles. 

To take the example shown, the first 
Fresnel -zone clearance for Channel 2 
for 30 miles is approximately 800 feet: 

(1,140-11 = 1,140 x 0.7 approx.) 

This means that the line -of -sight ray 
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from the translator transmitting an- 
tenna to the home viewing antenna 
should clear any obstacles in the middle 
of the span (15 miles) by 800 feet for 
the nomogram to be correct. 
Installation 

Installation is relatively simple since 
the translator package is a complete 
self- contained unit which, basically, 
needs only a receiving antenna, trans- 
mitting antenna and a connection to a 
117 -volt 60 -cycle power source. 

The unit is factory -aligned and the 
only control which may be set in the 
field without using test equipment is 
the power output control. The Benco 
unit has a power output meter. It should 
never read more than maximum per- 
missible power. No other adjustments 
on the translator should be made with- 
out having a complete set of alignment 
data available with the necessary test 
equipment. 

Be especially careful with coaxial 
cable connectors. Remember that each 
connection will be subjected to severe 
temperature variations, which tend to 
loosen threads and cause intermittents. 
Follow the manufacturer's instructions 
exactly. 

Make power connections to the unit 
according to the local electrical code 
and make sure they are properly 
switched and fused. 

The remote- control line, if required, 
should be installed from the translator 
to the operator's house or place of 
business. The line may consist of ordi- 
nary twisted -pair telephone line, but 
total loop resistance must not exceed 
the manufacturer's specifications (for 
the Benco T -1, 2,500 ohms). 

After the translator is completely 
installed, use a television set to mon- 
itor the input signal at the monitor 
point provided. The picture obtained 
from the output of the translator can 
never be any better than the input, but, 
strangely enough, quite a few people 
expect it to be. Use a field- strength 
meter to check the ratio of sound to 
picture carrier. According to Hoyle, the 
sound carrier should be about half the 
strength of the picture (14 of the 
power). Adjustments on the T -1 trans- 
lator alter this ratio if necessary. 

The sound carrier should never be 
allowed to become greater than the 
picture carrier. To be safe, we have 
found it advisable to keep the sound 
carrier at only 1/4 the signal strength 
of the picture carrier (1/16 of the 
power) . 

This still allows excellent sound 
reception, but assures that, if for any 
reason (summer conditions), the sound 
carrier rises in respect to the picture 
carrier at the input to the translator, 
it will never exceed it. Moreover, it 
allows 15/16 of the output power of the 
translator to be put into the picture 
carrier. 

The information in these few pages 
should, we trust, assist the local tech- 
nician in siting and installing trans- 
lators and, while this article has been 
slanted toward vhf translation, the 
same reasoning and procedure apply 
equally to uhf units. END 
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BBB Raps Set Manufacturers 

NOT all those complaints against the 
electronic industry that we hear 

about from the Better Business Bureaus 
are customer complaints against the 
local service technician. More than a 
few are complaints from service tech- 
nicians and dealers against distributors 
and manufacturers. This was revealed 
by Kenneth B. Wilson, president of the 
National Better Business Bureau, in a 
recent address to a meeting of the Serv- 
ice Committee of the Electronic In- 
dustries Association (EIA). 

The technician did come in for his 
share of complaints, Wilson pointed out. 
But even then, the greatest volume of 
complaints directed at the technician 
was due to misunderstanding of warran- 
ties. It is no surprise to the service tech- 
nician that the set owner is unpleasant- 
ly surprised to learn that, under the 
warranty setup, set owner and manufac- 
turer are co- guarantors of the receiver 
and that his share -cost of the labor in 
replacing a defective part -may run 
several dollars more than that of the 
manufacturer -the cost of the actual 
component. The manufacturers may not 
be as aware of the situation. If such is 
the case, they heard of it at this meet- 
ing. 

Dilatory service was another major 
cause of complaint, according to the 
BBB. Technicians may keep a set many 
days or even weeks. Customers are espe- 
cially annoyed because "few explana- 
tions, if any, are given as to the cause 
of the delay in the meantime. 

Overcharging, ineffective and incom- 
petent service, and failure to live up to 
promises were the other main com- 
plaints against service technicians by 
customers. 

Unavailability of replacement parts is 
the greatest cause of both public and 
service industry complaint against man- 
ufacturers (and distributors). The in- 
dustry, says the BBB, may feel that it 
has some good alibis for this problem, 
but they are not good enough to satisfy 
either irate customers or frustrated 
technicians who have to wait weeks or 
even months for a needed part: 

"The plain and inescapable fact of 
the matter is that they find it difficult, 
if not impossible, to believe that the 
brains and intelligence which have been 
able to create the fabulous new elec- 
tronics miracles about which they read 
every day, cannot develop a system 
which will deliver replacement parts 
promptly." 

Inadequate field testing and inade- 
quate inspection formed the second 
complaint of the service technicians, 
and, they report, a frequent cause of 
customer complaints. Said Wilson, 
"Dealers report there are very few 
brands of TV sets they would dare 
take to a customer's home in an un- 
opened carton, because so many sets re- 
quire servicing before installation." 

A group of related complaints centers 

around the quality of the product. Poor 
quality of components, unavailability of 
parts for discontinued or small -run 
items and units badly designed from a 
servicing standpoint all came in for 
their share of criticism. 

Delay in correcting manufacturing 
faults irked technicians especially. In 
many cases, they tell the BBB, the 
manufacturer discovers a production 
weakness soon after a new model starts 
running, but continues to distribute sets 
already completed. 

Poor communications of this type are 
often the fault of the distributor, as is 
the dissemination of other service in- 
formation. He and the manufacturer are 
both held responsible by the service 
organization for failure to supply prod- 
uct and service data promptly. Another 
form of poor communications is the 
distributor's failure to report whether 
an order is being filled immediately or 
will have to be ordered from the factory. 
This puts the service technician at a 
disadvantage with his customer, be- 
cause he cannot report definitely and 
accurately as to possible delays. 

Availability of replacement parts is a 
responsibility of the distributor whose 
business is supposed to distribute just 
such parts, as well as of the manu- 
facturer. Some distributors are the sub- 
ject of complaints on this score. 

As might be expected, many corn - 
plaints arise from distributor sales of 
parts to consumers at the same prices 
as to service customers, as well as the 
`nurturing" of spare -time service op- 
erators. Many of these, complainants 
point out, are presumably operating 
llegitimately, without filing tax reports 
n business done. 

In concluding the report, the National 
Better Business Bureau presented 12 
recommendations to manufacturers 
rom among those received from the 
ervicing industry: 
Ship only tested products. 

i 

o 

f 

s 

Do more thorough field testing to 
minimize "built -in" breakdowns. 
Stick to high -quality components with 
long -life potential. 
Create better public understanding of 
the true nature of your warranties. 
Keep warranties within time periods 
which will be profitable to service. 
Get service information to the in- 
dustry. 
Limit advertising claims to demon- 
strable performance in the field. 
Provide more and better training fa- 
cilities and clinics for the servicing of 
the industry's products. 
Make replacement parts promptly 
available to the service industry. 
Design circuits with better accessi- 
bility to parts. 
Recognize and correct manufacturing 
faults promptly. 
Secure distributor cooperation in ex- 
pediting parts orders. END 
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WHAT'S 

NEW 

oían in lout;,. 
places. Two TV camera eyes transmit pictures of its handiwork to 
human operator at a remote- control console. They can be remotely 
adjusted to view any action of the robot. Arms aE the Iughes 
.Aircraft Mobor are double- jointed at shoulders, elbows and wrists 
for extreme flexibility. 

3 -D kiwAti Hìß t LNNA on the masthead of 
missile cruiser T.'SS Galveston simultaneously 
detects range, bearing and attitude of aircraft. 
Single antenna replaces two or more previously 
required to do the same job. Unit is part of 
Hughes Aircraft Frescan radar system. 

WORN STYLII are easy to spot with the 
Syl A- Scope. This simple optical instru- 
ment, a shadowgraph, displays a detailed 
magnified picture of any phonograph 
stylus and reveals any wear or flaws. 
The device is made by Robins Industries, 
New York, N.Y. 

DYNAMIC EDUCATOR helps teach 
servo theory, design and application. 

Devetoped by Advanced Research 
Associates, Kensington, Md., the device 

includes an operable velocity and position 
feedback servo system mounted on 

a 33 x 49 -inch demonstration pref. 
Tt is designed for use in vocational 

schools. 
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By MANNIE HOROWITZ* 

CHOOSING an amplifier to buy or 
to build from a kit or magazine 
article can be difficult. Overcom- 
plicated units loaded with con- 

trols confuse rather than provide any 
worth -while benefit. On the other hand, 
a simplified unit which does not serve 
the complete purpose of the audiophile 
should also be avoided. 

To simplify circuitry comparison, the 
amplifier is divided into two sections - 
the preamplifier and the power ampli- 
fier. Here, the preamp is discussed as 
an individual unit. This discussion also 
applies to the preamp section of a 
composite unit that has the preamp 
and power amplifier on a single chassis. 

The preamplifier may consist of an 
amplifier stage for a magnetic car- 
tridge, a group of rumble and scratch 
filters, a tone -control section and a low - 
impedance output stage. 

Fig. 1 is the schematic of the Eico 
HF -61A preamp. A simple yet complete 
unit, it lends itself easily to analysis 
and circuitry comparisons. 

That the unit is built for versatility 
is especially noticeable at the phono in- 
put, where there is a special slide 
switch for selecting one of two record 
players. This is useful for individuals 
who use a record changer for old 78- 
and 45 -rpm discs and a turntable for 
33's. Phono 2 has two input jacks, J2 
*Electronic Instrument Co. (EICO), Long Island City, N. Y. 
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Selector switch SI shown in TAPE position. 
Moves clockwise to TV, TUNER, AUX, COL, 
LON, RIAA, AM -78, EUR -78. 
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05% 

R46 + IOOK ± IOK+l 

0V T3500 V 

,- 40 68K 
T4 

Rumble filter 53 
shown in flat position. 
Moves down to 5052 and 1000. 

Fig. 1 -The Eico HF -61A preamp. 

o350VDC 4, 

ó GND 
BLACK \_; 

Scratch filter S4 
shown in FLAT position. 
Moves down to IO KC and S KC. 
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Chassis layout of the 
HF -61A. Input jacks 
and hum -balance con- 
trol are on back panel. 

NIGH Main MAsr P CONIS0[ 

GPI 

The Eico HF -61A, 
a control preamp. 

equalization in use today is RIAA- 
Ortho. Some equipment manufacturers 
feel that equalization for Columbia, 
London, American 78 and European 
78 records should also be included. 
This is done here by switching net- 
works with sections Sl -a through S1 -d 
on the INPUT SELECTOR. Actually, the 
curves for all these equalizations vary 
slightly from each other, and any slight 
compensation, although approximate, 
can be made by adjusting the tone 
controls. 

Hum, noise and distortion 
Fig. 2 shows the schematics of two 

magnetic -cartridge amplifier stages 
featuring RIAA equalization. Fig. 2 -a 
is the same circuit used in Fig. 1 -this 
time shown with only a fixed RIAA 
compensation. The stage must be de- 
signed for a minimum of hum and 
distortion. Frequently, one of these 
factors is sacrificed for the other. Cir- 
cuits using feedback usually do both 
and have .minimum distortion without 
excessive hum. 

Low hum levels in a feedback circuit 
are possible; 50 db of hum below full 
output is not too difficult to get. You 
can get somewhat lower hum, but 
higher distortion, if you use a losser, 
rather than a feedback circuit (Fig. 
2 -b). 

Several manufacturers have attempt- 
ed to eliminate hum entirely by using 
transistors in this stage. While they 

INPUT FROM 
MAGNETIC 
CARTRIDGE 

I2AX7 C2 .1 

CI .02 R6 

R5 200K 
2.2 R9 
MEG 

3K 

MARCH, 1961 

R8 2.2K 

1 

got rid of the hum, the transistors 
sometimes introduced a more annoying 
factor -a high noise or hiss level. At 
the present state of the art, a good 
12AX7 or its European low -noise 
equivalent, the ECC83, is probably 
superior to the transistor in this appli- 
cation. 

Careful design and layout can over- 
come the many hum, noise and distor- 
tion problems inherent in the magnetic- 
cartridge preamplifier stage. However, 
it would be preferable to eliminate this 
stage entirely. 

Several ceramic cartridges on the 
market are as good as many magnetic 
types and require no more gain from 
the preamp than does a tuner -making 
the extra amplifier stage unnecessary. 
The better ones are accurately equalized 
to the RIAA curve. Using these car- 
tridges, we can get comparable results 
without the drawback of the hum, noise 
and distortion inherent in some of the 
amplifier stages designed for magnetic 
cartridges. 

The phono amplifier output as well 
as the high -level inputs (J4, J5, J6 
and J7) are all fed to a selector switch, 
S1 -e, where the particular channel to 
be used is chosen. Barring the use of 
the selector switch for any other func- 
tion, input selection can be handled by 
a single -pole five -position rotary switch 
(Fig. 3). However, switch S1 on the 
HF -61A accomplishes one more impor- 
tant function not possible with a jobber 

.00271 
200K I 

TO SELECTOR INPUT FROM 
C7 RI4 SW OR LEVEL MAGNETIC 

2.2 MEG CONTROL CARTRIDGE 

500ppfTC4 
RII 
100K 

150V 7. 

stock item. Section Si -f shorts to 
ground all inputs not in use to avoid 
crosstalk. 

Sl -e leads to a level control. Although 
theoretically a simple attenuator, a pot 
has a small inherent capacitance from 
the sliding arm to ground. So, if its 
value is made too large, some settings 
of the control result in rolloff at the 
high frequencies. Values between 500,- 
000 ohms and 1 megohm will give 
satisfactory results. Lower values can 
be too much of a load on the inputs. 

The networks and switching for 
scratch and rumble filters are between 

INPUT FROM PHONO AMPL(Fig.2) 
A AUXILIARY IN 

TUNER IN 

TV IN 

TAPE IN 

B 
OUTPUT TO LEVEL CONTROL (Fig.!) 

Fig. 3 -Input selection can be handled 
by 1 -pole 5- position rotary switch. 

V2 -a and V3 -a. Rumble switch S3 moves 
down for 50- and 100 -cycle cutoffs. 
Scratch filter switch S4 moves down 
for rolloffs at 10 kc and 5 kc. In 
the position shown, there is no filtering 
action. Sliding the switches down pro- 
vides for rumble and scratch filter ac- 
tion. Since each switch has three posi- 
tions two degrees of filtering can be 
provided, with the remaining position 
for flat output. 

I2AX7 
TO SELECTOR 
SW OR LEVEL 
CONTROL .02 620K 

200K 27K 

.01 

a 6 

Fig. 2- Equalization circuits: a- feedback type; b- losser type. 

.0033 

IMEG 

150V 
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INPUT 
R16 

I MEG 

I2AU7 
C8 .0068 FLAT 

C13í.005 
C14 

.0012 
180K 

R21 

R15 
500K 

R23 

.0022 

C9 

co I RI9 

FLAT .25 68K' CI7 
t 

.1 

RUMBLE SCRATCH 

300V 
R18 

6.8K IOK 

R 24 
IMEG 

33R 
25+ 

R26 IOOK 300V 
310K R28 3.3K 

R 27 

R29 
150 K 

C15 .001 C16 330µµ1 

?&, 

E 
OUT('UT 

Fig. 4- Simplified feedback type scratch and rumble filters. 

When good mechanical equipment is 
used in conjunction with a preamp, the 
scratch and rumble filters are not an 
absolute necessity. A good tone control, 
such as the Baxendall type, can be 
used for some of this filtering action. 
However, if these controls are desired 
( scratch and rumble), they should be 

470 K 

this point in the circuit, the LOUDNESS 
control can serve as a volume control 
for monitoring the signal being re- 
corded, without affecting the actual 
recording. The LEVEL control, R15, 
limits the signal strength to the tape 
recorder to undistorted amplitudes. The 
preamp has a very -low- impedance out- 

2.7 K 

500K 
BASS 

500K 
TREBLE 

68K 

Feed the output from this, A, and the 
other inputs to a selector switch in 
(Fig. 3). The output from this switch, 
B, can go to a level control and then 
to the scratch and rumble filters (C in 
Fig. 4) when desired; or else it can go 
directly to the tone controls (D of Fig. 
5 -a or 5 -b). If scratch and rumble 
filters are used, the output from these, 
E, can be connected to point F on 
either tone -control system, omitting the 
first tube and associated circuitry. The 
tone control output, G, can serve as the 
preamplifier's output. A conventional, 
well -filtered power supply can be added, 
using the rectifier circuit shown in 
Fig. 6 and the filtering circuit con- 
nected between the red and black leads 
of Fig. 1. 

Many combinations are possible and 

SASS 

IMEG 

68 K -t 1E- 
.0033 
470 K 

.0022 

100µµf 

500K TREBLE 

4 0 TAPE 
I OUTPUT 

= 

1 1100K 

3.3 K 

.02 

6 - 1B+ 
Fig. 5 -Tone control circuits: a- losser type; b- Baxendall feedback type. 

When used with Fig. 4 circuit, eliminate everything ahead of point F. 

inside a feedback network (Fig. 4). In 
the Eico HF -61A, this feedback net- 
work is from the plate of V3 -a to the 
cathode of V2 -a through R19 and C10 
(Fig. 1) . 

Tone controls 
For many years, the most popular 

type of tone control was the losser. No 
feedback is included in the circuit. As 
a result, response was seldom perfectly 
fiat and distortion was high. An excel- 
lent system, the Baxendall gives per- 
fectly flat response with cancellation 
of distortion in the tone control stage. 
This is done with the help of the feed- 
back loop (from plate to grid which 
also provides the tone control action 
(Fig. 5 -b). 

An output to a tape recorder should 
come from some low- impedance point 
in the unit. It should not include loud- 
ness compensation, but should include 
rumble and scratch filters, if any. This 
output should come before the tone 
controls because of the lack of linearity 
in these circuits. However, when using 
the Baxendall type, this objection is 
minimized. 

To do all this, a cathode -follower 
output should be placed before the tone 
controls for the tape takeoff. However, 
a low- impedance output can be taken 
directly from the feedback type Baxen- 
dall tone control, if used (Fig. 5 -b). 
The HF -61A uses the low impedance at 
the plate of V3 -a (the result of feed- 
back) for this output. In this instance, 
there is no undesirable tone -control 
coloration when recording. 

The LOUDNESS control, compensating 
for ear inefficiencies at the high and 
low frequencies at low output levels, 
follows this circuit. When located at 
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put because of the cathode -follower ac- 
tion of V2 -b. 

One note about the power supply is 
highly important for good results from 
any preamp. 

A good, well filtered power supply is 
necessary. However, many separate 
filter capacitors are frequently pro- 
vided in one metal can. This can lead 
to coupling within the can betwen the 
individual capacitors, resulting in 
excessive 120 -cycle ripple being intro- 
duced into the high -gain phono ampli- 
fier section. It is thus necessary to have 
a physically separate decoupling capac- 
itor for the earlier preamplifier stages. 

Build your own 
A simple preamp can be made by 

combining some of the drawings. For 
example, you can start with a phono 
equalizer stage, either Fig. 2 -a or 2 -b. 

p7 60 

117VAC M.03 

3 
6.3V 4> 

010 

020 
RECT o 

4 
o 

1 v 3 
6X4 ONUMBEREDTERMINALS IN Fig.l 

Fig. 6 -Power supply used to convert 
Eico HF -61 into a self -power unit. 

interesting results can be achieved. 
A general note on wiring is impor- 

tant to the successful completion of any 
preamp. Beware of noise -causing rosin 
joints or rosin flux flowing into sockets. 
If necessary, clean the sockets with 
contact cleaner when the pre -amplifier 
construction is completed. Pay careful 
attention to necessary shielding and 
rules concerning ground loops to avoid 
hum and oscillation caused by electro- 
static and electromagnetic fields. END 

Suggested by G. Auman 
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ORDINARY daylight and infrared 
light are the signal carriers of two 
new line -of -sight communications 

systems. One, the daylight version, is 
sold as a toy, yet works well enough to 
be considered much more. The infrared 
unit is sold as a communications device, 
a job which it fills effectively. Commu- 
nications systems of this type would 
work well in space and might some day 
be used by a future space corps. 

The toy is called a Sun -Fone. It con- 
sists of two units -a receiver and a 
transmitter. The transmitter is a plas- 
tic gun- shaped device with a mouth- 
piece on one end and a flexible mirror 
on the other. The mirror is adjusted so 
sunlight is reflected from it toward the 
receiver. Once aimed, the user speaks 
into the mouthpiece. The voice causes 
the mirror to vibrate at an audio rate, 
modulating the light -beam reflected by 
the mirror. 

MARCH, 1961 

The receiver is another plastic gun - 
shaped device. The modulated light 
strikes a solar cell mounted at the rear 
of a trumpet- shaped light shield. It 
changes the modulated light into an ac 
voltage that is fed to a pair of head- 
phones. They convert the ac signal back 
into sound and the listener can hear 
what his partner with the transmitter 
said. There is no amplifier and no bat- 
teries in the unit. 

The infrared device is called an In- 
fraphone. It is made by Infrared Indus- 
tries Inc., Waltham, Mass. It is de- 
signed for commercial applications 
where it can fill the need for low -cost 
two -way communications in places 
where radio cannot be used or is not 
practical. 

The unit is battery powered and can 

The Infraphone. Large upper circle is 
receiver detector, smaller lower one, the 
infrared source. 

be used day or night. With mirrors, it 
can even be used to communicate 
around corners. 

All infraphone units are combination 
receivers and transmitters. Each looks 
a little like a reflex camera in which 
one lens is the infrared source and the 
other the detector. Both receiver and 
detector use a printed- circuit transis- 
tor amplifier; the transmitter to modu- 
late the infrared output, the receiver 
to amplify the detected signal. 

Both units point the way to efficient 
two -way communications devices that 
may one day be as common as the tele- 
phone. END 
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COVER 
STORY 

ALIGNING 
WIDE -BAND 
VHF 
AMPLIFIERS 
By JACK BEEVER* 

Right equipment and techniques make it simple 
ONE of the frustrating experiences 

in a bench technician's life is to be 
faced with the job of realigning a 

TV receiver after the customer has 
helpfully screwed down all the tuning 
slugs because he "found them all loose 
when the set quit, and knew they ought 
to be tight." When there are no align- 
ment notes available on the receiver, 
even more puzzling things can occur. 
What technician hasn't watched the 
beautiful if response curve he had de- 
veloped on the scope screen change to 
a horribly twisted affair just because he 
moved the alignment generator lead or 
turned the chassis over? 

Well, TV receivers are simple! The 
technician is working "only" with am- 
plifiers having 6 -mc bandwidths at the 
most. Manufacturers of TV distribution 
amplifiers have had to face aligning 
amplifiers with vhf bandwidths of over 
50 me and to do it on a production - 
line basis with people who need not be 
artists in the alignment field. 

The problems they face, and the 
answers they have worked out, may 
help the TV bench man in his strug- 
gles with misaligned TV sets because 
the problems only differ in degree, not 
in kind. 

Let's look at the things that are done 
when a vhf broad -band amplifier comes 
off the assembly line. It is roughly in 
the condition of the TV set of the first 
paragraph of this article -all the align- 
ment slugs are set at random, just as 
the assembler left them. Before any- 
thing else can be done, the input and 

*Jerrold Electronics Corp. 
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output circuits must be "matched "; 
that is, they must be made to show the 
proper impedances to the vhf signals 
they will receive or those they put out. 
In the equipment on the cover, this is 75 
ohms, unbalanced, to match the stand- 
ard cables (RG -59/U and RG -11 /U 
types) used in wiring television dis- 
tribution systems. If this is not done - 
and the next statement is important 
because it tells you why alignment 
curves can shift when leads are moved 

SWEEP 
GEN 

AMPL 
UNDER 
TEST 

SWEEP ACTU 1_ 
OUTPUT WITH 
"SUCK-OUT" 
CAUSED CAUSED BY 
STANDING WAVES 
ON LEAD 

AMPL ALIGNED FLAT 
DELIVERS THIS 
CURVE 

SCOPE 

ACTUAL AMPL 
RESPONSE 

F g. 1- Aligning an amplifier when gen- 
erator output is not flat can produce 
strange effects. 

-the sweep generator used to develop 
the frequency response curves will see 
an improper load, and reflections will 
be set up in the lead. 

This produces standing waves on the 
lead and may "suck out" part of the 
generator's output at some frequency 
and enhance it at others. The technician 
will then try to align his curve flat 
when the generator's output is not flat 
and his curve has no relation to the 
actual response of the amplifier. Fig. 1 

OUTPUT OF SWEEP GEN RELATED TO TIME 
(BANDWIDTH 50-100 MC) 

FREQ -MC 

ï 
75 

10 BLANKEIO T? 
10 

BLANKEDI r 
OUTPUT OUTPUT 

TIME 

SECONDS 
1/120 1/60 3/120 1/30 

Fig. 2- Repetitive action of sweep gen- 
erator. 

FEED - 
THROUGH 
DETECTOR 

SWEEP 
GEN. I 00-6-01)(5.0000 0000 

50 FT DELAY LINE 
RG-11/U COAX CABLE 

HORIZ VERT -o o- 

Fig. 3 -Sweep generator feeding 50- 
foot delay line with feedthrough detec- 
tor for developing scope pattern. 
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graphically illustrates this effect. 
Logically enough, the presence of 

standing waves on a line is used to 
determine the impedance match. If none 
exist, then the load is matched. The 
method of measurement is interesting 
and depends on the nature of sweep 
frequency generators. 

A sweep frequency generator, at any 
one instant, is delivering a signal of a 
single frequency. A moment later, the 
frequency it delivers has changed, and 
this change goes on in one direction, 
say of increasing frequency until the 
upper band limit is reached. Then the 
direction of sweeping changes and the 
delivered signals are lowering in fre- 
quency until the lower band limit is 
reached. At this point the cycle starts 
again. 

Fig. 2 illustrates this action with a 
generator using a 60 -cycle sweep rate, 
and blanking. One full cycle of opera- 
tion takes 1/60 second, the first half 
of this, 1/120 second, being occupied by 
the generator sweeping through all fre- 
quencies between the start (50 mc) and 
the finish (100 mc). The next half of 
the cycle is blanked -the generator out - 
pu; is cut off. The next cycle starts 
again at 50 mc and repeats the pro - 
cec.ure. 

Now examine Fig. 3. It shows a 
sweep generator feeding a long length 
of transmission line (50 feet or more 
at vhf), but has inserted into the input 
end of the line a vhf detector which 
does not interfere with the characteris- 
tics of the line (Jerrold D -86). The 
detector's output is connected to the 
vertical input of an oscilloscope, and 
the horizontal sweep is driven by a volt- 
age from the generator which syncs it 
with the sweep's changing frequencies. 
Assume that the transmission line ends 
without termination -any vhf energy 
ar riving at the end will reflect in its 
entirety and return down the line to 
the sweep generator. Let's see what 
happens! 

Take an instant of time identified by 
point "a" in Fig. 2. At this instant, a 
signal of a given frequency starts down 
the transmission line. It takes a cer- 
tain amount of time for it to get to the 

end of the line and an equal amount 
for it to return (as a reflection) to the 
beginning. By the time this signal re- 
turns, the sweep frequency generator 
has changed its frequency to that in- 
dicated by point "b" in Fig. 2. Then, at 
the detector we now have two frequen- 
cies, that of "a" and that of "b ". When 
they are mixed in a detector (often 
called a "mixer ") , we get heterodyne 
beats, which are the sum and difference 
of the two frequencies. The sum will be 
from more than 100 mc to more than 200 
mc, which cannot be reproduced by ordi- 
nary oscilloscopes. But the difference 
frequency will be only a few hundred 
cycles per second, depending on the 
delay caused by the line. This will 
appear on the scope. 

We are, therefore, seeing a beat note 
which is the difference frequency be- 
tween the outgoing generator signal 
and the returning reflection. We, there- 
fore, know that a reflection exists and 
that the line is not terminated (or in- 
finitely long, which is the same thing). 
We do not know how much is reflected. 
But, the amplitude of a beat note is a 
function only of the lower powered of 
the two signals which produce it. There- 
fore the amplitude of our scope re- 
sponse relates directly to the strength 
of the reflected wave, since it is the 
weaker of the two due to losses suffered 
in the 100 or more feet of line it trav- 
ersed before returning to the detector. 

If we were to terminate the end of 
the transmission line in its character- 
istic impedance, there would be no re- 
flected wave and, therefore, no beat to 
make a signal on the scope. However, 
let's put numbers to this, as the engi- 
neers say. We need this because getting 
a perfect match is well nigh impossible 
with practical vacuum -tube circuits and 
we must set a specification somewhere 
that says how good (or poor) our 
match needs to be. This is usually stated 
in VSWR -voltage standing -wave ratio 
-the ratio between the maximum volt- 
age peak found on a line and the mini- 
mum, ignoring line losses. If standing 
waves exist, such peaks will alternate 
along the line, and the ratio between 
the lowest voltage found and the high- 

Fig. 4-Rf attenuator, model AV -50. 

MARCH, 1961 

Model 601 sweep generator. 

est is the VSWR. If there are no re- 
flections, the voltage along the line will 
be constant, and the ratio between any 
two points will be 1 to 1, so a VSWR 
of 1 (to 1 is understood) represents a 
perfect match. 

A measurement could be made by 
carefully calibrating the scope, genera- 
tor, detector and line losses to deter- 
mine the actual reflection, but a much 
better technique is one which removes 
all these hard -to- control variables. This 
is by direct comparison. If a mismatch 
of known and variable characteristics 
can be used to compare to an unknown, 
we can make them equal and then know 
the value of the unknown. 

A variable attenuator can be placed 
in series with a delay line such as that 
of Fig. 3 and, by attenuating the direct 
wave (outgoing signal) and the re- 
flected wave, be made to appear as 
though it were anything from a 100% 
reflection to a perfect match. Such an 
attenuator is shown in Fig. 4. 

To make such a measurement, the 
equipment is set up as in Fig. 5. The 
attenuator is set to 0 attenuation, and 
the beat -note pattern on the screen of 
the scope to a known height. The delay 

Model 2300 broad -band amplifier. 
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Lndereli.;-.i, view of the model 2300 amplifier. 
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Model 2300 top -chassis view revealls number of alignment adju- _meats. 

SWEEP 
GEN 

52 

SCOPE Fig. 5 -Setup for attenuating di- 
rect wave and reflected wave to 
give appearance of perfect match. 
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Fig. 6-VSWR nomograph. 

line is then disconnected from the un- 
known impedance, at which time (if 
any degree of match is present) the 
beat -note pattern will increase in am- 
plitude. The attenuator is then adjusted 
by adding attenuation until the beat - 
note amplitude returns to the same 
height as before. The attenuator read- 
ing can then be compared to the nomo- 
graph of Fig. 6 to determine the 
VSWR. Since the attenuator acts upon 
the signal twice (once going and once 
coming back), its attenuation is actu- 
ally twice that indicated. Thus, a read- 
ing of 20 db is actually 40 db of 
attenuation and indicates a voltage re- 
flection of 1% or VSWR of 1.02 (a 
very, very good match!!). 

Introducing the "flicker- dicker" 
It is cumbersome to adjust two or 

three controls to get such a match in 
an amplifier input or output, so a con- 
tinuous display technique was worked 
out in which the operator merely 
matches two traces on the scope screen. 
This is done by using a high -speed co- 
axial switcher which can switch these 
vhf currents from point to point with- 
out introducing significant mismatches 
in the lines involved. Such a switcher 
is seen on the cover. Fig. 7 is a sim- 
plified diagram of the setup. 

COAX SWITCHER - r -, ' 0060606ÖÖ060 L- UNKNOWN Z 

I 
c,1 

1 MATCHED DELAY LINES 

OPEN 

ATTENUATOR 

Fig. 7- Simplified diagram of 
switcher setup. 
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AREA OF GOOD MATCH 

generator, it will trace line A in Fig. 
10. During the second half- cycle, the 
blanking period (Fig. 2), there is no 
output and the scope presents line C in 
Fig. 10. This gives us a representation 
of the generator's output, one which 
will remain relatively true to other sig- 
nals no matter where the scope's ver- 
tical amplitude is set. 

At this point, the switcher flips to 
the up position and the generator out- 
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TIIA%SLATO It 

AhilORIZ4TtON 

FACT SIIEET 
ve to set up a TV rhf trans - 
>r your area and obtain proper 
ition for the station. Or you 

to legalize an existing booster. 
select a vhf channel that will 
-fere with signals from other 
ons or translators. Then pick 
the translator. Instructions of 

d installation can be found in 
:le by Philip Freen on page 42. 
oration or association docu- 
f the organization putting up 
slator must be in order, and a 
sheet showing the outfit's abil- 
purchase the necessary equip - 
mandatory. 
note -control point for shutting 
he translator should it start 
rg improperly must be allowed 
he translator cannot be reached 
;han 15 minutes. 
you will need permission from 

;inating station to rebroadcast 
.ansmissions. 
its point you file an application 
e Federal Communications Corn- 
. Use Form 346, obtainable from 
!rest FCC field office or direct 
re FCC, Washington 25, D.C. The 
brought up so far are needed to 
le this form. 
you are ready to start work on 
:ion. A small building is prefer - 

a housing for the equipment, 
desired, a locked weatherproof 

runted right on the antenna mast 
. Notify the FCC a little ahead 
of your intention to conduct on- 
tests so you can conduct them 

n as installation is complete. 
n the station is in satisfactory 
ing condition, file an application 
Television Translator Station on 
orm 347. Two days after notify - 

e FCC and the engineer in charge 
field district you can start pro - 

ning. 
eral organizations manufacture 
anslator equipment that complies 
!ll FCC requirements. They can be 
1 sources of information and as- 
ice : 

aectronics 
re Ave. 
Ichelle, N. Y. 

.-Tongue Laboratories Inc. 
; St. 

N. J. 
relevision Associates 
an Div. of Blonder Tongue 

er Rd. 
e, Ontario, Canada 
lectronics 
t, Ariz. 
mics, Missiles & Communications Inc. 
Third St. 
Vernon, N. Y. 

-ial Television 
3reholm Drive 
Igeles 46, Calif. 
merican Relay Systems 
Sin St. 

Rapid City, S. D. 
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CONSOLAN 
New navigation aid for small boats needs only a surplus long- 

By ELBERT ROBBERSON 
IAM accustomed to odd questions. 

Like, someone will telephone and say, 
"I am sailing single- handed to Eng- 

land next month. What kind of com- 
munications equipment can I get that 
doesn't cost much, and doesn't need 
any batteries to speak of, and that will 
bring help if I am dismasted in mid - 
Atlantic." 

The answer: homing pigeons. I can 
handle most questions of this type with 
similar answers. 

But last spring I began to get calls: 
"Tell me something about Consol. Is it 
good? What kind of equipment do I 
need to pick it up? How does it work? 
How accurate is it ?" 

It seems that hundreds of yachting 
laddies were planning to enter the 1960 
sailing race from Newport, R. I., to 
Bermuda. Word had passed down the 
grapevine about a new radio aid to 
navigation that would tell a skipper his 
position without having to shoot the 
sun with a sextant, or make pips be- 
have on an oscilloscope, or twist a DF 
loop. This would make small -boat navi- 
gation as easy as falling off a bar 
stool. The idea had the boys drooling for 
the dope. 

54 

All I knew was that there were Con - 
sol beacons broadcasting in Europe 
and that airplanes using them got 
around in the fog just fine. But the 
fact there are Consolan stations in the 
US that can be used by boats was 
apparently one of the best kept secrets 
in electronics. 

It is likely that electronic service 
agencies around coastal waters will 
begin to hear questions about Consol 
and Consolan with increasing fre- 
quency. You can be the first in your 
neighborhood to know the answers. And 
there might be something in it for the 
shop able to set up radio receivers to 
pick up Consolan signals. Here is the 
information I have been able to dig up. 

During World War II, English pilots 
picked up curious radio signals from 
Germany. It was not long before they 
deduced that the directional pattern 
was just as useful for navigating Spit- 
fires as Messerschmidts. This was 
Sonne, presumably so -named by the 
Germans because of the resemblance of 
the pattern to sunrays. 

When the British built their own sta- 
tions, they named the system Consol. 
In the United States, a slightly differ- 
ent system is called Consolan. All of 

them produce the same end result: a 
long -range pattern of radial sectors of 
dots and dashes. Simply by tuning in 
the signal and counting the dots and 
dashes heard, a vessel's line of position 
may be obtained from a set of tables or 
a Consolan chart. The only special re- 
quirements for the receiver are that it 
tune to frequencies between 190 and 
200 kc, and that it have a bfo. No tricky 
circuits or adjustments are needed. All 
you need are ears and the ability to 
count dots and dashes. Consolan sta- 
tions are operating at Nantucket and 
San Francisco, and a Consol type sta- 
tion in Miami is scheduled for comple- 
tion in late 1960 or early 1961. There 
are five Consol stations in Europe, and 
Japan has a similar system. 

How Consol works 
Three vertical radiators in a line 

spaced three wavelengths apart and ex- 
cited in phase with a power ratio of 
1 to 6.75 to 1 produce the radiation 
pattern shown in Fig. 1. If the phase 
of the north tower is advanced 90° and 
the south tower retarded 90 °, the pat- 
tern will be squeezed as shown in Fig. 
2. And if this is reversed, so the north 
tower lags by 90° and the south tower 
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PROVIDENCE 

70° 69° 

LIGHTSHIPS, 
NAVIGATION BELLS, 

AIDS HORNS, 
LIGHTS,ETC. 

WHAT IS IT? 

68° 

wave receiver, and some simple modifications you can make. 

leads the same amount, the pattern is 
squeezed in the other direction, making 
a mirror image. 

If we attach a keyer to the phase - 
shifting networks so the end towers are 
alternately leading and lagging, the 
pattern flip -flops between the solid and 
dotted lines of Fig. 3. With the keyer 
making interlocking dots and dashes for 
the two end towers, a receiver moved 
around the station would pick up dots in 
one sector and dashes in the next 
"around the clock." Between sectors 
the dots and dashes would merge into 
an "equisignal." There would be 24 
equisignals, and each could be used 
like a radio range to "home" on the 
station. 

To make the system useful on more 
than just 24 course lines, one more ele- 
ment is added: a rotating goniometer. 
The principle of the goniometer is illus- 
trated in Fig. 4. This goniometer cou- 
ples the transmitter to the towers so 
that, as it rotates, the excitation to the 
end towers undergoes a gradual change 
of phase from plus 90° to minus 90° 
(or the opposite). The effect is that 
the dot -and -dash lobes and the equisig- 
nal bearing lines rotate around the sta- 
tion. 

MARCH, 1961 

The goniometer is driven at a con- 
stant speed of 48 revolutions per hour, 
taking 75 seconds to complete a revo- 
lution. Attached slip rings control the 
dot -dash keyers and the station- identi- 
fication keyers. At the beginning of a 
sequence, the end towers are discon- 
nected and the identification keyer sends 
out the station's identification letters 
for 7.5 seconds on the center (nondirec- 
tional) tower. Then for 30 seconds, as 
the phasing changes through 180 °, the 
end towers are fed interlocking dots 
and dashes. A 7.5- second silent period 
or an identification follows; then 
another 30- second phasing sweep. 

Each sweep 60 dots and dashes are 
sent out. The number and order of the 
dots and dashes you hear depends upon 
your geographical location with re- 
spect to the antenna lobes. Since equi- 
signals are repeated approximately 
every 20° around the station, it is 
necessary for you first to know approx- 
imately where you are, but this am- 
biguity is of small importance in a 
boat because your position by reckon- 
ing (or guessing) will indicate in which 
of the sectors of the Consol pattern you 
are. 

In effect, your count of dots or 

43° 

dashes tells you how far around the 
circle from the starting point the goni- 
ometer has turned to bring the equi- 
signal to you. Hence, it gives your angu- 
lar relation to the transmitting station. 

Thus, if you happen to be on one of 
the lines marked "60" on the chart, you 
are along the leading edge of a seg- 
ment and will hear 60 dashes (or dots) 
before the segment passes you (minus 
a few as you get into the equisignal). 
If you are in the middle of a segment, 
however, it will sweep around to the 
equisignal halfway through the listen- 
ing period, and you will hear about as 
many dashes as dots. 

Consolan is the same as Consol ex- 
cept that only two towers spaced three 
wavelengths apart are used. Due to the 
fact that three wavelengths very nearly 
amount to 3 miles at 190 kc, this saves 
a lot of ground area for the farmers. 
The lobe nulls become zero with Con - 
solan, whereas they are filled in by the 
center tower of a Consol station. As far 
as the use of the facilities are con- 
cerned, however, operation is the same. 

Theoretically, to obtain a Consol (or 
Consolan) line of position, you tune the 
receiver to the frequency with the bfo 
on and the avc off. Immediately after 
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Fig. 1- Fundamental pattern 
fron which Consolan pattern is derived. 

the identification signal is sent in code, 
start counting the first thing heard, 
dots or dashes, until they blend into the 
equisignal. Then, just look on the Con - 
sol chart and find the line that corre- 
sponds to your count. For example, a 
Consolan line from Nantucket (TUK) 
for 40 dots brings you to the Kitchen 
Shoals buoy off the eastern tip of Ber- 
muda. Consol chart lines are inscribed 
every 10 or 20 characters; to find inter- 
mediate lines, just interpolate. 

40° 
320° 

Fig. 2 -Effect of 90° lead on north 
and 90° lag on south tower. 

There are also Consol and Consolan 
tables for the various stations. These 
give bearing lines in degrees which can 
be marked on a conventional navigat- 
ing chart. 

In practice, the equisignal may be 
several characters wide or obscured by 
noise, so that one or more characters 
will be lost in the mud. To get an accu- 
rate number in spite of this, we add 
one refinement to our counting. It is 
based on the assumption that, during 
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3- Consolan patterns produced by 
dI j li.i iii antenna elements alternately. 

the equisignal period, the same num- 
ber of dots and dashes is lost. Because 
60 dots and dashes are transmitted, we 
can tell the exact number of charac- 
ters that were not recognized, by sub- 
tracting the total number of dots and 
dashes heard from 60. Divide this differ- 
ence by 2, and you have the number of 
dots and dashes lost. 

For example, on Long Island Sound 
in my own boat, the Short Wave, I tune 
in TUK at Nantucket and start count- 

SECONDARY: 
VARYING -PHASE 
OUTPUT 

+90° -90° 
PRIMARY INPUT 

Fig. 4- Goniometer makes pattern ro- 
tate. 

C 
MOTOR 

ing after the station identification is 
sent. I get 39 dots, then equisignal, then 
the dashes become audible and I count 
17 dashes. Because 39 and 17 add up to 
56, I see that I have lost four characters 
to make up the 60. This means that I 
lost two dots and two dashes. Adding 
the lost two dots to my count of 39 
gives 41. Therefore, according to my 
chart, I am on the 41 -dot line which 
extends from Mamaroneck, N. Y., east- 
ward down Long Island Sound. 

At the present time, due to the lack 
of additional stations from which to 
obtain cross bearings, it is necessary 
to use a course line or to take a radio 
direction -finder bearing on one of the 
numerous radio stations along coastal 
waters to determine a "fix." However, 
in the many cases for which Consolan 
is appropriate, this is no great dis- 
advantage. 

A simple regenerative receiver, 
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iDPDTSW 
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Fig. 6-Battery hookup on author's 
boat. 

vacuum tube or transistor, is entirely 
suitable for Consolan reception. Too 
many of these have been described in 
the literature for me to make any 
further suggestions on their construc- 
tion. 

Another very good receiver for the 
purpose can be obtained from military 
surplus for under $10 -the Setchell- 
Carlson BC -1206 Radio Range receiver. 
This set is originally wired with ave 
and has no bfo. I altered one of these 
for the Short Wave by grounding the 
ave bus and by soldering a 11/4 -inch 
length of insulated wire to the grid 
terminal of the if amplifier tube. Dress- 
ing this wire across the socket and 
around the plate terminal for the same 
tube introduces enough positive feed- 
back, or regeneration, to cause the stage 
to oscillate when the sensitivity control 
is advanced. This self -oscillation serves 
the same purpose as a bfo, permitting 
reception of the CW Consolan signals. 
Fig. 5 indicates the changes made. 

The BC -1206 operates on from 24 
to 28 volts. On the Short Wave, this 
voltage is obtained by connecting my 
two 12 -volt engine batteries (the one 
in use and the reserve battery) in 
series, as shown in Fig. 6. This hookup, 
with a double -pole double -throw 80- 
ampere battery switch, permits using 
either of the 12 -volt batteries on the 
engine and to operate auxiliary devices 
while making 24 volts available at all 
times for the Consolan receiver. 

One caution -using this hookup, it 
is imperative that the 24 -volt receiver 
not be grounded. Otherwise, you will 
have serious trouble from an opposite 
engine ground when the switch is closed. 

The frequency range of the BC -1206 

R8 

IF135KCI 

Fig. 5- Modification of a surplus (Setchell- 
Carlson 524) receiver to receive Consolan. 

is 200 to 400 kc. The oscillator padder 
on the main tuning capacitor can be 
readjusted to extend the tuning range 
to 190 kc at the expense of losing a few 
unimportant kc on the high -frequency 
end of the band. The same effect could 
be obtained by realigning the if trans- 
former tuning to bring in 190 kc when 
the tuning capacitor is fully meshed. 

The same kind of alterations can be 
made to conventional small -boat radio 
direction finders or low -frequency re- 
ceivers not already equipped with a 
bfo. Another possibility is to construct 
a small self -contained heterodyne oscil- 
lator covering the range of from 190 to 
200 kc. This should be built in a non- 
conductive container to give the circuit 
the maximum coupling to the input 
circuit of the receiver. To make a 194 -kc 
CW signal audible, the external het- 
erodyne oscillator is placed alongside 
the receiver and tuned to from 500 to 
1,000 cycles above or below 194 kc. 'A 

compact transistorized oscillator de- 
signed for this purpose is available 
from R. B. Stoops, 52 Hoyt St., Stam- 
ford, Conn. 

The Consolan system is an interim 
aeronautical aid to navigation which 
will be used until some future date (my 
guess is that this is a long way off) 
when an "ultimate" aeronautical aid is 
decided upon. The construction and 
operation of US stations is taken care 

Z =4K 
PHONES 

300R1-13 

of by the Federal Aviation Agency. 
Tables listing the location and bear- 

ing angles of US Consolan stations are 
printed in the US Navy Hydrographie 
Office and Coast Guard Notices to 
Mariners available to mariners at no 
cost. The US Navy Hydrographie Office, 
Washington, D. C., also issues a chart 
on which Consolan lines for TUK 
(Nantucket, Mass.) are inscribed: 
Plotting Chart (Newport to Bermuda), 
H.O. 16,510 -A ($1). 

The following aircraft charts con - 
taining Consol and Consolan angles may 
be purchased from the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey, Washington, D. C.: 

Aircraft Position Chart, North 
Atlantic, 3071 (10¢) 

Continental Entry Chart, East Coast, 
CEC -1 (50¢) 

Caribbean Sea, GLC -9 (50e) 
Aircraft Positioning Chart, US- 

Honolulu, 3096 (for San Francisco, 
SFI) 

Aircraft Positioning Chart, Carib- 
bean Sea 3073 (for Miami, MIA) 

Nothing is perfect, and Consolan is 
right up in there on this score, but here 
is a navigational aid for coastal waters 
that can be used to the fullest extent, 
requiring nothing more complicated 
than an ordinary "blooper" receiver. 
It is sure to find increasing use among 
boatmen as well as aviators. To be 
up to date, master its workings. END 

NANTUCKET CONSOLAN STATION 

DOT SECTORS 

Count 
of 

Dots 

Trot. Searing hero Sblin 
I 

0 20.2 39 5 60.7 91.4 138 6 169.3 190.5 209.8 229 6 

1 20.1 39 3 60.5 91.1 138.9 169.5 190.7 209 9 229 8 

2 19.9 39.1 60.3 90.7 139.3 169.7 190.9 210.1 230 0 

3 19.7 39.0 60.1 90.3 139.7 169.9 191.0 210.3 230.2 

4 19.6 38 8 59.9 89.9 140.1 170.1 191.2 210.4 230.3 

5 19.4 38.7 59.7 89.5 140.5 170.3 191.3 210.6 230 5 

6 19 3 38.5 59.5 89.2 140.8 .170.5 191.5 210.7 230 7 

7 19.1 38 3 59.3 88.8 141.2 170.7 191.7 210.9 230.9 

8 18 9 38 2 59 1 88.5 141.5 170.9 191.8 211.1 231 0 

9 18.8 38 0 58.9 88.1 141.9 171.1 192.0 211.2 231.2 

10 18.6 37-9 58.7 87.7 142.3 171.3 192.1 211.4 231 4 

11 18.5 37.7 58.6 87.4 142.6 171.4 192.3 211.5 231 6 

12 18.3 37.5 58 4 87.1 142.9 171.6 192.5 211.7 231 

13 18.1 37.3 58.2 86.7 143.3 171.8 192.7 211.9 231 

14 18.0 'T 2 511 ^ e 4 la'_4__ 172.0 212.0__-__232 1 

Fig. 7- Portion of table showing bearings from TUK against given dot counts. 
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411 to electricity 
The Klein converter, a new device 
for direct conversion of heat into electricity 

By E. AISBERG* 

ON July 1, 1960, the Academy of 
Sciences held a meeting in Paris, 
France, that may become historic. 

That day Francis Perrin, High Com- 
missioner of Atomic Energy, read a 
note from Siegfried Klein entitled 
modestly, "Obtaining a Direct Current 
of Electricity from an Ionized Gas or 
Vapor." 

Siegfried Klein is far from being 
unknown among electronics people. He 
has been known for several years as 
the inventor of the first loudspeaker, 
without a membrane, in which the 
sound waves are generated by vibra- 
tions of molecules of an ionized gas - 
the lonophone. 

One of the classic problems in the 
domain of energy is that of converting 
heat directly into electricity. The meth- 
od used at present in atomic reactors 
appears thoroughly barbarous in the 
eyes of scientists. Between the calories 
that enter and the output watts from 
an atomic converter one finds several 
intermediary conversions. The heat 
boils water or heats a liquid metal. The 
vapor produced operates turbines that 
drive electrical generators. We can see 
how little logic there is in this and how 
urgent it is to find a direct method of 
converting heat into electricity. 

In one type of heat -to- electricity con- 
verter -the MHD generator -heat ion- 
ized a gas, producing a plasma. At high 
temperatures, the extremely rapid 
movement of molecules produces numer- 
ous collisions between them. Some atoms 
are broken into two parts -a positive 
ion and a negative electron. By passing 
a jet of plasma through a magnetic 
field, we can separate the negative and 
positive charges, for the field impels 
them in opposite directions. They are 
then directed toward two electrodes 
which become the terminals for the 
electromotive force. 

Siegfried Klein works with the same 
ionized gas. But he separates the oppo- 
site charges without using any deflect- 
ing field, magnetic or electric. And it is 
in this that his invention is remarkable. 

Siegfried Klein's paper 
We have been able to establish an 

important separation of positive and 
negative electric charges in a jet of 
ionized vapor, metallic or otherwise. 
This separation of charges is obtained 
without applying a magnetic or electric 
field in the vicinity of the collecting 
electrodes. 

The experimental equipment shown 
uses mercury vapor. The setup consists 
of a glass vessel whose base forms a 
reservoir containing a certain amount 
*Director, Toute la Radio, Paris, France. 
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of mercury. This reservoir has a vent 
(2) at its top and a tube (5) connect- 
ing the upper portion to the base. This 
section extends upward as a glass cylin- 
der with metallic electrodes (3) and 
(4). The lower portion of the reservoir 
is encircled by a coil through which a 
40 -mc rf current flows to ionize the 
mercury vapor. Before being put into 
operation, the apparatus is evacuated 
to a pressure of about 10' millimeter 
of mercury. 

Once ready, the device is placed over 
a Bunsen burner and the mercury 
brought to a temperature of several 
hundred degrees centigrade. Because of 
this heating, the mercury -vapor pres- 
sure in the reservoir rises to several 
centimeters of mercury and a powerful 
jet of vapor, ionized by the 40 -mc field 
and carrying about 1 gram of mercury 
per second, traverses the vent and the 
electrodes. These vapors condense in the 
upper portion of the apparatus, where 
there is a vacuum in the order of 10 
millimeter of mercury. The condensed 
mercury descends through the tube (5) 
into the base of the reservoir. 

Experiments show that a continuous 
emf of approximately 10 volts appears 
between electrodes (3) and (4). The 
characteristic of output voltage vs load 
is that of a battery having in the most 
favorable case an internal resistance of 
about 50 ohms. The value of the emf 
is within large limits independent of 
the high- frequency power absorbed in 
the process of ionizing the mercury 
vapor. Varying the degree of ionization, 
on the other hand, modifies the amount 
of current collected between the elec- 
trodes. The current also depends on the 
amount of ionized fluid that traverses 
the equipment. For no load it starts 
from zero and increases rapidly. It 
reaches a maximum and then starts to 
decrease again, the flow of mercury con- 
tinuing to rise. This fact is important, 
since it demonstrates that for a low 
degree of ionization of the vapor it is 
possible to obtain relatively strong cur- 
rents. The amount of rf power absorbed 
increases directly with vapor flow. 

It is worth noting that electrode (3) 
is near the vent and is always negative 
with respect to electrode (4). If more 
than two electrodes are placed in the 
path of the vapors, there is always 10 
volts between two successive electrodes. 
Everything takes place as if two com- 
parable electric generators were hooked 
up in series. 

A slight cooling of electrode (4) 
facilitates the condensation of ionized 
vapor and influences current strength 
favorably. Other things being equal, if 
electrode (3) is at 350 °C and electrode 
(4) at 80 °, the emf is 10 volts and the 

\ POSITIVE V ELECTRODE 

NEGATIVE 
ELECTRODE 

Klein's converter. 

HIGH -FRED 
WINDING 

internal resistance 15 ohms. If, on the 
other hand, electrode (3) is at 350° 
and (4) is 150° C, emf remains the 
same and resistance rises to 30 ohms. 

Why it works? 
No exact explanation of the phe- 

nomenon that causes this separation of 
electric charges under the conditions 
described can be given at present. We 
believe that the separation occurs be- 
cause the fluid formed of molecules, ions 
and electrons, in traversing the equip- 
ment at a high speed and penetrating 
afterward into a zone of low pressure, 
diffuses in an unequal fashion. The 
more mobile electrons reach the first 
electrode more rapidly and the ions and 
droplets, because of their greater mass, 
travel farther and condense on the far- 
ther electrode (4). 

We have repeated the same experi- 
ment using water in the place of mer- 
cury. We got 90 volts instead of 10, but 
the internal resistance of the source of 
voltage is considerably greater. It seems 
that there is a relation between the 
emf's of voltage sources of this type 
and their internal resistances. 

We believe that such a device could 
convert heat to electricity, assuming 
that the cesium vapor or other sub- 
stances could be ionized by heat, for 
example by contact with a surface at 
high temperature. 

To determine the yield of this kind 
of apparatus, we used a high- frequency 
source of energy that heated the mer- 
cury with eddy currents and ionized the 
gas and have found, up to the present, 
a yield up to 12 %. END 
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Two views of the completed crossover. 
Note the clectrolytics nestled between 
the coils. 

By GORDON R. LICHTENWALTER 

HAVINbuilt up what I considered 

G 
a good- quality hi -fi system over the 
last few years, and upsetting the 

family budget at intervals, I was all 
set for fine recorded sound. Then came 
stereo on records! I listened here and 
there. No doubt about it. Stereo was 
very impressive, and the bug bit me bad. 

My wife had been very tolerant of 
the "woofs" and the "tweets ", the ex- 
plosion of cannons and the tinkle of 
bells, which came after the children 
were in bed, the dishes done and the 
garbage disposal had stopped its in- 
fernal racket. 

Then, once again I looked into the 
budget. My wife, reading my thoughts, 
give me one of those "Oh no you don't" 
looks. So the following is my inexpen- 
sive solution to stereo. 

Browsing around one day I chanced 
to hear a stereo system using a good 
existing speaker system and two small 
wing speakers. The center speaker han- 
dled the bass end from both channels 
up to about 400 cycles, which, some say, 
is not too directional anyway, and the 
wing speakers took all frequencies 
available from the amplifiers. Just what 
I needed to go with the 15 -inch speaker 
and Karlson enclosure, until I saw the 
price -the better part of $200! Not for 
me, but why not make something sim- 
ilar for myself? 

A glance through the catalog and a 
trip to the Electronic House, and I had 
two 8 -inch speakers that could handle 
10 watts each. The dealer also furnished 
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Concert Your 

Speaker System 

to STEREO for $20 
Wing speakers and a simple crossover 
network combine with your present 
unit to make a satellite -type system 

the plans for a small ducted -port en- 
closure (18 x 12 x 8% inches) designed 
for the speakers. 

The enclosures were sawed out and 
assembled in a few evenings, then 
checked out with a Hewlett -Packard 
audio oscillator, which my employer 
owns. The enclosure and speakers per- 
formed well, and played very nicely on 
the monaural system. 

Next, work was started on the cross- 
over, which consists of two inductors 
about 3.2 mh each, and two 50 -µf 25- 
volt electrolytics hooked back to back 
to make a 25 -µf ac capacitor. These 
electrolytics should be checked for equal 
capacitance and be of the same make 
and age, so that their power factor will 
be the same. 

Make the coil forms of 1 -inch wood 
towel, 1 -1/16 inches long. Cut the 2 -inch 
diameter ends out of t -inch Masonite. 
Drill a hole through the center of 

AMPL 
N°2 

3.2MH (SEE TEXT) y 

CENTER 
SPKR 

Circuit of the completed crossover. Unit 
is connected to speakers and ready to 
use. 

the dowel, and the Masonite ends. 
Assemble into a spool, using a 3/16 - 
inch bolt and nut with large washers 
on each end. The bolt is removed later 
so, if you have no previous experience 
in coil winding, glue the Masonite ends 
to the dowel. Otherwise, when the bolt 
is removed, your coil may come apart. 
Of course, other forms may be used as 
long as they are not metal and have 
the same dimensions. 

Wind 355 turns of No. 20 enameled 
wire on the forms. Do not scatter -wind 
them or your coils will come out larger 
than the 2 -inch forms and may have 
more inductance than needed. 

If the layers become uneven, wrap 
a strip of heavy paper around the 
previous layer and start a new even 
one. I inserted paper about every third 
layer. When your coils are finished, 
wrap them with plastic tape or apply 
motor varnish to keep them from corn- 
ing apart. Tie the end down or bring it 
through a hole in the Masonite. Remove 
the bolt and mount your coils as shown 
in the diagram and photos, using only 
nonmetallic mounts. The coils are 
mounted at right angles to keep one 
from inducing current in the other, as 
in a transformer. 

The use of nonmetallic mounts keeps 
down eddy currents in nonmagnetic 
metals, and reduces the inductance 
and hysteresis distortion which would 
occur if magnetic materials were used. 
Hook up the coils and capacitors as 
shown. If you install a switch in series 
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WOOD.OR MASONITE. FOR BASE 

Coils are mounted at right angles to 
each other. 

with the electrolytics, you can change 
the crossover frequency and db -per- 
octave slope. This will result in filling 
in the center channel more with the 
switch open, or less with the switch 
closed. Either way, the center speaker 
will handle the bass for either channel 
or the sum of both. 

Phasing is a must in this system. 
Check all three speakers with a 11/2- 
volt flashlight battery. Touch the 
speaker leads to the battery. If the 
speaker moves forward, mark the posi- 
tive lead. If the speaker moves back- 
ward, reverse the leads and then mark 
the positive lead. These are your 
polarities. This movement can be seen 
through most grill -cloths with the aid 
of a flashlight. 

Hook up the crossover as shown, 
and don't worry if the amplifiers are 
not matched. The unit has been tried 
with several combinations (thanks to 
interested friends and their stereo sys- 
tems) and functions well with all types. 

I use one 20 -watt and one 10 -watt 
amplifier. If you use amplifiers that are 
not alike, use a four -wire input system 
and reverse the wires on one half of the 
cartridge for correct phase. This is 
evidenced by full bass or lack of bass. 

Properly hooked up and phased, the 
three speakers give wonderful non - 
directional sound on monaural, and all 
the stereo effect you can ask for without 
a hole in the middle when playing 
stereo. 

This crossover was designed for an 
8 -ohm center speaker, but, if you now 
have a 16 -ohm unit, you can get good 
results with the crossover as is, or 
add 80 -100 turns to each coil. END 

I /8" 
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Details of coil construction. 
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JACK DARR, SERVICE EDITOR 

Signal Generators 
WE use several kinds of signal gen- 

erators in TV work -rf, FM 
sweep, marker and so on -but in 

one aspect they are all alike. For best 
results, we must match the impedance 
of the generator output to that of the 
load to which it is connected. 

Any kind of signal generator is a 
source of power. Its output is usually 
taken off through a coaxial cable whose 
characteristic impedance should match 
the output impedance of the generator. 
The cable impedance is determined by 
its physical characteristics: the dimen- 
sions and spacing of its conductors. The 
generator's output impedance is de- 
termined by the characteristics of the 
transformer or coupling device used. 

Now, what about the other end of 
the cable? What happens there? If we 
simply connect a short piece of coax to 
a generator, we will inevitably find that 
it's a stub at some frequency! The gen- 
erator is pumping rf power into the 
cable. Under certain conditions, some 
of this power will bounce back toward 
the generator, causing standing waves 
on the coax. If the coax were infinitely 
long, all of the power would be ab- 
sorbed in it. If it has a finite length, 
there are always some conditions where 
we have incomplete absorption, reflec- 
tion and the formation of standing 
waves. 

In the infinite -line case, all of the 
power is dissipated in the line. It is 
shunted by the inherent capacitance 
and attenuated by the line inductance 
and resistance. With shorter lines, we 
can get the same desirable result by 
providing what we might call an arti- 
ficial termination to do the same thing 
-absorb all the power that reaches the 
end of the line. To do this, we can con- 
nect a noninductive resistor across the 
end of the line. If it has the same re- 
sistance value as the characteristic im- 
pedance of the coaxial cable, it will 
absorb the power, thus preventing any 
of it from being reflected up the line 
to cause standing waves. 

"But," says somebody in the back 
row, "if you absorb all the power, there 
won't be any left to put into the TV 
set! What do you do then ?" A very 
good question. I was afraid you were 
going to ask that! Actually, I've been 
saying that all the power was absorbed 

in TV Alignment 
in the terminating resistance. This, of 
course, isn't quite true. If you remem- 
ber your textbooks, the power relation- 
ship between a generator and a matched 
load looks something like Fig. 1 -a. Ex- 
actly half of the power developed by 
the generator is delivered to the load. 
Why? Because this power is the product 
of the current flowing in the circuit and 
the impedance (PR). If the impedances 

SIG GEN 

L____ 

CABLE 

LOAD 
Rp 

a 

b 

Fig. 1 -a -Power developed by generator 
is divided equally between internal im- 
pedance of generator and impedance of 
load R ". b -Power still equally divided 
between impedance of generator and re- 
sistance of load. Voltage drop across load 
resistor is taken off through capacitor C 
and used for alignment work, etc. 

are matched, to prevent reflections and 
phase shifts, the two impedances must 
be exactly equal. Right? Therefore, if 
the same current is flowing through two 
equal resistors, half the power is de- 
veloped across each one. 

Same voice from the back : "Well, 
you've still used up all the power. What 
am I going to use for alignment on my 
TV ?" Patience, friend, we'll get there. 
Now, let's see, I've used up all the 
power that was developed, but what 
you're forgetting is what happens when 
we pass current through an impedance 
(or resistance). 

We get a voltage drop! If our im- 
pedances are matched, we get maximum 
current flow; therefore we also get 
maximum voltage drop. This is what we 
use to align our TV sets, the signal 
voltage (Fig. 1 -b) ! Power in these cir- 
cuits is just a handy thing to do arith- 
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metic with. The actual power output 
of the average generator is about 
seventh -tenths of a fleapower or there- 
abouts! 

To terminate any signal generator 
output cable properly, simply look up 
the output impedance in the instruction 
book, if you can still find it. The average 
seems to be about 50 ohms, although 
some go as high as 90 and others have 
ready -made 300 -ohm balanced termina- 
tions for use in tuner alignment. To 
make a termination, simply connect a 
plain molded carbon resistor of the 
right value across the end of the cable, 
as shown in Fig. 2, connect a small ca- 
pacitor to the hot lead (the center con- 
ductor), and you're ready to go to work. 

COAX 

INSULATION 50 200µµf 

CLIP 

SOLDER 
TO BRAID 

R 

GND CLIP 

Fig. 2- Physical construction of termi- 
nating resistor and coupling capacitor. 

Fig. 3 shows one of the ill effects you 
can run into when the cable is im- 
properly terminated -false indications 
of regeneration in the video if strip or 
tuner. Even though the signal generator 
is very loosely coupled to the input (by 
clipping the output lead to a floating 
tube shield on the mixer tube), you can 

REGENERATION 
OR STANDING 
WAVES ON CABLE 

Fig. 3 -How regeneration shows up in 
response curve during alignment. 

still have trouble if the generator has 
standing waves on that cable! 

Incidentally, if you want to check 
your generator's output cable to see if 
there is already a terminating resistor 
in it, disconnect it from the generator 
and simply take a reading across the 
cable conductors with an ohmmeter. If 
you get a 50 -ohm reading, for instance, 
there must be a terminating resistor 
already in place. A completely open 
reading shows that there is no termi- 
nation. 

Herringbone on color set 
In servicing an RCA 21CT660U color 

receiver, I found a he i , i ngbone pattern, 
discernible when color is tuned in. It 
seems to be tunable. It is particularly 
noticeable when a picture of little de- 
tail or a full screen of one color is 
present. Also, there are two vertical 
lines on the left side of the screen when 
color is being received. J. I. H., Re- 
seda, Calif. 

This herringbone pattern on color 
can be caused by several things. The 
easiest to repair would be a misadjust- 
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ment Of the fine tuning itself. This 
would push the oscillator slightly off 
center on your color channel, making 
the color burst ride too far down the 
slope. Center the fine -tuning adjust- 
ment, then reset the tuner oscillator on 
that channel while color is being re- 
ceived. 

Another possibility is that the 13th 
harmonic of the 3.58 -mc oscillator is 
beating with the 45.75 -mc picture car- 
rier. This harmonic, which is about 46.5 
mc, is coupled into the picture if cir- 
cuits by the shielded cable which runs 
from C175, at the plate of the vertical 
output tube, to R29, on the terminal 
board nearest the CRT. The shield of 
this cable is grounded to the chassis 
near the 3.58 -mc oscillator socket. Cut 
this ground loose and ground it at the 
other end, near the terminal strip. The 
new ground is apparently not critical. 
The trouble is caused by ground -return 
currents between the shielding and the 
chassis. 

This type of interference, as I know, 
can be caused by a strong channel 8 
signal. The 4th harmonic of the picture 
carrier will be picked up by the 300 - 
ohm ribbon going to the vhf /uhf switch. 
Try installing a 22 -pµf capacitor be- 
tween terminals B and C on the 4th 
video if transformer. This usually re- 
duces this interference to the point 
where it isn't noticeable. 

Vertical shrinkage 
A short time after this G -E 21C1550 

is turned on, it loses height from the 
bottom. It comes up to about 2 inches 
after about 15 minutes. How do I tackle 
this one ? -A. D., Quezon City, R. I . 

This set uses a 6BL7 for both oscil- 
lator and output. The most likely possi- 
bility is a weak tube. However, this 
stage is fed from the boost so check 
the boost voltage for dropping after 15 
minutes. 

Another possibility: there is a thyrite 
resistor in the B -plus supply, 1 megohm 
cold and 600,000 ohms hot. Check it for 
excessive change in value. 

Drive line? 
A G -E 21C40 developed horizontal 

sweep trouble and I replaced the flyback 
transformer Since then, there has been 
a slight wrinkle in the horizontal sweep 
which appears as a bright line near the 
middle of the screen. Changing the 
horizontal linearity control no longer 
affects picture linearity to any ap- 
preciable extent. 

I've replaced tubes, linearity coil and 
the screen resistor of the output tube 
with no effect. The bias voltage on the 
horizontal output grid is -45.- 
W. N. T., New York, N.Y. 

It is definitely possible that the wrong 
flyback was used. This series is pretty 
critical about its flybacks and I do not 
know of any one outside of G -E who 
makes an exact duplicate. The correct 
part number for this chassis is an 
RTO- 166 -5. Check the flyback to see 
that the correct one was used. 

Aside from this, the major clue would 
be in the action of that linearity con- 

trol. All linearity controls introduce a 
"cancelling" or opposing voltage which 
lowers the power dissipated in the 
horizontal sweep circuit and increases 
the efficiency; in other words, the lin- 
earity control must "tune" to the fly- 
back frequency to have the proper 
effect. If this isn't done, you will get 
a wrinkle in the raster. 

From your reading of -45 volts on 
the grid of the horizontal output tube, 
it might seem that the trouble is caused 
by an overdrive condition; the value 
given in the service data for this chassis 
is -33. Overdriving the horizontal out- 
put tube will give you a drive line. 

This chassis does not include any 
kind of horizontal drive control. So, if 
you have checked all the possible causes 
of overdrive (plate resistors in the 
horizontal oscillator, excessive B -plus 
to the horizontal oscillator, etc.), I 
suggest you try adding a drive -control 
trimmer capacitor to the circuit (Fig. 
4). This is comparatively simple, as it 
can be a screwdriver -adjustable unit 
of about 3 to 15 pg. It can be mounted 

FROM .0047 

HH RIZ 
osc 

3 -15µµf 
DRIVE 

ADD 

6BQ6 -GA FROM 
LYBACK 

Fig. 4- Adding a horizontal -drive con- 
trol to a G -E 21C40. 

on the back apron of the chassis. With 
this, pull your drive down and see what 
effect this has on the line. I would 
recommend checking the horizontal out- 
put tube plate current both before and 
during these adjustments. Also, see 
what effect the horizontal linearity con- 
trol has on plate current; it should 
show a dip, even though it may be a 
slight one. You might, as a last resort, 
try using a different linearity control; 
the correct replacement has an in- 
ductance range from 4 to 28 milli - 
henries. 

Jitter 
I have an intermittent vertical jitter 

in a Crosley 426. It occurs about every 
30 seconds, after the set has warmed 
up for 5 minutes. This seems to be due 
to only one field of the scan jittering! 
When I put a scope on the yoke, I can 
see one pulse stationary while the other 
jitters! 

I've changed everything in the circuit 
including both electrolytics and the 
transformer and yoke. Now I've run 
out of possibilities! -C. F. W., Mason 
City, Iowa. 

I notice a factory modification on this 
series calling for a larger electrolytic 
in the cathode circuit: from 30 pf to 
100 pf. You can try this quickly by sim- 
ply bridging 70 pf across the present 
capacitor. However, I don't think that 
this is a cure. 

(Continued on page 66) 
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50 -WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER AND CONTROL CENTER 
Get the most from your stereo system with this superb unit; power - 
packed 50 watts (25 w. per channel); complete tone, balance and 
stereo /mono function controls: five dual -stereo inputs plus separate 
monophonic mag. phono; mixed -channel center speaker output; 
luggage -tan vinyl clad steel cover. 31 lbs. 

Kit Model AA -100 $84.95 
Assembled Model AAW -100 144.95 

GET BIG STEREO SOUND AT LOWEST 
COST WITH THIS COMPLETE STEREO - 
PHONO CONSOLE .. NOW IN ASSEMBLED 
OR KIT FORM FROM $129.95 UP 
Modest only in size and price, this new Heathkit 
Stereo -Phono Console amazes every listener with its 
room- filling, true-to.life stereo sounds. Proportioned 
to fit any room, it's less than three feet long and only 
end -table height. yet it houses a complete stereo -phono 
system with features usually found only in much larger 
consoles. There's six speakers ... two 12" woofers for 
smooth "lows," two 8" speakers and two 5" cone -type 
tweeters for "mid- range" and "highs ". The 4 -speed 
automatic stereo /mono record changer is equipped 
with an "anti- skate" device and a turn -over diamond 
and sapphire styli cartridge. On the front panel are 
separate, dual bass and treble controls plus a con- 
centric volume control. The handsome cabinet with 
solid genuine walnut frame, walnut veneer front panel, 
and matching "wood- grained" sliding top measures 
just 3l1/4" L x 17W D x 263/4" H. Whether you buy 
the ready -to -play or kit form, the cabinet is factory 
assembled and finished. 70 lbs. 

Kit Model GD-31 $129.95 
Assembled Model GDW -31 149.95 

COMPLETE 28 -WATT AND 50 -WATT 
STEREO CONSOLES 

I njoy incomparable Heathkit stereo with factory wired com- 
ponents in beautiful preassembled, prefinished cabinets . . . 

ready to use! The consoles are available in both 28 and 50 watt 
models, with money- saving optional kit plans. The 28 -watt 
model (HFS -26) contains the Heathkit AJ -I0 stereo AM /FM 
tuner, SA -2 stereo amplifier, AD -50A stereo record changer and 
two US -3 I2" coaxial hi -fi speakers. The 50 -watt model (HFS -28) 
. ontains the Heathkit AJ -30 deluxe stereo AM /FM tuner; ÁA- 
100 deluxe stereo amplifier; AD -60B deluxe stereo record changer; 
and two Jensen H -223F coaxial 2 -way 12" hi -fi speakers. Specify 

alnut or mahogany. 

Assembled Model HFS- 26...215lbs $475.00 
Kit Model HFS -27 ... 215 lbs. 370.00 
Assembled Model HFS -28 ...264 lbs 675.00 
Kit Model HFS -29 ... 264 los. 550.00 
(Cabinets available separately. write for information) 
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STEREO /MONO PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH 
Now you can thrill to magnificent stereo wherever you are, wherever you go! 
The smartly- styled cabinet with two -tone aqua and white durable vinyl covering 
comes completely preassembled. In closed carrying position the speaker wing 
and main cabinet blend into a single handsome unit in dazzling aqua and white 
vinyl. In use, the detachable speaker -wing top may be spaced at any distance 
for maximum stereo effect. The completely preassembled automatic changer 
plays your favorite stereo and mono records at speeds of 16, 331/3, 45 and 78 

rpm, while controls on the amplifier section give you complete command of 
volume, stereo -balance and tonal quality. 28 lbs. 
Kit Model GD -10 $69.95 

ook forward to the happy months ahead 
of outdoor Iiv ng w th Heath equipment 

PORTABLE 4 -TRACK 
STEREO TAPE RECORDER 
Plays and records 4 -track stereo tape for 
endless hours of delight! Can even be used 
as a hi -fi center to amplify and control 
tuners, record players, etc. Has "record," 
"play," "fast- forward" and "rewind "; 2 

speeds (33/4 and 71/2 IPS); tone balance 
and level controls; monitoring switch for 
each channel to let you hear programs as 
they are recorded; pause button for editing; 
and two "eye- tube" recording level indi- 
cators. Speaker wings are detachable. Cab- 
inet and tape mechanism are preassembled; 
all amplifiers and speakers included. 49 lbs. 
Kit Model AD- 40..... $179.95 

NEW LOW COST STEREO 
RECORD CHANGER KIT 
Here's fine changer features at a budget 
price . . . oversize 11" turntable, "anti - 
skate" device, jam -proof mechanism and 
plug -in cartridge head. 4 speeds with auto- 
matic shutoff. Assembles easily, quickly 
with no special tools. Complete with your 
choice of three different, famous -name, 
diamond -styli stereo cartridges. 15 lbs. 
Model AD -8:C, 

Sonotone 81-A4-SD cartridge.... $37.95 
Model AD -80A, GE VR -227 cartridge.41.95 
Model AD -80B, Shure M8D cartridge.42.95 

-10 

REVERBERATION SYSTEM 
Add a thrilling new "cathedral" dimension to listening! 
Reverberation supplies the dimension of spaciousness to 
sound, as heard in concert halls, etc. where "echoes" en- 
rich and reinforce the original sounds. The GD -61 adds 
reverberation acoustically, not by electronic mixing, thus 
it doesn't disrupt your present system and it may be placed 
anywhere for best listening effect. Can be connected to 
speaker terminals of hi -fi systems, radios, TV sets, etc. 
Control lets you add just the right amount of reverbera- 
tion. The GD -61 consists of Hammond type IV reverbera- 
tion unit, amplifier with power supply and 8" speaker. Pre - 
assembled birch cabinets in mahogany or walnut finishes. 
Measures 111/2" H x 23" W x 113/4' D. 30 lbs. 
Kit Model GD-61M (mahogany) or 
GD -MW (walnut) each $69.95 

HEATH COMPANY ,i Berton Harbor, Michigan 

NOW ONLY 

HEATH 
BRINGS YOU 

All 3! 
1.HEATHKIT 

for 
do- it- yourself 

hobbyists. 

2. HEATH KIT 
factory -built, 
ready to use. 

3. HEATH KIT 
learn -by -doing 
Science Series 
for youngsters. 
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TWO AND SIX METER TRANSCEIVERS 
The "ham on the go" will find the new Heathkit "Shawnee" 6 -meter and "Pawnee" 2 -meter 
transceiver kits irresistible! Both of the handsome units offer complete AM and CW 
facilities with: single knob tuning ... tracked VFO and exciter stages; 10 watt output; 
built -in low pass filter; three -way power supply built -in for 117 VAC, 6 VDC or 12 VDC 
with separate DC and AC plugs and cables included; dual -purpose modulator ... 10 watts 
for high level plate modulation or 15 watts for PA operation; double conversion receiver 
... crystal controlled first oscillator; tuning meter ... auto -switched for received signal 
strength or relative power output; VFO or crystals ... front panel switch of VFO or four 
crystals for novice, CAP, MARS or net operation; "spotting" switch; complete shielding 
of power supply, final and receiver front end; ceramic microphone ... push -to -talk with 
coiled cord. And many more outstanding features ... write for information. 34 lbs. 

Kit Models HW -10 (6 meter) and HW -20 (2 meter) each S199.95 

look forward to the happy months ahead 

of outdoor living with Heath equipment 
6- TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIOS 
These award v, inning, smartly- styled portables are ready 
to go anywhL i e ! Both feature vernier tuning; 6- transistor 
circuit; 4" x u, ,hcAcr for big set tone; prealigned trans- 
former,. 6 fl, ,Might cells furnish power. (less batteries). 
Kit Model XR -2P (plastic) ... 6 lbs $29.95 
Kit Model XR -21.. (sim. leather S plastic) ... 7 lbs.....34.95 

"WALKIE- TALKIE" 
CITIZEN'S BAND TRANSCEIVER 
Ideal companion for the outdoorsman . .. talk to friends 
up to a mile away. No license required ... anyone can 
use it ... Features 4- transistor circuit, superregenerative 
receiver. crystal controlled transmitter. Powered by single 
long -life battery. Case included. 3 ibs. tk.ss battery) 
Kit Model GW -30 each. $32.95 
Assembled Model GWW -30 each 50.95 

"WARRIOR" GROUNDED -GRID 
KILOWATT LINEAR 
Attention Amateurs! Compare it feature for 
feature, the Warrior paces KW rigs at double 
this low price! Completely self- contained, the 
amplifier, HV, filament and bias supplies are 
built -in. Drives with 50 to 75 watts, no matching 
or swamping network required. Stable g -g circuit 
with up to 70(2.;t, efiìciency. Oil -filled capacitor 
and 5 -50 henry swinging choke. Bands; 80 
through 10. Max. power input; SSB -1,000 
watts PEP; CW- 1,000- watts; AM -400 watts 
(500 using controlled carrier mod.); RTTY - --650 
watts. Write for information. 
Kit Model HA -10 ... 100lbs $229.95 

TRANSISTOR DEPTH SOUNDER 
For summer 1)_,:uing fun and safety, the MI -10 
is your hc;l b by far in a dependable depth 
sounder _ .. aad you can buy it in kit form or 
factory wired and tested, ready to use. Gives 
reliable depth indications to 100e or more over 
"hard" bottoms; somewhat less over "soft" 
bottoms. Rotating neon light gives clear indica- 
tions on hooded dial face. Six long -life flashlight 
batteries are used for power. Transducer may be 
mounted through hull, or temporarily outboard. 
10 lbs. (less ba(teries). 
Kit Model MI -10 $ 69.95 
Assembled Model MIW -10 107.95 
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HEATHKIT BASIC RADIO COURSE 
Here's a new 2 -part series in basic radio for youngsters and 

adults. "Basic Radio -Part I" teaches radio theory in every- 

day language, common analogies, and no difficult mathe- 

matics. Experiments performed with radio parts supplied 

result in a regenerative radio receiver. "Part II" of the series 

advances your knowledge of radio theory and supplies addi- 

tional parts to extend your Part I receiver to a 2 -band super- 

heterodyne. 
Model EK -2A ... "Part I" . . . 8 lbs. $19.95 
Model EK -2B ... "Part II" ... 4 lbs.... 

$19.95 Available March 24 

Model AK -8... Cabinet for Part II Receiver... 4lbs.... 
$3 95 Available March i' 

CEMMI ID YSTROM I Ira/ 

DELUXE CITIZENS BAND 
TRANSCEIVER 
Get the G\V-10 for superior 
communication: superheterodyne 
cower with switch selection of crystal 
control of any one channel or con- 
tinuous vernier tuning of all 23 chan- 
nels; automatic "series gate noise 

limiter "; adjustable squelch control; 
press -to -talk mike with coil cord; il- 

luminated dial. Crystal controlled 
transmitter has switch selection of 3 

crystals (one furnished). Hardware 
supplied for under dash mounting. 
Built -in power supply, 117 V. AC and 
6 or 12 V. DC models 11 lbs. 

Kit Model GW -10 $62.95 
Assembled Model GWW -10 99.95 

3 -BAND RADIO 
DIRECTION FINDER 
Now, at big savings, a deluxe com- 
pletely transistorized portable RDF 
in your choice of kit or assembled 
models. The DF -3 operates on marine 
beacon, standard broadcast and ship - 
to -shore bands to offer you both port- 
able radio entertainment and reliable 
direction finding facilities. Featured 
are: 9- transistor circuit; 6 flashlight 
battery power supply; prcassembled 
prealigned tuning section; new sense 
antenna for non -ambiguous bearings; 
lighted dial and tuning meter. 13 lb'. 
Kit Model DF -3 $ 99.95 
Assembled Model DFW -3. 169.95 

SEND MY FREE COPY OF 

. YOUR COMPLETE CATALOG 

HEATH COMPANY / Benton Harbor 20, Michigan 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: -ill out the an :, . Lle;,h. Include charges 

for parcel post according to weights shown. Exers orders shipped delivery 

charges collect. All prices F.Q.B. Benton Harbor, &4th. A 20% deposit is re- 

quired on all C.O.D. orders. Prices subject to change without notice. Dealer 

and export prices slightly higher. 

Please send the following items: 

ITEM MODEL NO. PRICE 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 

Order direct by mail or see your Heathkit dealer. 

Ship via Parcel Post Express C.O.D. Best Way 
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Ultra Flexible Coaxial 

Cable 

EXTRA FLEXIBLE CONDUCTOR 

EXTRA FLEXIBLE JACKET 

EXTRA LOW COST 

NEW! Super- flexible 52 ohm and 
72 ohm Coaxial Cable for Citizens' 
Band and Multiple Television Sys- 
tems, etc. Cable jackets are high 
gloss super- smooth, non- contaminat- 
ing FLEXLIFE Vinyl that will not be- 

'come rigid in cold weather. Another 
First from COLUMBIA. 

' SUPER -FLEX RG 58A /U 
Center Conductor: 19/ 
.0068 Tinned Copper. 
Jacket: Columbia Black 
Flexlife Insulation. Dielec- 
tric: Low loss Foam Poly- 
ethylene. 

s 

} 

SUPER -FLEX RG 8/U 
Center Conductor: 19/24 
Soft Copper. Jacket: Co- j 
lumbia Black Flexlife Insu- 
lation. Dielectric: Low loss 
Foam Polyethylene. 

. 

SUPER -FLEX RG 59/U 
Center Conductor: 7/31 
Soft Copper. Jacket: Co- 
lumbia Silver Grey Flexlife 
Insulation. Dielectric: Low 
loss Foam Polyethylene. 

Available thru your local distributor 
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WIRE & SUPPLY CO. 
2850 IRVING PARK ROAD 

CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 
'America's Most Complete Wire Line "' 

(Continued from page 61) 
Check the coupling capacitors and 

plate resistors in the sync circuits, espe- 
cially around the 6AN8 and 6U8. As a 
good test, disconnect the vertical sync 
by lifting one end of the vertical inte- 
grator, free -wheeling the picture and 
watching for any sign of the jitter. It 
might also be wise to check the vertical 
circuit's B -plus line with a scope for 
traces of ripple. 

There is one more possibility in some 
of these sets. Add a 33,000 -ohm resistor 
in series with a 0.005 µf ceramic capac- 
itor (1,000 volts or so) from the back 
picture -tube support to the nearest 
chassis ground. This network bypasses 
any pulses which could disturb the in- 
terlace and conceivably be causing this 
trouble. 

Markers meet in the middle! 
I'm aligning an RCA TV. I get two 

markers on the response curve, instead 
of only one. They start from the center 
of the first hump and second hump, and 
move together until they meet in the 
middle. Then they disappear! If you 
keep on turning the dial of the sweep, 
they reappear in the middle and go 
back out to their original positions at 
the side! 

Why do I get two markers when I 
am only feeding in one signal? After 
aligning at what I think is the right 
place, the result is no better than when 
I started. I get sound without picture 
or picture without sound, and a lot of 
swishing noises when I turn the fine 
tuning -J. B., Philadelphia. 

Your trouble with the dual markers 
is caused by an incorrect setting of 

SWEEP ACTUALLY STARTS 
HERE,THEN GOES TO HERE 

THEN GOES 
BACK TO 
HERE 

aillICAME 
MARKER 

Fig. 5- Improperly adjusted sweep gen- 
erator can give this pattern. 

the sweep generator. Instead of getting 
the whole response curve, you get only 
half of it (Fig. 5). In other words, in- 
stead of displaying the entire response 
curve of the tuner, you're actually see- 
ing only half of it. The extra marker is 
the mirror image of the first. 

To set up a sweep generator prop- 
erly, tune it to approximately the cen- 
ter of the band being swept. In your 
case this would be channel 13 (210 -216 
mc), so set it to about 213 mc. Now 
run a marker into the curve. If you get 

a 

/2 OF PROPER 

b c 

Fig. 6 -a- possible proper scope pattern; 
b -this pattern can be changed to c by 
turning on scope's retrace blanking. 

the dual -marker effect you mention, 
your sweep is improperly set. Try feed- 
ing the horizontal sweep from the sweep 
generator into the scope. Now, set your 
phasing control until you get a curve 
with only a single marker. You may 
wind up with something that looks like 
Fig. 6, but that's the right curve! You 
can also get rid of mirror images by 
adjusting the horizontal blanking (re- 
turn -trace blanking) on your generator. 
This will (or should) take out half of 
the curve, and one of the markers. 

IK -50K RES 
(EACH SIDE) 
AS REQ'D 

HORIZ SWEEP SYNC VOLTAGE FROM SWEEP GEN 

Fig. 7 -How to use TV station signals as 
sweep generator markers. 

The simplest way to adjust a curve 
like this is the use of strong TV sta- 
tion signals as markers (Fig. 7). 

Picture -tube change 
We want to convert an RCA KCS- 

47 -A chassis to use a 21 -inch picture 
tube. How about a 21AMP4 or a 
21ALP4 for this? If the normal 12,000 
volts is not sufficient, what changes in 
the existing components are needed to 
boost the high voltage? Are there any 
other changes that you would recom- 
mend- yoke, flyback, etc. ? -J. O. D., 
Williamsburg, Va. 

I doubt the advisability of trying to 
convert this chassis to use the picture 
tubes you mention. This is mainly due 
to their high -voltage requirements - 
16,000 volts for each type. Several 
other types would be much more appli- 
cable. Look in your picture -tube book 
and you'll find ones which require less 
high voltage. My first choice would be 
Bob Middleton's favorite, the 21EP4. 
It requires only 12,000 volts and is a 
70° tube. 

Fada flyback replacement 
We are servicing a Fada S -1060 

which has an open - winding on the pri- 
mary of the flyback transformer. Our 
distributor tells us that Fada has gone 
out of business. 

Can you give us the name of a source 
which might supply the required re- 
placement part, or the necessary infor- 
mation to alter the high -voltage circuit 
to use a standard replacement part? - 
G. E. S., Whippany, N. J. 

A Triad flyback No. D -112 will be 
suitable. This is listed as a direct re- 
placement for Fada part Nos. 37.255 
and 37.255B. It should be available 
from any parts supply house. 

Antenna coupling 
Can you tell me if there is a company 

making transformers to couple bays of 
TV antennas together? These are sup- 
posed to be superior to stacking bars 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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a 

in terms of impedance matching. 
I'm now using an Amperex ECC88/ 

6DJ8 tube in the lower section of my 
Jerrold De- Snower. Is there any better 
tube, for low -noise, at 100 volts plate? 
-F. E., Port Orford, Ore. 

I'm a little confused here as to your 
meaning. Actually, the so- called stack- 
ing bars used to couple two bays of a 
TV antenna together are transformers. 
Their principal function is to match the 
two impedances and to couple the an- 
tennas together. They are generally 
used as quarter -wave transformers to 
match the 600 -ohm impedance of the 
stacked antennas to the 300 -ohm imped- 
ance of the transmission line. I have 
never heard of anyone manufacturing 
transformers specifically for this pur- 
pose. 

The ECC88 is probably the latest of 
a long series of low -noise tubes, to the 
best of my knowledge at the moment. It 
is a twin -triode of the new frame -grid 
construction and is being widely used 
in community- antenna system ampli- 
fiers, where its tremendous mutual con- 
ductance is a big help: 12,500 micro- 
mhos ! It is interchangeable base -wise 
with the popular twin- triode types 
(6BQ7, etc.). 

Incidentally, this tube is also made 
with the numbers 6922 and E88CC. 
This last numerical arrangement de- 
notes a special type of construction for 
hard service such as in computers. But 
as long as the same numbers are there, 
it is the same tube. This is the Euro- 
pean numbering system: the E stands 
for 6.3 volts filament, the C means tri- 
ode (CC means twin- triode) and the 
88 is the series number. 

Add a dc restorer 
I would like to install a dc restorer 

on my Hotpoint 21S505 TV, preferably 
a silicon or germanium diode. Will I 
need a retrace eliminator ? -A. G. K., 
Oak Park, Ill. 

You can use the do restorer shown in 
Fig. 8. It is for a cathode -driven picture 

FROM 

VIDEO 
OUTPUT 

47 pp.f 15 K 

10K TAP 

CONTRAST 300 H 

i PIX 

22K 

2.2 K 

VIDEO + ( 
AMPL 150V = 
SCREEN 

K IN34-A 

800µµf 

220K 

200K 

135 V 

Fig. 8-Dc restorer that can be added to 
a Hotpoint 21S505. 

BRIGHTNESS 

tube like the one your Hotpoint uses. 
Several diodes would be suitable, either 
silicon or germanium. Be sure to check 
the one you have to see that it has a 
very high back resistance -at least 
100,000 ohms. Otherwise your results 
won't be too good. You won't need a 
retrace eliminator. If you get retrace 
lines after the do restorer is installed, 
the diode is reversed! END 

MARCH, 196I 

there is 
no margin 

for error 
when striving for 

the ultimate 
in stereo 

sound 
re- creation 

S I-I U R E 
HI -FI PHONO CARTRIDGES 

Tiny though it is, the cartridge can make 
or break a stereo system. For this breath- 
takingly precise miniaturized electric gen- 
erator ( that's really what it is ) carries the 
full burden of translating the miles -long 
undulating stereo record groove into usable 

CARTRIDGES 
Standard MBD. A superb blend of 
quality and economy $16.50 

Custom M7/N220. Widely acclaim- 
ed; moderately priced $36.75 

Professional M3/N21D.Overwhelm- 
ing choice of the critics 547.25 

Laboratory Standard Model M3LS. 

Individually calibrated, limited 
quantity $75.00 

electrical impulses ... without adding or 
subtracting a whit from what the recording 
engineer created. Knowing this keeps 
Shure quality standards inflexible. 
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, 
Evanston, Illinois. 

TONE ARMS 
Studio Dynetic. Integrated arm 
and cartridge. Cannot scratch 
records. $89.50 
Professional Independent Tone Ann. 
For any quality cartridge . 

stereo or mono. $29.95 

CUT OUT AND MAIL TODAY 

NAME 

DIAL TELEPHONE 

$793 
No. PH -31 

Standard phone 
company model. 

-4/ 

CITY. ZONE 

OLSON 
CATALOGS 

We will senc you a new issue every 6 

weeks for a lull year - NO CHARGE! Com- 

pare our World Famous Values. 

MAIL TO: OLSON ELECTRONICS 
(Formerly Olson Radio) 

717 S. Forge St., Akron 8, Ohio 

SEND FREE CATALOGS 

Send Dial Telephone @ $7.93, plum postage 

ADDRESS 

STATE 
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ABOUT THESE 

SUPER- 
SCOPES 
Special circuitry and CR tubes speed up scan- 
ning in some new industrial scopes as high 
as 100 megacycles. 

By TOM JASKI 
IN this age of moon message 

repeating satellites and supertele- 
metry from space platforms, and 
particularly in the industrial fields 

where electronics is rapidly becoming 
the workhorse for the control of ma- 
chines too fast and complex for human 
control, electronic development has de- 
manded higher performance standards 
from the instruments used. Particularly 
in oscilloscopes, where the problem of 
bandwidth vs sensitivity has always 
dominated the design scene, the new 
demands have forced radical ap- 
proaches to deflection -amplifier design. 
The technology of these new amplifiers 
is not based on new discoveries. Pri- 
marily it is the application, for com- 
mercially produced oscilloscopes, of cir- 
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Tektronix 585 oscilloscope uses distrib- 
uted amplifiers for 100 -mc bandwidth. 

cuitry already familiar but used only 
rarely in special laboratory situations. 

Two main approaches have been 
taken. The first is an improvement of 
the amplifiers themselves to the limits 
of tube capabilities, and the improve- 
ment of cathode -ray tubes to match the 
strides in amplifier progress. The sec- 
ond approach is to divide the incoming 
signal into a number of equal portions 
which are easily amplified and to re- 
constitute it from the amplified "sam- 
ples". Both methods have their prob- 
lems and limitations. Let us briefly 
examine what they are and how we 
can solve them. 

In cathode -ray tubes, the electron 
beam that writes the image on the 
screen is deflected in its brief passage 

Hewlett Packard 
185A oscilloscope 
uses sampling sys- 
tem to display fast 
pulses. 

between the deflection plates in pro- 
portion to the signal applied to these 
plates. For greater writing speed, we 
must -to obtain sufficient image bril- 
liance -speed up the electrons so they 
will collide with the fluorescent par- 
ticles on the back of the screen with 
greater intensity, thus giving a normal 
trace despite the faster scanning time. 
This is relatively easy to do. We can 
simply apply a higher potential to the 
accelerating anode. 

Another method is to develop new 
fluorescent materials for the face. This 
too has been done successfully. But by 
"intensifying" the beam we have cre- 
ated a new problem. The beam is now 
"harder ", more difficult to deflect, put- 
ting greater demands on the deflection 
amplifiers. 

Another way to improve the deflec- 
tion system is to mount in the tube 
a series of deflection plates so shaped 
and spaced that an electron traveling 
between them will receive from each 
additional plate another bit of deflect- 
ing force in the proper time sequence. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 1, which is, 
in effect, a type of traveling -wave de- 
flection structure. Electron speed must 
be very closely controlled to avoid dis- 
tortion in the trace. 

After we have pulled all these tricks 
with the CRT, we must look elsewhere 

VERT DEFL PLATES 

HORIZ DEFL PLATES 

Fig. 1- Special cathode -ray tube with 
a series of deflection plates. (Deflec- 
tion plate supports and connections 
are not shown.) 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Fig. 2- Partial circuit of main 
vertical amplifier in Hewlett 
Packard model 160 scope illus- 
trates the use of parallel ampli- 
fiers to get sufficient deflection 
with high bandpass. 

INPUT 

6922 
CATH FOLL 

6922(2) 
CATH FOLL 
DRIVER 

006` - 
1.5 K 

11ov 

ion II 

A 7 6 0-0-1-r- 243 V 
20µH 

6922 (4 ) 
OUTPUT AMPL 

Fig. 3 -Basic distributed amplifier circuit. 

./IK// 

l](Xk.J 
TO VERT 

DEFL PLATEY 
IoµH 

It 
I I 

rol 

2.7K 

INPUT 

4.7µH 

.01 

1.5 K 

1.2 K .18µH 

4.7µH 

1.2 K 
.18µH 

i100(1 
©6 -10µH 

400n 

0 

1.5 K 

1.5 K ion 
ÌÌ 

O o 
.01 

110V 

110V 

I-5K 
r 

0 5.6µH 

ó 20µH 

> 000 243V 

for further improvements, keeping in 
mind that in spite of our special struc- 
ture, we still need greater deflection 
voltages. 

Now what about the deflection ampli- 
fiers? In a conventional amplifier, the 
gain of a deflection stage is propor- 
tional to the transconductance of the 
tube. Thus, with high -transconductance 
tubes, we can reach a certain level of 
sensitivity for the final stage. But there 
is a limit to this simply because of 
the tube's structural requirements - 
high transconductance requires close 
element spacing. By increasing the 
plate load resistance we can get more 
deflection voltage for the same voltage 
applied to the grid, but this increases 
the time constant of our deflection am- 
plifier circuits, since it is proportional 
to a product of circuit capacitance and 
resistance. And if we increase the time 
constant, we limit the amplifier's upper 
frequency response severely. 

So we must keep the plate load re- 
sistor as small as practicable. To do 
this we can increase the size of the 
tube and thus the total current through 
the plate load. A modern approach to 
this is the parallel output tubes used 
in some high -performance scopes such 
as the Hewlett Packard 160 (Fig. 2). 
Here several tubes have a common 
plate load and provide adequate deflec- 
tion up to about 15 mc. 

Beyond this, or at least beyond about 
30 mc, we have to turn to a special 
kind of an amplifier to reduce the time 
constant further. More parallel tubes 

BEAM FINDER 

TO OTHER SECTIONS 
IN HORIZ AMPL & 
HIGH VOLTAGE 
SUPPLY 

TO VERT 

DEFL PLATE 

or larger tubes would now begin to 
increase the total capacitance, the other 
factor involved. Because of this capaci- 
tance, amplifiers have had to be devel- 
oped in which the advantages can be 
tapped, without the burdens. These 
turned out to be distributed amplifiers, 
in which the transconductance of the 
tubes work together and their outputs 
can be added, without being particu- 
larly affected by the input and output 
capacitances. Successful distributed 
amplifiers have been built for several 
thousands of megacycles, but in oscil- 
loscopes the best deflection amplifiers, 
within practical commercial limits, have 
an upper frequency limit of about 600 
mc. 

Fig. 3 shows a basic distributed 
amplifier. Here we see what look like 
two conventional delay lines of lumped 
capacitances and inductances, and that 
is what they are. The input signal 
travels down the grid delay line, and 
the output of each tube down the plate 
delay line. The lines are so designed 
that when a signal, amplified by the 
first tube, leaves its plate, it will ar- 
rive at the plate of the second tube 
precisely at the same time that the in- 
put signal, now also amplified by the 
second tube, is being reproduced on the 
plate of that tube. Thus the two ampli- 
fied signals add. This process continues 
all the way down the line until a signal 
is obtained strong enough to deflect the 
beam in the cathode -ray tube. 

The signal on the plates will, of 
course, tend to travel in both direc- 

tions along the delay line but we are 
interested only in the forward -traveling 
one. So we absorb the backward- travel- 
ing signal (which must not reflect 
into the line) in terminating resist- 
ance Rog. Since now the principle of 
amplification is entirely different and 
we no longer depend on certain values 
of plate load resistances, the tube 
capacitances can now be used as part 
of the delay line capacitances and no 
longer contribute in the same way to 
the time constant of the circuit. You 
can see that we have neatly licked the 
time -constant problem. 

This does not mean that we can build 
these amplifiers for any frequency, for 
we now have other problems, such as 
the upper cutoff frequency of the delay 
line. This is primarily determined by 
losses in connecting leads, capacitors, 
and through grid loading. Insulation 
also behaves differently at very high 
frequencies, and insulation losses in- 
crease. But the picture is more favor- 
able with a conventional unit. 

At low frequencies, when a signal 
would virtually not be delayed by the 
line (the delay is the same, but the 
relative significance of the delay com- 
pared to the signal frequency is insig- 
nificant), how does the distributed 
amplifier work? Well, here we have the 
situation that all these tubes are vir- 
tually in parallel, and we need only a 
very small load resistor to get ample 
deflection, as discussed previously. Thus 
the distributed amplifier has a very 
great bandwidth. We do encounter some 
problems at low frequencies, but none 
as serious as time delay or losses. 

Distributed amplifiers, of course, also 
have disadvantages, the most serious 
of which is noise. With so many tubes, 
thermal noise becomes a real problem. 
Another obvious disadvantage is cost. 
We need more tubes and larger heater 
and power supplies which must be care- 
fully regulated for stability. 

Fig. 4 is a practical version of a 
distributed amplifier for deflection. It 
is used in the Tektronix type 585 100 - 
mc scope. The series of deflection plates 
is also shown. Notice that this main 
deflection amplifier uses 10 triode sec- 
tions and a dual pentode. The delay 
line driver is built along the same 
principles, and uses another 14 triodes. 
Sensitivity is 0.25 volt per inch, band - 
pass do to 100 mc and rise time .0035 
µsec. Additional amplification can be 
obtained wherever bandwidth can be 
sacrificed for greater sensitivity. Notice 

(Continued on page 72) 
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World's first Electronic TV Antenna.. 

Here is the 
Powertron's Power Secret - 
Built-in signal intensifier 
amplifies the signal at the point 
of interception, produces 
up to 9 times more gain! 

Pat. No. U:S.:,700,105;`2,9545,289 onada 548;63 

NOW AN ANTENNA WITH 5 -9 TIMES 
MOREGAIN 

THAN ANY TV ANTENNA EVER MADE! 
Here's the antenna that will obsolete tens of 

thousands of okI -style antwr_as, will give new life to old TV sets, will build 
new profits for TV Service Technicians. 
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WINEGARD POWERTRON 

POWERTRON AMPLIFIES TV SIGNALS 

Now Winegard engineers have designed a new high 
gain, all- channel yagi antenna incorporating a low 
noise, high gain RF amplifier in one integral unit! 
Because the input circuit of this amplifier exactly 
matches the characteristics of the new "Tapered T" 
driven elements to which it is directly coupled, every 
last particle of signal is amplified. The results are 
amazing. 
We call this new electronic antenna the POWERTRON. 
The Powertron amplifier uses the frame grid 6DJ8 
dual triode (12,500 MHOS) transconductance, in a 
radical new RF circuit, that allows this one tube to 
amplify all signals in the VHF TV band, 54 to 216 MC, 
with a gain of 5 times (14 DB) . This gain is added to 
the gain of the antenna which is a high gain yagi de- 
sign, quite superior to other all channel antennas. 

The Powertron power supply lowers 117 VAC 
to a safe 24 volts which is fed up the lead -in 
to the Powertron antenna. Completely fused, 
the power supply is made shock -proof by an 
AC isolation transformer. 

Imagine what this super -powerful electronic antenna 
can do! Weak signals become strong and clear -dim 
pictures bright and contrasty. Old -style tuners pull in 
snow -free pictures better than 1961 models on ordinary 
antennas. 
You can do many things with this new antenna that are 
impossible with any other. You can drive up to 6 TV 
sets in deep fringe, 10 TV sets in normal areas without 
an additional amplifier. You can put TV outlets in 
every room of the house and all sets will have better 
pictures than any single set with a regular antenna. 

AT THE POINT OF INTERCEPTION 

Because of its extreme sensitivity, Powertron can be 
installed lower than other antennas. For instance, 
where 40 -ft. masts are normally used, a Powertron 
can usually be installed at 25 ft., yet give better 
results! 

Where desirable, the Powertron can be remoted up to 
1/4 of a mile and still deliver a perfect signal. 

In large distribution systems (motels, apartments, 
etc.) , Powertron makes the perfect antenna to use 
in conjunction with Winegard's 4 -tube A -400 or 7 -tube 
A -700 distribution amplifiers. 

For critical color, Powertron's extremely linear fre- 
quency response makes it the ideal antenna for your 
"color" installations. 

To sum it up, Powertron makes weak 
TV pictures good, and good TV pic- 
tures even better. It works equally well 
for color or black and white reception. 

P -441 It is the world's first all channel 
(VHF) electronic TV antenna, and is 
a tremendous step forward in the 
search for improved TV reception. 

3 Gold Anodized Powertron Models - 
Powertron Model P -44, 14 elements 
$74.95 list. 

Powertron with Power Pack Model 
P -44X, 21 elements, $91.90 list. 

Super Powertron Model SP -44X, 30 
elements. 5104.95 list. 

NEW TELETRONS, TOO! NON -ELECTRONIC, BUT 26% 
TO 484% MORE POWER INCREASE THAN COLOR'CEPTOR 

Similar to the Powertron, but without the RF ampli- 
fier, Teletron embodies the same new WINEGARD 
"TAPERED T" DRIVEN ELEMENTS for proven 
performance superior to any other non -electronic TV 
antenna. Teletron is gold anodized, has the same fine 
quality construction and mechanical features as the 
Powertron. 
3 Gold Anodized Teletron Models - 
Teletron Model T4, 14 elements, $34.95 list. 

Teletron Model T -4X, 21 elements, $51.90 list. 

Super Teletron Model ST -4X, 30 elements, $64.95 list. 

COMPARISON OF POWERTRON AND TELETRON 

MODELS TO WINEGARD COLOR'CEPTOR 

Chart shows Gain and Power Increase over Color'Ceptor (CL -4) Antenna 

Model 
DB Gain 

Over CL -4 
Power Increase 

Over CL -4 
Voltage Gain 

Over CL.4 

P -44 Powertron 14 DB 25.1 Times (2500%) 5.01 Times 

P -44X Powertron 
with Pack 

15.8 DB 38.4 Times (3800 %) 6.20 Times 

SP -44X Super 
Powertron 

19.1 DB 81 Times (8100 %) 9.0 Times 

1.4 Teletron 1.0 DB 1.26 Times (26 %) 1.12 Times 

T -4X Teletron 
with Pack 

2.8 DB 1.9 Times (90 %) 1.38 Times 

ST -4X Super 
Teletron 

6.1 DB 4.84 Times (484 %) 2.2 Times 

GET IN ON THE POWERTRON - TELETRON PROFIT BANDWAGON! 

Be first in your area to offer the superb Powertron 
performance to your customers. Take advantage of 

many new sales aids now available through your 
Winegard distributor ... and watch for sales- making 
consumer ads in 

LIFE 

Win ward and 
Winegard Co., 301 3.3 Scotten, Burlington, Iowa 
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930 COAX 

=02 

1040 

6DJ8(5) 
VERT AMPL 

IK VERT OUT 

4K 

/-a 
.001 

5000 

225V 

930 

.Ó2 

004 

Fig. 4- Distributed amplifier used in the 
Tektronix type 585 scope. 

(Continued from page 69) 
that the bandwidth -vs -gain problem is 
still with us. 

Several instruments on the order of 
the 585 are being marketed and the 
principles used in their vertical deflec- 
tion systems are more or less alike. 

Horizontal amplifiers and sweep cir- 
cuits, although of a high caliber and 
with very high top sweep speeds, are 
conventional and need no detailed dis- 
cussion. 

The other approach to improving 
scope performance has taken a trick 
from telemetering practices. The signal 
is scanned by a sampler at a definite 
rate of sampling. The sampling 
"carrier," which is modulated in accord- 
ance with the signal, is then amplified. 
Our sample carrier frequency can be 
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TRIGGER 

SIG SAMPLING 
GATE 

VERT DEFL PLATES 

1.1 

100 V 

Fig. 5 -Scope pattern of 2 -mµsec 
pulse displayed by using sampling 
technique. 

as low as one- fiftieth of the input 
signal frequency. If the bandwidth 
required for the input signal were 500 
mc, then the bandwidth demanded of 
the amplifier would be only 10 mc, a 
much more reasonable figure. 

After amplification, the signal sam- 
ples are put together again to display 
a true image of the input pulse signal. 
Fig. 5 shows such a trace of a 2 -mµsec 
pulse which is displayed with a sweep 
speed of 1 mµsec per cm, and with a 
vertical sensitivity of 5 my per cm. 

Fig. 6 shows how this is done. The 
signal, which must be of a repetitive 
type, is applied to a sampling gate 
which samples the signal periodically, 
the rate being determined by the set- 
ting of the time scale. Since the sam- 
pling must be synchronized with the 
signal to obtain a stationary image, 
the signal is delayed in the amplifier, 
allowing the triggering of the sweep 
system by the signal. Since the signal 
is so much shorter than the total time 
it takes to sample a number of times, 
each sample taken successively in time 
will be of a different portion of the 
input signal. If we were to sweep con- 
tinuously, the signal displayed would 
be a series of small dots (if they were 
visible) for, in between samples, the 

VERT 

SIG 

SAMPLING PULSE 

TIME SCALE 

AVALANCHE 
BLOCKING 

OSC 

SCANNING 

RAMP 
GEN 

VOLTAGE 
COMPARATOR 

STAIRCASE 
GEN 

Fig. 6- Simplified block diagram of 
sampling scope (Hewlett Packard 
185A) . 

pMAGNIFICATION 

ATTEN 

HORIZ 

SIG 

input would be zero (closed gate). Thus 
the scope employs a special sweep cir- 
cuit which advances the spot horizon- 
tally only a small distance on the screen 
per sample. When a trigger is received, 
the avalanche blocking oscillator (so 
called because it uses avalanche tran- 
sistors) starts a ramp (rising) voltage 
which increases precisely in time, 
depending on the time -scale setting. 

The ramp voltage is fed to the volt- 
age comparator where it is compared 
with one from the staircase generator. 
If this voltage equals the one fed back 
from the staircase generator the sam- 
pling gate is opened and the staircase 
generator is advanced one step. By 
sweeping the spot horizontally across 
the tube face this way, all the "dead" 
spots are eliminated from the trace, and 
it appears to the viewer as a continuous 
line. The resolution of the picture is 
determined by the size of the steps of 
the staircase generator. The larger 
these steps, the greater the distance 
between the spots that make up the 
trace. The trace can be magnified by 
reducing the feedback voltage to the 
comparator. This lets the comparator 
fire sooner, reducing the time between 
spots and the distance per spot. 

Obviously, only repetitive signals can 
be viewed this way. The signal must 
last long enough in approximately the 
same form for the number of scanning 
operations required to reconstitute the 
signal. 

These then, are the two principal 
methods used for very- high- frequency 
oscilloscopes. Other methods have been 
used, such as the Japanese oscilloscope 
capable of displaying sine waves of 
30,000 mc. But in this case the special 
cathode -ray tube had to be viewed with 
a microscope, since no practical deflec- 
tion amplification was possible at the 
time. Before long, someone will join 
the two methods and put the advantages 
of both in one instrument. 

Since this article was written, 
Textronix has come out with a distrib- 
uted type oscilloscope, similar to the 
100 -mc unit described here, which has 
a bandwidth from dc to 1,000 mc. Prin- 
ciples of operation are the same as 
those for the 100 -mc scope. END 
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2- Terminal 

Oscillator 
By I. QUEEN 

THIS negative- resistance oscillator 
covers a wide frequency band and can 

generate a pure sine wave. It functions 
without a transformer, center -tapped 
coil or even a capacitor. It uses a pair 
of transistors, which may be low -gain 
types. The circuit is a modification of 
patent No. 2,943,282, issued recently to 
Harold J. Pfiffner of Venice, Calif. 

The diagram shows a practical ver- 
sion of the oscillator. Its tank coil is 
simply a high- impedance (about 1,500 
ohms resistance) earpiece shunted by 
.002 i f. Output is a pure sine wave. 

Actually a wide variety of two- termi- 
nal inductors can serve as tank (instead 
of the earpiece). I have tried choke 
coils, transformer windings, large rf 
chokes and ferrite antennas. The 
smaller the inductor the higher the out- 
put frequency and, in general, the 
smaller the capacitor required across it. 
An antenna loopstick shunted by a 365 
µµf capacitor at C will generate fre- 
quencies up to about 1 mc. By removing 
turns you can go higher. 

To adjust the circuit, begin with R 
at minimum. Increase it until oscilla- 
tions occur (observe a scope or volt- 
meter, or listen in on a nearby re- 
ceiver). The waveform is purer (lowest 
distortion) when R is as large as pos- 
sible before oscillations die out. With 
the earpiece, the output is about 0.3 
volt at about 1,500 cycles. 

Among other tanks tried was a small 
surplus transformer currently found in 
many radio stores. It has three center - 
tapped windings specified as 22,000, 
5,200 and 600 ohms. The following re- 
sults were noted: 

Winding Voltage Frequency 
high 0.6 350 
medium 0.3 2,000 
low 0.05 3,500 

In each case, the full winding was used 
and the other two were left open. The 
capacitor value for C was .022 µf. 

In the audio range, low -cost low -gain 
transistors are suitable. In fact, some 
that tested poorly in other equipment 
gave good results here. For if and 
higher- frequency bands, use high -fre- 
quency types like 2N484. END 

HIGH IMP 
EARPIECE JACK CK722(2) 

V2 

15K 

MARCH, 96I 

NOW: Advanced concept ...integrated design... 

The EMCEE VHF TRANSLATOR 
for simplest installation and maximum performance! FCC TYPE ACCEPTE 

ELEVATED SITE 

ORDINARY OUTDOOR 
RECEIVING ANTENNAS 

Pattern shape var 

GRADE B CONTOUR - 
GOOD CLEARANCE REQUIRED 

es with transmitting antenna selected 

CONVERSION FLEXIBILITY ... any input channel to 

any non-adjacent output channel. 

FREEDOM FROM INTERFERENCE ...no internal sig- 

nals which coincide with input to any other 
translators. 

EASY OPERATION UNDER FCC RULES ... simple 

control and identification unit minimizes mainten- 

ance and reduces cost ...no operator required. 

EASY- INSTALLATION ... available for cabinet /rack 
mounting or in weatherproof housing. 

TRANSLATORS MAY BE RUN IN TANDEM TOO! 

D! 

Here's the new VHF Translator with 
outstanding advantages for all instal- 
lations. EMCEE Translators are the 
result of long experience in quality 
design and trouble -free construction 
by some of America's leading experts. 
Now fill in troublesome areas with the 
advanced EMCEE VHF Translator. 

©LECTRONICS, 
MISSILES AND 

13OMMUNICATIONS, INC. 

264 E. Third Street Mount Vernon, New York 
GET FULL FACTS ON ADVANCED DESIGN AND LOW COST TODAY! 

ELECTRONICS, MISSILES d COMMUNICATIONS, INC 
264 E. Third Street Mount Vernon, New York 

Gentlemen: 
_Please rush free planning package 

including data sheet, complete 
installation check list, coverage 
calculation form. 

_Please send free reprint of FCC 
rules covering translators. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

LCITY STATE J 

STEREO SYSTEM FOR A MILLION- 
AIRE: 4 SELECTIONS Gentlemen's Quarterly 

magazine asked James Lyons, editor of The American 

Record Guide (the oldest record review magazine in the 
United States), to poll hi -fi authorities on which audio 

components they would choose for the best possible 
stereo system, without any regard for price. 

Three writers in the audio field and one audio consul- 

tant made up independent lists. The ideal systems they 
projected in the April, 1960 issue of Gentlemen's Quarterly 

are suitable for discriminating millionaires -one of 
the systems, using a professional tape machine, would 
cost about $4000. 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR -3 loudspeakers 
are included in three of the lists,* and these are moderate 
in price. (There are many speaker systems that currently 
sell for more than three times the AR -3's $216.) AR 
speakers were chosen entirely on account of their musically 

natural quality. 

Literature on Acoustic Research speaker systems is 
available for the asking. 

*In two cases alternates are also listed. For the complete component lists 

see the April, 1960 Gentlemen's Quarterly, or write us. 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC. 24 Thorndike Street Cambridge 41, Massachusetts 
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WOBBLTLATI \G 
SWEEP GENEIÏdÍ 

R2 DEVIATION 
RATE 

R20 OUTPUT 
C8 
FRED ADJ 

J OUTPUT 

CHANGING 
VOLTAGE 

De 

CqT 

C0=INPUT CAPACITANCE 
C =CHANGE IN INPUT CAPACITANCE 

Fig. 1 -Basic wobbulator is 
built around a reactance tube. 

Fig. 2- Circuit of neon wobbulator. 

NEON FIRING SET 

74 

RI 500K 
C1+ 

250V 
R2 

TIME -BASE GEN 

OK 

RATE 

12 SCOPE 

IMEG 

NE-51 C3 

V2 
6AS6 
REACTANCE 

MOD 

Completed Phan - 
tastron unit has 
three front -panel 

controls. 
R7 
DEVIATION 

RI -pot, 500,000 ohms 
R2- 470,000 ohms 
R3 -pot, I megohm 
R4, 6 -1,000 ohms 
RI-pot, 2.2 megohms 
R7- 10,000 ohms 
R8-I megohm 
R9-470 ohms 
RIO -pot, 1,000 ohms 
RI I, 12- 47,000 ohms 
All resistors 1/2-watt 10% 
CI-4 pf, 250 volts, electrolytic 
C2 -0.47 p.f, paper 
C3 -0.I pf, paper 
C4-25 pf, 25 volts, electrolytic 
C5 -15 AO, mica 
C6, 8-.01 pf, ceramic 
C7-65 -340 ppf, trimmer (El -Menco 303 or 

equivalent) J- coaxial connector 
L -1 mh (Miller 952 or equivalent) 
V1-NE-51 
V2 -6AS6 
V3 -12A U 7 
Chassis, to suit 
Miscellaneous hardware 

RI I 

47K 

DEVIATION 5 

VI .1 R5 

2 
.47 

(SYNC OR SWEEP) R4 

IK 

22 MEG 
R8 

IMEG 
C4+ R6 

25V = 65-340µµf J RIO I K 

FREO ADJ 4708 OUTPUT 

C7 3 

R9 

7 

ISOV 

45 6.3 V 

R12 
F OUTPUT 

47K 

By GERALD WILNER 

Accurate narrow -band sweep gen- 
erator for checking crystal filters, 
aligning if strips, aligning AM re- 
ceivers, etc. 

WHEN designing and building 
crystal filters for single -side- 
band activities, I found it 
almost impossible to take re- 

sponse curves with the standard variety 
of signal generators. A good part of the 
difficulty was caused by the small band- 
widths of the crystal filters, coupled 
with the fact that they provide ex- 
tremely sharp skirts on either side of 
the passband. Unless an ultra -stable 
signal generator with a vernier dial is 
available, it becomes almost impossible 
to set the generator so the resulting 
output can be measured. If it can be 
done, many readings are needed to 
evaluate the filter's response properly. 
Moreover, each time the filter is ad- 
justed, the procedure must be repeated. 
Since bandwidths are small, I decided 
to build a simple narrow -band sweep 
generator, commonly known as a wob- 
bulator. 

It uses an all- electronic transducer, 
such as a common reactance tube, to 
sweep the desired frequencies. Chang- 
ing the tube's gain (Fig. 1) changes its 
input capacitance. The tube used has 
its suppressor grid brought out to a 
base pin and not internally connected 
to the cathode. The gain is changed by 
applying a changing voltage (se) as 
shown. A sinusoidal voltage could be 
used, but it would give a scope trace 
bunched up in some places and spread 
out in others. A more sophisticated 
method is to use a sawtooth, so it can 
be used as both the deviation voltage 
and sweep or sync for the scope. 

Two wobbulators -a simple two -tube neon 
lamp type and a four -tube reactance - 
wobbled instrument - are described. The 
more practical four -tube wobbulator is de- 
signed for a center frequency of 455 kc, but 
may be adapted to other ranges. Maximum 
deviation is about 80 kc -sweep rate 2 -15 
cycles per second. 

Instrument performs exactly as specified by 
the author. It would also be 
ideal as a sweep generator 
for AM radios and especially 
useful for hi -fi AM tuners 
where flat, broadband re- 
sponse is important. The elec- 

BI?NCH 
o 
0 

tronic sweep is both interest- 
ing and practical. Do not 
confuse this instrument with 
trick gadgets and gimmicks. 

TESTED 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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TO SCOPE (SYNC OR SWEEP) 

RI 
1.5 MEG 

RATE 
R2 

C3 

R3 
82K 

Cl 

C2 2 

RANGE 

R4 

500K 

250 V 

I/2 I2AU7 
PHANTASTRON 

V2-a 

6AS6 
REACTANCE MOD 

3 

IN38 

DEVIATION 

C5 
R 10 15 uf 

10K R7 
+ C4 

R5 20 D2 

2.7K 250V 

IN38 Re 
i1 

PHANTASTRON 

45 45 

13 
VI V2 V3 V4 = 

9 9 
6.3V 

MEG 

C61-} R9 
25 IK 
2 5V 

I2AU7 
RF OSC 

--I1 
FREO .01 

ADJ V4 
65 -340 

C7 NO 2 

,01 

MEG °ol 

IMH r' 

R12 R15 

6.8K J¡47K 

CII- ,I 

I/212AU7 
CATH FOLL 6 

V2-b 

10 ' R16 

6 .01 

D3 
7_ 

47011 

R13 

C12 .001 

R14 
IK 

!MEG 

IN38 
R17 
47 K 

7 

R18 

IMEG 8 
R19 
3.3 K 

Fig. 3- Four -tube phantastron wobbulator is an extremely accurate instrument. 

RI -1.5 megohms 
R2 -pot, 2.5 megohms 
R3- 82,000 ohms 
R4 -pot, 500,000 ohms 
R5 -2,700 ohms 
116, 8, I I, 16, 18 -I megohm 
R7, 20 -pot, 10,000 ohms 
R9, 14 -1,000 ohms 
RIO- 10,000 ohms 
R12 -6,800 ohms 
R13 -470 ohms 
R15, 17- X17,000 ohms 
R19 -3,300 ohms 
All resistors 1/2 -watt 10% 
CI-1 µf, paper 
C2 -20 µf, 250 volts, electrolytic 
C3-0.1 µf, ceramic 
C4-20 µf, 250 volts, electrolytic 
C5 -15 µµf, mica 
C6-25 µf, 25 volts, electrolytic 
Cl, 9, 10-.01 µf, ceramic 
C8-65 -340 µµf, trimmer (El -Mento 303 or 

equivalent) 
C11, 13-0.1 µf, paper 
C12 -.001 µf, ceramic 
DI, 2, 3 -1N38 J- coaxial connector 
L -I mh (Miller 952 or equivalent) 
VI, 3-6A56 
V2, 4 -12AU7 
Chassis, to suit 
Miscellaneous hardware 

Two 455 -kc wobbulator designs are 
detailed. The first, a neon wobbulator, 
is a simple two -tube affair with a neon - 
lamp relaxation oscillator that is easy 
to build, but lacks certain refinements. 
Nevertheless, it will give a good account 
of itself. The second, called a phantas- 
tron wobbulator, is a four -tube affair 
giving complete versatility. 

Neon wobbulator 
The neon wobbulator is composed of 

a neon -lamp time -base generator (Fig. 
2) which supplies a sawtooth voltage, 
set by R3, between 1 and 10 cycles. Re- 
sistor R4 is inserted to extract a spike 
to sync the scope. The sawtooth ampli- 
tude is controlled by R5, the DEVIATION 
control. This sawtooth is then fed to 
V2's suppressor and varies V2's gain, 
hence controlling part of the capaci- 
tance in shunt with coil L. The oscilla- 
tor itself is a two -terminal Crosby. Its 
output is developed across R10, the 
cathode resistor in the cathode -follower 
output stage. 

Resistor R12 isolates the output from 
the oscillator to minimize oscillator pull, 
and at the same time presents a high 
impedance to the external load. Max- 
imum deviation is approximately 80 kc. 

This circuit has several drawbacks 
but functions satisfactorily. The saw - 
tooth is not linear, but exponential, 
leading to distortion. Also, the sawtooth 
is a rising function that puts the low - 
frequency end of the pattern on the 

MARCH, 1961 

right side of the scope screen and the 
high -frequency end on the left. This 
is not serious, but could cause misin- 
terpretation of results. The final diffi- 
culty is that anything connected to the 
output circuit could pull the oscillator 
since the load is in the cathode circuit. 

Phantastron wobbulator 
The circuit shown in Fig. 3 has none 

of the neon -wobbulator drawbacks. It 
develops a linear sweep that has a nega- 
tive slope- decreases with time. Thus, 
the presentation on the face of the 
scope has the low- frequency end at the 
left and the high- frequency end on the 
right. V1 and V2 -a comprise a linear 
phantastron. Potentiometer R2 controls 
the rate, which has a range of about 
2 to 15 cycles. The output is taken off 
V2 -a's cathode and fed into V3. From 
here on, the operation of the circuit is 
identical to the neon wobbulator. The 

C4 

D2 

RIO 

R6 

ISOV 

R20 C13_._ OUT'UT 

10K I 

OUTPUT 

only exception is that the output is 
taken from V4's plate instead of the 
cathode. It is then delivered to V2 -b, a 
cathode follower. Thus, a load hung on 
the cathode follower's output cannot 
disturb the oscillator. 

To set up this circuit: 
Turn the DEVIATION control full on. 
Connect a scope to the output and 
adjust for a screen pattern similar 
to Fig. 4. 
Distance A represents one excursion 
through the frequency range desired. 
Now connect a signal generator with 
approximately 10,000 to 20,000 ohms 
in series across the wobbulator out- 
put. A "glitch" or beat marker will 
be seen. 
Alternately adjust RANGE control 
(R4) and the signal generator until 
the maximum deviation is around 50 
kc or any range desired. Once R4 is 

(Continued on page 80) 

C13 - R20 C8 R7 

C2 

RI 

C6 

-~`<`RI3 
CIO 

D3 

RI7 
Cl2 
CII 
R14 

L 

R2 

C3 

R16 R12 
RI9 R18 

R4 

Bird's eye view of the insides of a phantastron wobbulator. 
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A 
PROPHECY 

Jor men and women with a sincere desire to succeed 

"In the years that have passed since my days 
on the faculty of RCA Institutes, I have be- 
come even more firmly convinced that the 
individual who continues his education . . . 

particularly his technical education ... is 
the individual who profits both as a thinking 
man and as a working man. Science and in- 
dustry will reward you for your talents and 
energy. Out of your efforts may come in- 
ventions, new products, processes and serv- 
ices. There is everything good yet to be ac- 
complished in our lives and in our work. 
What man has done, man can do better?' 

ArtAA 

Chairman of the Board, 
Radio Corporation of America, 

RCA Institutes Offers the Finest of Home Study and Resident Training 
for Your Career in the Rapidly Expanding World of Electronics 

RCA Institutes, founded in 1909, is 
one of the largest technical institutes 
in the United States devoted exclu- 
sively to electronics. A service of 
Radio Corporation of America, RCA 
Institutes offers unparalleled facilities 
for technical instruction ... tailored to 
your needs. The very name "RCA" 
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means dependability, integrity, and 
scientific advance. 

RCA Institutes Home Study School, 
licensed by the New York State De- 
partment of Education, offers a com- 
plete program of integrated courses for 
beginners and advanced students rang- 

ing from electronic fundamentals to 
automation. All courses are designed 
to prepare you for a rewarding career 
in the rapidly expanding world of elec- 
tronics. The caliber of the training you - 
receive is the finest! And you get top 
recognition as an RCA Institutes 
graduate! 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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START YOUR CAREER 
TRAINING IN THE RAPIDLY 
EXPANDING WORLD OF 
ELECTRONICS 

EtcTRV 
c8 

RCA INSTITUTES 

offers 

HOME STUDY COURSES 

and 

RESIDENT SCHOOL 

COURSES 

in New York City 

and Los Angeles 

SEND 

THIS 

POSTCARD 

FOR 

FREE 

BOOK 

FILL OUT, 
DETACH, AND 

MAIL TODAY 

INSTITUTES, INC., Dept. ZRE -31 
Schools of Television and Electronic Technology 
A Service of Radio Corporation of America 
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y. 
610 South Main Street, Los Angeles 14, Calif, 

R 

Please rush me the FREE illustrated book checked below. I 

understand that I am under no obligation and that no sales- 
man will call. 
Home Study School Resident School New York O 

Resident School Los Angeles 

Name 
(Please Print) 

Add rese 

City Zone State 

Korean Vets: Enter Discharge Date 

CANADIANS: Take advantage of these same RCA Institutes 
Home Study Courses at no additional cost. No postage, no 
customs, no delay. Fill out this card and send in envelope to: 
RCA Victor Limited, 5581 Royalmount Ave., Montreal 9, Que. 
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er, RCA Institutes offers 

the finest of training for 

your career in Electronics 

Learn how you can take advantage 
of this opportunity 

SEND POSTAGE -FREE CARD FOR FREE BOOK TODAY. 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
No Postage Stamp Necessary if mailed in U. S. 

Postage will be paid by - 
RCA INSTITUTES, INC., Dept. ZRE -31 
350 West Fourth Street 
New York 14, N. Y. 

FIRST CLASS 

PERMIT NO. 

10662 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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HOME STUDY COURSES in 
Electronic Fundamentals TV Servicing 

Color TV Electronics for 
Automation 

Voluntary Tuition Plan. The im- 
portant thing to remember about RCA 
Institutes Training is the convenient, 
no- obligation payment plan. This plan 
affords you the most economical pos- 
sible method of home study training 
because you pay for each study group 
only when you order it. If you inter- 
rupt your course at any time, for any 
reason, you owe nothing more. You 
never have to pay for the whole course 
if you don't complete it. No other 
obligations. No monthly installment 
payments! 

RCA Instruction is Personal. With 
RCA Home Study training you set 
your own pace in keeping with your 
own ability, finances, and time. The 
Institutes allows you ample time to 
complete the course. Your lesson as- 
signments are individually graded by 

Transistors 
technically trained personnel, and 
helpful comments are added where re- 
quired. You get theory, experiment, 
and service practice beginning with 
the very first lesson. All lessons are 
profusely illustrated. You get a com- 
plete training package throughout the 
entire course. 

You Get Prime Quality Equip- 
ment. All kits furnished with the 
course are complete in every respect, 
and the equipment is top grade. You 
keep all the equipment furnished to 
you for actual use on the job ... and 
you never have to take apart one piece 
to build another! 

* * * 

RESIDENT 
SCHOOLS in 
Los Angeles and 
New York City train 
you for any held of 
Electronics you may 
choose! 
No Previous Technical Training 
Required For Admission. RCA In- 
stitutes Resident Schools in Los An- 
geles and New York City offer training 
that will prepare you to work in re- 

SEND POSTCARD FOR FREE 

ILLUSTRATED BOOK TODAY! 

SPECIFY HOME STUDY OR 

RESIDENT SCHOOL 

warding positions on research and pro- 
duction projects in fields such as auto- 
mation, communications, technical 
writing, television, computers, and 
other industrial and advanced elec- 
tronics applications. Even if you did 
not complete high school, RCA will 
prepare you for such training with 
courses specially designed to provide 
the basic math and physics required 
for a career in electronics. 

Free Placement Service. RCA In- 
stitutes graduates are now employed in 
important jobs at military installations 
such as Cape Canaveral, with import- 
ant companies such as IBM, Bell Tele- 
phone Labs, General Electric, RCA, 
and in radio and TV stations all over 
the country. Many other graduates 
have opened their own businesses. A 
recent New York Resident School class 
had 92.06% of the graduates who used 
the Free Placement Service accepted 
by important electronics companies... 
and had their jobs waiting for them on 
the day they graduated! 

Coeducational Day and Evening 
Courses. Day and Evening Courses 
are available at Resident Schools in 
New York City and Los Angeles. You 
can prepare for your career in elec- 
tronics while continuing your normal 
full -time or part -time employment. 
Regular classes start four times each 
year. 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 350 W. 4th St., New York 14, N. Y.,610 S. Main St., Los Angeles 14, Calif. 
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The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
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Fig. 4 -Scope trace produced by the 
wobbulator. 

Fig. 5 -Setup for 
checking filter re- 
sponse with the 
wobbulator. 

Fig. 6-Filter check waveforms; a- 
starting waveform; b -only top half is 
kept on scope screen. 

WOBBULATOR 

RF OUT 
SOK 

?SWEEP OUT 

FILTER 
UNDER 
TEST 

DEMOD PROBE 

VERT 

-OND 

COPE 

S 

(EXT 

RIYNC NO Z OR 
SWEEP) 

(Continued from page 75) 
set, do not disturb. Use the DEVIATION 
control for all adjustments. 
Power supplies are not shown. Any 

voltage around 150 will suffice. It is 
advisable to use a regulated supply. 

Construction procedure 
No part of the layout or construction 

should be difficult; there is nothing 
critical about the wiring. 

The phantastron wobbulator is built 
into a 5 x 4 x 3 -inch case. The photos 
show the position of the parts. If a 
self -contained power supply is desired, 
a larger chassis is needed. 

One final word in passing. This par- 

ticular wobbulator was designed for 
455 kc for crystal filter investigations. 
However, it may be used for other ap- 
plications such as aligning if strips, fm 
receivers, etc. For these jobs the center 
frequency may have to be raised by 
using a smaller coil and tuning capac- 
itor. It was not the scope of this article 
to include such designs, but those who 
are enterprising enough will find the 
following hints helpful: 

It might be desirable to increase the 
repetition rate by decreasing C3 to 
say .01 µf. 
Decrease R15 and include about 200 
µh in shunt with it. 

Watch is placed in recessed section. 

COIL RIM POLE 

CENTER 
POLE 

80 

RECTIFIERS 

s 

NEON 

R3 INDICATOR 

Inside view of watch demagnetizer. 

Knowing that V3 supplies a capac- 
itance change of approximately 50 
µµf, one can determine the value for 
L necessary for the required fre- 
quency. 

Using the wobbulator 
Let's assume we have built a filter 

and want to know what its response 
looks like. First, we set up the pattern 
as in Fig. 4, and connect a signal gen- 
erator. Set the signal generator at the 
desired frequency and adjust the wob- 
bulator frequency control so a glitch 
appears approximately in the center of 
the trace. The wobbulator is now ready 
for use. 

Since the wobbulator presents a low - 
impedance output, we run it through 
a high resistance into the filter as in 
Fig. 5. If the filter is fed through a 
buffer tube, connect the wobbulator di- 
rectly into the grid. Connect a scope 
as shown. Adjust the wobbulator's out- 
put for as little drive as possible so as 
not to overload, if going through a 
buffer tube. Adjust the scope's gain 
and the wobbulator's deviation control 
until you get a pattern like the one in 
Fig. 6 -a. The pattern should be sym- 
metrical about the axis. If it is not, 
decrease the wobbulator's output. Now, 
since we are interested only in the top 
half of the figure, adjust the vertical 
position and gain of the scope to display 
only the top half. The pattern in Fig. 
6 -b should result. 

With this pattern on the scope, effects 
of adjustments, additions and touch ups 
are readily apparent. END 

WATCH 
DEMAGNETIZER 

THIS simple compact unit demagnet- 
izes watches quickly and safely. The 

entire process takes only 1/20 second 
and the unit operates at a frequency 
that cannot damage any part of the 
watch. 

The demagnetizer is shown in the 
photos. To use it, the watch is placed 
in the recess on its top. The recess is 
aligned with a coil of enameled wire 
wound on a powdered -iron core. This, 
of course, is the demagnetizing coil. 
Then, with the unit connected to the ac 
line, the pushbutton is depressed. A few 
moments' wait and the watch is demag- 
netized. A neon lamp flashes to show 
the device is working. 

The unit's operation is simple (see 
schematic). The demagnetizing coil 
(L) is connected to the normally open 
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switch contact. When not in use, the 
pushbutton's normally closed terminals 
complete a charging circuit to charge 
capacitor C3. A voltage quadrupler sup- 
plies 440 to 600 volts charging voltage. 
When the pushbutton is depressed, the 
charging circuit is opened and the dis- 
charge circuit, through L, is closed. 
When the capacitor's discharge current 
flows through L, a ringing circuit com- 
posed of L and C3 produces the damped 
ac wave (one that dies down quickly 
from its maximum value to zero) that 
does the demagnetizing. The frequency 
of the damped wave is determined by 
circuit values -about 500 cycles in the 
arrangement shown. 

The damped oscillations give the 
same effect as using a standard de- 
magnetizing device and moving its coil 
away from the watch -the amplitude of 
the ac field decays to zero. 

The core and rim of the demagnetiz- 
ing coil form opposite poles of an elec- 
tromagnet with the polarity of each 
reversing at the ringing frequency. 
When a watch is placed in the demag- 
netizer, magnetic lines of force pass 
through the watch movement from the 
center post to the rim in rapidly re- 
versing directions and decaying inten- 
sity to demagnetize the watch. The de- 
magnetizer is the invention of Frank 
Dostal, chief engineer of American 
Time Products, Inc., which manufac- 
tures it. 

CORRECTION 
The symbol for pi (^,r) was inadvert- 

ently left out of the two reactance for- 
mulas in the second line of the second 
paragraph of the article "L -C React- 
ance Nomo Saves Calculation" on page 
52 of the February issue. The nomo it- 
self is correct. The formulas for ca- 
pacitive and inductive reactance are 

X` 2srf C 
and XL = 27fL, respec- 

tively. 
We thank Mr. Lewis F. Garber, of 

Pasadena, Calif., for bringing this to 
our attention. 

\\\ 
p 
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Just because 
2 speakers 
LOOK alike 

doesn't mean they'll SOUND alike .. , 

or that they'll give the same 
trouble -free performance. 

ask for 

AM 
The NO CALL -BACK speaker with the exclusive Adjust -a -Cone Suspension 

Completely manufactured in the United States of America 

QUAM- NICHOLS COMPANY 
238 East Marquette Road Chicago 37, Illinois 

FREE Catalog FOIN E 

WT 

GOVT 
SURPLUS ELECTRONIC BARGAINS 

"See the difference in 3- channel stereo?" 

MARCH. 1961 

SEND 
NOW FOR 
BIG FREE 
CATALOG! 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER & ALARM SYSTEM 
AM-1415/UNS-1 AUDIO AMPLIFIER printed circuit type using 
Tubes: 3/12AX7, 1 /12AT7, & 1 /OAQ5 on a board 51/2 x 71/2 " 
The 115 V. 60 cyc. power 

u 
pply uses a 5Y3 Tube. Input im- 

pedance is 500 ohm and can be used for Phono pickup, carbon 
or crystal microphone. Output Is conservatively rated 5 Watts 
(Tests indicate 10-15 Watts with good response). Front panel is 
finished in new Air Force blue, size is 73/4 x 03/4". has volume 
control, on /off switch, also two switches and sensitivity control 
for operation of the automatic alarm system (when desired). The 
Marro system Is operated by adjusting the sensitivity control to 
the noise sound level and when this is exceeded it operates the 
relay which closes the contacts that are wired to a 2 contact con- 
nector at the back of the chassis. This was used to operate an 
alarm bell warning of al/- 

reaching aircraft (has un- Price -Brand New: $14.95 
limited uses). 

Address Dept. RE Prices F.O.B. Lima, O. 29% Deposit on C.O.D. Order9 

FAIR RADIO SALES 
2133 ELIDA RD. P.O. Box 1105 LIMA, OHIO 
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Demand the finest in 
Electronic Test Equipment - 

EMC, of course. You get 
the most quality per 

measurement dollar! 
NEW! EMC Model 301 
Speedi Tube Tester 

Checks tubes in seconds. 
Checks shorts, leakages, and 
quality. Over 375 tubes, in. 
cluding OZ4, now listed. New 
listings available. Uses line 
voltage regulation. Checks 
and rejuvenates Picture 
Tubes with Model PTA (Pic. 
ture Tube Adaptor), at only 
$4.50. Model 301P (illus. 
trated), 
with 41/2" meter & oak Carrying ease 
Kit 
Model 302C, (with 71/2" meter) 

Kit 

emergency 

alarm 

in you 

home 
$47.50 

33.20 
62.90 
47.90 

NEW! EMC Model 108 
Nandi Tester 
The only appliance and auto bat- 
tery tester in its price class to 
use a D'Arsonval, instead of an 
iron vane type meter. Gives ex- 
clusive advantages of maximum 
accuracy and scale length, and 
minimum battery replacement 

cost .. at no added charge. 
Complete with test leads and 
instruction manual. 

Wired $15.95 Kit 12.95 

NEW! EMC Model 905-6A 
Battery Eliminator, Charger, 
and Vibrator Checker 
A MUST for auto radio service. 
Features continuously variable 
voltage output - in either 6 
or 12 volt operation. Checks 
all 6 or 12 volt vibrators. 

Wired ;67.90 Kit 44.90 

b 

NEW! EMC Model 601, 
Wide Band Oscilloscope 
for Color& Monochrome TV 
Features full 5 me band with 
push -pull vertical amplifier 
with sensitivity .02 volts per 
inch, retrace blanking ampli- 
fier for clearer pictures, and i multivibrator sweep from 15 

e e_e cycles to over 75 kilocycles. 
Wired and tested ...$117.90 

NEW! EMC Model 206P 
Dynamic Mutual Conductance Tube Tester 
The lowest priced mu- 
tual conductance tube 
checker on market. 
Checks tubes for mi- 
cromho value and gas 
content. Completely flex- 
ible switching. Your best 
buy in a quality tube 
tester. (Hand rubbed 
Carrying Case) ....$63.50 

Yes, tell me more, send me FREE -a detailed catalog of the complete EMC line. RE -361 
NAME 
STREET 

CITY _.. STATE 
EMCElecfronic Measurements Corp. 
625 B'way, New York 12, N. Y. 

Ex. Dept., Pan -Mar Corp.. 1270 B'way, N.Y. I, N.Y. 
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Alarm receiver simply plugs into con- 
venient wall receptacle. 

Proposed ne s)'slem for 

lli'il Defense emergenc)' 

arnings could use simple 

miming decide that can he 

plugged into the nearest a(' 

electric outlet and forlotten 

AS intercontinental ballistic missiles 
approach perfection, our Office of 

Civil and Defense Mobilization is in- 
tensifying its efforts to produce an 
emergency warning system that will be 
immediate, universal and economically 
practical. 

Sirens have been depended on in the 
past. Though effective for outdoor use 
in urban areas, they cannot always be 
heard indoors and, as population thins 
out, their effectiveness drops, reaching 
practically zero in rural areas. 

Three routes for reaching the indoor 
population were considered: the tele- 
phone, the radio and the power line. 
The cost of modifying the telephone 
system to give an instant warning was 
found prohibitive. Besides, not all peo- 
ple have telephones. Radios are almost 
universal, but only a small percentage 
of them may be turned on at any given 
moment (a very small percentage at 
such hours as 3 AM, for example). 

But 96% of the population has elec- 
tricity, and the power line is "on" 24 

kit cos ,r re nu »cd, internal con!struc- 
lion is revealed. 

hours a day. An alarm device that 
would operate from the power lines 
would approach the ideal. 

Such a system has been developed 
and, after passing intensive field tests 
at Charlotte, Mich., last fall, appears 
to be the coming warning method. 
Called the National Emergency Alarm 
Repeater (NEAR), it is simply a small 
box (see photo) that plugs into any 
convenient outlet. It sends a raucous 
buzz -or series of irregular buzzes -for 
50 seconds when a warning signal is put 
on the line. 

Details of NEAR device 
The basic units of the device are a 

series coil capacitor circuit tuned to 
240 cycles, across the line; a vibrating 
reed that closes a circuit intermittently 
when a 240 -cycle is received; a time - 
delay device and a 120 -cycle clapper 
to sound the alarm. 

The time delay is a very important 
feature. A useful receiver must operate 
every time a warning signal is received, 
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but must not be triggered by a 240 -cycle 
transients or the coded signals often 
used on power lines. If the homeowner 
is awakened a few times by false 
alarms, he will unplug the device and 
its usefulness will have ended. 

The resonant circuit across the line 
is a 0.55 -µf capacitor in series with a 
1 -henry coil (see diagram). Both the 
240 -cycle reed and 120 -cycle clapper 
are actuated by the core of this coil. 
With only 60 -cycle current in the line, 
not enough current can pass through 
the coil to attract either reed or clapper. 

Ac 
LINE I20tiCLAPPER 

55 

RECT 

CAM B CAM A 

SYNC 

IH 

IRPM MOTOR 

22K 

ATTACHED 
TO CASE 

240'L REED 

Circuit of the NEAR receiver. 

When a 240 -cycle signal is received, 
more current flows in the resonant cir- 
cuit and the reed buzzes at a 240 -cycle 
rate. This passes current through the 
rectifier every time the reed makes con- 
tact when the line current is in the 
right direction. The do passing through 
the 6,000 -ohm relay pulls down its 
armature and starts the 1 -rpm motor. 

The motor, which is the time -delay 
device, starts to rotate. If the signal 
lasts less than 10 seconds, the relay 
opens and the motor returns to its 
starting point. But if the signal con- 
tinues for 10 seconds, two cams at- 
tached to the motor shaft close contacts. 
One set shorts out the 0.55 -µf capacitor 
across the line, putting the full 117 
volts on the coil. The current is now 
great enough to operate the 120 -cycle 
tuned -reed clapper, and it sounds the 
alarm, using the case of the receiver as 
its "bell." The cam may be so shaped 
as to close the contacts for 50 seconds, 
or to open and close them irregularly 
during that period, heightening the 
alarm effect. 

The other cam shorts the relay con- 
tacts, permitting the alarm to continue 
after the signal is shut off. After 1 

minute, the first cam reaches the end 
of its cycle and shuts the motor off, 
awaiting another signal. 

The 240 -cycle warning signal is ob- 
tained from the 60 -cycle power fre- 
quency with saturable reactors which 
act as frequency multipliers. These are 
installed at power stations or sub- 
stations and supply a signal of approxi- 
mately 1 volt to the receivers. The 
NEAR plan would link them up into a 
series of repeaters, so that a signal 
from the key station would actuate the 
adjacent ring of signal generators, 
which would in turn actuate another 
ring. Between 400 and 600 generators, 
properly placed, could cover the whole 
United States. END 
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GIANT 1961 
204 PAGE 

CATALOG 

SAVE UP TO 
50% ON 8A 
SELECTED 

KITS 

TOP VALUES 
IN POWER. 
AND HAND 

TOOLS 

3 9 PAGES 
OF BARGAINS 

NOT IN ANY 
OTHER CATALOG 
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BYRSTEIIN-APPLEBEE 

100íS OF 
NEW ITEMS 
LISTED HERE 
FOR IST TIME 

RUSH COUPON 

TODAY! 

BURSTEIN -APPLEBEE CO. Dept. RE 

1012 -14 McGee St., Kansas City 6, Mo. 

Send Free 1961 B -A Catalog No. 611 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

NEW MAGNIFYING LAMP FOR PRECISION WORK! 

$3600 Saver -0-10 INSPECTOR 
the best lamp you can use for miniature assembly 
work, bench work, blueprints and schematics, etc. 

DEALER & DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED 
REPS WANTED -CHOICE TERRITORIES OPEN 

Write for FREE CATALOG of complete line. Dept. RE -361 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY STATE 

S;yff-O INC. 

13 MOONACHIE ROAD, HACKENSACK, N. J. 

LIST 
LESS 
BU LB 

MODEL M1 
(45" arm reach) 

5" diameter precision pol- 
ished magnifying glass 
22 watt shadow -free fluo- 
rescent lighf 
Complete arm mo- 
bility for exact spot 
location ®r° OTHER 

MODELS 
AVAILABLE 

Exclusive conven- 
ience electric out- 
let in base (op- 
tional extra) 
Choice of colors 
and mounts 
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EXAMINE ANY OF THESE TESTERS 

BEFORE 
Yes, we offer to ship at our risk 

YOU B U Y 
one or more of the testers 
described on these pages. 

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL 770 -A 

VOLT -OHM MILLIAMMETER 
FEATURES: 

Compact -measures 31ee x VA" x 21/4 ". 
Uses "Full View" 2% accurate 850 Microampere 
D'Arsonval type meter 
Housed in round- cornered, molded case. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
6 A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0- 15/30/150/300/1500 / 
3000 Volts. 

6 D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0- 7.5/15/75/150/750 / 
1500 Volts. 

2 RESISTANCE RANGES: 0- 10,000 Ohms, 0 -1 Megohm. 
3 D.C. CURRENT RANGES: 0- 15/150 Ma., 0 -1.5 Amps. 

3 DECIBEL RANGES: -6 db to + 18 db, + 14 db to 
+ 38 db, + 34 db to + 58 db. 

The Model 770 -A comes complete with test leads and operating instructions. Price is 815.85. Terms: $3.85 after 10 day trial then $4.00 monthly for 3 months. 

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL 79 

SUPER -METER 
WITH NEW 6" FULL VIEW METER 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750 /1,500. 

A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1,500 /3,000. 
D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 

0 to 1.5/15 Amperes. 
RESISTANCE: 0 to 1,000 /100,000 Ohms. 

0 to 10 Megohms. 
CAPACITY: .001 to 1 Mfd. 1 to 50 Mfd. 

REACTANCE: 50 to 2,500 Ohms, 2,500 Ohms 
to 2.5 Megohms. 

INDUCTANCE: .15 to 7 Henries, 
7 to 7,000 Henries. 

DECIBELS: -6 to + 18, + 14 to + 38, 
+ 34 to + 58. 

The following components are all tested for 
QUALITY at appropriate test potentials. Two 
separate BAD -GOOD scales on the meter are 
used for direct readings. 
All Electrolytic Condensers from 1 MFD to 
1000 MFD. 
All Selenium Rectifiers. All Germanium Diodes. 
All Silicon Rectifiers. All Silicon Diodes. 

Model 79 comes complete with operating instructions, test leads and carrying case. Price is $38.50. Terms: $8.50 after 10 day trial then $6.00 monthly for 5 months. 
SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL 77 

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
WITH NEW 6" FULL VIEW METER 

Compare it to any peak -to -peak V.T.V.M. 
made by any other manufacturer at any 
price! 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
. DC VOLTS -0 to 3/15/75/150/300 / 

750/1500 volts at 11 megohms input 
resistance. 

AC VOLTS (RMS) -0 to 3/15/75/150/ 
300/750/1500 volts. 

AC VOLTS (Peak to Peak) -0 to 8/40/ 
200/400/800/2000 volts. 

ELECTRONIC OHMMETER -0 to 
1000 ohms /10,000 ohms /100,000 ohms/ 

1 megohm /10 megohms /100 megohms/ 
1,000 megohms. 

DECIBELS -10 db to + 18 db, + 10 db 
to + 38 db, + 30 db to + 58 db. 

All based on 0 db = .006 watts (6 mw) 
into a 500 ohm line (1.73v). 

ZERO CENTER METER -For 
discriminator alignment with full scale 

range of 0 to 1.5/7.5/37.5/75 /150/ 
375/750 volts at 11 megohms 

input resistance. 
Model 77 comes complete with operating instructions, probe and test leads and carrying case. Price Is 642.50. Terms: $12.50 after 10 day trial then $6.00 monthly for 5 months. 

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL 80 

20,000 PERHVOLT ALLMETER 
to INCH FULL -VIEW METER provides large easy - 
to -read calibrations. No squinting or guessing when 
you use Model 80. 

MIRRORED SCALE permits fine accurate measure- 
ments where fractional readings ore important. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
7 D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 

s to 15/75/150/3Ó0/750 /1500/7 00 Volts. 
Volt) 

6 A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 
(At a sensitivity of 5,000 Ohms per Volt) 
0 to 15/75/150/300/750 /1500 Volts. 

3 RESISTANCE RANGES: 
0 to 2,000/200,000 Ohms. 0 -20 Megohms. 

2 CAPACITY RANGES: 
.00025 Mfd. to .3 Mfd., .05 Mfd. to 30 Mfd. 

5 D.C. CURRENT RANGES: 
0 -75 Microamperes, 0 to 7.5/75/750 Milli- 
amperes, 0 to 15 Amperes. 

NOTE: The line cord is used only for 3 DECIBEL RANGES: 
capacity measurements. Resistance --6 db to +18 db, +14 db to +38 db, +34 db ranges operate on self -contained bat- to +58 db. teries. 
Model 80 Allmeter comes complete with operating instructions, test leads and portable carrying case. Price Is $42.50. Terms: $12.50 after 10 day trial then $6.00 monthly for 5 months. 

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL 70 UTILITY TESTER 

FOR REPAIRING ALL ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES 
MOTORS * AUTOMOBILES 

UTILITY INCLUDED 
TESTER FREE 

61 page 
condensed 
course in 
electricity. 

Profusely 
illus- 
trated. 

Written in simple, 
ease -to- understand 
style. 

As an electrical trouble shooter the Model 70: 
Will test Toasters, Irons, Broilers, Heating Pads, Clocks, Fans, Vacuum Cleaners, Refrigerators. Lamps, Fluorescents, Switches, Thermostats, etc. Measures A.C. and D.C. Voltages, A.C. and 

D.C. Current, Resistances, Leakage, etc. Incorporates a sensitive direct- reading resistance range which will measure all resistances commonly used in electrical appliances, motors, etc. Leakage detecting circuit will indicate continuity from zero ohms to 5 megohms (5,000,000 ohms). 

As an Automotive Tester the Model 70 will test: 
Both 6 Volt and 12 Volt Storage Batteries Generators Starters Distributors Ignition Coils . Regulators Relays Circuit Breakers Cigarette Lighters Stop Lights Condensers Direc- 

tional Signal Systems All Lamps and Bulbs Fuses Heating Systems Horns Also will locate 
poor grounds, breaks in wiring, poor connections, etc. 

Model 70 comes complete with 64 page book and test leads. Price is $15.85. Terms: $3.85 after 10 
day trial then $4.00 monthly for 3 months. 

DID YOU EVER? 
Order merchandise by mail, including deposit or payment in full, then wait and write...wait and write? 

10. Purchase anything onetime and sign a lengthy complex contract written in small difficult -to -read type? 
10. Purchase an item by mail or in a retail store then experience frustrating delay and red tape when you applied for a refund? 

Obviously prompt shipment and attention to orders is an essential 
requirement in our business ...We ship at our risk ! 
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The simple or 
that you pro 

EXAMINE 

IN THE PRI 

Then if comp) 
When we say 
"finance" for 
tester is plain 
other transpo 

NoCONTRACT TO SIGN 

CO- MAKERS 

EMPLOYER 

NOTIFICATION 

er authorization included in this offer is g./.I you sign. We ask only 
ise to pay for or return the goods we ship in good faith. 

NY ITEM YOU SELECT 

VACY OF YOUR OWN HOME 

tely satisfied pay on the interest -free terms plainly specified. 
interest -free we mean not one penny added for "interest" for 
"credit- checking" or for "carrying charges." The net price of each 
ly marked in our ads -that is all you pay except for parcel post or 

ation charges we may prepay. 

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL 82A 

MULTI- SOCKET TYPE TUBE TESTER 
SPECIFICATIONS: 

Tests over 1000 tube types. 
Tests OZ4 and other gas -filled tubes. 

Employs new 4" meter with sealed air - 
damping chamber resulting in accurate 
vibrationless readings. 
Use of 22 sockets permits testing all 
popular tube types and prevents pos- 
sible obsolescence. 

Dual Scale meter permits testing of low 
current tubes. 
7 and 9 pin straighteners mounted on 
panel. 
All sections of multi -element tubes 
tested simultaneously. 
Ultra -sensitive leakage test circuit will 
indicate leakage up to 5 megohms. 

Model 82A comes housed in handsome, portable, saddle -stitched Texon case. 
Price is 536.50. Terms: $6.50 after 10 day trial then $6.00 monthly for 5 months. 

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL TW -11 

STANDARD PROFESSIONAL TUBE TESTER 
Uses the new self -cleaning Lever Action 

Switches for individual element testing. 
Because all elements are numbered ac- 
cording to pin- number in the RMA base 
numbering system, the user can instantly 
identify which element is under test. 

Free -moving built -in roll chart provides 
complete data for all tubes. All tube list- 
ings printed in large- easy -to -read type. 

NOISE TEST: Phono -jack on front 
panel for plugging in either phones or ex- 
ternal amplifier will detect microphonic 
tubes or noise due to faulty elements and 
loose Internal connections. 

SEPARATE SCALE FOR LOW -CUR- 
RENT TUBES- Previously. on emission 
type tube testers, it has been standard 
practice to use one scale for all tubes. As 
a result, the calibration for low- current 
types has been restricted to a small por- 
tion of the scale. The extra scale used here 
greatly simplifies testing of low- current 
types. 

The Model TW -11 comes housed in a handsome. portable. saddle- stitched Texon 
case. Price is 547.50. Terms: $11.50 after 1.0 day trial then $6.00 monthly for 
6 months. 

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL 83A 

C. R.T. TESTER 
Tests and Rejuvenates 

ALL PICTURE TUBES 

ALL BLACK AND WHITE TUBES 
From 50 degree to 110 degree types - 
from 8" to 30" types. 

ALL COLOR TUBES 
Test ALL picture tubes -in the carton 
-out of the carton -In the set! 

Model 83A provides separate filament op- 
erating voltages for the older 6.3 types and 
the newer 8.4 types. 
Model 83A properly tests the red, green and 
blue sections of color tubes individually - 
for each section of a color tube contains its 
own filament. plate, grid and cathode. 
Model 83A will detect tubes which are ap- 
parently good but require rejuvenation. 
Such tubes will provide a picture seemingly 
good but lacking in proper definition, con- 
trast and focus. 
Rejuvenation of picture tubes is not simply 
a matter of applying a high voltage to the 
filament. Such voltages improperly applied 

can strip the cathode of the oxide coating 
essential for proper emission. The Model 
83A applies a selective low voltage uni- 
formly to assure increased life with no 
danger of cathode damage. 

Model 83 -A comes housed in handsome portable Sitddle- stitched Texon case - 
complete with socket for all black and white tubes and all color tubes. Price is 
$38.50. Terms: $8.50 after 10 day trial then $6.00 monthly for 5 months. 

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL 

TRANS-CONDUCTANCE 
TUBE TESTER TRANS - TYPE TYPE 

Employs latest improved TRANS - 
CONDUCTANCE circuit. Test tubes un- 
der "dynamic" (simulated) operating 
conditions. An in -phase signal is im- 
pressed on the input section of a tube 
and the resultant plate current change 
is measured as a function of tube qual- 
ity. This provides the most suitable 
method of simulating the manner in 
which tubes actually operate in radio. TV 
receivers, amplifiers and other circuits. 
Amplification factor, plate resistance and 
cathode emission are all correlated in 
one meter reading. 

SYMBOL REFERENCES: Model 85 em- 
ploys time -saving symbols (', +, . A. 

:) in place of difficult -to- remember let- 
ters previously used. Repeated time - 
studies proved to us that use of these 

scientifically selected symbols speeded up the element switching step. As the tube 
manufacturers increase the release of new tube types, this time -saving feature 
becomes necessary and advantageous. 

"FREE- POINT" LEVER TYPE ELEMENT SWITCH ASSEMBLY marked ac- 
cording to RETMA basing, permits application of test voltages to any of the 
elements of a tube. 

FREE FIVE (5) YEAR CHART DATA SERVICE. Revised up -to -date subsequent 
charts will be mailed to all Model 85 purchasers at no charge for a period of five 
years after date of purchase. 
Model 85 comes complete, housed in a handsome portable cabnet with slip -on 
cover. Price is 552.50. Terms: $12.50 after 10 day trial then $8.00 monthly for 
5 months. 

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL TV -50A 

GENOME TER 
7 Signal Generators in One! 

R.F. Signal G ator for A.M. 

R.F. Signal Generator for F.M. 

Audio Frequency G tor 
Bar G for 
Cross Hatch G for 
Color Dot Pattern G tor 
Marker Generator 

A versatile all -inclusive GENERATOR 
which provides ALL the outputs for 
servicing: 
A.M. Radio F.M. Radio Amplifiers 

Black and White TV Color TV 

The Model TV -50A comes absolutely complete with shielded leads and operating 
instructions. Price is $47.50. Terms: $11.50 after 10 day trial then $6.00 monthly 
for 6 months. 

1 

Try any of the in- 
struments on this or 
the facing page for 
10 days before you 
buy. If completely 
satisfied then send 
down payment and 
pay balance as indi- 
cated on coupon. No 
interest or Finance 
Charges Added! If 
not completely satis- 
fled return unit to 
us. no explanation 
necessary. 
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SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL 88 

TESTS ALL TRANSISTORS 
AND TRANSISTOR RADIOS 

AS A TRANSISTOR RADIO 
TESTER 
An R.F. Signal source, modulated 
by an audio tone is injected Into 
the transistor receiver from the 
antenna through the R.F. stage, 
past the mixer into the I.F. Ampli- 
fier and detector stages and on to 
the audio amplifier. This injected 
signal is then followed and traced 
through the receiver by means of 
a built -in High Gain Transistor- 
ized Signal Tracer until the cause 
of trouble is located and pin- 
pointed. 

AS A TRANSISTOR TESTER 
The Model 88 will test all transistors including NPN and PNP, silicon, germanium 
and the new gallium arsinide types, without referring to characteristic data 
sheets. The time -saving advantage of this technique is self -evident. A further 
benefit of this service is that it will enable you to test new transistors as they 
are released! 
Model 88 comes housed in a handsome portable case. Complete with a set of 
Clip -or. Cables for Transistor Testing: an R.F. Diode Probe for R.F. & I.F. Trac- 
ing: an Audio Probe for Amplifier Tracing and a Signal Injector Cable. Complete 
-nothing else to buy! Price Is $38.50. Terms: $8.50 after 10 day trial then $6.00 
monthly for 5 months. 

MOSS ELECTRONIC, INC., Dept. D -865, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N. Y. 

Please send me the units checked on approval. If completely satisfied I will pay on the terms specified with no interest 
or finance charges added. Otherwise. I will return after a 10 day trial positively cancelling all further obligations. 

770-A 
13.05l within 10tdays. 

balance 

$4.00 monthly for 3 months. 
O 

ï85Ó1 ithin Total 
days. Balance 

$6.00 monthly for 5 months. 
ID 

51Model 0 within lb days. balance 
$6.00 monthly for 5 months. 

o 
512 
Model within IO days. Balance 
$8.00 monthly for 5 months. 

D Model TW -11 Total Price $47.50 

06.000mo monthly for 6ymonths. 
Model 83 -A.. Total Price $38.50 
68.50 within 10 days. Balance 
06.00 monthly for 5 months. 

O model 70. 
£3.88 wthin ltt daPrice s `Balance 

CI 

54.00 monthly for 3 months. 8 Iwithin IO tdays. Balance 
56.00 monthly for 5 months. 

Model 85.... Total Price 552.50 
512.50 within 10 days. Balance 
$8.00 monthly for s months. 
Model TV- 50ATotal Price 547.50 
511.50 within 10 days. Balance 
$6.00 monthly for 6 months 

o 
18.50`1 ithin 10 days. lance 
$6.00 monthly for 5 months. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

All prices net, F.O.B. N.Y.C. 

Export Division: Rocke International Corp., 
13 East 40th St., New York 16, N. Y. 
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ENSITIVIT:` ADJUcT FOR 
AT SIZE AND SPEED 

)F REJECT: PART , 

TIME; AbJJST FOR PRESS SPEED 
TIME; HIGH -LOW PAYEE 

SW FOR PEES 
SPEED 

ANUAL, 3Y -PASS, 

if AUTO SELECTOR S 

LIGHT ON WHEN "D- E- SAvER" 
CONTROL RELAY IS CLOSED 

LIGHT ON AFTER WARM UP 
TIME DELAY 

Robotron die saver with two of the many types of sensing coils. 

RADIO -CONTROLLED 

DIE PROTECTION 
Electronics increases production and 
lowers costs 

TER tiIIIAL -CON4ECT- 
ION PL. JG 

At look at the components inside the control box. 

86 

By DELLROYE D. DARLING* 

NAOST high -production metal as- 
semblies are made up mainly 
of die -stamped parts. The dies 
used to make these parts are 

very expensive; a set to produce some 
small item like a hubcap often costs sev- 
eral thousand dollars. Protecting these 
dies from damage is an important item 
in the cost of production, and anything 
that will increase the production rate 
will help also to reduce the price of the 
finished product. 

A common cause of die damage is the 
insertion of two or more blanks into the 
die at the same time. This is called 
"multiple heading." Clearances between 
the male and female sections of a die 
are carefully calculated, and there is no 
room for more than one blank at a time. 
When a press is operated at a slow 
speed by a human operator, he can make 
sure the stamped part is removed before 
inserting a fresh blank. At high produc- 
tion rates, though, and especially on 
automatic presses, there is always a 
chance of multiple heading. 

The rf proximity control offers one 
good means for checking to make sure 
the stamped part has been ejected be- 
fore reloading. The Proximity Die Saver 
manufactured by the Robotron Corp. is 
especially designed for the job. When a 
human operator is running the press, it 
allows him to work faster without the 
chance of die damage. With suitable 
transfer equipment, this control can 
produce completely automatic produc- 
tion stamping. 

One of the chief differences between 
this die saver and a standard rf prox- 
imity device is its ability to sense the 
movement of a piece of metal, yet be 
able to ignore large stationary masses 
of metal at a comparatively close range. 

Circuit operation 
The heart of this die saver is an elec- 

tron- coupled rf oscillator, operating at 
about 300 kc. It is basic theory that a 
tuned circuit will oscillate when excited 
by an electrical pulse, but the resistance 
of the circuit gradually damps the oscil- 
lation. The tube in an oscillator circuit 
makes up for these losses and keeps the 
tuned circuit oscillating. 

Usually, a well- designed oscillator is 
arranged so the tube is able to make up 
the losses even when some energy is 
being taken out of the tuned circuit. For 
use as a proximity control, the opposite 

*Director, Industrial Electronics Radio Electron- 
ic Television Schools. 
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is true. The oscillator is designed to be 
very weak, and even a small amount of 
additional loss will stop it altogether. 
A piece of metal coming close to the coil 
acts like a shorted secondary, and the 
oscillator will reduce its output or stop 
completely. (This is something like the 
action of some military mine detectors.) 

Fig. 1 shows how the pickup coil (de- 
tector ring) is mounted on the press so 
the stamped parts will pass through it 
as they are ejected from the die. 

This control's secret of success lies in 
the fact that it senses movement of a 
piece of metal near the coil, but ignores 
the large, stationary mass of the press 
itself. This is done by using coupling 
capacitors in the control amplifier so 
that only a change in oscillator output 
will trip the control. 

The circuit diagram (Fig. 2) shows 
how the rf output of the oscillator, 
taken from the cathode, is rectified and 
used to charge capacitor 9C. Any change 
in this charge is coupled to the grid of 
amplifier 1V -a through capacitor 6C. 
The amplifiers then feed a large positive 
pulse to the control grid of thyratron 
2V, forcing it to fire. 

Although 2V has a do anode supply, 
it fires only long enough to charge tim- 
ing capacitors 1C and 13C. When these 
capacitors are fully charged, the im- 
pedance of the anode circuit becomes so 
high that 2V can't pass enough current 
to keep firing, so it goes out automatic- 
ally. 

Relay tube 3V has a negative bias on 
its shield (grid 2), which keeps it 
blocked. When a positive bias is put on 
its control grid from 2V's anode circuit, 
it is forced to fire and keeps firing until 
the charge on 1C and 13C drops to a 
certain level. This provides a timing 
action to keep relay 1CR pulled in as 
long as there is enough charge on the 
timing capacitors. The contacts of 1CR 
are in series with the press initiation 
circuit in such a way that the press can 
start only when 1CR is energized. 

r 
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II V7 AC LI 

TIME 
DELAY 
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Fig. 1 -The die protector set up for use. 
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Fig. 2- Circuit of the proximity die -saver switch. 
Note transformer secondaries at right of diagram 
marked 1T -S2 and 1T -S3. These are physically parts 
of 1T but for convenience are shown in another 
part of the schematic. 
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NO. LIMIT 
SW HELD I360° 
C-OSED 

-44e. --o- 
_ . N.O.ICR 

1 

LS 

WHEN LIMIT SW OPENS AT 320° RELAY ICR STAYS ENERGIZED BECAUSE OF TIMING 
INTERVAL, AND ALLOWS THE PRESS TO BE RESTARTED. 
(IF A PARTIS NOT EJECTED FROM PRESS, ICR IS NOT ENERGIZED. PRESS STOP CKT IS OPEN.) 

N.O. LIMIT 
SW HELD 
CLOSED 

- --o-o-- 
N.O. I CR 

I 

DETECTION 
COIL 

LS 

180° 

STAMPED 
PART 

N.O.LIMIT 
SW HELD 
CLOSED a 

N.O. I CR 

LS 

180 

I N.O. LIMIT 
N.O. j SW HELD 

360° LIMIT W CLOSED I 

N.O.ICR /320°300. N.O. IC 300 
PART PASSES 
THROUGH COIL 

270° 

0 

I 

PART 
EJECTED 
FROM 
PRESS 

PART 
EJECTED 

. ORIGINAL CONTROL CKT ON PRESS 

ICR 

Fig. 3- Typical installation 
ing cycle of die saver on 
press. 

and operat- 
a hand-fed 

TO CLUTCH a BRAKE ON PRESS 

Fig. 3 shows how the die saver works 
in conjunction with the press. The setup 
shown here as an example is for a hand- 
fed press with a pin -and -clog clutch and 
brake. 

A limit switch and cam is used to 
complete the press initiation circuit dur- 
ing all but 20° of press rotation. If a 
part has been ejected through the sens- 

PART PASSES 
THROUGH COIL 

LS 

ing coil, relay ICR completes the circuit 
during this 20° and the press turns far 
enough to reclose the limit switch, al- 
lowing the press to be initiated again. 
If a part is not ejected, both the limit 
switch and 1CR are open, and the press 
will stop before the revolution is com- 
pleted. The part must then be removed 
from the die and the press restarted 
with a bypass switch on the control 
unit. 

Troubleshooting this control is rela- 
tively simple, but like anything else, the 
secret of fixing it is in knowing how it 
works. END 

THIS is the microphone for mobile use 

¡HE 1111[111 
Good performance on mobile operations - citizen's band, 2 -way 
commercial radio and amateur radio - requires a microphone 
designed for mobile use. Tape recorder type mikes can't do the 
job. The Turner 350C is a reasonably priced, ceramic microphone 
especially designed for quality voice reproduction. DPST switch 
is wired for relay operation with easily reversible terminals to 
allow modification (if necessary). A wiring diagram is enclosed with 
each microphone. Hanger button and standard dash bracket are 
included for mobile rig mounting. Microphone furnished with 11" 
retracted (five foot extended) Koiled Kord. Response: 80 to 7000 
cps. Output: -54 db. List price: $16.80 complete. See your 
electronic parts distributor. He has the Turner 350C in stock. 

THE MICROPHONE COMPANY 
933 17th Street NE 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
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t 

By JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

AST time we covered a combination 
tube with three functions (sync 
separator, sync clipper and noise 
gate). Here is another tube that 

handles these three functions plus a 
fourth - it provides agc action too! 
This is the 'BU8 series (3BU8, 6BU8, 
etc.). For simplicity, we'll refer to it 
as the 6BU8. 

The internal construction of this 
tube is what makes it unique. Fig. 1 
shows the base connections. While it 
seems to be an ordinary twin -pentode 
at first glance, a closer look shows that 
the cathode, screen grid and control 
grid are common to both sections. 
There are separate suppressor grids 
and plates for each section. 

Now let's see how it works. Each 
section of the tube is the equivalent of 
the dual -control pentodes we discussed 
last month, and the sync- separator 
action is exactly the same. So in Fig. 1 

H G3P2 

GI 

PPI 

K Q Q G3P1 

LD 

Ge atl 

I 

-a*. .` G3PI 

i 
1 

PPI 

(COMMON 
CATHODEI 

G2 
(COMMON 

SCREEN) 

GI 
(COMMON 
CONTROL 
GRID) 

Fig. 1- Basing diagram and physical 
layout of the 'BU8. 

MARCH, 1961 

-4411r" 
SYNC 

SEPARATORS AND CLIPPERS 

Part II -The 'BU8 -how it works and how 
to troubleshoot the circuits it's used in 

half of the tube is a complete noise - 
immune pentode sync separator. The 
other half is a duplicate of the first 
section with the separate plate and 
suppressor (G3). Circuitry for the first 
half is exactly the same as the 6BE6: 
signals from the video amplifier plate 
are applied to G3. Since G1 is com- 
mon to both sections, the signal from 
the video amplifier grid is fed to both 
sections. Conduction periods of both 
sections are the same and the sync is 

I/ 213U8 
SYNC CLIPPER 

IOOK 

.0033 6 

COMA POSITS G3 
VIDEO FROM 
VIDEO AMPL 3.3 
PLATE MEG 

P3 
G2 
2 

TO HORIZ AFC a 
VERT INTEGRATOR 

7 
GI 

I .01 

220K 

250V 

70V 

FROM VIDEO AMPL GRID 

Fig. 2-Sync circuit using the 'BU8. 

clipped and amplified and noise is 
removed (Fig. 2) . 

The agc 
For the extra application -agc -we 

have a slightly different process. Video 
amplifier plate signals are applied to 
G3 (second section) at about 15 volts 
peak to peak. The tube is so biased 
that G3 is never driven to zero bias. 
This level may be set with the agc 
control. 

The set's age should hold receiver 
gain at as nearly a constant level as 
possible. For this reason, we must use 
some part of the signal with a con- 
stant amplitude. Obviously, we cannot 
use the video signal as this is constantly 
changing with brightness and con- 
trast levels in the televised scene. So, 
we fall back on our old friends, the 
sync tips. They always correspond to 
100 % of the rf input level. By setting 
the bias of the agc section of the tube 
and applying a video signal to G3 of the 
agc section, we can develop a dc volt- 
age which is always proportional to 
the amplitude of the incoming signal. 

As the plate must be about 35 volts 
positive to conduct at all, it obviously 

can't be used directly as an age voltage 
source. So we set up a voltage divider 
(Fig. 3). One end is connected to a 
source of positive voltage, the other 
to a source of negative voltage. (In 
many sets, the negative voltage is 
obtained from the grid of the hori- 
zontal oscillator or horizontal output 
stages!) 

Now, we've about 40 volts positive 
at one end (the voltage at the plate 
of the age tube with zero signal input) 
and 75 volts negative at the other. 
High -value resistors are used here to 
limit current flow. 

The tube's plate is connected near 
the center of the circuit. Here it acts 
as a sort of variable resistor or a 
source of variable voltage, whichever 
way you want to consider it. (If the 
grid voltage of a vacuum tube is 
changed, the plate voltage changes cor- 
respondingly if the plate load resistance 
is fixed.) We connect the tuner and 
video -if age lines to points along this 

[MEG 

AGC T0 

TUNER 

I20K; 

AGC TO 

IF 
2.2MEG 

1 

-75V 
i+ -1 40V '+ 

PLATE VOLTAGE 

Fig. 3 -Age voltage divider. 

voltage divider, so we can apply to 
them any value of "fixed bias." 

If we vary the plate voltage of the 
tube, we vary the age bias. If the plate 
voltage of the tube varies in accordance 
with average signal strength, we have 
practical agc action. Assume the tuner 
and if agc are about 3 and 4 volts 
negative, respectively. If the signal 
strength rises, the tube's grid bias goes 
snore positive and the tube conducts 
more heavily. This lowers the plate 
voltage, increasing the negative bias on 
the tuner and if agc (reducing the gain 
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OOTE 
SNOOTIER 

MODO 551Oí 

..n 

_r 

The missing link in TV service ... 

SENCOtE SS105 SWEEP CIRCUIT TROUBLE SHOOTER 

HORIZ 
OSC. 

HORIZ. 
O.P. 

STAGE 

HORIZ. 
FLYBACK 
XFORMER 

HORIZ. 
DEFLEC 
YOKE 

VERT. 
OSC. 

VERT. 
O.P. 

STAGE 

VERT. 
O.P. 

XFORMER 

VERT. 
DEFLEC. 
YOKE 

ALL PARTS 

MADE IN AMERICA 

ITS A ... 
UNIVERSAL HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR. For direct sub- 
stitution. No wires to disconnect in most cases. Traces trouble right 
down to the defective component. Variable output from 0 -200 volts, 
peak -to -peak. Oscillator will sync to TV sync signal giving check on 
sync circuits. 
HORIZONTAL OUTPUT CATHODE CURRENT 
CHECKER. A proven method that quickly checks the condition of 
the horizontal output tube and associated components. Adaptor socket 
prevents breaking wires. Easily replaceable Roll Chart gives all necessary 
pin, current and voltage data. New Roll Charts are Free. 

UNIVERSAL DEFLECTION YOKE. A new, simple way to deter- 
mine yoke failure accurately -without removing yoke from picture tube. 
Merely disconnect one yoke lead and substitute. If high voltage (also 
bright vertical line) is restored, TV yoke is defective. 

DYNAMIC FLYBACK TRANSFORMER CHECKER. Merely 
flip switch to "Flyback Check" and meter will indicate condition of 
flyback transformer, in degrees of horizontal deflection. Extremely sensi- 
tive and accurate; even shows up one shorted turn on flyback. 

VOLTMETER. For testing bootstrap, screen and other voltages. 
Direct- reading voltmeter, 0 -1000 volts. 

UNIVERSAL VERTICAL OSCILLATOR. Checks oscillator, 
output transformer and yoke. Merely touch lead to component and 
check picture on screen. 

SS 105 is completely self- contained, noth- 

ing else is needed. New Improved Circuit... DEALER NET 4295 

S E N C O R E 
ADDISON 2, ILLINOIS 

LOOKING? You stand a better chance of finding what you want if you 
advertise in RADIO -ELECTRONICS classified ads. See details on page 128. 

NOW READY! 
NEW NRI 

HOME STUDY 

COURSE IN 

ELECTRONICS 

CASH IN ON THE AGE 
OF ELECTRONICS. For 
every graduate engineer, 
Electronics needs 4 to 7 
trained technicians. 
New, comprehensive 
NRI course prepares 
you for high pay, in- 
teresting jobs, exciting 
future. Big demand 
for trained Electronic 
technicians. Advance- 
ment opportunities 

great. Train quickly at 
home in spare time. Special 
training equipment includ- 
ed at no extra cost. Write 

for FREE catalog. Natjpnal 
Radio Institute, Dept.ICFA, 

Washington 16, D.C. 

Principles 
Practices 
Maintenance 
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A NOTE TO THE HI -FI BUYER 
AIR MAIL us your requirements for 

an IMMEDIATE LOWEST PRICE QUOTATION 
Components, Tapes and Recorders 

SHIPPED PROMPTLY AT LOWEST PRICES 

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG 

AUDIO 190 -R Lexington Ave. 
UNLIMITED New York 16, N. Y. 

L- 

You bet we'd be.... if we were 
to tell you all about AUDION's 
Out of this World Hi Fi Values. 

audi `ten 
25 -E Oxford Road 

Massapequa, New York 
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Fig. 4 -The 'BU8 age circuit. 

of those stages). The gain is held con- 
stant and there's your agc action. 

Fig. 4 shows a complete circuit of 
this agc section used in many sets. In 
addition to its agc action, the tube has 
the same immunity to noise that the 
sync separator has because it is con- 
nected in basically the same way. Since 
the video amplifier grid signal is ap- 
plied to the common control grid, noise 
pulses are not only clipped out of the 
sync, but kept from affecting the age. 
Filter component time constants in the 
agc network are low enough so that 
the age bias will not drop during the 
very small chopped -out portion of the 
noise pulse. 

Servicing sync circuits 
Servicing a sync circuit isn't difficult, 

if you understand what they're sup- 
posed to be doing! There is always one 
good positive symptom of sync trouble: 
the picture will be very unstable, in 
one or both directions! 

It's usually easy to find out which 
section is causing the trouble. For ex- 
ample, if both horizontal and vertical 
sync are weak, the trouble would be 
most likely found in some stage which 
handles both sync signals: clippers, 
separators, etc. Of course, the very first 
step in sync- circuit testing should be 
tube replacement with known good 
tubes. It is a good idea to check even 
new tubes before installing them in any 
sync circuit. Many tubes have been 
pulled from sync separators and in- 
stalled in tuners where they performed 
perfectly, although they would not 
work at all in the sync section. 

Video in the sync will cause the most 
trouble in horizontal oscillators. Hori- 
zontal sync depends more upon the 
phase than the amplitude of the sync 
pulse. If the horizontal sync is con- 
taminated by video signals, it will cause 
pulling of the picture, usually near 
dark objects. (Dark places are the 
points where the video signals are 
strongest.) The trouble is due to erro- 
neous correction voltages developed 
by the horizontal afc. 

Vertical sync performance depends 
mainly upon pulse amplitude: the sync 
signals are passed through an inte- 
grator circuit and fed to the vertical 
oscillator in the form of sharp spikes. 
Weak vertical sync action with good 
horizontal sync, therefore, points to- 
ward trouble somewhere in the sync 
separator: a weak tube, incorrect oper- 
ating voltages, etc. 

Loss of both horizontal and vertical 
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sync can also be caused by sync clip- 
ping in an overloaded video if stage. 
This can be checked quickly by adjust- 
ing the age control or, better still, by 
applying an override bias to the if 
agc line. If the picture straightens up, 
the trouble is not in the sync stages. 
Gassy if tubes or heater -cathode leak- 
age in age controlled stages can cause 
this. (For some reason, second video 
if tubes seem to be the major cause 
of this trouble.) 

'BU8 circuit troubles 
A few peculiar troubles turn up in 

circuits using 'BU8 tubes. They are the 
result of the slightly unusual circuitry 
involved. For example, loss of both 
horizontal and vertical sync would in- 
dicate that either the G3 signal was 
missing in the sync section or that the 
tube was defective. Unstable sync in 
the presence of noise would indicate 
loss of the G1 signal or too low a set- 
ting of the noise control. 

A white -out (snowless white raster, 
no picture, usually no sound either) 
often indicates agc trouble. The if 
amplifiers are blocked if trouble hits 
the voltage divider. An opened (or in- 
creased) 3.3- megohm 'BU8 plate re- 
sistor (Fig. 4) would apply -70 volts to 
the tuner and if age. This would block 
both stages completely! 

If the 2.2- megohm resistor to the 
-75-volt source should increase or 
open, the controlled grids would go 
positive causing a severe overload con- 
dition: negative picture or complete 
picture loss (blank screen). To check 
this circuit, measure all voltages, espe- 
cially the two source voltages with a 
vtvm to see that they are within the 
tolerance. They will vary from set to 
set, as do all other voltages, but should 
agree closely with those shown on the 
schematic. 

Check the high -value resistors in the 
divider as they must be quite close to 
their nominal value to prevent troubles. 
(One unusual trouble was found in this 
circuit recently: the agc voltages were 
off and the trouble turned out to be 
lack of drive voltage on the horizontal 
output tube! This reduced the -75 
volts and upset the whole circuit even 
though there was apparently plenty of 
brightness. Always check those source 
voltages!) 

One last horrible example before we 
quit. After much checking of parts in a 
vertical sync circuit, a pair of the little 
diodes used in the horizontal phase 
comparator was unsoldered to check 
another part. The diodes were found 
to be badly unbalanced when checked 
with an ohmmeter "while they were 
out." These were replaced as a matter 
of course. Lo and behold, when the set 
was turned on, the vertical sync trouble 
was gone! Apparently the leaky diode 
was shunting the vertical sync signals 
enough to affect the operation of the 
vertical sync circuits which depend 
upon amplitude, remember? Appar- 
ently there was sufficient horizontal 
signal left to operate the phase com- 
parator which depends on phase and 
not amplitude! END 
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Spot in a flash... 
FAULTY CAPACITORS 
AND RESISTORS 

A complete range of capacitors 
and resistors at your command. 

SENCORE HANDY 36 SUBSTITU 
Serviceman ... Engineer ... Experimentor .. . 

here's a unit that really saves you time. The 
Handy 36 provides the 36 most often needed 
capacitors and resistors for fast, on the spot 
substitution. The 12 position, 3 wafer switch 
individually selects one of the 36 components. 
You simply dial the value you want to the exact 
or closest reading. Substitution is still the only 
time tested method for determining whether or 
not a component is faulty while operating 
in circuit. 
Eliminate time wasted in hunting for parts to 
use in testing. Say goodby to the soldering mess 
created by substituting individual components. 
Put an end to the twisted wires and messy parts 
you've tossed in parts drawers. 
The Handy 36 is simple to use. If a component 
is suspected of being shorted, open one end and 
substitute the Handy 36. Or, merely parallel 
any capacitor or resistor you think is open. 

Model H36 DEALER NET 1275 

N UNIT 

10 te 5600 OHM. , 10N to 5.6 MEG 

The Handy 36, with new improved 
circuitry, pays for itself in the first 
month by saving you those val- 
uable minutes. The parts alone in 
the H36 would cost you more than 
the completed unit 

Ask any parts distributor for the "Handy 36 ", accept no substitute. 

MADE IN AMERICA 

S E N C O R E 
ADDISON 2, ILLINOIS 

SERVICEMAN'S "CADDY" 
n 
ó Q v volt TESTER 

ehms MULTI 

Reg. $39.95 Value 
High sensitivity - 20,0001' /V 
New design; wide scale arc 
Compares with 4t /t" meters 
Measures 3t /4 "W a 4'/t" x t/t6" 
Compact black bakelite case 

DC V. ranges: 5-25-250-500-2500 
@ 20,0000 per V. 
AC V. ranges: 10.50- 100 -500- 
1000 @ 10,0000 per V. 
DC current: 50 µa, 2.5 ma.. 

Order direct or thru 
local distributor 

MODEL 
T5 -60H 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Send TS -OOH Multi- tester - $16.95 enclose 

Nome 
Address 
City Zone State AL C ELECTRONIC 

PRODUCTS 3 Wolcott Ave., loa-cence . Mas!. 

4" 
Meter 

Scales! 
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V 

the CASE 
of the missing spot 

HEN Phil (my young ham 
friend) brought his scope 
over to my shop for repair, 
little did I think that I would 

spend the rest of the morning on it; but 
that is what happened. 

"This scope never gave me any 
trouble before," Phil began, "but find- 
ing the gremlin in it is harder than I 
thought it would be." 

"What are the symptoms ?" I asked, 
while leafing the instruction book to the 
page with the diagram. 

"Well, I've been using it to monitor 
my final linear amplifier. Right in the 
middle of a QSO it just stopped operat- 
ing-no spot -no nothing." 

"Did you check the fuse and tubes ?" 
"Oh, sure," he answered quickly. "I 

checked most of the voltages too." 
"How about point -to -point resistance 

tests according to the chart in the 
book ?" 

"I did some of them, but my ohmmeter 
only goes up to 100,000 ohms. That's one 
of the reasons I brought it over here - 
I know you have proper test instru- 
ments." 

"How about the tubes ? How did you 
check them ?" 

"I checked them on my emission 
checker. Why ?" 

"Well, I think we had better test 
them on my dynamic checker. We'll 
also check out the cathode -ray tube. 
Let's take the set out of its case now." 

Phil carefully removed the scope. 
"Before we do anything else, I'll short 

out all the capacitors in the high - 
voltage circuits with this long screw- 
driver," I told him. "You can't tell if 
one is charged or not - bleeders do open 
up you know. Whenever you work on a 
scope or any electronic equipment for 
that matter, always short out the high - 
voltage capacitors. When you begin the 
live test, be doubly careful -4,000 volts 
or more is nothing to fool with." 

"Yeah, I know." Phil smiled. "Even a 
small charge can bite." 

We tested and put back all tubes but 
one. 

"This one is a little weak, Phil," I 
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Introducing a chart that will indicate 

what stages to check when your scope is out of order 

By PAUL W. KARROL 

said, handing it to him. "I have a re- 
placement, but I'm sure that is not the 
trouble." 

After we had plugged in the new tube, 
I began to remove the fuse -holder screw. 

"I checked the fuse," Phil said, "and 
it looked OK. In fact, the pilot lit and 
all the tubes warmed up fine on my last 
test." 

I placed the ohmmeter test prods 
across the fuse -the needle didn't move. 
"A fuse may look OK but sometimes 
it isn't. What were you saying about a 
`good' fuse ?" I laughed. 

"Well, as I said, it was fine about an 
hour ago. Maybe that's our trouble, 
huh ?" 

"I hardly think so," I answered. 
"Reach into that top bench drawer on 
your right and give me a 3AG 2- ampere 
fuse." 

Before plugging in the power cord, I 
turned to Phil. 

"Now we'll examine the set very 
carefully and look for burned resistors 
or anything else that looks abnormal." 

Phil watched closely as I probed 
various connections and examined all 
visible parts. 

"Everything looks OK," I said, "but 
that doesn't mean we don't have a bad 
part or two. So far, we have looked for 
the simplest causes of trouble first. Now 
we begin detailed testing." 

I examined the power -cord plug 
connections. "The plug looks in order," 
I said, plugging it into the nearest 
receptacle. I turned on the scope. 

In a few seconds, all tubes (including 
the CRT) were glowing. 

I turned up the intensity control to 

IZ2 

get a spot on the CRT screen -but it re- 
mained blank. 

"Before we go any further, let's 
take a look at the scope troubleshoot- 
ing chart I prepared for one of my radio 
classes," I said. "It's on the wall above 
my desk." [See page 94- Editor.] 

"As you can see, Phil, it is so laid out 
that all you have to do is to go to the 
left side, pick out the symptom, then 
go to the center for the scope section 
or stage action involved. The right -hand 
column gives possible causes. For ex- 
ample, let's take your scope's symptoms 
-no spot on the screen. We find this 
information on the second and third 
lines of the chart. 

"A number of possible causes are list- 
ed in the end column. Let's check the 
high -voltage supply first. Before we do, 
let me draw a sketch of the sections we 
are interested in." 

I copied the circuit from the instruc- 
tion book (see diagram). "There's noth- 
ing complicated about this. First, let's 
check the voltage on both sides of the 
470,000 -ohm filter resistor." 

With my voltmeter set to the proper 
high scale (and using a voltage- multi- 
plier probe), I measured the voltage on 
the resistor. 

"Looks OK. Now let's check at pin 3 

(text continued on page 95, chart on 
page 94) 

I MEG 
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High- voltage section 
of Phil's scope. 
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NEW 
TESTS All TV and Radio Tubes 

-both old and new 

TESTS the Nuvistors 

TESTS the new 10 -pin tubes 

TESTS the new 12 -pin Compactrons 

TESTS voltage regulators, thyratrons, 

auto radio hybrid tubes, 

European hi -fi tubes, and 

most industrial types. 

B, & K QUALITY 
TUBE TESTER 

at this 
amazing low cost! 

Model 600 
DY,NA-QUIK 

only $6995 

NEW TUBE 

INFORMATION 
SERVICE 

available every 3 
months for all B &K 
Dyna -Quik Tube Testers 
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81/2"x11 "x41/2" 
Handsome, sturdy 

leatherette- covered 
carrying case 

l shorts, g a 
Checks for eakageI 

grid 

¡ont 

Checks 
each section of m ulti- 

section tubes 5ep 
arately 

Checks tube capability under 

simulated load conditions 

Rejects bad tubes 
-not good tubes 

For the man who wants the performance and relia- 
bility of a B &K professional -quality tester at mini- 
mum cost ... there's nothing like the new "600 ". 
No other tube tester in this price range is so com- 
plete and up -to -date. Tests the newest tube types, 
as well as the old. It's fast ... it's accurate ... it's 
easy to use. Quickly reveals tube condition. Saves 
customers. Sells more tube replacements. Stops 
call- backs. Steps up servicing profit ... day after 
day. Pays for itself over and over again. 

Exclusive adjustable grid emission test. Sensitivity 
to over 100 megohms. Phosphor bronze socket con- 
tacts. Complete tube listing in handy reference index. 
Extremely compact. 

BaK MANUFACTURING CO. 
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE CHICAGO 13, ILL. 

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont. 

Export: Empire Exporters, 277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A. 
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SCOPE TROUBLE CHART 
SYMPTOM SECTION OR ACTION TROUBLE SOURCE 

No tubes lit Heater and pilot power supply Fuse, transformer, line cord or plug 

No spot 

Irregular spot due to 
CRT hum modulation 

Cathode- ray -tube spot High -voltage supply, open feed resis- 

tors, shorted bypass capacitors, hori- 
zontal or vertical plate -load resistor 
open, defective positioning circuits 
causing beam to go off screen, bad 
cathode -ray tube 

Check CRT shield position 

No spot or 
no focus or control 

Intensity and focus Focus or intensity controls, cathode -ray 
tube, bleeder open, cathode -ray -tube 
pin contacts, broken leads to cathode - 
ray tube 

No vertical positioning or 
no amplifier action 

Vertical positioning 
Vertical amplifier 

Vertical amplifier tubes, low -voltage 
supply (including tubes), resistors, coup- 
ling and bypass capacitors, position 
control, attenuator switch 

No horizontal positioning or 
no amplifier action 

Horizontal positioning 
Horizontal amplifier 

Horizontal amplifier tubes, low- voltage 
supply, resistors, coupling and bypass 

capacitors, position control 

No sweep (some or all ranges), 
no frequency control 

Sweep (horizontal amplifier) Sweep or horizontal amplifier tubes, 
sweep -circuit switch, capacitors, resis- 

tors, low- voltage supply 

No sync (drifting patterns) Sync amplifier and switch Sync amplifier tubes, switch, resistors, 
capacitors, low- voltage supply 

No intensity modulation Z -axis amplifier Z -axis amplifier tubes, resistors, capaci- 
tors, low -voltage supply 
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on the CRT," I suggested. 
No reading! 
"Hmmm -looks like a bad intensity 

control," Phil said, his eyes still on the 
meter. 

"Don't be too hasty." I switched the 
probe to the 250,000 -ohm intensity po- 
tentiometer. 

The meter needle went up the scale. 
"I think we've found it," I said, plac- 

ing the probe first on the pot arm and 
then at the other end of the resistor 
connected to it. 

No reading again. 
I turned the scope off and shorted 

out the high -voltage capacitors again. 
After cutting out the offending part, 

we checked it on the high -range ohm- 
meter. 

"She's open," Phil said. "But it 
doesn't look cooked." 

w I took another 150,000 -ohm resistor 
from the box. "It doesn't have to look 
cooked to be bad. Remember the worm 
with an apple wrapped around it ?" 

"I can see what you mean," he re- 
plied with a grin. 

After the new resistor had been 
soldered in place, we again turned on 
the scope. 

As the faint green glow began show- 
ing on the CRT, Phil exclaimed, "Boy, 
it sure is good to see that missing spot 
again!" 

I turned down the intensity control 
and tried to focus the spot -but there 
was no action. 

"We may have a bad focus pot," I 
said, reaching for a bottle of contact 
cleaner. 

"Oh, that control has always been a 
little erratic," Phil declared, reaching 
for the focus knob and pulling it a little. 
"See, you have to pull on it to make it 
work." 

I put down the bottle of cleaner. 
"Seems to me we ought to replace that 
control. No use having a control that 
doesn't work properly." 

Phil agreed. 
As soon as the pot was installed, the 

scope was again tested and worked 
beautifully. 

I told Phil to put the scope back in 
the case and then come over to my desk. 

"I don't know how to thank you, 
Paul," he began, "not only for the work 
on the scope but also for the trouble- 
shooting hints. I'd certainly appreciate 
a copy of the chart for future refer- 
ence." 

I pulled a mimeographed copy of the 
chart out of a desk drawer and handed 
it to him. 

"This will help you think, if it does 
nothing else," I told him. "But, remem- 
ber, locating the fault is only part of the 
job. You still have to look for the 
simplest causes of trouble first and then 
make resistance and voltage checks 
according to the book." 

Glancing down at the scope by his 
side, Phil said with a wide grin, "I hope 
I don't have to bring it back soon - 
thanks again." 

"No, I don't think you will have to," 
I replied, looking over my shoulder at 
the chart on the wall and then toward 
the departing ham." END 
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ALL AMERICAN MADE! ALL AMERICAN MADE! 

ACCURATE INSTRUMENTS' 
New Model 151 - a Modern, Streamlined 

TUBE TESTER 

Don't let the low 

Only $21.95 
COMPLETE! 
Not a Kit,,, 
The 151 is a 
completely wired 
and calibrated 
tester ... 
Ready to use! 

price mislead you! 
The Model 151 was designed and produced with the knowledge 
that the only way to meet "imported" tester competition is to 
turn out a better product at a lower price. 

Compare the Model 151 features and specifications below with 
any tube tester, domestic or foreign, in the $30.00 to $50.00 price 
range. 

Model 151 Features and Specifications: 
Tests over 1,000 Tube Types 

Makes all necessary tests. 
Checks for shorts and leakages 
between all elements; tests for 
filament continuity; indicates 
the quality (emission) of all 
tubes. 

Checks all modern tubes in- 
cluding 7 -pin miniatures; 
octals; lock -in's; 9 -pin noval 
miniatures and new T -9 types. 

V' Five (5) Year Free Tube Data. 
Speedy Operation assured by 
use of a new improved circuit 
which enables us to use a 

single rotary switch in place of 
the one -at -a -time slide switches 
previously used. 

V 7 and 9 pin tube straighteners 
permanently mounted on front 
panel. 
Employs a rugged, accurate, 
highly damped meter move- 
ment with sealed air -damping 
chamber. 
Comes housed in a beautiful 
portable carrying case with 
slip -on cover. 

95 
Model 151 comes complete - 
absolutely no extras. Only .. . 

Order direct from Met- 
ropolitan Electronics. 
Shipped C.O.D. or send 

cash with order. Use the 

convenient order form at 

the right. 

Metropolitan Electronics 
106 Fifth Ave., Dept. RE -3, New York 11, N. Y. 

Please send me Model 151 Tube Tester. 
$21.95 enclosed. 

Ship C.O.D. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
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Remote 

Amplifier 

has 

Transistor 

Circuit... 

TERMINAL STR P 

Careful construction gives the remote 
amplifier a professional appearance. 

2- microphone 4- transistor unit is completely portable and low in cost 
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By GEORGE WASLO, WKRC -TV 

REMOTE broadcast amplifiers are 
important to any radio station, no 
matter how small or large the sta- 
tion may be. 

The usual problems with all these 
units is their high cost, high battery 
drain (or dependence on ac line voltage) 
and bulky size and weight. To get 
around these problems, I came up with 
the two -microphone four -transistor unit 
described in this article. 

This transistorized unit does the 
same job as larger, more expensive com- 
mercial units and thanks to the tran- 
sistors, battery life is much better. The 

Rubberband holds transistors in place. Vl and 
V2 were originally CK727's. As this transistor 
is no longer available, 2N207 -B's are now used. 

BASE CONNECTED TO TRANSISTOR CASE 

V3,4 
PHONES 

J3 

220 K 
2N45 

V2 

C3 V3 2N45 
+ -+C5 

25 ` i 25 
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R5 IO0µf 
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a 9 
8 

3 

INSULATE FROM GROUND 

R13 

22 K TERMINAL STRIP 

6 

Z = 50011 

CAPS CI,2,3,4,5,6,8- 25V EACH 

Fig. 1- Circuit of the compact instrument. 
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e 

unit is still used at WKRC (AM radio), 
primarily as a standby amplifier at Cin- 
cinnati Redlegs home baseball games. 

Fig. 1 shows the circuit of the re- 
mote pickup. The two input channels 
are identical. Designed for use with 
50 -ohm microphones, each one feeds 
through a matching transformer to the 
base of a 2N207 -B low- level, low- noise, 
common -emitter amplifier stage. The 
outputs of these transistors are tied 
together and R- C- coupled to two 
medium -power transistor stages. The 
first, V3, is a common -emitter circuit 
using a 2N45. V3's output is fed to V4, 
a common -collector stage. The voltage 
developed for this stage is used to sup- 
ply operating potential for the preced- 
ing low -level stages. Audio is bypassed 
and the effective supply impedance for 
V1 and V2 is lowered by a large shunt 
capacitor across R11. 

The output of V4 is now fed to the 
primary of an output transformer 
selected to match the transistor output 
to a 500 -ohm line. Isolation resistors 
for phones and diode rectifiers are 
connected to the secondary of this trans- 
former. The meter (0 -100 pa) can be 
used as an audio -level indicator or to 
check battery voltage. The function is 

4 

+2 
060 

4 

50%100 400 IKC 

FRED 

5 7.5 10 15 

Fig. 2 -Curve shows excellent fre- 
quency response of the portable, low -cost 

amplifier. 

selected with switch S2. The device's 
frequency response is shown in Fig. 2. 

The unit is built into a 5 x 6 x 21/2 - 
inch case. Rubber feet are mounted on 
the bottom and back so it can be used 
in either position. The battery lasts 25 
hours or more (total current drain is 
only 5 ma). Of course, with a larger 
battery, life would be longer. The unit 
was built three years ago and is still 
in use, a sure indication of its prac- 
ticality and dependability. END 

RI, 2 -pot, 1,000 ohms, audio taper 
R3, 4- 220,000 ohms 
RS, 6, 7, 10- 10,000 ohms 
R8, 11-1,500 ohms 
R9-86.000 ohms 
R12 -470,000 ohms 
R13, 15 -2,200 ohms 
R14, 16 -3,300 ohms 
R17 -2,700 ohms 
All resistors 1/2-waft 10% 
CI, 2 -10 µf, 25 volts, electrolytic 
C3, 5-25 µf, 25 volts, electrolytic 
C4, 6, 8 -100 µf, 25 volts, electrolytic 
C7 -.05 µf 
DI, 2-1 N66 
JI, 2- microphone jacks 
J3 -phone jack (Switchcraft 12 -A, ICA 1871, or 

equivalent) 
M- 0- 100 -µa meter 
SI -spst slide 
S2 -dpdt slide 
Ti, 2- miniature input transformers: primary, 50, 

200/250 ohms; secondary, 50, 200/250, 500/600 
ohms (UTC 0-12 or equivalent) 

T3 -hi -fi audio transformer: primary, 50, 125/150, 
200/250, 333, 500/600 ohms; secondary, 50,000 
ohms (UTC A -10 or equivalent) 

VI, 2- 2N207 -B 
V3, 4-2N45 
Battery 22.5 volts (RCA VS084 or equivalent) 
Case, 5 x 6 x 21/2 inches 
Sockets, transistor (4) 
Lug terminal strip, screw type (2) 
Miscellaneous hardware 
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Everything on 

TRANSISTORS and COMPUTERS 
You Need To Know 

To Get Ahead In Electronics 
BASIC TRANSISTORS ('Pictured -Text' Course), 
by Alex Schure, Ph.D. An ideal introduction to 
the entire field of semiconductors and transistors 
for the person approaching the transistor for 
the first time. In order that the reader get full 
appreciation of the operation and potentialities 
of transistor circuits, a thorough coverage is 
made of the characteristics of semiconductor 
materials, including what they are, how they 
operate and how they are made. Fundamental 
operation of a wide variety of transistor circuits 
in radio and general electronic equipment are 
analyzed and their actions described. The meth- 
ods of biasing and coupling in transistor circuits 
are described. Coverage includes conventional 
voltage amplifier transistors, the power type, 
and tetrode units. Specially conceived illustra- 
tions make every phase of the subject of tran- 
sistors completely understandable. #262, soft 
cover, $3.95; #262 -H, cloth, $5.50. 
SEMICONDUCTORS & TRANSISTORS by Alexander 
Schure, Ph.D. (25th in Electronic Technology 
Series). This book is a design oriented text on 
transistors. It provides the mathematical ap- 
proach to semiconductors and transistors in the 
design of circuitry. It discusses and evaluates 
from the mathematical viewpoint, the theory 
and characteristics of these materials and de- 
vices including fabrication. The mathematical 
treatment is sufficiently extensive to make abso- 
lutely clear the pertinent ideas relating to circuit 
design. The reader, through presentation and 
practical situations and problems, is given an 
opportunity to apply the principles he has 
learned. Questions and problems are given at 
the end of each chapter. #166 -25, $2.90. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF TRANSISTORS (2nd Ed. re. 
wised & enlarged) by Leonard M. Krugtrtan, P.E. 
Attacks the study of transistors from the view- 
point of transistors and transistor circuit 
parameters. The book emphasizes theory. It 
makes theory understandable through mathe- 
matical derivations and many numerical exam- 
ples and solutions. Theoretical operation of 
various transistor circuits is made clear by 
step -by -step mathematical analysis. Problems 
are given at the end of each chapter. A high- 
light of this book is a very extensive bibliogra. 
phy. #160, $3.50. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF TRANSISTOR PHYSICS by 
Irving Gottlieb, P.E. A thorough analysis of 
the action of semiconductors from the physics 
viewpoint. Semiconductor physics is presented 
beginning with the theoretical aspects and cul- 
minating in the practical transistor and its fun- 
damental circuit. Transistor circuit operations 
are dealt with only as they amplify the theory. 
Having reached the fundamental transistor, the 
author presents analogues to similar fundamen- 
tal vacuum tube circuits. Related semiconductor 
devices such as the double base or tetrode tran- 
sistor, the double -base diode, the unipolar field 
control transistor, and the silicon control recti- 
fier are covered. Recent developments in tran- 
sistor physics are discussed including the new 
tunnel diode. #267, $3.90. 

PRINCIPLES OF TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS by S. W. 
Altos, B.Sc. Penetrates deeply into the 'why' 
and 'how' of transistor operation and explains 
the three basic circuits configurations which 
form the foundation for all transistor circuits. 
#241, $3.90. 
BASIC ELECTRONICS VOLUMÈ 6 by Van Valken- 
burgh, Nooper & Neville, Inc. A companion vol- 
ume to the existing Rider 5- volume series on 
Basic Electronics by the same authors. It ex- 
pands the original 5- volume course into the areas 
of semiconductors, transistors and frequency 
modulation, using the 'picture -book' technique. 
The presentation at the elementary level with- 
out using mathematics. #170 -6, soft cover, $2.90; 
#170 -6H, cloth, $3.95. 
BASICS OF ANALOG COMPUTERS ('Pictured -Text' 
Course) by Thos. D. Truitt (dir. of Advanced 
Study Group, Electronic Assoc. Inc.) & A. E. 
Rogers, (senior consultant, Electronic Assoc. 
Inc.) Anyone having a basic knowledge of elec- 
tronics engineering will derive great benefit 
from this remarkable "pictured- text" course on 
analog computers. If you are an engineer, you 
will be made familiar with the analog computer 
-its suitability for your design needs -and the 
programming requirements. If you are a teacher 
in a college or a technical institute, you will 
find this an effective course. If you are a com- 
puter maintenance technician, you can gain a 
familiarity with this important computing tech- 
nology. If you are an engineering college , stu- 
dent, you can easily acquire a thorough under- 
standing of the analog computer. More than 
400 illustrations reinforce the ideas discussed in 
the text. Beginning with the simple ideas of 
analog devices, the book slowly introduces the 
mathematical concepts involved, explains in de- 
tail the workings of modern general- purpose 
electronic analog computers and rounds out the 
course with practical applications. #256 -H, 3 

vols. in one cloth binding, $12.50. 
BASICS OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS ('Pictured -Text' 
Course) by John S. Murphy. This widely ac- 
claimed text has proven itself to be the finest 
available at the basic level. Provides basic theory 
of computer arithmetic, circuitry, logical build- 
ing blocks and memory. Vol. I provides the back- 
ground; Vol. II introduces the basic building 

. blocks of logical systems; Vol. III discusses the 
operation of the digital computer. #196, 3 vols.. 
soft covers, $8.40; #196 -H, all 3 vols. in one 
cloth binding, $9.50. 
DESIGN OF TRANSISTORIZED CIRCUITS FOR DIGI- 
TAL COMPUTERS by Abraham I. Pressman, M.S. 
This book has been acclaimed by engineers for 
its improved miniaturized circuit design for digi- 
tal computers. Using "worst case" design, this 
book explains how switching time and drive 
capabilities and requirements of all the essential 
digital computer building blocks may be calcu- 
lated, and how these blocks may be assembled in 
chains to perform computer -type logical opera- 
tions. "Worst case" design assures successful 
operation under all conditions! It saves mainte- 
nance time! The author provides practical de- 
sign problems that work! #215. cloth, $9.95. 

These and many other Rider titles are available at 
bookstores, electronic parts distributors, dept. stores or direct. Send for new catalog. Drpt. RE-3 

LOWEST PRICED ELECTRONIC ASSORTMENTS IN AMERICA! 
RADIO-TV 
THE POUND JUMBO PAKS! T IN NEW .. . N 

SPECIAL 
TRUCK -LOADS 

of manufacturers' 
over -runs 

at a fraction of 
their original 

cost! 

II FREE GIANT 
BARGAIN CATALOG 

WRITE FOR YOURS! 

ONE POUND 

PRECISION 
RESISTORS 

WORTH S100 

ONE POUND 

DISCS & 

CERAMICS 

WORTH 575 

ONE POUND 

DISC 
CONDENSERS 

WORTH 550 

ONE POUND 

Discs, Ceramics 

PRECISIONS 

WORTH 570 

HOW TO ORDER: Includ, 
check or M.O. with sufficient 
postage; excess returned . 

C.O.D. 
r 
ders, 253/4 down: 

rated, net 30 days. INCLUDE 
POSTAL ZONE in address. 

ONE POUND 

CERAMIC 
CONDENSERS 

WORTH 585 

BUY 4 
ctr 5TH PAK THF. 

FREE! 

per 
pound 

Cl.p out & mail 

A,, r,e count 
400 -1000 pcs per pak 

LEKTRON 
241 Everett Ave. 

CHELSEA 50, MASS. 
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BECOME A RADIO TECHNICIAN 
for only $15.95 up 

BUILD 10.25 RADIO 
CIRCUITS AT HOME 

with the New Progressive 

RADIO 1EDU- KIT 
All Guaranteed to Work! 
PRACTICAL only 
HOME 95 RADIO 

UP 

COURSE 
NOW INCLUDES 

* RECEIVERS 
* TRANSMITTERS 
* SQ. WAVE GENERATOR 
* AMPLIFIER 
* SIGNAL TRACER 
* SIGNAL INJECTOR 
* CODE OSCILLATOR 

Reg. U.S. 
Pat. Off. 

TRAINING ELECTRONIBS 
TECHNICIANS SINCE 1916 

* No Knowledge of Radio 
Necessary 

* No Additional Parts or 
Tools needed * Excellent Background for TV * School Inquiries Invited * Attractively Gift Packed 

FREE EXTRAS 
SET OF TOOLS RADIO & ELECTRONICS TESTER ELECTRIC 

SOLDERING IRON TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL MEMBER 
SHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB: CONSULTATION SERVICE HI -FI GUIDE 

QUIZZES TV BOOK FCC AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING 
RADIO BOOK PRINTED CIRCUITRY PLIERS -CUTTERS 

ALIGNMENT TOOL WRENCH SET CERTIFICATE OF MERIT 
VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD 

WHAT THE "EDU -KIT" OFFERS YOU 
The "EduKit offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at ockbottom price. Our kit + designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians. making use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn r die theory. construction, servicing. basic Hi -Fi and TV repairs. code, FCC amateur license requirements. 
You will learn how to identify radio symbols, how to read and Interpret sche- matics, how to mount and lay out radio parts. how to wire and solder, how to operate electronic equipment. how to build radios. Today it is no longer cesary to spend hundreds of dollars fora radio course. You will receive a basic education in radio. worn many times the small price you pay. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" was specifically prepared for any person who 

has a desire to learn Radio. The "Edu -Kit' has been used successfully by young and old in all parts of theworld. by many Radio Schools and Clubs in this country and abroad. It I. used for training and rehabilitation of Armed Forces nel and Veterans throughout the world. 
The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" requires no nstructer. All I ions are included. Every step is carefully explained. You 

! 
not make mistake 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" Is the foremost educational radio kit In the world. and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The 'Edu -Kit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore, you will construct adio circuits. perform jobs and conduct experiments 

to illustrate the principles which you learn. 
You begin by examining the various radio parts included in the "EduKit." You then learn the function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first set. you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations, 

earn theory, practice testing and troubleshooting. Then you build a ad- vanced radio, learn r advanced theory and techniques. Gradually, a pro- 
gressive manner, d ate your own rate, you will find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like professional Radio echnician. 

Included in the "Edu -Kit" course are Receiver. Transmitter, Code Oscil- lator. Signal Tracer. Signal Injector. Square Wave Generator and Amplifier circuits. These are f of unprofersional "b board" experiments. but genuine radio circuits. 
co nalructed by means of professional wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of radio construction known as "Printed Circuitry." These circuits 
operate on your regular AC or DC house current. 

In order to provide a thorough. well-integrated and easily- learned radio course, the "Edu -Kit" includes practical work as well as theory; troubleshooting in addi- tion to construction; training for all whether your purpose in learning radio be for hobby. business or job: prop ressi velyarranged material, ranging from simple circuits to well -advanced topics in Hi -F+ and TV. Your studies will be further aided 
by Quiz materials and our well -known FREE Consultation Service. 

THE "EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE 
You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build several different radio 

and electronics circuits. each guaranteed to operate. Our kits contain tubes. tube sockets, variable. electrolytic. mica, ceramic d paper dielectric condensers. resis- 
tors, tie strips. coils. hardware. tubing punched etal chassis, Instruction Man- uals hookup wire, solder. selenium rectifiers. volume controls. switches, knobs. etc. In addition- you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chas- sis, special tube sockets. hardware and i ( structions. You also receive a useful set of tools. a ional electric soldering iron. and a self- powered Dynamic Radio A Electronics Tester. The "Edu -Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Pro. 

Radsive Code Oscillator. in addition to the F.C.C. -type Questions and Answers for io Amateur License training. You will also eceive lessons for servicing with 
the Progressive Signal Tracer d the Progressive Signal Injector. and High Fidelity Guide and Quiz Book. Everything is yours to keep. I. Statatis, of 25 Poplar Pl.. Waterbury, Conn., writes: I have repaired 1 

sets for my friends, and made money. The "Edu -Kit" paid for itself. I was ready 
o spend 5240 for a Course, but I found your ad and sent for your Kit.' 

r 

CHOOSE FROM THESE POPULAR "EDU -KIT" MODELS 
aDA: 10 Circuits $15.95 
eISA: is Circuits $19.95 
=19A. 19 Circuits (includes Printed Circuitry) 522.95 
020A: 20 Circuits (includes Printed Circuitry and 4 Advanced Circuits) S2C.95 
1....25A: 25 Circuits (includes Printed Circuitry and 9 Advanced Circuits) 530.95 

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 
Please RUSH my Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" to me. BE SURE TO INCLUDE all the FREE EXTRAS and BONUS RESISTOR and CONDENSER KITS WORTH $7.00. 

MODEL desired Price 
Send "Edu -Kit' postpaid. I enclose remittance in full. 
Send "Edu -Kit" C.O.D. I will pay postage. 

Send me FREE additional information describing 'Edu- Kits." 
Name 

Address 

Progressive "EDU- KITS" Inc. 
1186 Broadway. Dept. I74G 

Hewlett, N. Y. 
L J 
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HIGH -VOLTAGE HINT 
An interesting troubleshooting procedure is possible when 

you have high -voltage troubles in sets using the 3A3. Quite 
often, when trouble develops in the horizontal sweep system, 
there will still be some sweep energy, but not enough to light 
the filament of the 3A3. By substituting a 1B3 you can fre- 
quently get light on the screen. This will help you identify 
the circuit fault. For instance, when a yoke shorts, there 
may be no light on the screen but, by substituting the 1B3 
for the 3A3, the familiar keystone raster can be seen and 
the trouble diagnosed. -Wayne Lemons 

ZENITH 23H22 
Complaints of horizontal wiggle and loss of horizontal 

sync have been caused by a leaky .001 -pf capacitor connected 
between the blue lead of the horizontal output transformer 
and two 56,000 -ohm resistors that go to pin 1 of the Phone- 
vision socket. Also check the 0.1- of and .047 -µf capacitors off 
the damper cathode for leakage or arcing. Replace with 
600 -volt units if bad. 

T. HV 

RECT 

O O O 

o 09 o 
o o 

HORIZ 
OUTPUT 
TRANS 

8 

PHONEVISION 
SOCKET 

56 K 

TO HV RECT FIL 

TO 

HORIZ 
OUTPUT 

TO HORIZ YOKE 

6W4 -GT 
DAMPER 

3 

10K 
2W 

8t B+ Bt 

Piecrust oscillations giving a watery picture after the 
set has warmed up can be cured by lowering the setting of 
the horizontal grid drive and adjusting the horizontal lin- 
earity coil. For stubborn cases, insert a 47 -ohm 1 -watt 
resistor in the plate and cathode leads of the 6W4. 

Poor width and low voltage or no raster at all can be 
caused by a decrease in value or an open in the 10,000 -ohm 
2 -watt carbon resistor connected from B -plus to the hori- 
zontal output transformer primary and horizontal linearity 
coil. Replace this resistor with a 4 -watt unit-George P. 
Oberto 

CRT CHECKER 
Obtain a 90-550 -volt neon test lamp. Solder two 12 -inch 

lengths of No. 2, rubber- covered wire to the neon -lamp wires. 
Tape the soldered connections carefully. Bare the free ends 
of No. 2 wire and solder heavy -duty alligator clips to one 
of them. On the other one, build up solder on it and file into 
a test -probe point. Now wrap many layers of electrician's 
rubber tape above the clip and fashioned point. This pro- 
tects you against shock and it also acts as a convenient hand 
grip. 
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To use this neon lamp to test for brightness and contrast 
on a picture tube, proceed as follows: Clip one end lead 
to the TV chassis. Turn the set on and touch the other probe 
to the control grid of the picture tube (generally pin 2 of the 
12 -pin socket). Now, turn the brightness control. If every- 
thing is normal, the neon -light brightness should vary with 
the setting of the brightness control. To test the contrast 
control, do the same, only this time touch the probe to pin 11 
of the picture tube, the cathode. For another test connect the 
lamp between pins 2 and 11. Turn the set on, rotate both 
contrast and brightness controls. Either control should vary 
the neon -lamp brightness. If this is so, everything is OK in 
the contrast and brightness circuits. -A. von Zook 

MOTOROLA TS53 
The complaint was too frequent replacement of the 1B3. 

The tube would have an open filament each time it went bad. 
I found that the filament winding of the flyback transformer 
had two turns around the core. I had believed that once 
around the core was standard practice. Since the 1B3 fila- 

- ment seemed to burn rather brightly, I removed one turn 
and eliminated the existing 3.3 -ohm resistor. Now the fila- 
ment glowed normally. The lighter load on the flyback in- 
creased horizontal sweep and high -voltage too. Charles 
Andrews 

s 

LAB SCOPE ACTS UP 
We were called to troubleshoot a $3,000 lab scope -its 

horizontal sweep refused to work. The operator had already 
replaced tubes to no avail. This scope was a trigger -sweep 
instrument with a calibrated sweep circuit. The spot rested 
contentedly at the left -hand, edge of the screen and refused 
to move horizontally, although there was plenty of vertical 
deflection when signal was applied to the scope. 

The first question that came to mind was whether the 
electronic trigger was working or a defect in the preamp 
was keeping the trigger circuit from working. So we took a 
conventional service scope with low- capacitance probe and 
checked the output of the trigger circuit. Each time the 
operator applied an input signal, the trigger circuit kicked. 
Evidently, the trouble was between the trigger and the CRT. 
So we proceeded to trace the trigger signal down to the 
sweep circuit (sawtooth maker). 

Following the signal down a harness and into a printed - 
wiring board, we lost the signal upon entering the board. 
The sawtooth maker was dead. When we checked the con- 
nection of the harness conductor to the printed board, the 
trouble was apparent. The insulation had been carelessly 
removed from the conductor and the lead had been cut 
almost in two. It took only normal vibration and jarring 
of the instrument to open the connection. 

We cleaned the terminal, skinned the end of the conduc- 
tor properly and soldered it in place. Now we were back in 
business and the beam swept horizontally as it was sup- 
posed to. 

This was an interesting job, because this is the last kind 
of trouble that you expect to find in very expensive test 
equipment. Robert G. Middleton END 

TV ßES 
TESTED 

EXPERT ° 

ELECTRONIC 

° 
REPAIRS° 

MARCH, 1 9 6 1 

SALE-RN/0 

I 

IT'S NEW. Covers all the latest products: miniature 
and sub -miniature components printed circuit corn - 
ponents silicon rectifiers new transistor types 
citizens band, SSB and new mobile ham gear micro- 
wave and telemetering components and equipment 
stereo equipment ... every new electronic product for 
servicing, experimenting, design, industrial and mili- 
tary applications. 

IT'S THE WORLD'S BIGGEST ELECTRONIC CATALOG. 
1600 pages -more than 175,000 items -with specifica- 
tions, illustrations and prices. Contains hundreds of 
items not found in smaller catalogs. 

IT'S THE EASIEST TO USE. Quickest way to get cur- 
rent catalog data on the products of more than 330 
manufacturers. Systematically organized in 32 product 
sections for rapid reference. 
IT'S INDISPENSABLE TO SERVICE MEN, ENGINEERS, 
HOBBYISTS. If you're a service technician, The MASTER 
means more profitable operation because it covers all 
items necessary for radio, TV, audio and industrial 
servicing. If you're an engineer or buyer, you'll save 
design and purchasing time. If you're.a ham, hobbyist 
or experimenter, you'll get the right product to do the 
job best, because you're shopping in the electronic 
supermarket. 

AND IT'S NOW AVAILABLE AT 
YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR 

1961 MASTER 
$3 95 at parts distributors 

$4.95 in Canada 

FREE from your distributor: New Foreign Tube Inter- 
changeability Guide, or write direct, enclosing 25c. 

RADIO -ELECTRONIC MASTER -60 MADISON AVE., HEMPSTEAD, N. Y. 
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`'My Photofact Library 
is the most important 
tool in my daily servicing. 
With my Photofacts I am able to 
complete a job in just half the 
time it would take without them 
...Membership in the PEET pro- 
gram is the best thing that could 
happen to any Electronic Tech- 
nician. I believe I speak from 
experience as this is my 19th 
year of full -time servicing." 

-A. Kish, Jr. 
Al's Radio & Television 
Carteret, N. J. 

Service Technicians! YOU EARN MORE... 

YOU RATE with the public when you own 

the PHOTOFACT service data library! 
You enjoy maximum earnings as the 
owner of a complete PHOTOFACT 
Service Data Library! It's inevitable, 
because no matter how expert you are, 
you can always save more time on 
any job, get more jobs done dtiily- 
EARN MORE, DAY IN AND DAY OUT... 

What's more -as the owner of a 
complete PHOTOFACT Library, you 
know your customers' sets best. You 
can actually show each customer you 
have the PHOTOFACT Folder covering 
his very own set. Result : You command 
public respect and acceptance which 
paves the way to more business and 
earnings for you. 

HOW TO STAY AHEAD... 
Yes, the truly successful Service 
Technicians are those who own 
the complete PHOTOFACT Library, 
who can meet and solve any re- 
pair problem- faster and more 
profitably. And these men keep 
ahead because they're on a Stand- 
ing Order Subscription with their 
Distributors to receive all new 
PHOTOFACTS as they are released 
monthly. (They're eligible for the 
benefits of membership in PEET, 
too -see below!) 
ONLY $10 DOWN puts the com- 
plete PHOTOFACT Library in your 
shop -and you have up to 30 months 
to pay. See your Sams Distributor 

today, or write to 
Howard W. Sams 
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NOW IS THE TIME TO JOIN 

THE POWERFUL NEW PROGRAM 

FOR QUALIFIED TECHNICIANS 
If you now own a PHOTO - 
FACT Library or plan to own 
one, you can apply for mem- 
bership in "PEET." It's the 
first industry program really 
designed to build powerful 
public acceptance for the 
Service Technician who qual- 
ifies. Builds enviable prestige 
and businessforits members. 
Benefits cost you absolutely 
nothing if you qualify. Ask 
your Sams Distributor for the 
"PEET" details, or mail cou- 
pon today. 

-.1 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
1726E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 

Send me full details on the new "PEET" Program. 

Send full information on the Easy -Buy Plan and Free 
File Cabinet deal. 

I'm interested in a Standing Order Subscription. 
I'm a Service Technician full -time; part-time 

My distributor is 

Shop Name 

Attn 

Address 

City Zone State 
J 

TECHNICIANS'. 

N EINS 
TV SERVICE LICENSE IN D.C.? 

The District of Columbia Business 
Licensing Committee is pushing a move 
to introduce legislation in the next 
session of Congress to require licensing 
of local TV shops. This would affect 
only shops in the District of Columbia 
and is not intended as a nation -wide 
licensing law. 

Tests run by the committee from 
time to time have indicated that some 
TV shops have made unreasonable 
charges for repairs. 

FRAUD IN CALIFORNIA 
Los Angeles, Calif. -Two local TV 

technicians, Herman and Oscar Singer, 
were arrested on charges of petty theft. 
They were called to repair sets placed 
in the homes of policemen. Each set 
had either one bad tube or one bad 
capacitor with an anticipated repair 
cost of about $2 plus labor. 

Three sets were repaired. The bills 
ran $41.46, $41.76 and $42. Police also 
reported that five new tubes in one of 
the sets had been replaced with used 
ones. Another unfortunate black eye 
for the honest service technician. 

The California State Electronics 
Association supports the fight against 
fraud. The association's president, 
Robert Whitmore has stated, according 
to Home Furnishings Daily, "Public 
exposure of the sundowners provides 
strong support for our campaign for 
state licensing of TV technicians. 

"Actually, the sundowners represent 
only a small fraction of our industry, 
but account for more than $60,000,000 
of the $168,000,000 total volume of TV 
service in this state. However, this 
small group has continually blackened 
the public image of TV technicians, 
causing serious problems for conven- 
tional operators." 

WARNA -GRAM 
Alameda County, Calif. -This tech- 

nique is used by the Alameda County 
TV & Radio Association to give its 
members immediate notice of crooked 
operators preying on their business: 

This setup informs members at once 
of bad or fraudulent checks, stopped 
checks for service payment, fake or 
questionable "charity" solicitations, 
thefts and burglaries, questionable or 
worthless advertising promotions, just 
plain gyps of any kind. 

The plan is simple. A member, say, 
has a check for service "stopped." He 
immediately phones ACTRA executive 
secretary Phil Fisher, detailing the 
situation. Five key members are imme- 
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diately called. Each of these phones the 
two members on his list; each of the 
latter passes the word to two more, 
and so on. 

It has been checked out, and the 
entire membership can be covered in 
half an hour. 

If any dealer doesn't answer the 
call, the dealer responsible is urged to 
call again later in the afternoon or 
earlier the next morning, or at noon 
when most one -man shop owners are in. 
If a break in the chain shows up, Phil 
is phoned at once. He bypasses the 
break, calling lower in the chain to 
keep the warning moving. 

ESFETA- PROPOSED 
LICENSE BILL 

At a recent meeting of the Empire 
State Federation of Electronic Tech- 
nician Associations, the proposed New 
York State license bill was reviewed 
with legal counsel. 

Important extracts from the pro- 
posed bill are: 

Any TV technician now engaged in 
television repair work will be eligible 
for a license under the "Grandfather 
Clause" (necessary on all new license 
legislation) . 

Tube changers, those who know 
nothing about circuit repairs, will not 
be eligible for a license. 

No part -timer will be denied a 
license, provided he is qualified. (This 
will help good part -timers to become 
good full -timers.) 

The license board will be composed 
of seven members: four licensed tech- 
nicians (from different geographical 
areas of the state) ; one service man- 
ager for a manufacturer of TV re- 
ceivers; one electronics teacher ap- 
pointed by the State Board of 
Education; and one individual who shall 
have had no previous and no present 
interest in the television service indus- 
try, to be representative of the con- 
sumer. 

The license board will protect the 
public from unscrupulous service shops 
and will protect the TV technician from 
unscrupulous customers. 

In addition, once the license bill is 
in effect, courses of instruction will be 
set up which will allow licensed tech- . 
nicians to take voluntary courses to 
keep them up to date with technical 
advances in the field. It will also allow 
apprentices to get first -class schooling 
instead of the present "90 -day wonder" 
courses. 

ASSOCIATION PROTECTS 
SET OWNER 

Fort Worth, Tex. -The local branch 
of the Texas Service Association gives 
its members a solid backing and pro- 
tects its members' customers at the 
same time. 

If a customer has a complaint, he 
sends it to association headquarters. 
It is then referred to a committee to 
investigate immediately. If the com- 
plaint is justified, it is settled to the 
customer's satisfaction and the service 
shop that did the original work is 
billed for the cost. If the bill is refused, 

the firm is dropped from the associa- 
tion, and the Texas Electronics Asso- 
ciation of Fort Worth assumes the cost. 

During the 3 years the plan has been 
in operation, only one member has been 
dropped. 

PHILCO LABOR WARRANTY 
The new line of Philco TV receivers 

will carry a 90 -day warranty that 
covers labor as well as parts. The cus- 
tomer must bring the set to the shop. 

Servicing will be handled by some 
30,000 independent Philco service tech- 
nicians, dealers with qualified service 
shops and technicians who repair sets 
for non -servicing retailers, according to 
Henry T. Paiste, Philco consumer rela- 
tions and service director. 

There is a certain cost to the cus- 
tomer, although it is included in the 
price of the TV set. The new sets cost 
between $1.75 and $4 more than before. 

ARTS OFFICERS FOR '61 
St. Joseph Valley, Ind. -The Asso- 

ciation of Radio & Television Service 
of St. Joseph Valley elected the follow- 
ing officers for 1961: 

President : Cas Molenda, Avenue 
Radio Shop. First vice president: Ed 
Barant, Marquette TV- Radio. Second 
vice president: Harold Rhodes, The 
Electric Co. Secretary: Jack Cook, 
Electronic Service Co. Treasurer: Dick 
Tepe, Tepe Television Service. Sergeant 
at Arms: Dan Walker, Walker's TV & 
Radio Service. Chairman of the board 
Buss Bills of Bills' TV Service. 

CABLE SYSTEM DEFEATED 
Lompoc, Calif. -A vote of the people 

of Lompoc defeated an attempt by 
Cablevision to get a franchise for their 
cable TV system in that area, reports 
the CSEA Countdown. The decision was 
3 to 2 against the franchise. Count- 
down says that "as a service group we 
are not against cables, if an area can- 
not be served by free TV; but where 
a promotion to capture an audience 
with only promises is offered then we 
must, for the preservation of independ- 
ent service, fight with all the facilities 
we have at our disposal." 

TESA SPRINGFIELD MEETS 
Springfield, Ohio -At a recent meet- 

ing held at the local Credit Bureau, 
Mr. James Merrill spoke on effective 
credit management. Methods of gather- 
ing and filing credit information were 
described. A question- and -answer pe- 
riod followed. END 
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HAM "AUCTION- FEST" 

Broward Amateur Radio Club is 
holding its fifth annual Auction -fest 
March 11, 1961 in Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla., at the Armory, SW 4th Ave. and 
24th St. Doors open 8 am ; auctioning 
from 10 am to 5 pm, with a lunch break 
at noon. Attendance has placed this 
event as tops in Florida ham radio 
auctions. 

IMPORTANT NEW 
SAMS BOOKS' 

BECOME A COMMUNICATIONS EXPER 

Second -Class Radiotelephor 
License Handboa 
by Edward M. Noll 

e 

k 

You must have a second -class 
radiotelephone license to re- 
pair (and in some cases to 
operate) various communica- 
tions equipment, including 
two -way mobile radio. Here's 
all the information you need 
to pass the 2nd class exam, 
and to successfully maintain 
and operate 2 -way and other 

communications unite on the job. 6 chapters 
contain questions and answers based on the 
FCC exam. 6 more chapters of text give you 
the thorough background and full knowledge 
of communications theory and practices you 
will need. Gives vital data on fundamental ays- 
tema, rules and regulations, operating prac- 
tices and procedures, communications test 
equipment, transmitter tuning and adjust- 
ment, etc. Elements I, II, and III of the 2nd 
class exam are explored in detail. Extensive 
Appendix provides much useful refer- 
ence data. 240 pages; 53" x 8W. Only )3 95 

HELPS YOU SOLVE THE "TOUGH DOGS' 

Radio and TV Trouble Clues 

'í 

®J 

A collection of unusual 
"tough dog" troubles, based 
on actual field experiences 
with specific radio and TV 
receivers. Compiled by the 
Sams engineering staff from 
material featured in the 
"Quicker Servicing" column 
of PF REPORTER magazine, 
the book shows you in 
detail how to avoid time - 
consuming errors. Three sec - 
tions cover troubles in TV 
and radio receivers, plus 

"oddball" problems; illustrated with dozens of 
photographs and schematics of the set or cir- 
cuits being analyzed. Here's a guide that will 
help you get those "tough dogs" off your 
bench faster and easier. 96 pages; 5%" 
x 83Ç. Only 

Tube Substitution Handbook 
NEW VOL. 2. Revised to include over 
4,450 direct substitutions. Lists 1,644 
receiving tubes with over 2,500 sub- 
stitutions; shows 186 Industrial and 
494 European substitutes for Amer- 
ican receiving tubes; 453 American 
receiving tube substitutes for Euro- 
pean types, with 725 direct substitu- 
tions. 17% more substitutions than 
in previous volume! Handy S150 5 W x 83" size. Only 

1960 -1961 TV Circuit Handbook 
Shows you what's new in TV cir- 
cuits for 1960 -61. Describes cir- 
cuits of all major manufacturers, 
from remote tuner controls to pic- 
ture tubes, including color TV. The 
best "briefing" you can get on the 
new, unfamiliar TV circuits. 'nos 
136 pages; 83,6"x 11 ". Only.. 3 

HOWARD W. SAMS 8 CO., INC. 
Order from your Sams Distributor today, or 
mall to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. C -21 
1720 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 
Send me the following books: 

Second -Class Radiate!. License Hdbk. (QAN -1) 
Radio and TV Trouble Clues (RTQ-1) 
Tube Substitution Handbook. Vol. 2 (TUB -2) 
1960 -1961 TV Circuit Handbook (CHM -1) 

E enclosed. Send Free Book List 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
s m w m m (Outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher) m m m m r 
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A CREI college -level extension program in advanced 

electronic engineering technology that offers you ... 

high professional 
status and 

better income 

DYNAMIC EXPANSION OF ELECTRONICS 
INDUSTRY CREATES OUTSTANDING JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES. No other major field of engi- 
neering has enjoyed a more rapid growth or promises a 
more brilliant future than electronics. New develop- 
ments in space exploration, guided missiles, automation, 
computers, and many other fields create new jobs daily, 
jobs which have to be filled by men with a modern 
advanced education in electronics. The shortage of 
competent electronic personnel will grow more acute 
over the next decade, and salaries and professional 
stature of technical men are expected to reach new highs. 
The fact that new positions must be filled by men with 
an up -to -date education is evidenced by the experience 
of the CREI Placement Bureau, where the demand for 
graduates and advanced students has far exceeded the 
supply for several years. It is of interest to note that 
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many leading companies regularly visit CREI strictly 
for the purpose of recruiting CREI graduates and 
students. 
Many CREI students have learned that they do not 
have to complete the program to realize considerable 
increases in their status and income. Their own em- 
ployers realize that if you are ambitious enough to 
pursue this college -level program; you are a better 
candidate for rapid promotion. Professional people in 
supervisory positions recognize the value of CREI 
education. 

HOME STUDY IS CONVENIENT AND 
TIME SAVING. You will find more than 20,500 
CREI students working in most every phase of elec- 
tronics in all 50 states and in most foreign countries of 
the free world. Just like them, you can pursue the CREI 

RADIO-ELECTRONICS 
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Free 44 -page book about 

Electronics and CREI pro- 

,gram of study ... gives you 

facts on advancing your 

career status -improving 

your income 
IN5LRANCE 

FOR VOLA PU^JRE 
iN T-IE NEW WORLD OF 

This is a Postage -Free POST CARD ... Fill out ... 
detach ... and mail today for YOUR FREE COPY' 

m 

rTi 
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Learn how 
the CREI 
program of 
home study 
can advance 
your career 
and income 

Please provide all requested 
data to help us evaluate 

your qualifications 
and your needs 

SEND THIS POSTAGE -PAID CARD 
FOR FREE 44 -PAGE BOOK 

THE CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 

KPD Accredited Technical Institute Curricula Founded 1927 

Dept. 3224 Sixteenth St., N. W., Washington 10, D. C. 

Please send me your FREE BOOK "Insurance for Your Future 
in the New World of Electronics" . . . describing oppor- 
tunities and the CREI extension programs in Advanced 
Electronic Engineering Technology. 

CHECK Servo and Computer Engineering Technology 
FIELD OF Electronic Engineering Technology 
GREATEST Communications Engineering Technology 
INTEREST Aero and Navigational Engineering Technology 

Automation and Industrial Electronics Eng. Tech. 
NEW Nuclear Engineering Technology 

Nome Age 

Street 

City Zone State 

Check: Home Study Residence Program GI Bill 

TO OBTAIN FAST, IMMEDIATE SERVICE AND TO AVOID 
DELAY, IT IS NECESSARY THAT THE FOLLOWING IN. 
FORMATION BE FILLED IN 

EMPLOYED BY 

TYPE OF PRESENT WORK 

EDUCATION: YEARS HIGH SCHOOL OTHER 

ELECTRONICS EXPERIENCE 
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CREI's Extension Division now 
offers you a college -level program 

in electronics comparable in 

technological content to advanced 
residence courses. 

CREI offers college -!evel opportunity to the man 
who wisely realizes that the recognition and rewards 
in electronics are now going to other men -espe- 
cially the man with modern advanced education. 

Within two to four years, depending on the courses 
you select and amount of stick -to- itiveness brought 
to bear, you can complete the CREI program in 
advanced electronic engineering technology. The 
program was developed hand -in -hand with leading 
private companies and government agencies con- 
tributing to the Nation's efforts in electronics, com- 
munications, missiles and space exploration. 

TO THE SERIOUS -MINDED MAN, CREI 
OFFERS THESE IMPORTANT BENEFITS: 

* You gain a solid college -level education in elec- 
tronics; you keep abreast of continuous new 
developments and sophistications in the field of 
electronics. 

sic You can gain higher status and enjoy the in- 
creased respect of your associates. 

* You facilitate more rapid professional advance- 
ment and corresponding increases in pay. 

* You gain the personal satisfaction that comes 
from working and communicating intelligently 
with technical colleagues and superiors. 

The accredited program is designed 
to meet your present and future 
employment requirements and to 
increase your professional status 

and earning power. 

OFFICIALS OF PRIVATE COMPANIES 
AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES APPROVE 

CREI FOR THEIR OWN PERSONNEL. 

The quality and advanced standing of the CREI educa- 
tional program is readily seen in the appreciation expressed 
for it by both industry and government. At present there 
are 5,240 U. S. Navy electronics personnel enrolled in CREI 
extension programs. More than fifty leading electronics 
organizations in this country and in foreign nations actually 
pay all or part of the tuition for employees taking CREI 
courses. The list below comprises a few of these organizations: 
National Broadcasting Company Jerrold Electronics Cor- 
poration Pan American Airways Radio Corporation of 
America Canadian Aviation and Electronics Federal 
Electric Corporation The Martin Company Voice of 
America Canadian Broadcasting Corporation North- 
west Telephone Company Commercial Cable, Incor- 
porated Canadair Limited Columbia Broadcasting 
System All America Cable and Radio Canadian 
Marconi Mackay Radio United Air Lines Gates 
Radio Company Mohawk Airlines Florida Power and 
Light Company British Air Force, Army, Navy 

PROFESSIONAL STANDING 
CREI was founded in 1927 and is one of the oldest 
technical institutes in America. We co- founded the 
National Council of Technical Schools, and we were 
among the first three technical institutes whose cur- 
ricula were accredited by the Engineers' Council for 
Professional Development. The U. S. Office of Educa- 
tion lists CREI as "an institution of higher education." 

QUALIFICATIONS FOR CREI 
You qualify for CREI study if you have a high school 
diploma or equivalent, and if you have had basic 
electronic training and practical experience in some 
phase of electronics. Tuition is reasonable and may be 
paid monthly, if you wish. Veterans qualify for this 
program under the GI Bill. 

CREI RESIDENCE SCHOOL 
CREI conducts a residence school in Washington, D.C. 
for those who can attend classes. Day and evening 
classes start at regular intervals. Graduates earn AAS 
Degree in 27 months of study. Electronics experience or 
training is not required for admission. 

program while you continue your regular full -time job. 
You study at home during hours chosen by you, and 
you are not rushed. Also, you do not have to waste 
valuable time traveling to and fro but can concentrate 
on your studying at the hours most convenient to you. 

The courses are prepared in easy -to- understand format, 
and your progress is guided all along the way by the 
CREI staff of experienced instructors. These instructors 
always stand ready to give you personal assistance and 
help whenever you may need it. 

ECPD Accredited Technical Institute Curricula Founded in 1927 

SEND FOR THIS FREE 48 -PAGE BOOK 
TODAY. .. USE POSTAGE -PAID CARD 
ATTACHED. Write for the detailed and 
informative book "Insurance for Your Future 
in the New World of Electronics." It is yours 
for the asking without cost or obligation. The 
book gives details about curricula and CREI 
and answers several searching questions 
about the future in electronics. The book is 
of vital interest to every man employed in 
electronics. 

The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 
MARCH, 1 9 6 1 

3224 16th Street, N.W., Washington 10, D. C., Dept. I403 -H 
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The 
Beautiful 

JW1c4ez 
CONSOLETTE 
-only small 
organ with 
two full 
61 -note key- 
boards and 
22 stops. 
Requires only 
2'x3'2'. floor 
space! Com- 
mercial value 
approximate- 
ly S1600 
or more. 

BUILD ¡MIS SUPERB 

ORGAN 

FROM SIMPLE KITS 

and SHE auer50% 
Give Your Family A Lifetime 

of Musical Joy With A Magnificent 
Schober Electronic Organ! 

Now you can build the brilliant, full - 
range Schober CONSOLETTE or the 
larger CONCERT MODEL with simple 
hand tools! No skills are needed; no wood- 
working necessary. Just assemble clearly 
marked electronic parts guided by step - 
by -step instructions. You build from kits, 
as fast or as slowly as you please ... at 
home, in your spare time - with a small 
table serving as your entire work shop. 

Pay As You Build! 
Start building your organ at once, invest- 
ing just $18.94! The superb instrument 
you assemble is as fine, and technically 
perfect, as a commercial organ . yet 
you save over 50`.; on quality electronic 
parts, high -priced labor, usual store 
mark -up! 

Free Booklet 
Send for 16 -page booklet in full color 
describing Schober organs you may build 
for home, church or school - plus articles 
on how easy it is to build 
your own organ and how 
pleasant it is to learn to 
play. Also available is 
10" LP demonstration 
record (price $2.00 - re- 
fundable on first order) . 

Send for literature. No 
obligation and no sales- 
man will call. 

THE GREAT 

CONCERT 
MODEL 

meets 
specifications of 

American 
Guild of 

Organists 

Mail This Coupon For FREE Schober Literature 
And Hi -Fi Demonstration Record TODAY! 
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The Schober Organ Corp., Dept. RE -10 
43 West 61st St.. New York 23, N.Y. 

fleas ,curl me the I0" hi -fi Schober 
and otlu I lit, tanin on the Seohber organs. 

Please send Sr the IO" hi -fi Schober I 
demonstration record, I enclose $2.00 Ire - 
fundable on receipt of my first kit order). I 

r 
Name 

Address 

City Zone.. .State... 

new 

PRODUCTS 

ELECTRONIC TV RECEIVING ANTI \'st, Voll'- 
ertrou. Booster at antenna amplifies 'I V signals 
up to 9 times normal signal voltage. All- channel 

i. 

Yagi. 14 -, 21- and 30- element models suitable for 
color and black- and -white. Power transformer 
plugged into house outlet supplies 24 volts to 
booster via lead- in.- Winegard Co., 3000 Scotten 
Blvd., Burlington, Iowa. 

TRAVELING -WAVE ANTENNAS, Super 10 T -W 
10- element antenna combines 6 hairpin- driven 

dipoles with 4 parasitic low -band and co- linear 
high -band elements. Super 8 T -W, 4 driven and 
4 parasitic elements. -Channel Master Corp., El- 
lenville, N. Y. 

TV/FM SYSTEM KIT, model HK -1, feeds up 
to 4 TV or FM sets from ,intrle indoor antenna. 

4 -set coupler, 300 -ohm ribbon line and installa- 
tion hardware. -Blonder- Tongue Labs, 9 -25 Ailing 
St., Newark 2, N. J. 

OSCILLOSCOPE KIT, Dual Trace. Simultaneous 
observation of 2 signals. Flat 10 cycles to 5 mc, 
useful to 9 mc. Push -pull vertical and horizontal 

amplifiers. Cathode- follower inputs. 5 -inch screen. 
1314 x Sa/1 x 181/. -Radio Shack Corp., 730 Com- 
monwealth Ave., Boston 17, Mass. 

VACUUM -TUBE VOLTMETER KIT, KT -174. 200 - 
ma meter movement with balanced -bridge push - 
pull circuitry. 2 -color scale incorporates direct 
decibel scale plus zero -center scale. Rear scope 
terminals for simultaneous waveform observation 
and ac measurement. De and ac volts 1.5 to 

1,500 full scale in 7 ranges each ; resistance 1,000 
ohms to 1,000 megohms full scale. Special low ac 
ranges (0 -50, -150, -500 mv rms, 0 -140, -420, 
-1,400 mv peak to peak) for audio and hi -fi appli- 
cations. Printed circuit. 81/. x 6 x 5 in.- Lafayette 
Radio Corp., 165 -08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33, 
N. Y. 

TRANSISTOR TESTER, Model 700. Checks exist- 
ing, (and future) transistors without need for 
data chart reference. Also diodes for forward- 

reverse ratio. Hammertone -finish steel case. 
Handle folds back to rest instrument in tilted 
position. Instruction manual- Mercury Electronics 
Corp., 77 Searing Ave., Mineola, N. Y. 

TEST INSTRUMENT for color TV installing 
and servicing in home and on bench, WR -04A. 

Color bar /dot /crosshatch generator combines 
functions of both. Rf output cable, cable -carrying 
bracket attachment. Instruction booklet. Heavy - 
duty metal case. 13 lb. 131. x 10 x 8 inches -RCA 
Electron Tube Div., Harrison, N. J. 

CB POWER OUTPUT AND MODULATION 
METER. Model LS for insertion in transmission 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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line between antenna and set. Model TS test set, 
with a 50 -ohm dummy antenna for testing trans- 
mitter with antenna disconnected. Black crackle 
case. 2 x 4 x 4 in. -Crown Electric Products Co., 
P.O. Box 171, Orange, N. J. 

TRANSMITTER- RECEIVER COMBINA- 
TION, Pawner. Complete AM and CW facilities 
on 2 -meter amateur band. Built -in 3 -way power 
supply. 117 -var fixed station or 6- or 12 -vdc 
mobile operation. Built-in speaker, ac and dc 

power cables, primary fused relay for mobile in- 
stallation, mounting bracket and push -to -talk 
ceramic- element microphone with coil cord and 
mounting clip. 6 x 12 x 10 in. 34 lb. -Heath Co., 
Benton Harbor, Mich. 

CITIZENS -BAND RADIOPHONE, 400. Meets 
FCC requirements. Universal power supply oper- 
ating from 6 or 12 volts do or 117 vac. Automatic 

noise limiter. Adjustable squelch. 6 crystal -con- 
trolled receive and transmit channels. Black 
splashpruof case.- Rutherford Electronics. 8030 
Lindblade St., Culver City, Calif. 

AUTO RADIO SPEAKER, model S1'410E, for 
'61 Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet (except Corvair), 
Studebaker (except Lark), Pontiac and Olds- 

mobile 2.15 -ounce Alnico V magnet. Handles S 

watts power. 4 a 10 in. -Utah Radio Products Co., 
Inc.. 1124 E. Franklin St., Huntington, Ind. 

BATTERY ELIMINATOR, Professional model 
For transistorized equipment. Supplies clean, 

filtered dc fully variable from 0 to 15 volts. - 
National Radio Institute, 3939 Wisconsin Ave., 
Washington 16, D. C. 

SUBSTITUTION UNIT, Big 20, model Pß111. 
For all power resistors encountered in radio and 
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io" and Latch on to the Latest i 
il'it2s)Pil GERNSBACK LIBRARY 

Here's a great book for getting 
FUN WITH ELECTRICITY BOOKS youngsters (of any age) off the 

ground toward a career in science. BY Tom Kennedy, Jr, 

Gives easy-to-understand step-by-step Gernsback Library Book 

illustrated instructions on how to build 
No. 83 -128 pages. 

scores of electric devices -a simple Paper bound edition. 

electric motor, an electrical jitterbug, a solenoid, a spark 
$2.65 

coil, the famous Tesla coil, and a variety of electrical 
meters. And you can build them with simple tools and 

materials you can buy at any 5 and 10 cent store. Includes 
the theory of electricity and tips on tools, soldering and 

construction techniques. An ideal gift for the youngster 
you want to get started in a career. 

The Story of 
Stereo: 1881 

John Sunier 
No. 98-160 

pages. $2.95 

Practical TV 
Troubleshooting 

No. 102 -128 
pages. $2.35 

For the first time - the 
whole fascinating history 
of stereo from its earliest 
beginnings in the last 
century right up to today. 
Stereo applications on 
tape, film, discs and 
broadcasting -plus a con- 
sideration of stereo tech- 
niques in the home, in 
business, industry and 
medicine. 

Some of the best tech- 
nician- writers in the busi- 
ness tell you how to han- 
dle intermittents, ghosts, 
horizontal oscillator trou- 
bles, foldover, jitter and 
many other common and 
uncommon tough ones. A 
compilation of the best 
on TV servicing from 
Rodio - Electronics Maga- 
zine. 

Practical Auto 
Radio Service & 

Installation 
By 

Jack Greenfield 
No. 87 -160 

pages. $2.95 

Tubes and 
Circuits 

By George Christ 
No. 82 -192 

pages. $3.45 

Shows you how to install 
and remove auto sets, rear 
seat speakers, trouble- 
shoot and repair speak- 
ers, tuners, power sup- 
plies. Covers FM, hybrids, 
all- transistor sets, auto 
phonographs. This one will 
help you build your busi- 
ness, increase your earn- 
ings. 

Considers basic electron 
theory, characteristics of 
simple and multiple ele- 
ment tubes, various tube 
types, gas tubes, photo- 
electric emission, and in- 
dustrial applications. This 
book enables the tech- 
nician to analyze circuit 
troubles intelligently and 
correct them quickly and 
efficiently through an 
understanding of funda- 
mentals. 

OTHER POPULAR GERNSBACK LIBRARY BOOKS 
SERVICING 

No. 85 -How to Get the 
Most Out of Your VOM 

$2.90 
No. 81- Printed Circuits. 

$2.90 
No. 78 -Rapid Radio Re- 

pair. $2.90 
No. 76- Servicing Tran 

sistor Radios. $2.90 
No. 72-Oscilloscope 

Techniques. $2.90 
No. 68 - TV and Radio 

Tube Troubles. $2.90 
No. 65 - Servicing Color TV- $2.90 
No. 60 - Rapid TV Re 

Pair. $2.90 
No. 59- Servicing Record 

Changers. $2.90 
No. 57 -The VTVM. 

$2.50 
No. 55 -Sweep and Mark- 

er Generators for TV 
and Radio- $2.50 

No. 54- Probes. $2.50 
No. 52 -The Oscilloscope. 

$2.25 
No. 49 -Radio & TV Test 

Instruments. $1.50 
SEMICONDUCTORS 
No. 92- Fundamentals of 

Semiconductors- $2.95 
No. 89- Transistor Pref- 

ects. $2.90 
No. 63 - Transistor Cir- 

cuits. $2.75 
No. 61- Transistor Tech- 

niques. $1.50 

No. 75- Transistors The- 
ory & Practice. $2.95 

HIGH FIDELITY 
No. 90 -HiFi Made 

Easy. $2.90 
No. 86- Installing Hi-Fi 

Systems. $3.20 
No. 80- Stereo -How it 

Works. $2.90 
No. 79 - Designing and 

Building Hi -Fi Furni- 
ture. $2.90 

No. 73 -Audio Measure- 
ments. $2.90 

No. 7I -Audio Design 
Handbook. $2.90 

No. 67- Elements of 
Tape Recorder Circuits. 

$2.90 
No. 66 -Basic Audio 

Course. $2.75 
No. 64- Understanding 

Hi -Fi Circuits. $2.90 
No. 58- Maintaining Hi- 

Fi Equipment. $2.90 
No. 56- High - Fidelity 

Circuit Design. (Cloth 
Bound.) $5.95 

No. 48 -High Fidelity - 
Design, Construction, 
Measurements. $1,50 

HOBBIES 
No. 74 -Model Radio - 

Control. $2.65 
No. 70 - Electronic Puz- 

zles and Gaines. $1.95 
No. 69- Electronic Hob- 

byists' Handbook. $2.50 

No. 53- Radio -Control 
Handbook. $2.25 

FUNDAMENTALS - 
MISCELLANEOUS 
No. 84- Marine Radio for 

Pleasure Craft. $2.95 
No. 77 -Guide to Mobile 

Radio. $2.65 
No. 62 -TV -It's a Cinch. 

$2.90 
No. 47 -Radio & TV 

Hints. $1.05 

No. 45 -Radio Tube Fun- 
damentals. $1.00 

Books paper bound unless 
otherwise noted, 

Books purchased 
for professional 

use are tax 
deductible 

SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 

or ORDER DIRECT -s- 
Gernsback Library, Inc. Dept. 31 

154 West 14th St., New York 11, N. Y. 

Please send me postpaid the books listed below. 

My remittance of $ is enclosed. 

Please list books by number 

Name 

Street 

City Zone State 
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Forthat a 

NEW IDEA 
visit the 

IRE SHOW 
March 20- 23,1961 New York 
Coliseum and Waldorf- Astoria Hotel 
Members $1.00, Non -members $3.00 Age limit -over 18 

EFFICIENT! 

SAFE! ,. 
FAST! 

TAPE RECORDERS 

ARROW'S 
T -25 Low Voltage Wire 

STAPLE GUN 
For Fastening Any 

Inside or Outside 
Wire Up to 1/4" in Diameter 

Tae, 3 
Stople 
Sires: 

Y V 

3 B" 

7/16" 

9/16" 

Telephone wire 
Intercom wire 
Bell wire 
Thermostat wire 
Radiant heating wire 
Hi -Fi, Radio & TV wires 
Tapered striking edge 
gets into close corners! 

Available in: Brown, Ivory, 
Beige, Monel, Bronze, Natural 

ARROW FASTENER Co., INC. 
ONE JUNIUS STREET BROOKLYN 12, N.Y. 
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HI -FI COMPONENTS 
SLEEP LEARN KITS 

Unusual Values MERITAPE 
Free 1961 Low cost, high Catalog quality recording 

DRESSNER, tape. in boxes or cans. 
1523RE Jericho Take, New Hyde Park. N.Y. - 

New 1961 
Catalog" 

BARRY'S 
*GREENSHEET 

VALUES 
ARE OUT OF 

THIS WORLD... 

A 

IA 

* A complete catalog of specialized industrial 
Electronic TUBES and COMPONENTS . . 

featuring Barry Electronics savings to Indus- 
try, Servicemen and Experimenters. 
We have thousands of tube types in stock. First 
Quality at Sensible Prices. Buy with confidence. 
Prove these values to yourself! Complete and mail 
the coupon below for your copy of the 'Grecnshcet. 

We'll also purchase volar equipment and unused 
rubes. Send details: BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP. 
512 Broadway. New York 12, N.Y. Dept. RE3. 
Please send me a copy of the new 1961 Grecnshcet 
and add my name to your mailing list. 

tRE -31 

Name Title 

Company _.. ._...._..... -_._. 

Address 

City State 

TV work. Each power resistor can be substituted 
in circuits that dissipate up to 20 watts -Service 
Instruments Co., Addison, III. 

DIPPED SILVERED MICA CAPACITORS, Royal 
Blue. Phenolic -coated. Capacitance range front 
1 µµf to .04 µf. Delay line, computer. missile, 
high -grade equipment and commercial /industrial 
general -purpose applications. Multi- and single - 
coated. Standard voltage ratings 600, 300, 100 
vdc ; capacitance tolerances ±10%, 5%. 2%, 1% 

ï 
and % ro.- Cornell- Dubilier Electronics Div., Fed- 
eral Pacific Electric Co., 55 Cromwell St., Provi- 
dence, R. I. 

VIBRATOR, type 1619. Molded polyethylene 
case. 1.2 ounces. 3 -, 6 -, 12 -, 24 -, or 32 -volt ratings. 

115 ±7 -cycle frequency. Developed for photoflash 
applications. Maximum load 3 amperes. -Mallory 
Electromagnetic Co., Div. of P. R. Mallory & Co. 
Inc., 3029 E. Washington St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 

AUDIO INPUT TRANFF(IRMERS. Primary im- 
pedance 600 /500 ohms ct. A -4778, line -to -grid 
transformer with turns ratio of 1:20 and sec- 
ondary impedance 240,000 ohms. A -4779, line -to- 

single or push -pull grid applications with turns 
ratio of 1:10 and secondary impedance 60.000 
ohms ct. A -4780. line to push -pull applications 
with turns ratio of 1:20 and secondary impedance 
240,000 ohms et.- Chicago Standard Transformer 
Corp., 3501 W. Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill. 

PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS. Compen- 
trol network, PC -405: audio, PC -406: integrators, 

PC -407 and PC -408: phase detector, PC-.109.- 
Centr lab, Div. of Globe- Union, 900 E. Keefe 
Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis. 

ULTRA -MINIATURE PHONE PLUG. Micro. 
Plug. 1 /25th standard phone -plug size. for use 
with miniaturized jacks in transistor radios, 
miniature electronic equipment, computing de- 
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in Radio- Dectronics next month... 
COVER STORY: 

ALL AUTOMATIC ELECTRONIC LAWN MOWER - Look -no 
hands! A homeowner's dream come true. Goes one step 
beyond the remote controlled unit. Built by an ingenious 
experimenter who hates to mow the lawn. 

TUNNEL-DIODE GRID DIP METER -The tunnel diode makes 
the grid dip meter easier to build and use. This versatile 
meter will also inject a signal for test purposes. 

MINI-PACK AMPLIFIER YOU CAN MAKE -Here's a three- 
transistor audio amplifier no bigger than a peanut! A natural 
for hearing aids, miniature radios and portable instruments. 

MARCH, 1961 

NEW TRANSISTOR TV TUNERS -At least three companies 
are making them. This article tells you what they are and 

what they can do. Outlines some of the problems they may 
present. 

APRIL ISSUE ON SALE MARCH 16 

50¢ at newsstands and parts distributors 

Subscription rates 3 years $12 2 years $9 1 year $5 

154 West 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y. 
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ATLAS "Job Rated" P. A. SPEAKERS 

NU-1511 NU-241I C1-90N 

Inpu 

There is an Atlas Speaker Id -ally Suited for EveryJob 
All Atlas P. A. speakers are highly efficient, especially in the voice frequency 
range, providing the extra "punch" need-d to override high level background 
noise. Most are 100% weatherproof; aluminum and diecast parts are treated 
with corrosion inhibitors, then finished h "stone hard" baked enamel. The 
CJ Cobra -Jector horns are constructed cf nonresonant, indestructible fiber - 
glas, and HU and TP speaker horns of all. minum, finished in gun -metal grey. 
The HU and TP speakers are particula-ly designed for efficient talkback 
operations. The peaked characteristics wthin the voice frequencies increase 
the sensitivity of these speakers as pickup devices. 
All HU and CJ speakers are equipped with versatile "Versalock" ... This 
rugged, reliable mounting bracket, completely adjustable both horizontally 
and vertically, provides positive locking in any position. 
The DU -12 and DC -5, Atlas' renowned E eCor projectors, are styled to har- 
monize with any decor, modern or tradit onal. Send for free catalo - to Dept. RE g 

Model NU -12N HU -15N HU -24N Ci -1411 C1.30N C1-44 TP -15N TP -24N DU -12 DC -5 
POWER" 7.5 w 25 w 25 w 7.5 w 25 w 60 w 25 w 25 w 7.5 w 6w 
IMPEDANCE 8 ohm 8 ohm 8 ohm 8 ohm 8 ohm 16 ohms 8 ohm 8 ohm 8 ohm 8 ohm 
FREQUENCY 350- 250- 200- 400- 250- 150- 250- 200- 400- 120- C.P.S. 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 .0,000 9000 10,000 10,000 10,000 7000 
LENGTH OVERALL 71/4 in. 83/4 in. 12 in. 8 in. 11/2 in. 23" x 13" 161 in. 23 In. 14 In. 14 In. 
BELL DIAMETER 71 in. 93/4 in. 111/4 in. 91/2" x 51/2" 14" x 6" 19 in. 90/4 in. 111/4 in. 7 in. 7 in. 
NET PRICE $16.20 $20.10 $22.35 $18.00 524.60 $43.50 $31.20 $34.50 $19.80 $13.20 

TP-15N TP-24N 

ATLAS 
SOUND CORP. 
1449 39th Street 
Brooklyn 18, N. Y. 

In Canada: 
Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 
Toronto, Ontario 

OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

CONVERTER 

o w .M u.. ... 

,ülN. 

i": 
" 

Uses I2V hybrid 
supply 

Has built -in squelch 

Stable drift free operation regardless of 
input operation 

Easy installation -plugs info cigarette lighter 

tubes - 

For state, 
local police 

and fire 
networks 
between 

30 and 50 

MC AM /FM 
requires no B j- 

$M95 
Buy direct for only 

$4796 
plus $3.75 xtar 

TRANSCON DIVISION 

NORTHEAST TELECOMMUNICATIONS INC.. 
Danbury, Conn. 

CATALOG ON REQUEST 
Available from franchised distributors at slightly 

higher cost. 
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BUILD 

YOUR 

OWN 

THEREMIN! 
Now you can enjoy the 

ethereal, mysterious, fas- 
cinating sound of the 
THEREMIN. You play this most mod- 
ern of musical instruments without 
touching it- simply by moving your 
hands about it. The THEREMIN has no 
keys, buttons or strings. 

For the first time, a transistorized 
THEREMIN is available in kit form. 
This easy -to -build musical instrument 
is featured in the January, 1961, issue of 
Electronics World magazine. For a free 

reprint of this ß.N.MOOC article and 
complete infor- 
mation on this 
exciting new 
kit, mail this 
coupon today. 

a rar r MrrrM_ 
1 

R. A. MOOG CO. 
Department C, P.O. Box 263 
Ithaca, New York 

Please send me complete information on 
the build -it- yourself THEREMIN. 
Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
Please Print 

vices, tape recorders- Switcheraft Inc., 5555 N. 
Elston Ave., Chicago 30, Ill. 

TOOL, Piggy -Back. Plastic handle with % -inch 
hexagon socket. Reversible blade with one end 

3/16 -inch r, -:filar blade and other end No. 1 
Phillips bit. Midget instrument type screwdriver 
fits into 1/4 -inch hexagon socket.-Vaco Prod- 
ucts Co., 317 E. Ontario St., Chicago 11, Ill. 

CONNECTOR, Kwik -Klip. For antenna lead re- 
placement. One -hand, clip -on operation eliminates 

need to remove rusted or corroded nuts and bolts. 
-CBS Electronics, Div. of Columbia Broadcasting 
System Inc., Danvers, Mass. 

STEREO HI -FI AMPLIFIER KIT. 2 fully inte- 
grated preamps. Rated power output of 16 watts 

per channel. Total IHFM music power rating 
39 watts. For bookshelf placement, measures 4% 
x 14% x 11% inches. Cordovan gray finish - 
Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 
80, Ill. 

STEREO RECEIVER, Fisher 500 -S. 0.9 µv sensi- 
tivity for 72 -ohm antenna. Microray tuning indi- 
cators on FM and AM. 45 -watt stereo power 

amplifier. Master audio control with 20 controls 
and switches for every application. -Fisher Radio 
Corp., 21 -21 44th Drive, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

STEREO AMPLIFIER, KN -775. 37.5 watts per 
channel. Minimum IHFM music power rating of 
96 watts. 4 EL34 audio output tubes. Frequency 
response ±0.5 db, 25 to 20,000 cycles ; IHFM 

power bandwidth 15 to 85,000 cycles. Has 16 -ohm 
center -channel output, front -panel phone jack. 
Solid aluminum front panel. Gold and charcoal 
brown finish. 4% x 15ÿ'.s x 15% inches. Beige 
case.- Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., 
Chicago 80, Ill. 
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STEREO AMPLIFIER, New 299B. Tape moni- 
toring provisions for recording. Extra high level 

equipped with high -compliance N -21D stylus orig- 
inally designed for M212 Audio Dynetic pickup. 
For independent tone arms at tracking force of 
2 grams. Stylus compliance 9.0 x 10 -" ems /dyne, 
frequency response 20 to 20,000 cycles, ±21/2 db. 
-Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evans- 
ton, Ill. 

READY -BUILT HI -FI CABINETS. Model AE -20 
Series. Center cabinet holds all components but 

on everything in 

stereo hi -fi 
and 

electronics 

input for connection of electronic organ. In- 
creased power to 50 watts. -H. H. Scott Inc., 
Dept. P, 111 Powdermill Rd., Maynard, Mass. 

STEREO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS, 70 -watt 
ST70 and 40 -watt ST40. Kit and fadtory- wired. 
For any stereo program source. Williamson type 

..,.,..am 

49 \ 4) (40 

circuits employing voltage amplifiers and split - 
load phase inverters driving output stage. ± db 
12- 25,000 -cycle frequency response. Harmonic 
distortion less than 1% 40- 20,000 cycles. -EICO 
(Electronic Instrument Co. Inc.) 33 -00 Northern 
Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

STEREO PHONOGRAPH CARTRIDGES, M7- 
N21D and M-3-N."/D. M7 and M3 cartridges 

V-R DIO Servicemen 

send for the 1961 

/.ILL /ED 
CATALOG 

speakers for which speaker -wing cabinets mod Is 
AE -30 and AE -40 series, available. -Heath Co., 
Benton Harbor, Mich. 

RECORD CABINET, model 106. Matches manu - 
cabinets and speaker facturer's hi -fi equipment 

enclosures. Walnut, hand -rubbed mahogany, 
blond or ebony. Removable base or legs. 20 x 
321/ x 18 in.- Rockford Special Furniture Co., 
1803 W. Belle Plaine, Chicago 13, III. 

TAPE RECORDER, Magnematic. Bookshelf, 31 /.y 

x 10 x 11% in., for home (illustrated) ; Broad- 
caster, fitting standard 3%-inch rack panel, for 
professionals. Tape handling eliminated by plastic 
cartridge that inserts into player. Cartridges 

444 -PAGES VALUE PACKED. Write today 
for the leading Electronics Catalog. World's 
Largest selection, including products and 
values available only from ALLIED.SAVE ON: 

Everything in Hi -FI Music Systems 8 Com- 
ponents Biggest Selection of Hi -Fi Cabinetry 

Exclusive Knight® Super -value Stereo 
Knight- Kits® -Best in Build- Your -Own Hi- 
Fi Tape Recorders and Phono Equipment 

Everything in Electronic Parts, Tubes, Tran- 
sistors, Test Equipment, Amateur Gear, P.A. 
Systems, TV Accessories, Tools, Books. 

7 Save most at ALLIED. Write 
for FREE 1961 Catalog today! 

ALLIED RAD I O 
only $2 down 

on orders 
up to $50 

rALLIED RADIO, Dept. 103 -C1 
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, 1I1. 

D Send FREE 1961 ALLIED Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

I City 
I- 

Zone State 

or Beginners... 

Send for eorta 
7- Volume Job-Training Set 

OH 7 -Day FREE TRIAL! 

TV- RADIO- 

ELECTRONICS 

Shop 

Library! 

Answers ALL Servicing Problems QUICKLY . . . 
Makes You Worth More On The Job! 

Put money- making, time -saving TV- RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
know -how at your fingertips- examine Coyne's all -new 7- Volume 
TV- RADIO- ELECTRONICS Reference Set for 7 days at our 
expense! Shows you the way to easier TV -Radio repair -time 
saving, practical working knowledge that helps you get the BIG 
money! How to install, service and align ALL radio and TV sets, even 
color -TV, UHF, FM and transistorized equipment. New photo- instruc- 
tion shows you what makes equipment "tick ". No complicated math 
or theory -just practical facts you can put to use immediately right 
in the shop, or for ready reference at home. Over 3000 pages; 1200 
diagrams; 10,000 facts! 
SEND NO MONEY! Just mail coupon for 7- Volume TV -Radio Set on 7 -Day 
FREE TRIAL! We'll include the FREE BOOK below. If you keep the set, 
pay only $3 in 7 days and $3 per month until $27.25 plus postage is paid. 
Cash price only $24.95. Or return set at our expense in 7 days and owe 

nothing. Either way, the FREE BOOK is 
yours to keep. Offer limited, so act NOW! 
FREE DIAGRAM BOOK! 
We'll send you this big book, "150 Radio - 
Television Picture Patterns and Diagrams Ex- 
plained" ABSOLUTELY FREE lust for examin- 
ing Coyne's 7- Volume Shop Library on 7 -Day 
FREE TRIAL! Shows how to cut servicing time 
by reading picture- patterns, plus schematic dia- 
grams for many TV and radio sets. Yours FREE 
whether you keep the 7- Volume Set or not! Mail 
coupon TODAY! 

Like Raving An Electronics Expert Right At Your Side! 

"LEARNED MORE FROM THEM 
THAN FROM 6 YEARS WORK!" 
"Learned more from your first two 
volumes than from 5 years work." 
-Guy Bliss, New York 
"Swell set for either the service- 
man or the beginner. Every service 
bench should have one. " -Melvin 

Masbruch, Iowa. 

VOL. 1- EVERYTHING ON TV- 
RADIO PRINCIPLES! 300 pages 
of practical explanations; hun- 
dreds of illustrations. 
VOL. 2- EVERYTHING ON TV- 
RADIO-FM RECEIVERS; 403 
pages; fully illustrated. 
VOL. 3- EVERYTHING ON TV- 
RADIO CIRCUITS! 336 pages; 
hundreds of illustrations, circuit 
diagrams. 
VOL. 4- EVERYTHING ON SERV- 
ICING INSTRUMENTS! How they 
work, how to use them. 368 
pages; illustrated. 

VOL. 5- EVERYTHING ON TV 
TROUBLESHOOTING! Covers all 
types of sets. 437 pages; illus- 
trations, diagrams. 

VOL. 6-T1/CYCLOPEDIA! Quick 
and concise answers to TV prob- 
lems in alphabetical order, in- 
cluding UHF. Color TV and 
Transistors; 868 pages. 

VOL. 7- TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT 
HANDBOOK! Practical Reference 
covering Transistor Applications; 
over 200 Circuit Diagrams; 410 
pages. 

ALL 7 BOOKS HAVE BRIGHT, MODERN, 
VINYL CLOTH WASHABLE COVERS 

FREE BOOK -FREE TRIAL COUPON! 

_ ... .. 
ELECTRICAL 

,.á..a.:.s, 

l 
1455 W. Congress Parkway 

¡J//J Depf. 31 -T1, Chieogo 7 Illino( 
SCHOOL 

MARCH, 1961 

Educational Book Publishing Division s 

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
1455 W. Congress Parkway, Dept. 31 -T1, Chicago 7, Illinois' 
Yes! Send me COYNE'S 7- Volume Applied Practical TV- RADIO- 
ELECTRONICS Set for 7 -Days FREE TRIAL per your offer. Include 
"Patterns & Diagrams" hook FREE! 

Name 

Address 

Age 

City Zane State 
Check here it y u want Set sent C.O.D. Coyne pays postage ont 
C.O.D. and cashoorders. 7 -Day Money -Back Guarantee. J 
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RADIO HANDBOOK 
-gives comprehensive, up -to- the - minute data 

for designing and building radio equipment 
Extensive theory -the Radio Hand- 
book covers practically every phase 
of radio theory, in simplified, easy - 
to -grasp form. 

Latest design data - all original 
material- enables you to design any 
standard type of transmitting and 
receiving equipment, from medium 
to ultra -high frequencies. 

Latest construction data -broadest 
coverage in the field. You get com- 
plete original information on how to 
build and operate advanced high 
performance equipment. Plans in- 
clude details on attractive styling. 
All data clearly indexed. 800 pages - all editorial - with hard cover. 
The largest RADIO HANDBOOK 
ever published. 

at your dealer, plus any tax $ 8.50 
Buy from your favorite distributor at $8.50, or add 10', on direct orders to: 

EDITORS and ENGINEERS, Ltd. 
Summerland 5, California 

Bookstores: Order from Baker & Taylor Co., Hillside, N.J. 

Unbelievable LOW PRICES! 
NOT KITS ... But Factory Wired and Guaranteed 

HIGH QUALITY INSTRUMENTS 

I 
I 

I 

I 

New! Model 999 

Radio & TV 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
Provides highly 
stable signal. Gen- 
erates R. F. fre- 
quencies from 150 
Kilocycles to 50 

Megacycles. ( 150 Kc. to 12.5 Mc. on Fun- 
damentals and from 11 Mc. to 50 Mc. on 
Harmonics). R.F. is obtainable separately 
or modulated by the Audio Frequency. 
Measures 7%" x 7?i%" x 5 ". Weight 8 Lbs. 

°rd 

112 

Complete -only $14.95 
er directly from METROPOLITAN ELECTRONICS 

New! TC -75 Univ. Combination 

TEST SPEAKER & 
SIGNAL TRACER 
Plus resistor tester 
Plus condenser tester 
Plus output indicator 

Plus speaker substitution. Plus resistor substitutor 
Plus substitute 100 V D.C. power supply 
Plus field substitutor. Plus condenser substitutor 
Plus voice coil substitutor 
Plus signal tracer 
Pius universal output transformer 
Plus experimental one stage audio amplifier 

Measures 7" x 11" x 5'. Weight, 8 Lbs. 

Complete -only $19.95 
106 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N.Y. 

handle up to 1200 feet. 20 models available for 
17b, 3%, 71/2 and 15 ips, mono play only, mono 
play and record, stereo play only, stereo play 
and mono record, and stereo play and record. - 
Magnematie Div., Amplifier Corp. of America, 398 
Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. 

TAPE RECORDER HEAD DEMAGNETIZER, 
type 516C1. Reduces noise and distortion. Unit 
is plugged into 117 -volt ac outlet, tip brought 

into contact with record -playback head and with- 
drawn. -Dist. Prod. Dept., RCA Tube Div., 415 
South Fifth Street, Harrison, N. J. 

TURNTABLE CHANGER, Dual -1006 Custom. 
Fully automatic and manual turntable and auto- 
matic record changer. Roller -feeler indexing 
action measures record for lead -in groove. Ele- 

vator-action spindle operates without pusher 
arms or offset spindles. One -piece free- floating 
tone arm tracks and trips down to 11/ grams. - 
United Audio Products, 202 -4 E. 19th St., New 
York 3, N. Y. 

4 -SPEED TURNTABLE AND TONE ARM, PK- 
419. 3 -lb., rim -weighted 12 -inch aluminum table 
with permanently lubricated oilite bronze bear- 
ing. Precision spindle turns on single ball bear- 

ing. Speed control allowing for ±7%o variation 
of each speed. Supplied with stroboscopic disc, 
45 -rpm adapter, shielded hookup cables and ac 
line cord. -Lafayette Radio Corp., 165 -08 Liberty 
Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y. 

PREAMPLIFIER, model 122 Dynaural Stereo 
Control Crater. Dynaural rumble and scratch 
suppressors. Center -channel level control on front 

panel. 5 separate stereo inputs, each with own 
level control. -H. H. Scott Inc., Dept. P, 111 
Powdermill Rd., Maynard, Mass. 

All data are from manufacturers' specifications. 
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NENI" 
C ' TUßES 

ànd 

COHDUCTORS 

A 
ATRIPLE- TRIODE 12 -pin Compac- 
tron leads off this month. It is fol- 

lowed up by a series of switching tran- 
sistors, a conduction -cooled uhf beam 
power tube, a 9 -pin triode -pentode for 
TV and other recent releases. 

6DI0 
Compactron containing three high - 

mu triodes with separate pin connec- 

RT2 uT2 

tions for all three cathodes, grids and 
plates. It is designed for use as an 
oscillator, mixer, grounded -grid ampli- 
fier, and automatic frequency control 
service. 

Maximum ratings of this Tung -Sol 
tube are: 

(each section) 
VP 330 
VG (max pos) 0 

(max neg) 50 
PP (wafts) 2 

Characteristics with 125 volts on the 
plate and -1 volt on the grid are: 

(each section) 
57 

Rp (ohms) 
(µmhos) 

Ip (ma) 

13,600 
4,200 

4.2 

2N1136, -A, -B 

A series of very high gain p -n -p 
transistors designed as high -current 
switching devices for dc-dc converter 
and dc-ac inverter circuits. The series 
has three voltage breakdown ratings 
for use in both 12- and 28 -volt supplies 
without danger of burnout. Current 
gain is controlled to eliminate need 
for matching. The transistors can 
switch up to 400 watts. 

For that 

NEW IDEA 
visit the 

IRE SHOW 
March 20- 23,1961 New York 

Coliseum and Waldorf- Astoria Hotel 
Members $1.00, Non -members $3.00 Age limit -over 18 

MARCH, 1961 

NOW! A down -to -earth 
guide to 

MODERN TEST 

PROCEDURES 
Alternate Test Methods Cautions 
Correct Instrument Usage Readings 

Connections and Control Settings 
Test Techniques 

Time -Saving Methods 

... and all the rest ! 

Almost anyone can repair 
TV's, radios and other 

electronic equipment AFTER 
the trouble has been located. The 

trick is to know how to spot troubles in 
the first place -and that means knowing how 

to use instruments fast and accurately. Actually, 
it's amazing what you can do with only a few in- 
struments- providing you know how to use differ- 
ent kinds for the same job; how to select the right 
ones; where to use them; how to connect them into 
circuits; how to set controls; how to read them; and 
how to follow professional test procedures every 
step of the way. And that's exactly what this new 
316 -page book with its more than 190 how- to -do -it 
pictures and procedure sketches teaches you. 

IT'S WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT USING 
INSTRUMENTS THAT COUNTS! 

BASIC ELECTRONIC TEST PROCEDURES 
by Rufus Turner helps you learn to troubleshoot 
any circuit, equipment or component in half the 
usual time. Covers different methods for doing 
specific jobs. For instance, you learn to check dis- 
tortion by the 'scope. rejection filter, harmonic - 
distortion meter, wave analyzer or audio oscillator 
methods. You learn to make resistance measure- 
ments with a current- meter, a volt- ammeter, a volt- 
meter. an ohmmeter. or via the bridge method. 

Subjects include current checks; power, capaci- 
tance, resistance, AF. RF, phase, distortion, and 
modulation measurements; tube and semi -conductor 
testing: audio amplifier tests; sensitivity, RF gain, 
fidelity. AVC voltage. operating voltage checks, 
etc.: visual alignment techniques -even transmitter 
and industrial electronic test procedures. Price 
onl, S;s.nn. 

CONSIDER OSCILLOSCOPES for instance! 

Simplified explanations of modern oscilloscope 
techniques show how to use your 'scope as a volt- 
meter, current meter, variable frequency oscillator, 
etc., or for making RF, phase or AM measurements; 
for distortion and deflection checking; square wave 
testing; visual AM and FM alignment, and for many 
other jobs. Every detail is explained -from making 
connections to analyzing patterns. 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, TOO! 
STILL ANOTHER BIG FEATURE is the book's use- 

fulness in acquainting you with industrial electronic 
test techniques -including testing non -electronic phe- 
nomena such as strain, pressure, etc. 

PRACTICE 10 DAYS . . FREE! 

TI 
Dept. RE -31, Technical Division, 
HOLT RINEHART and WINSTON, Inc. 
383 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y. 

Send BASIC ELECTRONIC TEST PROCEDURES 
for 10 -day FREE EXAMINATION. If I decide to 
keep book, t will then send you $8.00 phis postage 
In full payment. If not. I will return book postpaid 
an - d owe nothing. (SAVE! Send $8.00 with your 
order and Rinehart pays the postage. Same 10 -day 

you're 
guarantee 

p p y 
funded 1f 

re not with than satisfied withbook 
refunded 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY, ZONE. STATE 
OUTSIDE U.S.A. -Cash with order only. Price 
$8.50. Money back if book is returned in 10 days. 
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OUTSTANDING 

CAREER 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Continued expansion of the PHILCO 

COMPUTER DIVISION has created a 

number of positions for persons with 

a minimum of 2 years of data proc- 

essing equipment maintenance and /or 

installation experience. 

Successful candidates will undergo 

advanced computer training in the 

PHILCO 2000 System at our Willow 

Grove, Pa. plant. 

ASSIGNMENTS 

AVAILABLE IN 

MAJOR CITIES 

THROUGHOUT 

U.S.A. 

Contact 

Mr. John Felos 

Professional Employment Manager 

COMPUTER DIVISION 

WILLOW GROVE, PA. 

PH I LCO 
Li71 mav or Gat/ Me %lirfii (9trr 

R 

114 

EMITTER 

COLLECTOR 
CONNECTED 
TO CASE 4430", 

BASE. 

2N1136, -A -B 

Maximum ratings of these Bendix 
transistors are: 

2N1136 -36 -A -36 -B 

Vees 40 70 80 
VcEO 30 55 65 
VCB 60 90 100 
IC (amps) 6 6 6 

Pc (watts) 60 60 60 
(Pc is the maximum average power dissipation. 

It can be exceeded during switching time.) 

7842 
A very small conduction -cooled uhf 

beam power tube for missiles, satellites 
or mobile equipment where air cooling 
may not be practical. It is intended for 
use as an rf power amplifier, oscillator, 
frequency multiplier, of power amplifier 
or modulator. 

F, .900" 
CONDUCTION 
CYLINDER 

PLATE 

PLATE TERMINAL 
CONTACT SURFACE 

G2 TERMINAL 
CONTACT 
SURFACE 

GI TERMINAL 
CONTACT SURFACE 

1.885' 

HTR -CATH 
TERMINAL 
CONTACT 
SURFACE 

HTR TERMINAL CONTACT SURFACE 

7842 

Typical ratings of the RCA 7842 as 
an rf power amplifier in class -C FM 
telephony service are: 

at 400 me at 1215 me 
VP 400 900 900 
V62 200 300 300 
Val -35 -30 -22 
IP (ma) 150 170 170 
IG2 (ma) 5 I I 

ICI (ma) 3 IO 4 
Useful power 

output 
(watts) 23 80 40 

2N 1572, -73, -74 
A group of general -purpose n -p -n 

double- diffused silicon mesa transistors 
that cover a beta range of 20 to 200. 
They are well suited to use in cascaded 
audio amplifiers where they produce 
current gains between 80 and 92 db 
for 1 -kc signals. 

200" 

COLLECTOR 

BASE 

EMITTER 

2N1572, 2N 1573, 2 N 1574 

Maximum 
Instruments 

VCE 

VEB 

Ptot.d (at 25 °C ambient) 
(wafts) 

ratings of these Texas 
transistors are: 

80 
5 

0.6 

Electrical characteristics at 25 °C 
ambient are: 

2N1572 
hr. 15 

h°. 

-73 -74 
30 80 (VcE=5, 

IE=-1 ma, 
f=1 kc) 

25 65 95 (VcE=, 
1E= -5 ma,. 
f=I kc) 

6DX8 
A triode- pentode in a 9 -pin min- 

iature envelope. The triode is for use in 
keyed agc, sync separator, sync ampli- 
fier and noise suppressor circuits; the 
pentode for use as a video amplifier. 

PP 

K fi G3p 

IS 

G lp 

G2p 
6DX8 

Typical operating conditions and 
characteristics for the Tung -Sol 6DX8 
are: 

Triode Pentode 
VP 200 170 200 220 
Vet - 170 200 220 
VG/ (bias) -1.7 -2.1 -2.9 -3.4 
IP (ma) 3 18 18 18 
les (ma) - 3 3 3 

g., (µmhos) 4,000 11,000 10,400 10,000 
RP (kohms) - 100 130 150 
IL 65 - - - 
µ (G2 with respect 

to GI) - 36 36 36 

2N1516/0C170 
A p -n -p germanium PADT (post 

alloy diffused transistor) designed for 
use as an if or rf amplifier and for 
oscillator- converter applications in the 
medium- and high -frequency ranges. 
Power gain at 10.7 me is 20 db min- 

.200" 

2NI516 

OLLECTOR 
- \INTER LEAD SHIELD ti \H METAL CASE BASE 

EMITTER 

imum and conversion gain at 26 me 
averages 18 db. 

Maximum ratings of this Amperex 
transistor are: 

VCB 

lc (ma) 
lE (ma) 
IE (reverse) (ma) 
Pc (mw) 

20 
IO 

IO 

83 
END 

TENTH ANNUAL SSB DINNER 
The SSB Amateur Radio Association 

will sponsor the Tenth Annual SSB 
Dinner and Hamfest on Tuesday, 
March 21 at the Hotel Statler- Hilton, 
33rd St. and 7th Avenue, New York, 
N.Y. All amateurs and their friends are 
invited. There will be no formal 
speeches. 

Equipment displays open at 10 a.m. 
and the dinner starts at 7:30 p.m. Tick- 
ets purchased in advance are $10 each 
and $11 at the door. 
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c 

new 
PAT 1VTS m9o 

RECTIFIER 
Patent No. 2,953,738 

Richard L. Aright. .4damsburg, Pa. 
(assigned to Westinghouse. Electric Corp.) 

A transistor makes an efficient rectifier. Here 
it is alternately biased to full conduction and to 
complete cutoff. In the first case, the voltage 

LOAD 

1 

across the transistor is nearly zero, and in the 
second its current is nearly zero. Therefore the 
power dissipation is negligible. 

For highest efficiency, the bias source should 
supply a square -wave signal. 

SENSITIVE DC AMPLIFIER 
Patent No. 2,952,815 

Stuart C. Rorkafellow, Plymouth. Mich. 
(assigned to Robotron Corp., Detroit. Mich.) 

Hams and others are familiar with the dip 
in plate current when as oscillator is tuned to 
resonance (Fig. I). This principle is used here. 

PLATE 
CURRENT 

FREO 

RESONANCE 

Fig.l 

In Fig. 2, the dc signal to be amplified is fed 
into the primary of saturable reactor T. Its 
secondary is the plate tank of a crystal oscillator. 
The secondary inductance is higher than needed 

o 
XTAL 

OSC T 

Fig.2 

DC INPUT 
SIGNAL 

for resonance. The dc tends to saturate T's core 
and lower the coil inductance. This causes a dip 
in plate current as resonance is approached. 

The inventor finds that a signal of a few my 
can produce a large change in the voltage drop 
across R. The voltage gain may be as high as 
200. 

BRIDGE THERMOSTAT 
Patent No. 2,945,133 

Balthasar Hubert Pinrkaers, Hopkins, .Minn. (As- 
signed to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 

Minneapolis, Minn.) 
This device is a sensitive thermostat. requiring 

only a single power supply. When the bridge is 
balanced, there is no bias between emitter and 
base of VI. Little current flows through R2, so 
V2's base is at the potential of the negative 
power terminal. The transistor conducts fully 
and energizes P.Y. 

RI is a temperature -sensitive resistor whose 
resistance balances the bridge at some critical 
temperature. Below this value, RI's resistance 

Just Ouf 

N 

MAD? 
because of cold solder joints? 

ERSIN 

FIVE -CORE SOLDER 

Sold only by Radio Ports Distributors. 

World's Finest 

Learn at Home to Fix 

ELECTRIC 
APPLIANCES 

Tester Pvmtshad -No Extra Charge. Fix toasters. 
fans, other electric appliances for friends and neighbors. Make 
money in spare time or build your own full time business. 

SAVE, cash by repairing your own appliances. Enjoy the 
security of a skill to fall back on during slack periods, sea- 

sonal layoffs. when you retire. NR1 will train you at home. 

MAIL COUPON NOW. Samuel. Lesson and CatalogFREE. 

(National Radio Institute, D.pt. FC1, Wash. 16, D. C. I 

Please send me Electrical Appliance sample lesson and 
[catalog FREE (No Salesman Will Call). I 

'Name- Age 

!Address 1 
Litz. Zone State j 

SUPREME 1961 TV Manuel 
AMAZING BARGAIN 
The now 1961 TV manual is the 

bargain of the year. Covers all im- 
portant sets of every make in one 
giant volume. Your price for this 
mammoth manual is only $3. This 
super -value defies all competition. 
Other annual volumes at only $3 
each. Factory service material sim- 
plifies repairs. Includes all data 
required for quicker TV servicing. 
Practically tells you how to find 
each fault and make needed repair. 
More pages, more diagrams, more 
service data per dollar of cost. 

TELEVISION SERVICING COURSE 
Let this new course help you in TV servic- 

ing. Amazing bargain. complete. only $3, full 
price for all lessons. Giant in size, mammoth 
In scope, topics just like a $200.00 correspond- 
ence course. Lessons on picture faults. cir- 
cuits. adjustments, short -cuts. UHF, align- 
ment facts, hints, antenna problems, 
trouble- shooting, test equipment, pic -or 

Lure analysis. Special, only 
SIMPLIFIED RADIO SERVICING (Introduction to TV) 

Espl:,ins Ito, to 5.0 comparison method to find most radio faults In $50 minute.. Many 
of 

tests without any equipment. Also seteral ,7 sec- 
tions on use Instruments. Introduction to TV. Schematics. charts. 
service hints. Job sheets cover all s,-ts. N ,,y edition, out, 

RADIO VOLUMES 

i 
RADIO DIAGRAMS 

SUPREME is your best source for all 
needed RADIO diagrams and service 
data. Covers everything from the most re- 
cent 1960 radios to pre -war old- timers; 
home radios, stereo, combinations, transis- 
tor portables, FM, and auto sets. Sensa- 
tional values. Only S2 for many vo,umes. 
Every manual has extra large schematics, 
all needed alignment facts, printed boards, 
voltage values, trimmers, dial stringing. 
and helpful hints. Volumes are large in 
size, 812x11 inches, about 190 pages. See 
coupon at right for a complete list of 
these popular radio service manuals. 

Publications 
Sold by All Leading Parts Jobbers 

MARCH, 1961 

COVERS ALL POPULAR SETS 
Here is your service data for faster, easier 

TV repairs. Lowest priced. Best by compari- 
son. Supreme TV manuals have all needed 
service material on every popular TV set. Help- 
ful, practical. factory -prepared data that will 
really make TV servicing easy for you. Benefit 
and save with these amazing values in service 
manuals. Only $3 per large, yearly volume. 

SIMPLIFIES TV REPAIRS 
These giant TV manuals have complete cir- 

cuits. needed alignment facts, printed boards. 
servicing hints, production changes. voltage 
charts. waveforms, and double -page schematics. 
Here are your authentic service instructions to 
help you do expert work quicker; and priced at 
only $3 per large annual manual. Repair any 
TV model ever made by having in your shop all 
15 volumes as listed in coupon. Your special 
price for all, only $40. Or try the new 1961 
TV manual to see what an amazing bargain you 
get for $3. Send no -risk trial coupon today. 

The repair of any television 
vet i.. 

, 
eally simple with 

Supreme TV service man - 
:Is. ,:very set is covered 

In a practical manner that 
will simplify trouble- shoot- 
ing and repair. This is the 
help you need to find tough 
est faults in a Jiffy. Most 53 
TV volumes cover a whole 
year of service material. 
New Television Servicing 
Course will aid you In learn 
Inc TV. Re wise, buy Su- 
preme Manuals only once 
each year instead 

f 
pend- 

ing dollars ) week. 

NO -RISK TRIAL ORDER COUPON 

SUPREME PUBLICATIONS, im0 Balsam Rd., Highland Park, ILL. 

E; 1960 
1959 

r-I 1958 
C 1957 

rí 1956 
1955 " 1954 
1953 
1952 
1951 
1950 
1949 

1948 
; 1947 

1946 
1942 
1941 
1940 

( Popular RADIO 
Diagram Manuals 
at only S 250 each 

Radio Manual, only S2 

These annual 
RADIO volumes 
specially priced 
at only S 250 each 

THIS GROUP 
ONLY 

Z EACH 

Rush today TV manuals checked QX below and 
Radio manuals at left. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
-1 New 1961 TV Manual, $3, 1960 TV, $3. 

Additional 1959 TV, $3. Early 1959 TV. $3. 
' 1958 TV Manual. S3. Additional 1957 TV, $3. 

Early 1957 TV, $3. 1956 TV Manual. S3. 
Additional 1955 TV, $3. r' Early 1935 TV, $3. 
1954 TV, 53. 1953 TV, $3. í 1952 TV, S3. 
1951 TV, $3. n 1957 -58 RCA TV Manual. $1.50 
New Television Servicing Course, complete...53. 

I nm enclosing $ Send postpaid. 

Send C.O.D. I am enclosing S .... deposit. 

Name: 
1926 -1938 Manual, 52.50 
Simplified Servicing, $1.50 t Address: 
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NEW 
51'I -',KLO SONY STEREO 

TAPE 
DECK 

Now, for less than the cost of a good record changer, you 
can add a versatile new dimension to your hi fi system. 

The Sony 262 -D tape deck has a 4 track stereo erase 
head and 4 track stereo record /playback head. Heads are 
wired to six output and input facilities for connection of 
external electronics to play and 
record four track stereo. This is 
the same quality mechanism 
used in the most expensive 
Sony Superscope tape recorders. 

SONY 

50 

S UPERSCOPE 

Other tape recorders in the 
remarkable Sony line include 
the dual track bantam at 
$99.50, the Sterecorder 300, a 
complete portable stereo port- 
able stereo system at only 
$399.50, and the 262 -SL 
parallel and sound -on -sound 
recorder at $199.50. For lit- 
erature or nearest dealer, 
write: Superscope, Inc., Dept. 
T , Sun Valley, Calif. 

The tapeway to Stereo 

the 
business -like 

approach 

t0 
SERVICE 

CHARGES 

and 

RECORD 
KEEPING 

For customer's prices 
on every replacement 
part, plus flat rate and 
hourly service charge 
data, regional and 
national. Dave Rice's 
OFFICIAL PRICING 
DIGEST, listing over 
63,000 items. $2.50. 

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 

If you want to op- 
erate on a profes- 
sional level, Dave 
Rice's OFFICIAL 
ORDER BOOKS give 
you triplicate forms 
for order, invoice, 
and office records 
...spaces for tubes, 
parts, serial num- 
bers, labor and tax 
charges, signatures, 
etc. 75c per book, 
$6.50 for dust -proof 
box of 10. _ _ Ris 

your assurance 
of brand name 

quality 

Ne.-, 
- s out 

unú coi 

urlr 
NO -NOISE 

VOLUME CONTROL 
and CONTACT 

RESTORER 
Cleans 

Protects t ricates 
Not Carbon Tet 

Solution 
2 or. 6 or. 
Bottle CaO 

$100 $225 

Servicemen Scrvcc,.mrn 

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. 

180 Nt WACKER DRIVE CHICAGO 6, ILL. 
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" 
OISE" 

PRODUCTS 
NO -NOISE 

TUNER -TONIC 
with PERMA -FILM 

Cleans, lubricates, 
restores all tuners, 
including wafer type. 
Non -toxic, non -In- 
flammable. 
For TV, radio and 
FM use. 
E c o . 
nomical -a lit- 
tle does 
a lot. 

A r sol 
Can 

$325 
Net to ` 

Servicemen 

FREE 
at your jobbers 5 PLASTIC 
EXTENDER 

Included With Each Can 
Push Button] Assembly 
For Pin -Point Applications 
Does Not Cause Shorts 

ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP. 
813 Communipaw Avenue Jersey City 4, N. J. 

drops, biasing VI to conduction. Due to the drop 
across R2, V2 conducts less and RY releases its 
armature and the contacts close. 

If desired, the relay contacts may close a cir- 
cuit (not shown) to supply heat to Rl. Its 
resistance will rise until bridge balance is re- 
stored, at which time the relay contacts will 
open again. 

TIMING DEVICE 
Patent No. 2,942,123 

Niles F. Schuh, Jr., Lima, Ohio. (Assigned to West- 
inghouse Electric Corp., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.) 

This is an adjustable voltage- sensitive time - 
delay device. For example, it operates the relay 
rapidly on high overvoltages and less rapidly on 

TO 
-CáCONTROLLED 

CKT 

lower voltages. Thus it is insensitive to line 
transients. 

Dl, D2 are Zener diodes. Dl holds the input 
constant and is rated at higher voltage than D2. 

Below its breakdown value, D2 is blocked. Lit- 
tle current flows through R into C, and any 
charge is wiped off by D3. After breakdown, D3 
is blocked by flow through R, and C begins to 
charge. This biases V to conduction. Eventually, 
the bias will be sufficient to energize RY and 
end the time interval. 

END 

50 Es ear Ztgo 
In Gernsback Publications 

HUGO GERNSBACK, Founder 
Modern Electrics 1908 
Wireless Association of 1908 
Electrical Experimenter 1913 
Radio News 1919 
Science & Invention 1920 
Television 1927 
Radio -Craft 1929 
Short -Wave Craft 1930 
Television News ._....1931 

Some larger libraries still have copies of Modern Electrics 
on Ale for interested readers. 

In March, 1911, Modern Elecfrics 
An English Thermo- Electric Generator, 

by Frank C. Perkins. 
Bela Gati (Radio) Experiments, by 

A. C. Marlowe. 
Cathode Ray Tele- Photography, by Dr. 

Alfred Gradenwitz (Berlin). 
A New Photophone. 
Mercury Interrupter. 
A Liquid Transmitter. 
A Handy Detector, by E. S. Stull, Jr. 
Wireless Key, by Clarence J. Carney. 
A Unique Receiving Outfit, by Stanley 

C. Battles. 

"It's a hearing -aid service manual." 
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MULTIVIBRATOR FROM 
SINGLE PULSER 

The "Single Pulse Generator" by 
J. H. Thomas on page 79 of the April, 
1960, issue of RADIO -ELECTRONICS was 
just the thing we needed in the test lab. 
The pulses provided by our standard 
pulse generators and chopper equipment 
were either too narrow or too wide, 
consequently the pulser met our require- 
ments. However, we realized that the 
unit could be made more versatile by 
developing it into a free -running multi - 
vibrator, without resorting to additional 
equipment, should the necessity arise. 

FROM PWR SUPPLY 
SEE TEXT 

22 MEG 

r 

Jacks J1 -J2 are specifically shown for 
this purpose in the original issue. 

We required a repetitive pulse spaced 
every 100 milliseconds over the entire 
pulse -width scale. By trial and error we 
developed the circuit shown. The only 
additions were a two -way switch (S4) , 

400 -megohm resistor (R12, several 22- 
meg units in series) and a .002 -µf 
capacitor, C12. 

With switch S4 in the NC position, 
the circuit behaves as designed. In the 
NO position, the neon lamp oscillates 
at a low- frequency rate sufficient to 
drive the 12AY7 tube. 

Before making this modification, we 
had difficulty trying to trigger the unit 
pulses to determine the pulse widths. 
All that is now required is to synchro- 
nize the scope to the input with the 

I2AY7 
DELAY UNIVIBRATOR 

250V 

22K 

TO CATH FOLL 
I 

N.O. I 

22K 
50µµf2 Lr0o2 J 

6 

1,5K 

PACKAGE HI FI 
or SINGLE COMPONENTS 

You'll find our prices low 
and service fast. 

Write for our quotation 
CENTER INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, Inc. 
74 -R Cortland} Street, New York 7, N.Y. 

B.S. degree -36 nos. B.E. deg ee-27 mos. 
Accelerated year -round program prepares for early em- 

ployment in fields of Science and Eng neering. Regular 
4 -year program for B.S. Degree comple ed in 36 months, 
special engineering degree program in 27. Classes start 
March, June, July, September, January. Quality educa- 
tion. Graduates employed from coast to coast. Govern- 
ment approved for veteran training. Students from 50 
states, 40 countries. 20 buildings; dorms, gym. Campus. 
Save time and money, Earn board. Write for catalog, 
1731 E. Washington Boulevard, Fort Wayne 2, Indiana 

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 

HI -FI RECORDING TAPE 
Spli Free ( 

15 day 
ce 

money -back 
except 

guarante2400') e 

1200' 7" Acetate $1.29 $1.17 299e 
1800' 7" acetate 1.79 1.59 1.45 
1800' 7" mylar 2.09 1.99 1.85 
2400' 7" mylar 3.29 2.99 2.75 
2400' 7" tensilised mylar 4.25 3.95 3.75 

Can Be Assorted. Add 15e Postage Per Reel. 
10e For 24+ Lot Orders. 

141 -F1 COMPONENTS TAPE RECORDERS available from 
wide variety of stock and shipped within 24 hours. 
Write for free wholesale catalogue. "WE WILL NOT 
BE UNDERSOLD." Write us and see why. 

CARSTON 125 -RD East 88 St. 
New York, 28, N. Y. 

MARCH, 1961 

YOU'LI, BE 
AMAz ED ... 

at our low. low hi-11 prices. 
Write for FREE discount catalog 
A -12, or send for our special quo- 
tations on your component needs. 

KEY ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
120 Liberty St., New York 6, N.Y. 

TV PICTURE TUBES 
AT LOWEST PRICES 

Y ALL ALUMINIZED GLASS TYPES 
Price Price Price 

Tube With Old Tube With Old Tube With Old 
Type Tube Type Tube Type Tube 
1OBP4 7.95 17BJP4 11.50 210EP4 21.00 
12LP4 8.95 17COP4 11.50 2ICXP4 15.75 
14AJP4 54.00 17CK /CA /BZ/ 21DEP4 21.00 
144TP4 14.00 BRP4 17.00 21DFP4 21.00 
14B /E /CP4 17DLP4 17.00 2117LP4 21.00 

10.00 I7H /RP4 12.50 211331.4 21.00 
14HP4 11.00 17L /VP4 12.50 21EP4 14.25 
14QP4 11.00 17QP4 11.50 21FP4 14.50 
14RP4 11.00 20C /DP4 13.50 21WP4 18.00 
í4W (ZP4 11.00 200/MP4 14.50 21XP4 18.50 
14X04 11.60 214C/ BS/ 21YP4 18.00 
16DP4 12.00 AMP4 15.75 212P4 15.50 
16K /RP4 9.95 21AL /ATP4 24C /VP4 23.50 
16LP4 12.50 16.75 24AEP4 24.50 
16TP4 9.95 21AU /AVP4 24AHP4 28.50 
I6WP4 12.00 15.75 24DP4 24.50 
17AT /AVP4 21AWP4 15.75 27EP4 39.95 

12.50 2IBTP4 16.75 27RP4 39.95 
17BP4 9.95 21CBP4 16.75 275P4 40.95 

METAL TYPES 
12ÚP4 12.00 16GP4 14.50 19AP4 16.00 
16AP4 13.50 17CP4 17.00 214P4 19.75 
16EP4 14.00 17GP4 17.60 21MP4 20.75 

17TP4 17.60 
TEST TUBES 

8XP4 18.07 8YP4 16.07 
7 year warranty 

Prices include the return of an acceptable similar tube 
under vacuum. These tubes are manufactured from 
reprocesed used glass bulbs. All parts and materials 
including the electron gun are brand new. 

ALL PRICES FOB CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. De- 
posit 
urned, 

required, 
refundable time of r no return. 25 %a 

deposit required on COD shipments. Old 
tubes must be returned prepaid. Tubes 
shipped Rail Express. Shipped only to Con- 
tinental U.S. and Canada. 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST 

-PICTURE TUBE OUTLET - 
2922 MILWAUKEE AVE., CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 

Dickens 2 -2048 

NEW 4-WAY 

POCIET 1001 
a real "working partner" 

for removing backs of TV sets 

and installing antennas 

3 It's a No. 1 

Phillips 
screwdriver! 

Double -end blade 
inserts in 7/16" hex 

opening. Just push 
it in or pull it out! 
Patented spring 
holds it firm. 

j It's a 1/4" nut driver! 
Fits Parker -Kalon screws. 

Genuine Xcelite 
plastic handle - 
shaped and 

balanced for 
working ease. 
Equipped with 

pocket clip. 

2It's a 7/16" 
nut driver! 
Ideal for 
antenna 
installations. 

4 lt's a 3/16" 
slotted screwdriver! 

Ask to see 

"No. 600" 
next time you 

pick up parts ... 

XCELITE, INC. ORCHARD . PARK, N.Y. 

Canada : Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 
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For that a 

NEW IDEA 
visit the 

IRE SHOW 
March 20 -23, 1961 New York 
Coliseum and Waldorf- Astoria Hotel 
Members $1.00, Non- members $3.00 Age limit -over 18 

DON'T 

THROW 

OLD RADIOS 

AWAY! 
Here's the data 
you need to fix 
them FAST .. and 

good as new ! 

Just look up the how- to -do -it data on that old radio 
you want to fix! 

Four times out of ii this giant. 3%- pound, 7-14 -page 
Ghirardi RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK 
gives exactly the information you need to fix it in a jiffy. 
Tells what is likely to be causing the trouble ... shows 
how to fix it. No useless testing. No wasted tiene. Hand- 
book covers practically every radio receiver model made 
by 202 manufacturers between 1925 and 1942. Using it, 
even beginners can easily fix old sets which might other- 
wise be thrown away because service information is lack- 
ing. With a few simpe repairs. most of these old sets can 
he made to operate perfectly for years to come. 

THE ONLY GUIDE OF ITS KIND 
Cuts service Time in half! 

Included are common trouble symptoms and their 
remedies for over 4,900 models of old honte. auto radios 
and record changers: Airline, Apex, Arvin, Atwater Kent, 
Belmont. Bosch, Brunswick, Clarion, Cro.aley, Emerson, 
Fada, G -E, Kolster, Majestic, Motorola. Philco, Pilot, 
RCA, Silvertone, Sparton. Stromberg and dozens more. 
Includes hundeds of pages of invaluable tube and com- 
ponent data, service sii. rt cuts, etc. 

TRY IT 10 DAYS . . . see for yourself! 

Dept. RE -31, Technical Division 
HOLT, RINEHART and WINSTON, Inc. 
383 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y. 
Send Ghiraidl's RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S HAND- 
BOOK for 1(1 -day free examination. H I decide to keep 
book. I will remit the full price of only $10 plus 
postage. Otherwise. I will return book postpaid and 
owe you nothing. (SAVE! Send $10 with order and we 
pay postage. Same return privilege wills money re- 
funded.) 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY, ZONE, STATE 
OUTSIDE U.S.A. -Price $10.50 cash with order only 
Money back if book is returned in 10 days. 
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SPRAY IT 

OR 

DROP IT 

Awe 

the first, the quality, the 
proved silencing "Lubri- 
Cleaner" for noisy con- 
trols and switches on TV, 

radio and electronic in- 

struments. SPRAY IT or 
DROP IT ... it's easy - 
efficient- effective. Make 
QUIETROLE your silent 
partner in providing satis- 
factory service. 

menu/ al tared by 

i',' QUIETROLE Company 
SPARTANBURG, South Carolina 

In Canada: CROSS CANADA ELECTRONICS 
12 Laurel St., Waterloo, Ont. 

switch in the NO position, examine the 
pulse, then flip the switch back to NC 
position. M. A. Suntop 

100 -MC TRANSISTOR 
OSCILLATOR 

It wasn't too many years ago that 
special techniques were required to get 
an ordinary receiving tube to oscillate 
above 100 mc. Now, we have a number 
of transistors that operate readily at 
frequencies exceeding 200 mc. The 
Philco data sheet on the 2N1158 -A 
MADT type transistor shows several 
power oscillator circuits for '70, 100 
and 200 mc. The circuits feature high 
efficiency and good temperature stabil- 
ity. 

The circuit of the 100 -mc oscillator 
2N 1 158 -A 

2METER PWR OSC 

15K 

3 -12µµf 
(7µµf NOM) 

RF OUTPUT 
(Z.5011) 

shown can be used on the 2 -meter 
amateur band. With collector current 
of 9 ma, power output is 16, 24 and 
32 milliwatts when VeE equals 6, 8 
and 10 volts, respectively. Coil L con- 
sists of 5 turns of No. 608T Air Dux 
with the emitter feedback tap at 4 
turns and the output tap at 3% turns 
from ground. The feedback capacitor 
should be adjusted for maximum power 
output at the supply voltage used. 

At 100 mc, the frequency drift (nega- 
tive) does not exceed 250 kc over a 
temperature range of 20 to 60° C. With 
supply voltage variations between 4 
and 17 volts, the oscillator does not 
drift more than 1 mc. 

REGENERATIVE SUPERHET 
In the 1930's regenerative second 

detectors were sometimes used in simple 
superhets for increased sensitivity and 
selectivity. When adjusted close to the 
point of oscillation, the regenerative 
detector may provide as much gain and 
selectivity as two or three stages of 
if amplification. 

ADDED TICKLER ti el REGEN 

0C44 
µµf 

REGEN DET 

.0015 

TO OSC 
COIL 8 
CONY 

455KC 
IF COIL 

.0471 

.0015 

VOLUME 

47K 

47051 
-9V 

A similar trick was used in a four - 
transistor superhet described in Radio, 
Television & Hobbies (Australia). The 
circuit is shown. Regenerative feedback 
for the 0C44 detector was provided by 
adding a tickler winding to the if coil. 
Performance is optimum with the re- 
generation control set just short of the 
point of oscillation. END 
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U$IPil$S and 

PEØPU 
Sprague Products Co., North Adams, 

Mass., is now packaging two specially 
selected assortments of its Isofarad 
capacitors for electronic service tech- 

nicians in hinged, compartmented clear 
plastic cases. Specially selected assort- 
ments of its Difilm Orange Drop radial - 
lead dipped tubular capacitors are being 
packaged in metal file -drawer cabinets. 

Harman -Kardon, Plainview, N. Y., has 
been cited by the editors of the Seventh 
Annual Design Review of Industrio! 

BRAND NEW 
UNITED'S FIRST QUALITY 
TUBES DISCOUNTS up to 

GUARANTEED ONE FULL YEAR! NOT USED! NO PULLS! WHY PAY MORE ? 
Qty. Tehe Price Qty. Tube Prier 'Qty. Tube Price Qty. Tube Price Qty. Tube Price Qty. Tube Price 'Qty. Tube Prie= 

024 044 69 3076 49 6ÁL7 1.35 6066 53 ]AD] 80 12CN5.. .55 25806 1.00 
1AS .... .80 3Q4 -.-. .68 6AM8 .. .77 6CD6G 1.20 7AF7 -. .70 I2CR6. .53 1]DQ6 1.00 
1A7 -..- .6111 3Q5 .... .]9 6AN8 .. .84 gCD8GA1.40 7AU7 .. .60 12C78.. .90.. .17L6 -. .57 
lAX2 .. .61' --.. .60 6605 .49 6CF6 .. .63 7C5 --.. .80 12CX6.. .53 .... 1793 -. .50 
183 ..-. .77 .... 3V4 ..-- .57 ,.,_ 6AQ6 .. .60 6CG7 -. 59 7EY8 -. .75 12DB5.. .68 1865 .. .90 
ICS ....1.02 4AU6 _. 6AR5 .. .54 BCGB .- .78 7F7 -... .75 12DE8. .74 IBFW6-- .49 

4BA6 ._ .54 6A55 - .59 6CM7 - .65 8AU8 .. .62 1201,8.. .84 .. 18FX6.- .52 
4BC5 .. .55 GASO -.2.25 6CN7 .- .64 SAWS -- .92 121306 1.00,.. 18FY6.- .40 
48C8 .. .95 6AS7 -.1.50 13C08 .. .83 81305 -- .59 12D57.- .78 19AU4.- .80 
413616 . .75, 6658 - .85 6CR6 . .50 8CG7 -- .61 120T5.. .72 19606 1.30 
4887 . .95 6676 . .42 6C56 - .56 8CM7 -- .67 12D26. .55 19T8 - .78 
4658 . .97 6AU4 . .81 13C57 . .70 8CN7 .- .65 12EG8.. .53, 23EX8 1.40 
4BU8 -- .70 601U5 -.1.05 6CUS .- .57 8CX8 .- .90 12EK6.- .571 25AX4.- .7l 
4826 _. .57 fiAUg -. .49 6CX6 -- .90 BEBE .- '93 

12EL6.- .49 ---.-.25806 1.00 
.- .60 6CY5 .- .70 9CL8 .. .75 12EZ8.- .52.....25C06/ 4627 ._ .95 6AU7 12F5 -. .75 GA .1.20 4C68 . .57 6AU8 .. .86 6CY7 - .70 1008 . .95 12F8 . .65 25CD6/ 4C56 .. .60 6AV5 . .97 80E8 lODE7.. .72 

6AV8 - .39 BDKB -- .59 11C77-. .74 
6AW8 .. .88 8DN8 --1.40 12A6 .69 
6AX4 .. .64 6DN7 . .85 126807 .95 
6AXS -_ .75 6D86 .-1.00 12685.. .54 
6866 - .48 6055 . 65 ---- 12AC6.. .48 

-.... 68A7 .. .92 6078 12AD6.- .58 
..-...6BA8 .. .91 6E218 12AE6.- .42 

68C4 . .54 6E88 - .90 12AF3. .72 
6BC7 . .93 6EU8 .]ß---- 12AF6. .4d 
6BC8 .. .96 BEWB -- .55 ---- _12AJ6.. .45'. 
6606 -_ .50 6F6 _ .85 12AL5. .44 
6BE6 . .54 696 . .55 12AL8. .94 
68F5 . .88 6JSG . .35 12A05. .51 
6906 ._ .43 BJ56T.- .50 . 

12676.- .42 
69060 1.40 12677.- .]5 
OBG6GA3.60 

613H8 

l7 ---- .85 .. 

66H6 .. .64 666 .58---.12AU7- .59 
6K8 . .86 6L6 .. 

12AU6 .49 

1.10 12AV6.. 40 
eBló .. .61 -. 654 .... .47 --- 12AV7. .74 
6BK5 . .85 GSA? .. .75 --- 6667 . .84 6507 .75 - 

6817 . .99 65F5-GT .43 
6BN4 . .56 65G7-GT .40 
68N6 .. .73 --_ 6507-GT .47 
6805 .. .59 --.- 6527 .. .75 
68Q0 ..1.00 65K7- 
6CUg ..1.00 GT .3/1.00 
6BQ7 -. .94 6SL7 .. .79 
6BR8 .. .77 -.. 6597 .. .64 
6B58 . .93 ..65Q7 . .72 
6BU6 . .69 6T8 . .84 
68X7 ..1.02 6U8 . .77' 12808 . 3.00'-' Cartridge T 6876 . .56 6V6 . .53 12CU6 1.00 9e Ypet 
6BZ6 .. .54 6W4 .-_- .60 12BR7.- .70 MFO WR PRICE 
6827 . .96 6W6 ... .68 128V7.- .80 20-20 150 200 
6828 . 1.05 8X4 ... .38 12BY7-. .73' 40-40 150 220 
6C4 .42 6X5 ... .51 12BZ7-- .74L" 0 

500 MIL Silicon R¢<Silier2s 
0 

6C5MT 
.75 BXB ..-- .75 12C5 -- .55 S'ngly-350, In lots of 10-...290 .90 . .1A7 .... .68 . 12CV5.. .55 ' 

1G3' .... .70 
. -.... IG4 .... .60 

195 - . .75 
163 .... .72 
IRS _..- .70 
1L4 ... .60 
1L64 .. .99. 
1L64 -. .991 
1 LC6 .. .99 
1 LDS . .99 
1LE3 .. .99 4CY5 .. .70 
ILLS .. .99 4DE6 

4076 
ILN5 . .57 SAMS .. .78 
IN'S . .90 5AN8 .. .85 
1566 . -1.10 56Q5 
IRS - - -- .61 56T8 .79 
154 - - -_ .75 5AV8 --1.00 
ISS -..- .50 588 - . .96 
1T4 .... .57 5867 
1U4 ... .56 5807 
1U5 -. -. .49 5888 .. .78 
1V2 .99 5008 .. .75 
1X2 . .75 5E68 .. .79 
2ÁF4 .95 5EÚ8 
283 .1.00 5.16 -..- .67 
2BN4 -_ .63 578 - - -. .80 
2075 - .70 5U4 .... .59 
2021 - -1.15 5U8 .... .80 
3A3 . 5V4 .82 
364 .55 5V6 - - -- .55 
3AF4 ..1.02 5W4 -... .95 
3AL5 .. .1 5X4 .... .78 
3AÚ6 -. .50 -.... 5X8 -. -- .77 
3ÁV6 .40 5Y3 .... .45 
362 .1.50 
3B86 .- .50 
3905 
3BE6 
3BN4 
38N6 
38U8 
3Bí6 
3BZ6 
3C86 
3CF6 
3C56 
3075 
3066 

12FÁ6.- .49 _ 

12FM6.. .44 25066 1.35 
12FR8.. .911 2516 .56 
12FX8 -. .85 25W4 .. .67 
12GC6 1.051 25Z6 - .65 
1265 .. .64 32ET5.. .52 
12L6 . .61 32L7 .89 
12567.- .85.......3585 .. .65 
12SC7.. .75... 35C5 .50 
12SF5 -. .75 .. 35L6G. .35 
12507.. .75 35L6GT .55 
12527.- .75 35W4 .. .9 
12567.. .75 3525 .59 
125L7.- .88 36AM3. .49 
125N7 -. .661 4082 . -1.50 
12507.. .85 5095 .. .59 
12U7 .. .611 SOCS . .52 
12V6 .. .521 506115.. .54 
12W6 -- .681 501.6 -- .60 

12ÁW6 .]5 - 

12X4 -. .37. 70L6 .. .75 
126X4.. .66 1497 -. 

.80 701.7 -. .85 .80 
14N7 

12ÁY7 1.44 - 176 %4. - .661 11723.. .60 
12Á27 -- .62 17886 1.001 807 .69 

Auto Type Power Output 
Transistors .49 

TV Picture Tube 
rejuvenated .75 

universal Germanium 
Diodes (ideal for small 
lap radios) Singly .20 
In lots f .18 

FILTER CONDENSERS 

574 -- .77 
6A7 . -1.10 

. .51. 6A84 .45 

. .63 611C7 .92 

. .75 6AF3 .72 

. .70 . 6AF4 .96 
.. .54 . . 6AF4A .96 
. .54. 6605 .. .64 
.. .53 6607 - .75 
.. .59 65144 -. .82 
.. .51 6AH6 .. .98 
. .70 .-- 6665 3/51 
.. .59 ...- 6AL5 .. .46 

UNI 

128A6.. .49 
12867-- .95 
12886-. .49 
12BE6.. .52 
12BF6.. .43 
12BK7.. .72 

SiLeÉO IY?' DI 
Send for complete parts catalog, FREE. Use ad as your 
order blank. TERMS: remit full price plus postage with or- 
der. No COD. Excess postage will be refunded. 

A CO. s 
complete stock of 

pecial purpose, rug. 

P.O. Box 1090 -A ^g ter al zriñ'"t 
tubus LOWEST 

Newark, N.J. w ! eE or giiota rt: 

Subject to Prior Sole 
$5 MINIMUM ORDER 

What articles would you like to see published in RADIO -ELECTRONICS? 
Maybe you're the man to write them. Ask for an author's guide. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
154 West 14th St. New York 11, N. Y. 

ELECTRONICS 
Design Magazine for its Citation II 
120 -watt stereo high- fidelity power 
amplifier kit which was designed by 
Stewart Hegeman. 

Shure Bros., Evanston, Ill., produced 
a privately commissioned stereo record, 
"The Orchestra ... The Instruments," 
which shows the spatial relationships of 

U.S Air Force Photo 

Engineering- Technicians 

Missile headed for outer 
space. Cour- 
tesy of Space 
Technology 
Laboratories, 
Inc. 

HEALD'S 
ENGINEERING COLLEGE 

Established 1863 

Van Ness at Poste RE 

San Francisco. Calif. 

Bachelor of Science Degree, 30 Months 
Save Two Years' Time 

Radio -Television Plus Color Technician (12 Months) 
Electronics Technician (12 Months) 
Industrial Electronics Technician (12 Months) 
Electronics Engineering (LS. Degree) 
Electrical Engineering (B.S. Degree) 
Mechanical Engineering (B.S. Degree) 
Civil Engineering (B.S. Degree) 
Architecture (B.S. Degree) 

Heald College ranks FIRST West of the 
Mississippi in "Who's Who in America" 

Approved for Veterans 
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES 

Write for Catalog and Registration Application. 
New Term Starting Soon. 

Your Name _.._....___...._._ ._- - - -._ __. ___.. 

Address 

_- .._- .._....._.._.._ 

State -._....__.___...._-_.. 
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Now-24-Hour Tuner Service 

\mI 

Tarzian Offers 24 -hour 
Direct Factory Service 

on TUNER REPAIRS 

u .$8.50 
TARZIAN tuners received one day will be repaired and shipped out the next. 
No increase in price: $8.50 per unit and $15 for UV combinations. That in- 
cludes all replacement parts, and a 6 -month warranty against defective work- 

. manship and parts failure due to normal usage. Tuners repaired on approved, 
open accounts. Replacements available at low cost on tuners beyond practical 
repair. 

la) Tarzian -made tuners easily identified by this stamping. When inquiring 
about service on other than Tarzian -made tuners, always give tube comple- 
ment . shaft length ... filament voltage ... series or shunt heater ... IF 
frequency ... chassis identification. And, allow a little more time for service 
on these tuners. Use this address for fast, factory repair service: 

SERVICE MANAGER TUNER DIVISION Dept. C 

SARKES TARZIAN INC 
east hillside drive 

Bloomington, indiana 
edison 2 -7251 

/Mgrs. of Tuners, Semiconductors, Air Trimmers, FM Radios, Audio Tape, 9nd Broadcast Equipment 

-f EE 
CATALOG O F 

HI -F1, RADIO, TV 
PARTS & ACCESSORIES - 

i ; ELECTRONICS MFG. CORP. a re 365 SAVIOR TRICE. - ROOSEVELT, N 

VHF & UHF TV TRANSLATORS 

Closed Circuit TV Cameras 
Micro Wave Relays for 

Broadcast & Business 

Amateur TV Equipment 

INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION CO. 
7270 Beverly Blvd. Los Angeles 36, Calif. 

IT'S NEW 
IT'S COMPLETE 
IT'S YOURS 

roe 

M0USTRAL MAINTENANCE 

ANO 

COMMUNICATIONS 

IT'S THE LATEST 
PRECISION; PACE CATALOG 

of Electronic 
Test Equipment 
and Panel Meters for 
INDUSTRY 
COMMUNICATIONS 
SERVICE 

Write on your company letterhead to: 
PRECISION Apparatus Company, Inc. 

(A subsidiary of Pacotronics, Inc.) 
70 -31 84th Street, Glendale 27. L. L. N. Y. 
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Purchasing 
A HI -FI 

SYSTEM 
TIME PAYMENTS AVAILABLE 

Up fo 2 years to pay! 

Send Us 

Your 
List Of 

Components 
For A 

Package 

Quotation 
You Can Buy 

With Confidence 
AT AIREX 

All merchandise is 
brand new, fac- 
tory fresh & guar- 
anteed. 

Free Hi-Fi Catalog 

AIREX 
RADIO 
CORPORATION 

85 -RE Cortland+ St.. 4. 

Jim Lansing* 
Altec Lansing 
Electrovoice 
Superscope 
Hartley Viking 
University Jensen 
Acoustic Research 
Jaeszen 
Wharfedale 
USL Citizen Band 
Gonset Hallicrafter 
Texas Crystals 
Concertone 
Bell G.E. 
Weathers 
Harman -Kardon 
Elea Pilot 
ESL 
Superscope 
Dual Changer 
Bogen Leak 
Dynakit Fisher 
H. H. Scott 
Thorens *Sherwood* 
TEC Roberts 
De Wald 
Sony Tandberg* 
Challenger 
Wollensak 
Garrard 
Miracord 
Glaser -Steers 
Rek -O -Kut 
Components 
Norelco Conrac 
Fairchild 
Pickering Gray 
Audio Tape 
Magnecord* 
Artisan Cabinets 
Rockford Cabinets 

*Fair Traded 
N.Y. 7, CO 7 -2137 

the instruments in the orchestra. The 
recording, by Westminster Recording 
Co., is available only to purchasers of 
Shure's M3D and M7D cartridge, Stereo 
Studio Dynetic integrated tone arm and 
cartridge or Professional tone arm. 

Cornell- Dubi1ier 
Electronics Div., Fed- 
eral Pacific Electric 
Co., Newark, N. J., 
designed a Pik -A -Pak 
display rack for dis- 
tributors who pur- 
chase a selection of 
its most popular 
capacitors. It holds 
5,000 capacitors in less 
than 3 square feet of 
floor space. 

Mosley Electronics, Bridgeton (St. 
Louis), Mo., developed a colorful new 
point -of- purchase display sh.)wing its 

complete line of audio control _ lates, 
including speaker switches. attenuator 
plates and speaker wall outlets. 

William E. Wilson (below left) has 
been named vice president and general 
manager of the Chicago Standard 

Transformer Div. 
Corp., Chicago. Ja 
right) becomes vice 
marketing, and 
Karl F. Crease 
(right), vice pres- 
ident in charge of 
manufacturing. All 
three have exten- 
sive experience in 
the transformer 
industry. 

Frank M. Hickey 
was promoted to 
manager, industrial 
products sales, for 
CBS Electronics, 
Danvers, Mass. In 
his previous assign- 
ment he was mer- 
chandising man- 
ager, industrial pro 

Donald Jonson 
has been named 
distributor sales 
manager of the 
Columbia Wire & 
Supply Co., Chi- 
cago. He has had 
wide experience in 
sales to radio and 

of the Essex Wire 
ck D. Hall (above 
president, sales and 

ducts. 
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TV parts distributors and was previ- 
ously with General Cement and with 
Erie Resistor. 

George C. Isham, manager of market- 
ing services for Sylvania's Electronic 
Tube Div., was presented with a gold 
watch marking his 25th anniversary 

with the company. Robert E. Lewis 
(right), president of Sylvania, is shown 
making the presentation at the com- 
pany's distributor sales meeting in Bal 
Harbour, Florida. 

Seymour . S. Sa- 
dowsky was ap- 
pointed to a newly 
created position in 
the General Elec- 
tric Cathode -Ray 
Tube Dept., Syra- 
cuse, N. Y. He will 
provide technical 
liaison between field requirements 
for replacement picture tubes and de- 
velopment engineering, concentrating 
on distribution and installation of re- 
placement tubes. 

EIA Production and Sales Statistics 
(First 11 months - 

in units) 1960 1959 
TV Retail Sales 5,176,905 5,046,971 
Radio Retail Sales* 8,326,275 7,142,424 
TV Production 5,302,877 5,756,210 
Radio Production 15,604,784 14,069,049 
Picture -Tube 

Factory Sales 8,481,924 8,705,759 
Receiving -Tube 

Factory Sales 365,989,000 395,688,000 
*Excluding auto. 

Irwin K. Paul was 
promoted to assist- 
ant sales manager 
of Arco Electron- 
ics Inc., New York. 
He joined the com- 
pany last June and 
was formerly with 
Sprague Products 
Co. and Aerovox Corp. END 

"ONE DOLLAR BUYS 

MAIL COUPON 

TODAY! 
Find out how 

you can get fs/1 
this book / l G e 

the V.T.V.M. by Rhys Samuel published at 

$2.50- contains a wealth of information on 

how the V.T.V.M. works ... how to use it. 
Send for particulars on how to get this 
valuable book. 

Mail to Dept. RE3 

General Techniques, Inc. 

Manufacturers of Quality Electronic Kits 
1270 Broadway, New York City 1, N. Y. 

Name 
Address 
City Zone State 

LOOKING? -you stand a 

better chance of finding 
what you want if you ad- 
vertise in RADIO - ELEC- 
TRONICS Opportunity Ad- 
lets. See details on page 
128. 

" As Much as $15 worth- Everything Brand New and sold to you with a money back guarantee 

Pick - ANY 1 DOLLAR BUY FREE with every 10 you buy. 
FREE GIFT - with every Order of $5.00 or over. 

HANDY WAY TO ORDER -Simply tear out advertisement and pencil mark items wanted. (Dot in square is sufficient). Enclose with money order or check. You will 

receive a new copy of this ad for re- orders. ON SMALL ORDERS -Include stamps for postage, excess will be refunded. Larger orders shipped express collect. 

10 - DIODE CRYSTALS IN34A. $1 2 - MICROPHONES eon .anus, hi -gain $1 $15 - "JACKPOT" TELEVISION PARTS ..$1 
5 - DIODE CRYSTALS innn $1 4 - AUDIO OUTPUT TRANS. 50L6 type 51 10 - TOP NAME 1U4 TUBES also serves as M....51 
100 - ASST. CERAMIC CONDENSERS $1 1 - 5" PM SPEAKER Ann o --,5 magnet 4 - KENRAD 6SH7 TUBES $1 

100 - ASST. 1/2 WATT RESISTORS some 5 .$1 1 - 4" PM SPEAKER :th ,ts magnet 3 - 6AL5 unbranded, perfect $1 
1 - 3" PM SPEAKER .lo,," t > magnet 2 - TOP NAME 6597 TUBES $1 
1 - 31/2" TWEETER SPEAKER for HI -FI [] 2 - GENERAL ELECTRIC TUBES 4t35W4....$1 

TOP NAME TUBES 024, 1B3, 1X28, 5U4, 
6AC7, 6AX4, 6CB6, 6J6, 6K6, 6U8, 6V6, 
6SN7, 6X8, 12AU7, 12AX7, 50L6 Each $1 

1 - ELECTRIC PHONO MOTOR 78rmn, co,m, . .51 
12 - RADIO OSCILLATOR COILS 456 kv....51 

(E 1 - LB. SPOOL ROSIN CORE SOLDER . Si 
4 - 50' SPOOLS HOOK -UP WIRE 4 colors ....51 
10 - 6' ELECTRIC LINE CORDS with plugs...$1 
5 - TV CHEATER CORDS with both plugs ....$1 
5 - TV CRT. SOCKETS "nth 18" leads Si 
5 - HI -VOLT. ANODE LEADS with 18" leads 51 
100' - TWIN LEAD -1N WIRE 3000 heavy duty Si 
50' - FLAT 4- CONDUCT. WIRE In any purposes $1 
25' - INSULATED SHIELDED WIRE $1 
32' - TEST PROD WIRE nine gyred on black) $1 
1 - $7 INDOOR TV ANTENNA h' -e.,i :s section Si 

u 20 - ASST. TV KNOBS, ESCUTCHEONS, Efc.$1 
1 - RCA 70° FLYBACK TRANS. #175240 $1 
3 - TODD 60° DEFLECTION YOKES $1 

D 1 - FLYBACK TRANS. 90° rt /whom :ate $1 
1 -TV VERT. OUTPUT TRANS. to to it ratto S1 

1 - TV VERT. BLOCKING TRANS. standard $1 
15 - ASST. TV COILS=rne peaking, width, etc Si 
15 - ASST. STANDARD TUNER VHF STRIPS S1 

2 - SILICON RECTIFIERS 5111 $1 1- SILICON RECTIFIER 750, $1 
25 - ASST. PEAKING COILS popular types 51 
10 - TV CARTWHEEL CONDENSERS 105v 51 

3 - TV CARTWHEEL CONDENSERS 20kv 51 

1 - TV RATIO DETECTOR COIL 
4. me 

Si 
-TV RATIO DETECTOR COIL 10.7mc $1 

1 -TV SOUND I.F. COIL $.sane $1 
3 - HV RECTIFIER SOCKETS ls3 m'nted 51 
3 - HV RECTIFIER SOCKETS 1x2 m'nted $1 
1 - TV SYNCHROGUIDE COIL #205R1 $1 
3 -TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS assortment #4 51 
3 -TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS assortment #2 51 
3 - TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS assortment #3 51 
3 - TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS assortment #4 51 
3 - TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS assortment #5 $1 

EACH ALIGNMENT TOOL is dit£erent and valued at over $1 

70 - ASSORTED 1 WATT RESISTORS $1 35- ASSORTED 2 WATT RESISTORS Si 
50 - ASST. TUBULAR CONDENSERS Si 
50 - CONDENSERS .01 $1 
50 - ASSORTED FUSES w: r $1 
50 - l00ß 1/2 WATT RESISTORS 109/o $1 
75 - 470K0 1/2 WATT RESISTORS 10% $1 
100 - SAG FUSES 2 amp 1t2 "x3/4" Si 
100 - SAG FUSES 20 amp 1r /u "xs/s" $1 
100 - 5AG FUSES no z amp & 50 20 amp) 51 
5 - DIODE CRYSTALS, 1N64 $1 
5 - DIODE CRYSTALS 1N69 $1 
10 - ASST. WIREW'ND RES. 5. 10, 20 watt $1 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS .006-1600v 51 
35 - ASST. DISC CERAMICS i,eot numbers 51 
50 - ASST. MICA CONDENSERSsome in 5% .51 6 -ASST. SLIDE SWITCHES ,,,t. dpdt, etc 51 
3 - ASST. TOGGLE SWITCHES spot, dpdt. ete $1 
15 - ASST. ROTARY SWITCHES$15 worth 51 
100' - FINEST NYLON DIAL CORDbest size $1 
200 - SELF TAPPING SCREWS #s x s, ß $1 
35 - ASST. RADIO KNOBS and push- on Si 
100 - ASSORTED KNOB SET -SCREWS S1 
25 - ASSORTED CLOCK RADIO KNOBS 51 

B35 - ASST. SOCKETS,o ,,i. norm and miniature $1 
25 -ASST. PRINTED CIRCUIT SOCKETS 51 
10 - ASST. VOLUME CONTROLSIess switch $1 
5 -ASST. VOLUME CONTROLS with sw)teh 51 
10 - 50K VOLUME CONTROLS less switeh 51 
20 - ASST. PILOT LIGHTS ps p l r types. $1 

LI 10 - PILOT LIGHT SKTS. t,:wonet type, wived $1 
50 - ASST. TERMINAL STRIPS t. ^ -. s. 4 lug .51 
10 -ASST. RADIO ELECTRO. CONDENSERS.S1 5 -ASST. TV ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.$1 
15- TUBULAR CONDENSERS.4 -600v 51 
15 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .047-600v $1 
15 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .47 -400v S1 
2 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. 40/40.450v $1 
3- ELECTROLYTIC COND.soiao -isov $1 
35 - DISC. CERAMIC CONDENSERS soo0mmr 51 
25 - ASST. RADIO DIAL POINTERS $1 
600 - ASST. H'DWARE screws, nuls, rivets, etc 51 
8 - ASST. LUCITE CASES handy for parts $1 

$1 
$i 

Si 
5 - SETS SPEAKER PLUGS "'red $1 
3 - AUDIO OUTPUT TRANS. 6E6 or 696 type,$1 
3 - I.F. COIL TRANSFORMERS 456 kc S1 
3 -1.F. COIL TRANSFORMERS 10 me. FM 51 
3 - I.F. COIL TRANSFORMERS 262 kc (auto) 51 
40 -ASST. PRECISION RESISTORS best sizes $1 
100 - MICA CONDENSERS 820 mmf $1 
5 - SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 65ma list 51.50 ea S1 

4 - SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 75ma Si 
3 - SELENIUM RECTIFIERS looms , $1 

El 2 - SELENIUM RECTIFIERS sooma $1 
2 - SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 1 -35oma 1 -75mä 51 
1 - SELENIUM RECTIFIER 500 m S1 

3 - ASST. SIZES RADIO CHASSIS PANS S1 
3 - VARIABLE CONDENSERS... , 420/162mrd $1 
50 - STRIPS ASST. SPAGHETTI best sizes 51 
100 - ASST. RUBBER GROMMETS best sizes $1 
4 - OVAL LOOP ANTENNAS ='t ht -gam typeoS1 
3 - LOOPSTICK ANT. « ferr Ile Adjustable 51 
3 - V2 MEG VOLUME CONTROLS with swatch $1 

' 5 -ASST. 4 WATT WIREWOUND CONTROLSS1 -- 
5 - 1/2 MEG VOLUME CONTROLS loss switch .51 
5 -1 or 2 MEG VOLUME CONTROLSI /sviteh .S1 

ri 10 - SURE GRIP ALLIGATOR CLIPS 51 
1 -GOLD GRILLE CLOTH t i i r' or 12 "xis " $1 
10 - SETS PHONO PLUGS and PIN JACKS 51 
2 - 52.50 SAPPHIRE NEEDLES t000 playings $1 
3 - ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 80 -400v, , .51 
35 - MICA COND. 20-50 mmf & 15-68 mmf 51 
35 - MICA COND. 20-100 mmf & 15-270 mmf 51 
35 - MICA COND. 20-470 mmf & 15-680 mmf $1 
35 - MICA COND. 20-820 mmf & 15 -1000 mmf 51 
35 - MICA COND. 20- 2200mm1 &15- 2400mmf 51 

35 - MICA COND. 20-6800 mmf &15- 10000mmf $1 

35 - CERAMIC COND. 20-5 mmf & IS-l0 mint $1 
35 - CERAMIC COND. 20-25 mmf & 15-47 mmf $1 

35- CERAMIC COND. 20- 56 mmf &IS- 82 mmf $1 35- CERAMIC COND. 20- 100 mmf &15- ISO mmf 81 35- CERAMIC COND. 20- 270 mmf &IS -470 mmf $1 
35 - CERAM IC COND. 20 -1000 mmf & 15 -1500 mmf51 
35 - CERAMIC COND. 20 -2000 mm( &1S- 5000 mmf 51 

BROOKS RADIO &TV CORP., 84 Vesey St., Dept. A, New York 7, N.Y. COrtland072359 
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"TAB" Tubes Tested, I nspected, Boxed - 
Six Months Guarantee!! No Rejects! 

NEW & Used Gov't & Mfgrs. Surplus! 
Order. 810 or more, Receiving types o,dy pod, 48 state. 

0A2 .80,613./6 .69'12AT6 .39 1851 1.00 082 ,6516ßK7 .99 
OC3 .69 6ßL1 1.25 12AU6 .60.4 65A 16.00 023 .35 61386 .98 12AU7 .69 2021 2/51 024 .59 68Q6 1.19 12AX7 .79 3023 3.85 IA7 .89 6B27 1.25 12BA6 .65 717A 5/51 163 .78 6C4 .43 12BA7 .99 4 -125 29.00 
1135 .78 6C5 .69 12606 .51) 4 -250 35.00 154 .78 6C136 .80 1213E6 .50,4E27 7.00 
174 .78 6CD6 1.49 12131F6 .59 4PR60 29.50 

Send lac for Catalep! IU4 3/51 6H6 3/51 12BH7 .99 4X1500 $15 1U5 .73 6.15 .52 1263'7 .98 481250:35.00 1X24 1.99 6 .16 .48 1213Z7 .99 4X500 38.00 
3Q4 .68 6K6 .59 12CÚ6 1.45 5BP1 8.00 
3Q5 .86 6KF 1.65 125A7 .94 SBP4 7.50 354 .68 6L6 1.19 12507 .89 35T 4.00 3V4 .83 654 .59 125117 .89 lOOT 7.00 5R4 .98 688 . )9 125.17 .75 318A 5/$1 
5U4 5 65A7 .69 12SK7 .94 388A 3/51 
5V4 .89 6587 1.19 I2SQ7 .84 4166 4.00 

Wonted Surplus Effarantes fro.,, &soots ce U 
5Y3 .59 6307 .89 19806 2.15 450T 42.00 6A84 .59 6567 .79 19T8 1.16 807 1.00 6AC7 .70 65317 .69 25606 1.39 809 3.00 6A07 .89 65.17 .69 25L6 .69 811 4.40 6686 .90 65K7 .72 25W4 .77 812 3.00 6685 69 651.7 .89 2525 .63 813 9.00 GALS 2/51 65117 2/51 2526 .75 814 3.45 6AG5 .63 6507 .74 EL34 3.49 815 2.75 6AS7 3.00 6587 .79 EL37 2.49,826 1.00 6AT6 .49 6T8 .98 35L6 .69,8296 8.00 

Wanted 304 T/. tubes / Top I S S Uni,' 
6AU4 1.10 6U8 .98 35W4 .49 832A 7.00 6AUS 1.19 6V6GT .70 35Y4 .69 872A 3.50 6AU6 .69 6W4 .79 35Z5 .63 1625 2/51 6AX4 .79 6W6 .89 50A5 .69 6146 4.00 6BA6 .59 6X4 2/$1 5065 .69 5879 .98 65A7 1.00 6X5 .49 SOCS .69 5881 2.70 6806 .69 6Y6 .97 50L6 .69 6550 3.90 68E6 59 787 .89 KT66 3.29 5654 1.00 6806 1.59 12AL5 .59 75 .89 5894 12.00 
68116 72 12605 .75 BO .59 7193 10 /51 

TUBES WANTED! WE BUY! SELL & TRADE! 

"VACDAC "19 SILICON TUBE RECTIFIER 
WITH BUILT IN RF SURGE & SERIES ' -=- 

BALANCING PROTECTION ''o 
TYPE VRMS /PIV AMPS PRICE co 
81'866 0.3 $20.00 - 000 
ST816 :lllllu /T6u0 0.3 $16.00 . 000 N'PfHI 1!)llll /'1800 0.5 $15.00 15TPM 
ß1..I' I 1120/1600 0.6 $ 8.00 

"TAB" KITS! "TAB" THE BEST KITS! ' TAB" 
All Kits Contain Alost Popular values R Si,,, . 

Kit 2 Eng. Parallel Rules Kit 35 Precision Resistors 
Kit 10 Switches 
Kit 75 Resistors 1'2,/1/2W Kit 150 Carbon Resistors Kit 25 Panel Lamps 
Kit 12 Electrolytic Cond's Kit 56 Tube Sockets Kit 65 Tubular Cond'sers 
Kit 500 Lugs á Eyelets Kit 10 Bathtub Oil Cond's 
Kit 5 lbs. Surprise Pckg. 
Ki 10 Xmttr Mica Condor. Kit 3 Phone/Patch Xfmrs Kit 3 Searchlights 
Kit Circular Slide Rule Kit 12 Algtr Clip Asst'd. 

Kit 5 Sub -Min Tubes 
Kit 40 Standoff Insulators Kit 35 Power Resistors 
Kit 75 Mica Condensers 
Kit 5 Crystal Diodes 
Kit 100 Fuses, Assorted 
Kit 100 Ceramic Condsr. 
Kit 10 Germanium Diodes Kit 5 FT243 Xtal Holders 
Kit 8 Silicon Diodes 
Kit 5 Microswitehes 
Kit 4 Asstd Rectifiers 
Kit 2 PNP Transistors 
Kit 4050 Ft Hookup Wire 
Kit 2 Veeder Counters 
Kit 2- Computer Toroids 
Kit High Gain XTAL Mike 

BUY 10 KITS -CET ONE FREE! EACH KIT 990 
NEW BATTERY CHARGER BC6 -12V 
For 6 or 12 Volt Batteries, 

Trickle & Full Charge up to 4 amps 
l'biiiii.. 6 & 12 colt batteries. 
Ituill I1C6 -121B $10.00 

1i1 6-121'K l 'rea saembled Kit $ 7.50 

TRANSISTORS & ACCESSORIES 
2\111 52.80. 2N442 $4.50, 2N277 $4, 2N278 $5. 2N155 $1.39, 2N176 $1.80, 2N177 $1, 2N178 $1.75, 2N247 $1.50, 2N255 $1.20, 25)270 5.95, 2N274 $1.25, 2N4O8 5.80, 2N544 $1.20, 2N578 $1.80, 2N579 $2.20, 2N581 $1.25, 2N582 52.10, 231174 58.50, 2N443 56.50, 2N670 $1.60, 2N671 $2. DIAMOND BASE MICA MOUNTING KIT 5 .30 DELCO ROUND BASE MICA MOUNTING KIT .30 DELCO POWER HEAT SINK WITH FINS 8050 " 51.00 Mo or more this item we pay P.P. /U S.A.) 

NEW SILICON 750MA* DIODES HATS GENERAL PURPOSE 400 PIV at 300 MA SPECIAL 2 FOR $1 20 for $7 

rms 
3'35/5 

rms/piv 
70/100 140/200 

14e 190 296 340 
rms/pio 

210/300 
43c 

rms/plv 
280/400 

556 

rms/Pie 
350/500 

700 

rms/piv 
420/600 

$1.00 
/Pis rms /piv /pie rms /Pio 490/700 560/800 630/900 700/1000 

$1.25 51.50 
CAPAITOR INPUT DERATE 204/0: $2.00 

($5 or more titis item sac pay P.P./U.S.A.) 
TOP HAT SILICON DIODE EXPERIMENTERS KIT. 
USE AS STABISTORS, ZENER DIODES & METER 
PROTECTION DIODES. CLIPPER á RECTIFIER 
DIODES! A $10 VALUE, 8 for $1. 

SILICON POWER DIODE STUDS.* 
OPERATION UP TO 125 °C CASE TEMP 

OC 
AMP 

1.5 
2 
6 

12 
18 
35 
70 

240 

17.5RM5 35RMS 
25PIV I 5OPIV 

.20 .35 

.30 .45 

.50 1.00 

.85 1.60 
1.45 2.15 
1.75 2.75 
2.99 5.45 
5.90 9.45 

7ORMS 
100 PIV 

.45 

.60 
1.45 
2.15 
2.90 
3.75 
7.60 

12.60 

105 RMS 
150 PIV 

.55 

.80 
1.75 
2.90 
3.85 
4.60 
8.75 

15.75 
DC 

AMP 
140 RMS 210 RMS 180 RMS 
200PIV 300PIV 400PIV 

1.5 .70 .85 1.00 
1.00 1.35 1.60 
2.15 2.50 3.40 4.30 

12 3.90 5.00 6.90 8.75 
18 4.80 5.90 FOR QUANTITY 
35 5.65 7.45 Export & User Prices 70 10.30 13.75 Write on Company 240 19.90 29.45 letterhead 

LOW PRICES TO VOLUME BUYERS! .berate 200o for ba tery or capacitive load or D.C. blocking 

2 
6 

350RMS 
500 PIV 

1.35 
1.95 

"TAB" 
TERMS: Money Back Guarantee! 
Our 15th year. 52 min order 
F.O.B. N.Y.C. Add shpg charges 
or for C.O.D. 25% Dep. PrIcas 
shown subject to change. 

111 -GC LIBERTY ST., N. Y. 6, N. Y. 
Send 

PHONE: RECTOR 2 -6245 for Catalog 
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new 
BOOKS 

FUN WITH ELECTRICITY, by Tom Ken- 
nedy, Jr. Gernsback Library, Inc., 154 W. 
14th St., New York 11, N. Y. 51/2 x 81/2 in. 
128 pp. $2.65. 

All the old experiments and equip- 
ment adult readers remember in the 
electricity books for boys which may 
have started them on their electronic 
careers are found here -the galvanom- 
eter, motor, generator, solenoid, Tesla 
coil and D'Arsonval meter are all 
present. Drawings are carefully worked 
out, the author having built each piece 
of equipment before describing it. The 
language of the book is aimed at the 
adolescent. 

His first two chapters deal with 
principles and throughout the book 
there are interesting sidelights and 
references -for example, few people 
know that the Roget dancing spiral 
was invented by the author of Roget's 
Thesaurus. 

The author -who was for 25 years 
radio reporter for the New York Times 
and a well known experimenter in the 
fields of electronics and hi -fi- writes 
with the style of a person who feels 
that his material is important, making 
the book far different from the usual 
work intended for a juvenile audience. 

NOISE IN ELECTRON DEVICES. Edited by 
Louis D. Smulin and Hermann A. Haus. 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., 
New York 16, N. Y. 6 x 9 in. 413 pp. $12. 

This text, based on a MIT course, 
is prepared by seven authorities on the 
subject. Using higher math, it analyzes 
tube and semiconductor noise, noise 
propagation and other topics. Masers 
and parametric amplifiers are studied. 
It is a comprehensive book for students 
and specialists. IQ 
INFRARED RADIATION, by Henry L. 
Hackforth. McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 
W. 42 St., New York 36, N.Y. 6 x 9 in. 
303 pp. $10. 

A complete guide that starts right 
at the beginning, this book covers the 
basic physical laws which govern IR, 
using a minimum of math. IR sources, 
optical systems and detectors are de- 
scribed in Part I. The second part 
describes, illustrates and discusses 
applications to science and industry. 
A final chapter shows how IR is help- 
ing space technology. The book is clear- 
ly written, well illustrated. IQ 
FROM TIN FOIL TO STEREO. by Oliver 
Read and Walter L. Welch. Howard W. 
Sams & Co. Inc., 1720 E. 38 St., Indian- 
apolis 6, Ind. 6 x 9 in. 524 pp. $9.95. 

This will presumably become the 
authoritative work in its field. Chapter 
1 starts Before the Phonograph and 
Chapter 29 is entitled Tape Versus 
Discs, a Look Into the Future. Between 
is the whole history of phonography. 

Due to the interests of the authors, 
the book covers in depth both technical 

and commercial angles, so we have 
chapters on the early local phonograph 
companies and the modern automatic 
phonograph industry as well as dis- 
cussions of discs vs cylinders and a 
complete chapter on the theory of 
matched impedance. 

An appendix covering subjects that 
range from Edison's early sketches to 
a piece of sheet music, the "Song of 
Mr. Phonograph," and an extensive 
bibliography and index conclude the 
book. 

The photographic illustration is 
extensive, covering models from the 
earliest tinfoil devices to juke boxes 
of the 1958 period. A large number of 
the photographs are from the collection 
of Oliver Read, probably the leading 
American collector of old phonographs. 

MAR!NE RADIO AND ELECTRONICS, by 
Allan Lytel. Cornell Maritime Press, Cam- 
bridge. Md. 6 x 9 in., 242 pp. $7. 

This book explains FCC rules, lists 
marine frequencies and tells how to 
make and receive calls. Radar, depth 
sounders, electron beacons, fishfinders, 
foghorns and compasses are among the 
devices ,discussed. It is clearly written 
and well illustrated. 

Vhf, medium and high frequencies 
and the Citizens band are covered. 
Equipment maintenance, antennas, 
maps and schedules are among the use- 
ful information for the boatman. The 
book will add to safety and convenience 
at sea. IQ 
LET'S EXPLORE WITH THE ELECTRON, by 
Alfred Bender. Sentinel Books Publishers 
Inc., 112 E. 19th St., New York 3, N. Y. 
51/2 x 8 in. 128 pp. $1. 

Beginning with a chapter on elec- 
tricity in the making, experiments with 
simple batteries, electroplating, mag- 
netism and electromagnetism, resistors 
and thermistors, thermoelectricity and 
photoelectricity are described. The book 
is well illustrated. 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS LABORA- 
TORY MANUAL FOR ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIANS, by Paul B. Zbar. McGraw - 
Hill Book Co. Inc., 330 W. 42 St., New 
York 36, N. Y. 81/2 x 11 in. 201 pp. $5. 

The latest in the series sponsored by 
the Electronic Industries Association 
and the New York Trade School, this 
manual is devoted to industrial elec- 
tronics. It is divided into 39 jobs, 
beginning with the characteristics of 
a gaseous rectifier and running through 
thyratrons, phototubes, timing circuits 
and time -delay relays, three -phase rec- 
tifiers, motor control and other types 
of controls to computers. Six jobs deal 
with computers and counters. The last 
three cover synchros and servomech- 
anisms. 

The book fills a gap in the literature. 
Far too little has been written on indus- 
trial electronics. END 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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SOLAR -CELL PRECAUTION 
Be careful when handling small, un- 

mounted, "single -shingle" silicon photo- 
cells (such as International Rectifier 
type 1020). These little cells break and 
chip like thin glass. They will stand no 
bending, very little pressure and little 
dropping. Rufus P. Turner 

HEAT -SINK INSULATOR 
When commonly recommended mate- 

rials are not readily available for 
insulating a transistor from a heat 
sink, an excellent substitute is varnished 
cambric. 

It can be found around most service 
shops, particularly in the high -voltage 
cages of discarded TV sets. It has 
excellent insulation qualities, can be cut 
to any shape with a pair of scissors and 
has fine heat -conducting ability. Be 
sure to coat the cambric with silicone 
grease before using it. Domenic Ripani 

CONVERT TO COLOR TV 

Mkt 

® 

COLORDAPTOR -A simple 10- 
tube circuit and rotating color 
wheel converts any size B & W 
TV to receive compatible color 
TV. 
COLODAPTOR - Easily at- 
tached to any TV set, does not 
affect normal operation. often 
built from parts experimenters 
have on hand, BRILLIA-VT 
COLOR! ONLY 

Complete booklet -gives theory of opera- $195 tion, all construction details, schematic, 
and sample color filters. 
Essential Parts Kit -All Special Parts- Coils, 

Delay Line, Crystal, Color Filters 
n 

Set 
Si 9.95 

Largerd $20 .95 
Other Kifs, Wired Chassis, Motors Available 
COLORDAPTOR 1798 Santa Crus, 

Menlo Park, Calif. 

E C O R D I N G TAPE 
oxide guaranteed not to rub off 

(( 1 or money back. Com- 
o 

. Yoe ue d iér ;T r.:4," n 
o. e"ime r'u e.e 
épW o d 

Lary 
ad 

n the 

reputation means 
t hig to usr 

800' sestets (pisello)! a' 
,95 

1.19 
1.29 
1.29 
1.95 
las 
2.29 
2.69 
3.49 plus 

postage 

SEND 
FOR 
FREE 
CA TA- 
LOG 

800 M - -. - -- - - 

900' MYLAR (Polyester)), 5' 
1200' MYLAR. Sf mil, 8 reel 
1200' Acetate (plastic), 7° 
1200' MYLAR, 1H I. (strong) 
1800' acetate (plastic). 7 
1800' MYLAR 1 mil thick, 7 
2400' MYLAR. enteneilised, 7 
2400' MYLAR. 

Larn d Users n Studios. Even Lower. 

NORELCO 
SPEAKERS 

Famous 9777' successor to 9710M twin- 
eone speaker-original list 3995, usual NET 
23.97. NOW while they last 14 off net ... 
11.98 plus postage. (discontinued model). 
Frequency 40- 20,000 ny. Other SENSA- 
TIONAL speaker reductions on a first come. 
first served bases. 

SEND FOR SPEAKER SPECIFICATION 
SHEET. 

COMMISSIONED ELECTRONICS CO. 
1770 COLUMBIA ROAD WASHINGTON, D. C. 

MARCH, 1961 

TOP -OF- TOOLBOX VISE 
Instead of tossing an old wristwatch 

expansion band away after it becomes 

worn, fasten it down to the lid of your 
toolbox. This little gadget comes in 
mighty handy for holding small parts 
that are being soldered or tested. - 
John A. Comstock 

INEXPENSIVE PANEL 
BEARINGS 

Quite often, while building a piece 
of electronic gear, the home constructor 
needs a panel bearing to support the 

(Continued on page 126) 

"C" WASHER OLD VOLUME CONTROL 

THREADED 
BUSHING 

MOUNTING NUT 
Fig.l 

TRAIN QUICKLY! OLDEST, BEST 
EQUIPPED SCHOOL of ITS KIND in U.S. 
Get practical training in New Shop -Labs of Coyne. 
Prepare for a better job and a successful future in a 
top opportunity field. Advanced education or pre- 
vious experience not needed. Employment service to 
graduates. 

Enroll NOW -Pay Later 
Finance Plan and Easy Payment Plan. Also Part 
Time Employment help for students. 

FREE BOOK 
Clip coupon or write to address 
belote fur Free Illustrated Book. 

"Guide to Careers " -Describes all training offered. 
No obligation and No Salesman Will Call. Act NOW. 

B. W. Cooke, Jr.. President CHARTERED 

C OYN E 
NOT FOR PROFIT 
NOT FOR P OFIT 

1501 W. Congress Pkwy. 
Chicago, Dept. 81.0 

ruse this coupon to get our free book 
"GUIDE TO CAREERS" 

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL training 
at Coyne 

1501 W. Congress Pkwy. training 
Chicago 7, III. Dept. of Electronlcsea -oO at home 

NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE 
Unlike most other schools, we do not employ salesmen.' 

I- 

SEN Y jE 

6 

1ER STEREO 

FM -AM RECEIVER 

Twice as sensitive as any competitive 
stereo receiver -and easily the most pow- 
erful, with a conservative rating of 70 
watts distortion -free music power! The 
FISHER 800 incorporates the famous 
Golden Cascode Front -End for the out- 
standing FM sensitivity of 0.7 microvolts 
(20 db of quieting with 72 -ohm an- 
tenna! ) The AM signal is of FM calibre, 
for perfect FM -AM Stereo. The 800 offers 
unlimited flexibility for every application, 
including Center Channel, Tape Monitor- 
ing and Multiplex Stereo! Truly, here is 

an instrument you'll be proud to own and 
recommend to your friends! $429.50 

Write Today For Complete Specifications 

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION 

21 -51 44th Drive Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
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FREE! I 
ELECTRONICS 

CAREER KIT SCHOOL 
If you're interested in breaking into a 
good -paying job in Radio -TV- Electronics, 
I.C. S. will send you absolutely free a 
famous Career Kit with 3 famous booklets 
that have helped thousands of others - 
just like yourself -on the road to real 
success. Includes: 

1 "HOW TO SUCCEED" Career Guide - 
I 36 -page gold mine of career tips and 

information. 

2 
"JOB CATALOG" of opportunities in 
your field of interest. 

3 
"SAMPLE LESSON" (math) to demon- 
strate the famous 1. C. S. method. 

Send today for your free I.C. S. Career Kit 
with these 3 famous booklets. There's no 
obligation. This may be the big break 
you've been waiting for. Mark and mail 
the coupon today. 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

Dept 37087B Scranton IS, Penna. 
Please send free C d with 7 famous booklets 

C General Electronics D Radio-TV Sepia C Practical Electrician 
C Industrial Electronics D Sound Eguipt. Servg D Protess'I Ent Mae.; 
G Radio-1V Engrg '.) Electrical Engrg C Electrical Drafting 
D Electronic Servicing D Electrical Tech. D Other 

Name Aq 
Address 

City Stata 

Study in the "Valley of the Sun" 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 

TECHNOLOGY 
College -level resident schooling 

Veteran -approved. Catalog on request 
I Middleton Institute of Electronics 

2937 E. McDowell Rd. 
PHOENIX 

',or... -es__ J= ARIZONA 

ENGINEERING 
HOME STUDY COURSES 

Courses written by world 
authorities in all branches of 
engineering and science and 
proved successful by thous- 
ands of our graduates. One 
hour each day in your spare 
time will start you off to higher 
pay, security and prestige. 
Personalized instruction 
methods ensure rapid pro- 
gress. Fill in the coupon and 
indicate the course of interest. 
We will send you a complete 
outline of the course and a 
booklet describing the Institute 
and our advanced teaching 
methods. 

RADIO 
ELECTRONICS 
TELEVISION 
CIRCUIT 

MATHEMATICS 
ELECTRICAL ENG. 
TELEPHONY 
CIVIL ENG. 
SURVEYING 
ARCHITECTURE 
FORESTRY 
MINING 
STRUCTURAL 
MECHANICALENG. 
INDUSTRIAL ENG. 

& MANAGEMENT 
REFRIGERATION 
DRAFTING 
PLASTICS 
AERONAUTICAL 

ENG. 
HIGH SCHOOL 
CHEMICAL 
MATHEMATICS 
JOURNALISM 
ACCOUNTING 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY UIII 
CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE A TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 
767 Century Bldg., 412, .5th St. N.W., Wash., D.C 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

COURSE OF INTEREST 

STATE 

Canadians: Send to C.LS.T., 7E0 Garden 
263 Adelaide St. West, Toronto, Ontario. 

Bldg., 111 
C I I S T 
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DIRECTORY 

TV -FCC 

ELECTRONICS 
TRAIN AT SCHOOL RECOGNIZED BY 

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY 
Specialize by choosing the residence training 

best suited to your needs -from 3 streamlined 
courses. 

Non -essential math omitted. 
Train for 

I I Radio -TV Service 
2) Electronic Technician 
3) Communications Technician 

(FCC License) 
Classes now starting. 

Write for free booklets -no salesmen. 

WESTERN ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 
5119 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 15, California 

ELECTRONIC 
TECHNICIANS! 

Raise your professional standing 
and prepare for promotion! 

Win your diploma in 
ENGINEERING 

MATHEMATICS 
from the 

Indiana Home Study Institute 
We are proud to announce two great 

new courses in Engineering Mathematics 
for the electronics industry. 

These unusual courses are the result 
of many years of study and thought by 
the President of Indiana Home Study, 
who has personally lectured in the class- 
room to thousands of men, from all walks 
of life, on mathematics, and electrical and 
electronic engineering. 

You will have to see the lessons to 
appreciate them! 

NOW you can master engineering 
mathematics, and actually enjoy doing it! 

WE ARE THIS SURE: you sign no 
contracts -you pay only AFTER you have 
completed each Unit of your course. 

In plain language, it you aren't satis- 
fied you don't pay, and there are no 
strings attached. 

Write today (a postcard will be fine), 
for more information and your outline 
of courses. 

You have nothing to lose, and every - 
thing to gain' 

The INDIANA Home Study Institute 
924 E. Columbia Ave., Fort Wayne, Indiano 

ENGINEERING EDUCATION 
for the Space Age 

O ti \uItT'l I kll' I NSTt'I'l'TF, tat Technology 
I, a trnately endourt 1, n0111,1 ntit college of rhgiheeling 
offering a complete Bachelor of Selene.. Degree Program 
and TWO-YEAR accredited technical Institute curricula. 
Students from 50 states. many foreign countries. Outstand- 
ingly successful graduates employed In aeronautics. lec- 
trnnlcs, and space technology. )trite today for catalog - 
nn ohu lion. 

NRTHROP INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
1181 West Arbor Vitae Street. Inglewood I, California 

GET INTO 

ELECTRONICS 
l'. I. Ira lasing level., to cu . s 

unlclana, held engineers, pedal 
in communications, guided mi.- i. e. computers. radar and automation. 

i -4e and advanced courses In theory 
'14 laboratory. Assoc. degree In elee- 
onlcs In 20 mw. B.S. In electronic 

Tige neering` obtainable. ECPD Se. ',Ilted, (:.t. 
a 

p raved. Graduates In 
all branches of electronic. with major 

mps 
Start September, February. 

S hoolgrau 
or equivalent. Catalog. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL 
INSTITUTE 

Dept. C Valparaiso, Indiana 

411 

ELECTRONICS 
PREPARE FOR A GOOD JOB! 

BROADCAST ENGINEER 
RADIO SERVICING AUTOMATION 

TELEVISION SERVICING 
BLACK A WHITE -COLOR 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS AND SURVIVORS 
OF VETERANS 

BUILDING AIR CONDITIONED 
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 

BALTIMORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
1425 EUTAW PLACE. BALTIMORE 17. MD. 

LEARN 
RADAR MICROWAVES 

COMPUTERS -TRANSMITTERS 
CODE TV RADIO 
Phila. Wireless Technical Inst. 
1533 Pine St.. Philadelphia 2, Pa. 

A Non -Profit Corp. 
Founded in 1908 

Write for Free Catalog to Dept. RE3 
Classes now forming 

ENGINEERING COURSES 

PACIFIC 
INTERNATIONAL 

E.E. 
Option Electronics or Power 
Mechanical, Civil & Physics 

Also in Liberal Arts 
Presented through 

HOME STUDY 
Resident Classer Also 
Available if Desired 

PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL 
COLLEGE OF ARTS 

CAS , il SCIENCES 
Primarily a correspondence 

school 
5719 -M Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 38. Calif. 
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MATHEMATICS MADE EASY 
by new step -by -step home study method. Courses 
from elementary to advanced level. Fees as low 
as $10. Diploma awarded. Free booklet by Prof. 
Allcut, P. Eng., gives complete detail. Write 
today to CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE 
& TECHNOLOGY LTD., 412 5th St. N.W., Wash- 
ington, D.C. - SCIENCE 
low ENGINEERING 

B.S. Degree -36 mos. B E. Degree -27 mos. 
Accelerated year -round program: Arro., Chem. , Civil. 
Elec., Mech., Metal.; Math., Chem., Physics. Modest rate. 
Earn hoard. New classes start Mar., June, July, Sept., Jan. 
Catalog. 1531 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Ind. 

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 

twenty to one dividend ... 
that's the return Delve front Investment 
In college education r engineering 

your 
buslne,s. 

Faster Advancement. loo. Important firms like Tri -State 
College graduates . . return regularly to our im inpus to 
Interview seniors. Become au Electronics Engineer. 
Qualify raster here. 

Bachelor of Science Degree in 27 Months 
in Electrical (Electronics or Power major), Mechanical, 
Chemical, Aeronautical. CIViI Engineering. IN 36 
MONTHS B.S. in Business Administration (General Busi- 
ness. Motor 'transport Management Iajor -s). 
For earnest, curable, nature students. ,tall t classes'. 

More a irofessiona .lass thours. saeant itut campus. WelI- 
euluipped labs. od eri zed buildings, new dorms. I ear- 
- ml operation Enter June, Sept., Jan. , Mar. Founded 
188 I. Write J. G. McCarthy, Director Admissions, for 
Catalog and "Your Career in Engineering and Commerce" 
Book. 

TRI -STATE COLLEGE 2431 College Ave. 
Angola, Indiana 

Learn Transistor 
Electronics At Home! 

Prepare now for a profitable 
career in this growing field. Learn 
theory, construction and appli- 
cations of all types of transistors 
with this proven home -study 
course from the Philco Techno- 
logical Center. 

FOR FREE INFORMATION 
PLEASE WRITE TO: 

PHILCO® 
TECHNOLOGICAL CENTER 

"C" and Ontario Sts., Philadelphia 34, Pa. 

TV -FCC 
ELECTRONICS 
TRAIN AT SCHOOL RECOGNIZED BY ELEC- 

TRONICS INDUSTRY. Specialize by choosing 
the training best suited to your needs -from 
three streamlined courses . . . non -essential 
math emitted; Train for (1) Radio -TV Servic- 
ing; (2) Electronic Technician; or (3) Com- 
munication Technician (FCC License). Classes 
now starting. Write for free booklets. No 
salesmen. 

WESTERN ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 
5119 SUNSET BLVD., LOS ANGELES 15, CALIF. 

MARCH, 1 961 

Prepare for your career in 

ELECTRONICS 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
RADIO -TV 
COMPUTERS 

Through study at the Milwaukee 
School of Engineering, you can gain 
a sound technical education - and 
open the door to a rewarding career in 
the space age as an engineer or engi- 
neering technician. 

At MSOE, new classes begin quar- 
terly. Previous educational, military, 
and practical experience evaluated for 
advanced credit. Veteran approved. 
Write for more information today. 

r 
NEW! 
FREE 

"Your Career" 
booklet. 

MAIL 

Associate in Applied Science 
degrees-2 years 

Electronics Communications 
Technology 

Electrical Power Technology 
Computer Technology 
Air Conditioning Technology 
Industrial Technology 
Metallurgical Technology 

Bachelor of Science degrees -4 years 
Electrical Engineering - Communications option - Electrical Power option 
Mechanical Engineering 

Pre -technology program, scholarships, 
financial aid, and placement service 
available. 

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
Dept. RE -361, 1025 N. Milwaukee St., Milwaukee 1, Wis. 

(Please Print) 
Name._........._........_. 

Address._ .............. 

City............................. 

Course interest 
coupon today! 

State 

Age......... 

J 

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
1025 NORTH MILWAUKEE STREET MILWAUKEE 1., WISCONSIN 
AT LAST! A home study course cover- 
ing all phases of electric and electronic 

organ servicing. 
An extensive 
course covering 

every make of organ- repair, regulat- 
ing, and troubleshooting. 

A NEW COURSE 

ELrctroR/C 

ORGAN SERVICING 

Your Opportunity To Get Into A 
New, Rapidly Expanding Field At 
The Start. Don't Miss It ! ! 

WRITE NOW 
FOR FREE 

BOOKLET 

NILES BRYANT SCHOOL 
Dept. E., 3731 Stockton Blvd. 
Sacramento 20, California 

NHSC Approved * The Pioneer School 
Established 1898 

FREES A TITUDE 

. 
TEST 

Prove to yourself that you are qualified to learn 2 -way 
FM radio servicing. All you need to know is basic elec- 
tronics to herein StMlying for a rewarding career in this 
rapidly growing field. 

radio technie,ans are desperately needed to fill 

tbm( ll and part time job opportunities in service shops 
u shout the count rv. The 38 lesson M oror ola Training 

lust ilnte bong .stuy r , trains you to he a uualifir,l 
FVI r.,dio technician it little as ef to S months. 

SIet..,) call to greater earnings. a'fetter future by learning 
UM radio servicing. Send for FREE M torola 

l r.,,',,.e Institute electronics test today nbhgdiin,l 
n >,J,.mu., will call. 

I MOTOROLA TRAINING INSTITUTE Dept. A -163 
4501 W. Augusta Blvd., Chicago 51, III. 

Send FREE electronics test and details on WI home study course. 

\4 \I F: 

A I /DRESS 

urn- STATE 

I 

I 
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TIME TO 
CLEAN UP YOUR 
SYSTEM ... 4re/co®T-7 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
with voice coil magnets of 
Ticonal -7 steel (30% more 
efficient* than Alnico V) 

*... 30% more efficient 
response to the full signal range 
of your amplifier ... WHETHER 
ITS RATED OUTPUT is 
10 WATTS or a HUNDRED... 
at any listening level from a 
whisper to a shout! 

Guild- crafted by Philips of the 
Netherlands to give you 

THE CLEANEST 
SOUND AROUND 
Ask for a demonstration wherever 
good sound is sold or write to: 

NORTH 
AMERICAN 
PHILIPS 
CO., INC. 
High Fidelity Products Division, 
230 Duffy Avenue, 
Hicksville, L. N.Y. 

Write for complete details about the Gernsback Technicians' 
and Hi -Fi Book Club Plans. 

Gernsback Library, Inc. 
154 West 14th St. New York 11, N.Y. 

meat t ' ZE,iVER " teat 4f4t Zumeat 
LAG -55 AUDIO GENERATOR 

SINE SQUARE 
A multi- purpose generator for 

measurements on audio equipment 
-amplifiers, speakers, networks. 
Three waveforms : sine, square and 
complex for all types of measure- 
ments including response, distor- 
tion, transient and I -M distortion 
checks. Full range is from 20 
to 200,000 cps, output 5 volts 
with minimum amplitude variation 
throughout whole range. 

The LEADER test instruments are being used in the more than 36 countries, 
attesting their excellence in design, performance and usefulness. 

OHMATSU ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 
850 TSUASHIMA -CHO KOHOKU -KU YOKOHAMA, JAPAN 

(Continued from page 123) 
long shaft of a switch or potentiometer 
located deep within the chassis. A suit- 
able bearing can be made from the 
threaded mounting bushing of a dis- 
carded volume control (Fig. 1). 

Take the back off the old control and 
remove the C- washer that holds the 
shaft in place. Slide the shaft and wiper 

PANEL OF EQUIPMENT UNDER 
THREADED ICONSTRUCTION 
BUSHING 

TO CONTROL OR SWITCH 

MOUNTING NUT 

Fig.2 

arm out of the control. If the case is 
plastic, break it away from the threaded 
bushing with a pair of pliers. Tin snips 
or a hacksaw may be required to extri- 
cate the bushing if the case is made 
of metal. 

Use the old volume -control nut to 
mount the bushing on the panel of the 
unit being constructed (Fig. 2). Care- 
fully position the bushing so that the 
shaft which passes through it will work 
freely without binding. Hartland B. 
Smith 

CLOTHESPIN EASES PROD 
HANDLING 

By attaching your test prods to the 
legs of a wooden spring type clothespin 
with rubber bands as shown, you will 
be able to handle them much more 

EXTENSION SHAFT 

easily. Since both prods are attached 
to each other, you can handle them 
single- handed. Just a squeeze puts the 
tips closer together to touch test points 
only a short distance apart. You will 
find this clothespin- and -prod arrange- 
ment a real convenience once you get 
used to working with it. John A. Com- 
stock 

BONDING STRAPS 
One day while I was preparing to 

align a TV set I discovered that I 
needed some bonding straps right away 
but none could be found in the shop. 
I noticed some coaxial cable lying in a 
corner and an idea struck me. Why not 
use the shield of the coax? 

First I measured off the desired 
length of coax cable. Next, with a razor 
blade, I slit the coax lengthwise and 
removed the outer covering. Then I 
pulled the inner conductor out of the 
shield and stored it for future use. 
Next I attached alligator clips to both 
ends and pulled the copper shield 
through my fingers to flatten it out and 
my inexpensive bonding strap was com- 
plete.-Paul Mitnaul END 
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THE SIGN OF RAD -TEL'S 
QUALITY 
PERFORMANCE 

BUY DIRECT FROM 

RAD-TEL!! . -.,. 

ORDER RAD -TEL'S 

FIRST QUALITY TUBES TODAY! 

NOT USED!! NOT PULLED OUT OF SETS!! 

SERVICEMEN: HUGE SAVINGS!! COMPARE!! 

FAST ONE DAY SERVICE. 

EACH TUBE INDIVIDUALLY S. ATTRACTIVELY BOXED 

GUARANTEED 
ONE FULL YEAR 

°á 75% OFF ON 

BRAND NEW TUBES 
SEND FOR FREE TROUBLE SHOOTER 
GUIDE AND NEW TUBE & PARTS CATALOG 

TRANSISTORS - AT FABULOUS DISCOUNTS 
PRICE TYPE RATING 

RF 4911 
AF 39 

GE PNP 
ALLOY JUNCTION 
GENERAL PURPOSE 

RF /AF 

200 
MW 

ELECTRICAL Fife 
CHARACTERISTICS 

1080 max. 1E80 max. 

20 Ha 20,.a 
VEB- -3V VEB= -3V 

SILICON 
RECTIFIER 

VCE -1.5 
5ma 

20 min 

Power AF 

Mgd. Freq. to -3 

20 ma 
VCB -16V 

20 ma 
VEB _ -16V 

VCE -1.5 
Ib -1ma 
40 min 

u140 Hi Power 
15 AMP to 36 

MIN. 
POWER 

OUTPUT 
2.25 W 

40 ma 
VCB -100 

40 ma 
WEB= -100 

Series 830 OHMS 

VCE= -1.5 
Ib = 1 ma 
30 min 

35 AMP 

50 PIV 

(max. 20 ma) 

$2.50 ea. 
Lots of 10 

$2.25 ea. 

(No Hardware) 

NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OTHER MAIL ORDER TUBE COMPANY 

RADTELTUBE CO. 
55 CHAMBERS STREET, NEWARK 5, N. J. DEPT. RE -361 

TERMS: 25% deposit must accompany all orlers, balance COD. Orders under S5 add $1 

handling charge plus postage. Orders over $5: lus postage. Approx. 8 tubes per 1 lb Subject 
to prior sale. No COT; outside continental USa. 

MARCH, 1961 

Oty. Type Price Qty. Type Price Qty. Type Price 

_OZ4M .79 -6AW8 .89 -11AF6 .49 
1AX2 .62 _6AX4 .65 _121116 .46 

-183GT .79 _611X7 .64 -12AL5 .45 
_10N5 .55 _68A6 .49 -12A18 .95 
-163 .73 -6BC5 .54 _12A05 .52 
_113 .73 _66C7 .94 _12ÁT6 .43 

_1K3 .73 -66C8 .97 _12AT7 .76 

-116 1.05 6BD6 .51 12AU6 .50 
-ILN5 .59 6BE6 .55 -12AU7 .60 
-1R5 .62 6BF6 .44 _12AV5 .97 
_1S5 .51 _6066 1.66 _12AV6 .41 

-1T4 .58 -6BH6 .65 _12AV7 .75 
_1U4 .57 _6BH8 .87 -12AX4 .67 

-1U5 .50 -6816 .62 12AX7 .63 

_1X28 .82 - 6667 .85 _12AZ7 .86 

AF4 .96 - 6817 1.00 _1284 .63 - 3AL5 .42 - 68N4 .57 _12BA6 .50 - 3AU6 .51 -6866 .74 _12866 .50 

- 3AV6 .41 _6605 65 _128E6 .53 

_3BA6 .51 -6130661 1.05 -1213E6 .44 

_36C5 .54 -61307 .95 -12687 .73 

_313E6 .52 _6608 .78 12BL6 .56 
_3BN6 .76 -HUB .70 _12B06 1.06 

3BU8 .78 _6BY6 .54 -12BY7 .74 
___3BY6 .55 - 6876 .54 _12817 .75 
-36Z6 .55 - 6827 .97 _12C5 .56 
-3CB6 .54 -6C4 43 _12CA5 .59 

_3CF6 .60 _ 6C86 .54 -12CN5 .56 

_3CS6 .52 6CD6 1 42 -12CR6 .54 

-3CY5 .71 -6CF6 .64 -12CU5 .58 

-3066 .60 6CG7 60 -12C1J6 106 - 30T6 .50 _ - 12CX6 .54 

___3_3s045 5 .80 - 6CM7 
6CG8 

66 
77 - 12D85 69 

-354 61 6CN7 .65 - 12DE8 .15 

_3V4 .58 6CR6 51 - 12018 .85 

_4BC5 .56 _6C56 57 _12DM7 .61 

__4BC8 .96 -6CU5 58 _12D06 1.04 _ 48146 .75 _6CU6 1 08 _120S7 .79 

_4807 .96 ___.6C95 70 _12016 .56 

_48S8 .98 -6C51 71 _12EL6 .50 - 4BU8 .71 _6084 .68 12E66 .54 - 4B16 .58 6685 .69 _ 12E76 .53 

-4877 .96 - 60E6 58 _12F5 .66 

_4CS6 .61 - 6006 .59 _12E8 .66 

4DE6 .62 6606 1.10 12F M6 .45 

_40K0 .60 - -6015 .76 _1265 65 

46T6 .55 - 6016 .53 _12SA7M .86 

_5AM8 .79 - 6EU8 79 -129(16T .74 

-5AN8 .86 _6EA8 .79 -12SN1 .61 

_5005 .52 _ 6H6GT 58 12S07M .73 - 5AT8 .80 - 6156T 51 -12U7 .62 - 5BK7A .82 -616 .67 -12V6GT .53 

_5807 .97 - 666 .63 _12W6 69 - 5BR8 .79 -6S4 .48 -12X4 .38 

_5C68 .16 6SA7GT .76 - 17AX4 .67 

-5C1.8 .76 69(1 .74 -17006 1.09 

-5EA8 .80 6SL7 .80 - I7C5 .58 

_5EU8 .80 _6S147 65 _17CA5 .62 

516 .68 _6S07 73 -1764 .69 

_518 .81 6T4 99 -11006 1.06 

_5U4 .60 _6U8 .78 _1716 .58 - SUB .81 -6V66T .54 _17W6 70 

5116 .56 _6W4 .54 _190114 .83 

-5X8 .78 _6W6 69 -19666 1.39 

_513 .46 -604 .39 _1918 .80 

_6AB4 .46 -6X5GT .53 _21E06 1.49 - 6AC7 .96 - 6X8 77 _ 25806 1.11 - 6613 .73 - 781)7 .61 _25C5 .53 

-6AF4 .97 -7A8 68 -25CA5 .59 

- 6AG5 .65 _186 .69 _25C06 1.44 
_6AH6 .99 -7Y4 .69 25CU6 1.11 

-6A65 .95 - BAUB .63 _25DN6 1.42 

-6AL5 .47 -8AW8 .93 -25EH5 .55 - 6AM8 .78 -8805 .60 2516 .57 

_6AN4 .95 -8CG7 .62 _25W4 .68 

_6AN8 .85 -8CM7 .68 _25Z6 .66 

--6A05 .50 -BCN7 .97 _ 35C5 .51 

_6AR5 55 - 8C06 .93 -3516 .51 

_6AS5 .60 -8EB8 .94 _35W4 .52 

_6AT6 .43 -110'1 .75 -35Z5GT .60 

_6AT8 .79 12A4 .60 -5065 .60 

_6AU4 .82 -12A85 55 _5005 
50054 .37 _6AU6 .50 _12AC6 .49 - 611117 .61 -12006 57 -50E115 .55 - 6AU8 .87 -12AE6 .43 - 5016 .61 

-611V6 .40 - 12AF3 .73 -117Z3 .61 
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ALL MAKES 
ONE PRICE 

95 

SAME DAY SERVICE! 
On Popular Types 

48 Hours most others 

VHF TUNERS UHF TUNERS UV Combinations* 
Castle overhaul charge includes all labor and minor parts 
and written 90 day warranty. Tubes and major parts are 
extra at net prices. Tuner to be overhauled should be 
shipped complete; include tubes, shield cover and any 
damaged parts. Write down model number and state 
complaint. Pack well and insure. 

Castle, pioneers of TV Tuner 
overhauling, assure the best 
service available. Remember, 
Castle has a decade of experi- 
ence and overhauling tuners is 
our only business. 

I*UV combination tuner 
-must be of one piece con- 
struction. Separate UHF 
and VHF tuners must be 
dismantled and the defec- 
tive unit only sent in. 

CTV TUNER SERVICE,. INC. 
5710 N. Western Ave. Chicago 45, Illinois 

In Canada: 136 Main Street . Toronto 13, Ontario 

R -E 

Rates -50c per word (including name, address and initials. Minimum ad 10 
words. Cash must accompany all ads except those placed by accredited agen- 
cies. Discount, 10 °o for 12 consecutive issues. Misleading or objectionable ads 
not accepted. Copy for May issue must reach us before March 10, 1961. 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS, 154 West 14 St., New York 11, N. Y. 

PROMPT DELIVERY, we will not be un- 
dersold. Amplifiers, Tape Recorders, Tun- 
ers, etc. No. Catalogs, Air Mail Quotes. 
Compare. L. M. BROWN SALES CORP. 
Dept. R -239, East 24th St., New York 10, 
N.Y. 
GARAGE DOOR OPERATORS $59.95. 
Rugged chain drive automatic unit. High- 
est Quality. Free Literature. DEMSCO, 
INC., Sebring 18, Ohio. 
HI -FI PROBLEMS SOLVED on- the -spot by 
"The Hi -Fi Doctor ". Audio, Acoustic, Radio 
Engineer. Professional visits, day, evening, 
New York area. WILLIAM BOHN, Plaza 
7 -8569. 
I'M SEEKING AN RCA PORTABLE TV 
SET, The 81/2 -inch, metal -cased receiver 
made in the middle 1950's. Must be work- 
ing or repairable. State condition and 
price. R. H. Dorf, SCHOBER ORGAN 
CORP., 43 West 61st St., New York 23, 
N.Y. 
TELEVISION REMOTE CONTROL -$7.00. 
Free Literature -234 Monroe St., Passaic, 
N. J. 
PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC PROJ- ECTS- Organs, Timers, Computers, etc. - 
$1 each. List Free. PARKS, Box 1665, Lake 
City Station, Seattle 55, Wash. 
DISCOUNTS UP TO 50% on Hi -Fi ampli- 
fiers, tuners, sneakers, tape recorders, 
individual quotations only, no catalogs. 
CLASSIFIED HI -FI EXCHANGE, 2375 
East 65th Street, Brooklyn 34, N.Y. 
NEW TWIN LINE SOLDERLESS CON- 
NECTOR (Patent pending) insures perma- 
nent all weather TV -FM antenna connec- 
tion. $.80 each. $8 doz. Jobbers and Dis- 
tributors wanted. Write: RAMCON, 45432 
Kingtree Ave., Lancaster, Calif. 
COMPONENTS, Recorders, Tapes. FREE 
Wholesale Catalogue. CARSTON, 125 -T 
East 88th St., New York 28, N.Y. 
LEARN WHILE ASLEEP, Hypnotize with 
your recorder, phonograph or amazing new 
Electronic Educator endless tape recorder. 
Catalog, details free. SLEEP -LEARNING 
ASSOCIATION, Box 24 -RD, Olympia, 
Wash. 
BUSINESS CARDS. $3.95 Thousand, Post- 
paid! (Raised Letters) Samples. JOHN H. 
TAYLOR, R. D. 2, Box 215, West Middle- 
sex, Pa. 
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DON'T BUY HI -FI COMPONENTS, Kits, 
Tape, Tape Recorders until you get our 
low, low return mail quotes. "We Guar- 
antee Not To Be Undersold." Wholesale 
Catalog Free. HI- FIDELITY CENTER, 
1797RC First Avenue, New York 28, N.Y. 
DIAGRAMS FOR REPAIRING RADIOS, 
television $2. Give make and Model. DIA- 
GRAM SERVICE, Box 672 RE, Hartford 1, 
Conn. 
START YOUR FIRE ALARM BUSINESS 
with our fire alarm 4 "x4 "x2 ", $66 per doz., 
and micro thermal switches $18 per dozen; 
maximum profit, minimum investment, 
fully guaranteed. KAMCO - ELECTRO- 
CHEM CO., 2712 N. Magnolia Ave., Chi- 
cago 14, Ill. 
CASH PAID! Sell your surplus electronic 
tubes. Want unused, clean radio and TV 
receiving, transmitting, special purpose, 
Magnetrons, Klystrons, broadcast types, 
etc. Want military & commercial lab /test 
and communications equipment such as 
G.R., H.P., AN /UPM prefix. Also want 
commercial receivers and transmitters. 
For a fair deal write BARRY, 512 Broad- 
way, New York 12, N. Y. WAlker 5 -7000. 
AMPEX, Concertone, Crown, Magnecord, 
Presto, Norelco, Bogen, Tandberg, Sher- 
wood, Rek- O -Kut, Scott, Shure, Dynakit, 
others Trades. BOYNTON STUDIO, 
Dept. RE, 10 Pennsylvania Ave., Tuckahoe, 
N.Y. 
C -B Intercom operates from remote loca- 
tion. FRONTIER ELECTRONICS, Orr 3, 
Minn. 
ALL MAKES OF ELECTRICAL INSTRU- 
MENTS AND TESTING equipment re- 
paired. New and used instruments bought, 
sold, exchanged. HAZELTON INSTRU- 
MENT CO., 128 Liberty Street, New York, 
N.Y. 
BOOKS -ALL 10e, 2000 titles, all subjects, 
catalog free. COSMAO, Clayton 2, Ga. 
FOR SALE - INFRA -RED SNOOPER - 
SCOPES! ! Optics, Lamps, Parts. World's 
largest stock Infra -red components. Write 
for FREE Infra -red Catalog. McNEAL 
ELECTRIC & EQUIPMENT, Dept. RE -3, 
4736 Olive, St. Louis 8, Mo. 
NEW CONCEPT OF LEARNING SELF - 
HYPNOSIS! Now on tape or record! Free 
Literature. McKINLEY -SMITH CO., Dept. 
T5, Box 3038, San Bernardino, Calif. 

ADVERTISING INDEX 
Radio -Electronics does not assume responsibil- 
ity for any errors appearing in the index below. 

Advertiser Page No. 
A. E. S. INC. 
Acoustic Research, Inc 

Alce Electronic Mfg. Co 
Airex Radio Corp 120 

91 
Allied Radio Corp 0. 20, 21, 111 
Arrow Fastener Company, lne 1110 
Atlas Sound Corp 110 
Audio Unlimited Inc 90 
Audion s0 
B. & K. Mfg. Co 93 
Barry Electronics Corp 100 
British Industries Corp 115 
Brooks Radio & TV Corp 121 
Burstein -Applebee Co. 83 
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 102 -105 
Carsten Studios 117 
Castle TV Tuner Service Inc 128 
Center Industrial Electronics Inc 117 
Centralab Div. of (:lobe Union 24 
CLASSIFIED AI18 128 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 11 
Columbia Who & Supply Co 66 
Commissioned Electronics Co 123 
Colordaptor 123 
Coyne Electrical School 111, 123 
DeVry Technical Institute 7 
Dressner 108 
Editors & Engineers 112 
Electro- Voice, Inc. 25 
Electronic Chemical Corp 116 
Electronic Instrument Co. (EICO) 31, 32 
Electronic Measurement Corp. (EMC I 82 
Electronics Missiles & Communications, Inc 73 
Electronic Publishing Co., Inc 116 
Fair Radio Sales 
Fisher Radio Corp. 123 

81 

General Techniques, Inc 121 
Gernsback Library, Inc 107 
Grantham School of Electronics 15 

Heald Engineering College 119 
Ileath Company 62-65 
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc 113, 118 

Indiana Technical College 
Industrial TV Co. 
Institute of Radio Engineer 

120 
120 

tn.., 113, 118 
JFD Electronics Corp 19 
Jensen 1lfg. Company :;rd Cover 
Jerrold Electronics Co 26 
Key Electronics Co 117 
Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp 17 

97 Lektron Inc. 

Metropolitan Electronics 95, 112 
(R. A.) Moog Co 110 
lioso Electronics 
Multicore Sales Div 

84, 85 
115 

National Radio Institute 27 -28, 90, 115 
National Technical Schools 
North American Philips ('o.. Inc. (Norelco l 126 
Northeast Telecouununicat ions. Inc. 110 
Ohmatsu Electric Co. Ltd 120 
Olson Radio Corp. 67 
PACO Electronics Co., Inc 120 
Philco Computer Div 114 
Picture Tube Outlet 117 
Progressive "Edu-Kits" Inc 98 
Pyramid Electric Co 14 

Quais- Nichols Company 
Quietrole Co., Inc. 

81 
118 

RCA Tube Div Back Cover 
RCA Institutes 
Rad -Tel Tube Co 
Radio Electronics Master 
Radio TV Training School 
Rider, (John F.) Publisher Inc 
Rinehart & Co 

76 -78 
127 
99 
23 
97 

113, 118 
Sams, (Howard W.) & Co.. Inc 100 -101 
Schober Organ Co. 106 
Scott, (H. H.1 Inc. 29 
Service Instruments Corp. (Seneore) 90 -91 
Shure Brothers, Inc 67 
Sonotone Corp. 10 
Sprague Products Co. 16 
Superscope, Inc. (Sony) 116 
Supreme Publicat ions 115 
Swing -O -Lite Co. 83 
Sylvania Electric Products Inc 2nd Cover 
TAB 
Tarzian, (Sarkes) Inc. 
Thorens Company 
Tung -Sol Electric Co. 
The Turner Microphone Company 
United Carbon Consumer Products 
United Radio Company 
University Loudspeakers, Inc 
D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc 
Vidaire Electronics Mfg., Corp 
Weller Electric Corp. 
Winegard Company 
Xcelite. Inc. 

122 
18, 120 

12 
88 

Co 99 
119 
22 

120 

30 
70-71 

117 

SCHOOL DIRECTORY PAGES 124, 125 

Baltimore Technical Institute 
Niles Bryant School 
Canadian Institute of Science Technology 
The Indiana Home Study Inst. 
Indiana Technical College 
International Correspondence School 
Middleton Institute of Electronics 
Milwaukee School of Engineering 
Motorola Training Institute 
Northrop Institute of Technology 
Pacific International College of Arts & Sciences 
Phila. Wireless Technical Institute 
Philco Technological Center 
Tri -State College 
Valparaiso Technical Institute 
Western Electronics Institute 
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YOUR 

"BEST BUY" 
IN 
HI -FI 
SPEAKERS 

JENSEN'S THRIFTY 4- SPEAKER 
SYSTEM ...CHOICE OF ECONOMICAL 
UNFINISHED OR GENUINE 
OILED WALNUT :ABI.VETRY 

T.M. 

When you consider the »- crase of a high fidelity 
speaker system be sure yon IJOk into the tremendous 
value of the Jensen TF -3. 'o can pay much more for some 
other recommended compact speakers ... we honestly thin{ 
you'll like the new Jensen TF -3 better. Hear it and compare .. 
be yo Jr own judge and decide which is the best buy for you. 
Compare this 4- speaker 3 -way system with its low distortion 
FLEX. JR* woofer ... is Uwe midrange units so smooth 
and free from coloratioi ... and the sensational new 
SONO -DOME* Ultra- Tweetel which goes into action only 
above 10,000 cycles! There s 3 choice of genuine oiled Walnut 
cabin 3try or the unfinished gum hardwooc for painting, 
stainiig or building -in. Use a pair for an amazingly 
econcmical outstanding stereo speaker system. 

(D[ [R] MANUFACTJRING COMPANY 
6601 S. L:rsmie Avenue, Chicago 38, Illinois 

4- SPEAKER 
3V /ay system 

In Genuine Oi ed Walnut $99.50 - 
Unfinished GLm Harlwood $79.50 

Division of The Muter Co, 
In Canada: Rentew Eieadc Co., Ltd., Toronto 

In Mexico: Universal De Wexleo, S. A., Mexico 01. 
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How do your 

customers rate you? 

Your reputation is based largely on what happens after you leave the scene 
of each service call. For this reason the name on the tubes you install makes 
a world of difference. RCA tubes are designed and manufactured to assure 
customer confidence in you as well as in RCA. 

RCA tube quality is your best insurance against call -backs due to 
premature tube failure. 
RCA tube performance puts your workmanship in the best light and 
protects it through rigid quality control. 
RCA's trademark symbolizes a name and reputation customers have re- 
spected for decades. 

Your customers know that those red -white -and -black RCA tube cartons in 
your tube caddy represent the most trusted name in electronics. Remember, 
customer confidence is the cornerstone of your business. 
To protect your service reputation before, during and after every service 
call, make sure your next tube order specifies ... RCA TUBES. 

RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION, HARRISON, N. J. 

SIGN OF A SERVICE JOB WELL DONE 

The Most Trusted Name in. Electronics 
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
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